
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FOREWORD 
 

The event, titled „Security for Future“, is a result of the idea to observe the security issue 

in its wholeness, but still separately, through the lenses of scientists and practitioners with 

the aim of connecting science, company practice and economy in general.   

 

In the contemporary world security has gained an utmost importance. In particular, 

security is put on pedestal in crisis situations. Crises have become a constant of the 

contemporary world. Human society has become more vulnerable to negative impacts, 

comparing to earlier periods of history. Rapid technical and technologic development has 

opened new dimensions of phenomena whose width and depth remain unknown at the 

moment of creation of new products. The risk of manifestation of adverse events is not 

possible to assess at the very beginning, but rather the adverse events are faced once they 

are actualized. Crisis management has become a daily need, a necessity for survival of an 

individual, company or society as a whole.  

 

Scientific findings do not always reach those who perform the security related activities as 

legal or natural persons. Due to that fact, there is a need for scientists and practitioners to 

meet and exchange ideas, opinions and knowledge. In the process of contemporary 

business materialization of knowledge is performed constantly. Exposed to the influences 

of turbulent environment and aimed at the sustainability, contemporary business practice 

requires permanent monitoring of and adapting to changes.    

 

The understanding of environment in which contemporary society is situated is possible 

only if one has requisite knowledge about its characterizing phenomena. Only knowledge 

can provide the opportunity of preventive action through an efficient system of risk 

assessment. The knowledge created as the symbiosis of science and practice is the one 

with sufficient quality and strength that guarantee the possibility of preventive action and 

optimal level of readiness for emergency situations. Simply put, the resilience of 

contemporary society to adverse events depends on the level of development of knowledge.     

 

The Book of Papers of the Second International Conference – Security and Crisis 

Management, offers new value in the observation of security portfolio at the strategic, 

company and individual level. The authors of the papers provide new and original insights 

and opinions. A wide spectre of the topics confirms the assumption about the necessity of 

such conference.   

 

The exibition part of the event and practical demonstration exercises are designed to 

showcase new developments and possibilities in addressing various security problems to 

the consumers. By careful selection of topics for demonstration exercises, the organizer 

intends to pave the road for the application of principles of practicality and obviousness in 

the process of the training and capacity building for reaction in various situations.    
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SAFETY FOR THE FUTURE – 2016 

KNOWLEDGE FOR RESILIENT SOCIETY 
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1
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1
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2
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Vukoslavcevic
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1
University of Novi Sad, Faculty of Technical Sciences, Department of Civil Engineering, 
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2 
Higher Technical School of Professional Studies in Novi Sad, Novi Sad, Serbia 

Abstract: In order to improve the resilience of the region to hazards, it is necessary to 

provide the required number of experts that is to modernize and develop higher education 

at the regional higher education institutions in the field of Disaster Risk Management and 

Fire Safety Engineering. A master study programs should be developed to satisfy various 

criteria, according to regional needs for resilient society, such as the shift from reactive to 

proactive actions, developing a culture of prevention in built environment and learning to 

live with risks. Final goal is to produce capable experts, to be able to withstand difficult 

requirements of today and tomorrow. Compliance of the regional master program with 

similar programs, developed in the EU countries, strengthens the capacity of individual 

countries and the region as a whole in the process of European integration. Based on the 

above ideas, the project proposal Knowledge FOr Resilient society – K-FORCE was 

successfully prepared and selected for funding in ERASMUS+ Capacity Building in 

Higher Education – EAC/A04/2015.   

Keywords: resiliency, higher education, disaster risk management, fire safety engineering, 

Balkans 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Natural disasters - floods, landslides, earthquakes, storm winds, hail, drought, as well as 

wild fires and building fires are on the rise in the last decades in the Balkans. Numerous 

human casualties, extensive damages to urban areas, negative impact on the natural 

environment and further weakness of the regional economy are indicators of increasing 

vulnerability. Preliminary surveys have shown that the knowledge of the vast majority of 

existing staff in this area (state administration, public institutions and companies) is based 

on the education acquired from other engineering disciplines with different levels of 

knowledge, and from the skills and experiences that were gained in practice. Those 

competences, knowledge and skills are insufficient to solve the increasing number of 

problems in the field of Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety Engineering. 

Moreover, the lack of safety culture in society in general is also notable.  

Decision No 1313/2013/EU on a Union Civil Protection Mechanism, in view of the 

significant increase in the numbers and severity of natural and man-made disasters in 

recent years and in a situation where future disasters will be more extreme and more 

complex, with far-reaching and longer-term consequences as a result, in particular, of 

climate change and  potential interaction between several natural and technological 

hazards, emphasize an integrated approach to disaster management as increasingly 

important. Prevention is of key importance for protection against disasters and requires 

further action, as called for in the European Parliament Resolution (2010) entitled a 

"Community approach on the prevention of natural and manmade disasters". To reach the 

prevention objectives and carry out prevention actions, improving the disaster risk 

knowledge base and facilitate the sharing of knowledge, best practices and information, 

mailto:mlaban@uns.ac.rs
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was defined as the first ranged action to take. Education and training (ET 2020) lie at the 

heart of the Europe 2020 strategy to exit the recession and establish the foundations for 

future knowledge-based growth and social cohesion. The same goal is promoted in 

multiple EU documents, e.g.: European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement 

(EUR-OPA), South East Europe 2020 Strategy – Jobs and Prosperity in the European 

Perspective (SEE 2020 Strategy) and Supporting growth and jobs – an agenda for the 

modernization of Europe's higher education systems COM(2011) 567 final. 

All above listed are common objectives and goals both for EU and Balkan region, 

considering the on-going European integration process in the Balkans. The resilience 

improvement by developing higher education is also in compliance with Balkan countries’ 

national higher education strategies and action plans, as well as national strategies in the 

field of fire protection and emergency situation.  

The brief analysis of available bachelor, master and doctoral study programs in the field of 

Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety Engineering was done on the regional and 

European level [1]. There is an insufficient number of study programs, and the number of 

graduates is not sufficient for regional/national needs. 

Climate change, fast urbanization and new technologies, in interaction with irresponsible 

human activities, cause the need for multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary engineering 

competences, knowledge and skills. Considering these, available higher education is 

insufficient and unsustainable at regional level without modernizing and further 

development. 

 

2. AVALABLE DRM & FSE STUDY PROGRAMS IN BALKAN REGION 

The survey of available study programs in the field of Disaster Risk Management and Fire 

Safety Engineering was done based on latest information about accredited study programs 

on Ministries of higher education web-sites [1]. In Serbia and Croatia, 17 study programs 

were found (Table 1). Among those, there is only one 1
st
 level – bachelor academic study 

program and three on the 2
nd

 level - master of academic studies. Regarding the 

professional studies, there are 7 bachelors and 6 specialist study programs or modules.  

Study programs curricula are different, but subjects’ common ground is that they are 

dedicated to teaching the students to deal with the consequences, instead the disaster and 

fire prevention. The majority of programs are in fire protection field, and there is a lack of 

subjects treating fire risks theory and fire safety issues. Preventive measures are treated 

only as prescriptive ones; although contemporary fire safety engineering is about 

performance based measures, risk theory and engineering judgment. Very few programs 

are in the emergency situations or civil protection field. The lack of disaster risk 

management basic terminology in Balkan languages is obvious; we do not have the 

adequate terms for disasters, hazards, vulnerability, resilience, etc., in the programs’ or 

subjects’ curricula.  

Even though the Fire Protection and Civil Protection studies were established long before 

Environmental Protection, in Serbia, there is no Fire Protection scientific field in 

Technical Sciences (since 2006.), nowadays it is only a branch of Environmental 

Protection and Occupational Safety scientific field. There is a similar situation in Croatia, 

as well. At University of Zagreb there is Fire Engineering – academic postgraduate 

specialist study ( http://pi.grad.hr/). The study program is in the Civil Engineering field. 

Only one study program was found in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Civil Protection academic 

bachelor program at Independent University of Banja Luka, Faculty for Safety and 

Protection.  

 

 

 

http://pi.grad.hr/
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Table 1: The results of available DRM&FSE study programs survey (Croatia and Serbia) 

No 
Country, City, 

Higher Education 

Institution 

Bologna 1st level study 

program 

Bologna 2nd level study 

program 

1 

Croatia, Zagreb 

College of Occupational 

Safety and Health, 

http://www.vss.hr/ 

Professional studies of Safety,  

module - Fire Protection, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

 

Professional studies of Safety, 

module - Fire Protection, 

Specialist, (120 ETCS) 

2 

 

Croatia, Karlovac,  

University of Applied 

Sciences, 

http://www.vuka.hr/ 

Professional studies Safety and 

Protection, module - Fire 

Protection 
Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

Professional studies Safety and 

Protection,  

module - Fire Protection,  

Specialist, (120 ETCS) 

3 

Croatia, Rijeka, 

Polytechnic of Rijeka, 

http://www.veleri.hr/ 

Occupational Safety program  

module - Fire Protection, 

Professional studies, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

Occupational Safety program  

module - Fire Protection, 

Professional studies, 

Specialist, (120 ETCS) 

4 

Serbia, Novi Sad 

University of Novi Sad, 

Faculty of Technical 

Sciences, 

http://www.ftn.uns.ac.rs/ 

Disaster and Fire  

Risk Management 

Academic studies, Bachelor,  

(240 ETCS) 

Disaster and Fire  

Risk Management, 

Academic studies, 

Master (60 ETCS) 

5 

Serbia, NiS 

University of Nis,  

Faculty of Occupational 

Safety,  

http://www.ni.ac.rs/ 

n/a 

Occupational safety  

- Fire Protection, 

Academic studies, 

Master (60 ETCS) 

6 

Serbia, NiS 

University of Nis, 

Faculty of Occupational 

Safety, 

http://www.ni.ac.rs/ 

n/a 

Environmental Protection Eng.  

- Emergency Management,  

Academic studies, 

Master (60 ETCS) 

7 

Serbia, Zemun, 

Higher Engineering School 

of Professional Studies, 

http://www.tehnikum.edu.rs/  

Occupational safety 

- Fire Protection and Rescue, 

Professional studies, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

Occupational safety 

- Fire Protection and Rescue, 

Professional studies, 

Specialist, (60 ETCS) 

8 

Serbia, Novi Sad, 

Higher Technical School of 

Professional Studies in Novi 

Sad 

http://vtsns.edu.rs/ 

Occupational Safety –  

Fire Protection, Professional 

studies, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS), 

Also available as on-line studies 

Environmental Protection Eng. 

- Fire Protection and Rescue in 

Emergency Situations , 

Professional studies, 

Specialist, (60 ETCS) 

 
9 

Serbia, Novi Sad, 

Higher Technical School of 

Professional Studies in Novi 

Sad 

http://vtsns.edu.rs/ 

Environmental protection Eng. 

- Civil Protection and Rescue 

in Emergency Situations, 

Professional studies, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

10 

Serbia, Zvecan, 

Higher Technical School  

of Professional Studies, 

http://vts-zvecan.edu.rs/ 

Occupational safety 

- Fire Protection, 

Professional studies, 

Bachelor, (180 ETCS) 

 

Occupational safety 

- Fire Protection, 

Professional studies, 

Specialist, (60 ETCS) 

 

http://www.vss.hr/
http://www.vuka.hr/
http://www.veleri.hr/
http://www.ftn.uns.ac.rs/
http://www.ni.ac.rs/
http://www.ni.ac.rs/
http://www.tehnikum.edu.rs/
http://vtsns.edu.rs/
http://vtsns.edu.rs/
http://vts-zvecan.edu.rs/
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There are no higher education study programs in the field of Disaster Risk Management 

and Fire Safety Engineering in Montenegro, Albania, nor in FYR Macedonia.  

According to the latest enrolment data of Higher Education Institutions in Serbia and 

Croatia (Table 1), there was approximately 390 spots for the 1
st
 level - bachelor students, 

and only 230 spots for the 2
nd

 level - specialist professional or academic master students.  

There is one master academic program in University of Novi Sad (since 2011), and two 

master programs in University of NiS. Master professional will be established this year in 

Higher Technical School of Professional Studies in Novi Sad. There is an insufficient 

number of master degree programs in Balkan region to ensure sustainable and uniform 

capacity building in human resources in this area, and academic bachelor studies are 

implemented only at UNS, Faculty of Technical Sciences. A similar program does not 

exist even in neighbouring European countries, and moreover, the current situation in 

higher education in this field is not self-sustainable, because there are no doctoral 

programs to ensure future university professors and research. Existing higher education 

programs do not meet the needs of Serbia or Croatia for qualified staff; neither meets the 

needs of the region in its entirety. It is necessary to build countries’ own, consistent and 

compatible capacities in higher education in this area in the Balkans, which will enable a 

uniform level of required knowledge and skills, as well as recognition of qualifications and 

supporting studying and working mobility in the region. 

 

3. AVALABLE STUDY DRM & FSE PROGRAMS IN BALKAN REGION 

The brief analysis of available master and doctoral study programs in higher education 

institutions (HEIs) in the field of Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety Engineering 

was done on the European level [1]. It was found that the majority of the most advanced 

engineering study programs in this field are available at Lund University – LU (Sweden), 

Danish Technical University - DTU (Denmark), University of Edinburgh – UE (Great 

Britain) and Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje – UKIM (FYR Macedonia), 

and all of the studies are established in a close connection to Faculties/Departments for 

Civil Engineering. There are also fully developed study programs, at all three Bologna 

levels, at Faculty of Special Engineering, University of Žilina (Slovak Republic).  

Cooperation with the European HEIs and their contribution is crucial for new programs 

quality: knowledge sharing, experience transfer in the fields of scientific research and 

education, particularly in developing similar programs and modules and assistance in 

defining needs for program content and teaching methods improvement and modern ICT 

and computer technology use in the education process coinciding with higher education 

development in the EU. 

Specific master programs, that are available in other European countries’ HEIs, indicate 

complementary strong and wide competences: 

 DTU: Master in Fire Safety (research areas: Fire Behaviour, People Safety, 

Structural Safety, Civil Engineering Risk and Decision Analysis); PhD studies in 

research areas (http://www.dtu.dk/);  

 LU: MSc studies: Risk Management and Safety Engineering, Disaster Risk 

Management and Climate Change Adaptation, Fire Safety Engineering - 

international, Human Factors and System Safety – online; PhD studies: Systems 

Safety (http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/);  

 UE: MSc studies: Structural and Fire Safety Engineering, Fire Safety Engineering 

– international, PhD studies in research areas (http://www.ed.ac.uk/);   

 UNIZA: MSc studies: Security Management, Critical Infrastructure Protection, 

Crisis Management, Rescue Services; PhD studies: Security Management, Crisis 

Management, Rescue Services (http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/);  

http://www.dtu.dk/
http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/
http://www.ed.ac.uk/
http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/
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 UKIM: PhD studies: Earthquake engineering, Research areas: Natural and 

Technological Hazards, Risk, Disaster Management and Strategic Planning, PhD 

studies in research areas (http://www.ukim.edu.mk/).  

4. COMMON REGIONAL NEEDS BRIEF ANALISYS 

The role of Balkan’s HEIs is crucial for harmonizing the new programs content with the 

Region’s needs: assessing the level and quality of HEIs resources in this field and 

identifying the key competences, knowledge and skills necessary for contemporary 

practice and future needs.  

Other civil associations’ contribution in regional needs analysis is crucial for the specific 

expertise - identifying the current state of practices: the quality of knowledge and skills of 

active experts working in enterprises and institutions in field of Disaster Risk Management 

and Fire Safety (e.g. National Fire Protection Association, Fire-fighters and Rescue 

Associations, Voluntary Fire-fighters’ Associations, Chamber of Engineers, Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry, etc.). National associations, but also regionally oriented ones, 

represent a wide platform for gathering of experts dealing with emergency situations and 

fire safety. 

Youth organizations (e.g. National Committees of European Youth Parliament, Students’ 

Associations, etc.) have crucial role in the specific expertise – the youth inclusion in the 

development of safety and resilient society and their opinion concerning the state of 

awareness about disaster and fire risks. The safety culture among youth would develop the 

need for higher education in this area, as well as the mechanisms of regional cooperation 

in Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety Engineering (DRM & FSE) area. European 

Youth Parliament national committees in our region already have good cooperation and 

working procedures replicated from EU parliament. Their example of good practice could 

be replicated in other cooperation activities among youth associations.  

Common regional needs to improve the resilience of the region to hazards are recognized. 

The first of all is a need for human resources – experts, who are competent to operate in 

prevention, reaction and recovery phases of the catastrophic events and solve engineering 

problems in the field of DRM & FSE. The second is a need to ensure competitive experts 

who are able to create a sustainable financial plan for disaster preparedness and preventive 

measures, according to regional economy recourses.  

The overall broader objective that capacity building in higher education will contribute is 

to build a sustainable educational foundation in DRM & FSE field in the Balkans, and 

ensure national professional resources and regional capacity for resilient society. Issues 

related to disaster and fire risk management, and risk modeling are of particular 

importance, as they form the basis of a comprehensive understanding of cost and benefits 

of adequate national or international programs aiming at reducing the risk of disasters and 

fires. Strengthen regional cooperation in education and research will also support 

capability of regional cooperation and interoperability in hazardous events. 

There are needs to modernize or develop curricula, and to implement the programs in 

national languages and in English, as well. 

 

5. THE BASICS OF REGIONAL STUDY PROGRAM PROPOSAL 

The subject area, Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety Engineering, refers to 

Multidisciplinary / Interdisciplinary disciplines, with Engineering and engineering trades 

as the dominant academic discipline, while other disciplines addressed by curricula being 

Environmental protection, Architecture and Construction, Civil Protection, Fire Science, 

Climatology, Hydrology, Seismology and Economy.  

These programs should foster the assessment of transversal skills. The implementation of 

interdisciplinary study programs DRM & FSE in the field of Technical Sciences, created 

http://www.ukim.edu.mk/
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in a way that enables continuation of the studies for a number of different profiles of 

engineering professions, also enables continuation of the studies of active professional 

experts. Also, supporting the production and adoption of Open Educational Resources in 

diverse European languages, enables sharing of good practise and joint research activities 

in the region. Study programs should be available in English and regional languages as 

well as a Glossary of DRM & FSE key words and terms and DRM & FSE On-line Library. 

Educational ICT based laboratories should be created in Balkan’s HEIs with 

interoperability capabilities and the On-line library should provide international and 

regional case-study and research publications. That insures common regional problem 

approach and knowledge compatibility also in accordance to contemporary trends in field 

of DRM & FSE. 

Modernisation, accessibility and internationalisation of the higher education field in 

Balkan Countries should be supported through the innovative DRM & FSE master and 

doctoral study programs in HEIs, which will provide experts with recognizable 

competences and profiles of professionals at the labour market and EQF, capable to meet 

various requirements of regional needs. An interdisciplinary, multi-language and ICT 

based education approach insures regional cooperation, allows the exchange of knowledge 

and the mobility of students, teachers and workers, and strengthens national and regional 

capacities in EU integrations. 

Faculties/Departments of Civil Engineering in our region could successfully develop the 

new study programs and interdisciplinary research area, because bought disasters and fires 

are happening in built environment, and their impact on human lives is in proportion to 

urban environment’s and buildings’ security and safety in case of earthquakes, fires, 

landslides, floods, hurricane winds, etc.     

Specific subject curriculum should be dedicated to the vulnerable social groups’ safety 

(disabled people, hospitalised persons, poor people living in slums, the homeless, elderly 

people and children). EU law and technical standards should also be the topic of specific 

subject curriculums. 

Acquired knowledge in the field of Disaster Risk Management and Fire Safety 

Engineering provides the base for building a resilient society.  

Target groups, who could be interested in this type of education, are: students of academic 

and professional studies in other technical fields, young engineering professionals (age 27 

- 40) within the institutions and companies, future engineering executives in disaster risk 

management and fire safety, unemployed persons interested in career path in DRM & FSE 

areas, and professors and teaching assistants from colleges and universities of technical 

sciences. 

European cooperation is needed for the assistance in program modernization, development 

and implementation, through knowledge sharing, experience transfer in the fields of 

scientific research and education, particularly in developing similar programs and 

modules, and assistance in defining needs for program content and teaching methods 

improvement as well as modern ICT use in the education process coinciding with higher 

education development in the EU. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Numerous human casualties, significant material damage and negative environmental 

impact of natural and manmade disasters and fires in the Balkans are the warning calling 

for change of approach to these issues. 

Resilient societies are based on knowledge and training, as well as preparedness. Building 

synchronized regional capacities in higher education in Disaster Risk Management and 

Fire Safety Engineering, according to regional needs and contemporary trends, is a first 

step towards building resiliency of our region.    
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Based on the above, the project proposal Knowledge FOr Resilient society – K-FORCE 

was successfully prepared by University of Novi Sad in cooperation with 11 HEIs from 

Denmark (DTU, AAL), Sweden (LU), Slovakia (UNIZA), FYR Macedonia (UKIM), 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (UBL, UNTZ), Albania (UT, EPOKA), Serbia (VTSNS) and 5 

non-academic partners (Protection and Rescue Directorate of the Republic of Macedonia, 

National Fire Safety Association of Republic of Serbia, European Youth Parliament 

Serbia, Ministry of Security of Bosnia and Herzegovina: Protection and Rescue Sector and 

Sector for International Cooperation and European Integrations and Union of chambers of 

commerce and industry of Albania). The K-FORCE project proposal has been selected for 

funding in ERASMUS+ program Capacity Building in Higher Education – 

EAC/A04/2015. The three years period of the project realization will start in October 

2016.  
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Abstract: Population movement even today as in the past causes many discussions, 

scientific meetings, international conferences and research projects on population 

movements. Thus, the movement of population and its impact on population changes did 

not bypass Serbia today. The paper analyzes the natural and migration movement of 

population in Serbia, based on census data and with special emphasis on census period 

from 1921 to 2011. Such an approach would be to analyze the dynamics and trends of 

change of population in Serbia in the past and today. 

Key words: population growth, migration movement, population, age structure 

 

1. INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS 
The problem of today's population of ecumenism is not a large number, but the large 

regional differences, a strong concentration of the majority of humanity in a relatively 

small space and with a strong constant motion. It is the result of a series of natural and 

social factors. The most important natural factors are: the characteristics of the relief 

mainland; climate with a focus on thermal zones; soil fertility; a wealth of water and 

proximity to the waters; richness of vegetation; mobility and communication; and a wealth 

of ores and minerals. It is consequence of long row of natural and social factors. The most 

important social factors are: social status; economic conditions; life standard; level of 

social consciousness; access to education; conditions of employment; social environment 

and general conditions of life; the ability to meet the cultural and other needs; conditions 

of forming a family. The process of resettlement of the population is very complex and is 

influenced by, in addition to the natural, economic, and social and other factors: 

psychological state; the attractiveness of urban life; and man’s striving for better human 

standards, and changes in status. 

Demographic development is a complex process in which biological, socio-economic, 

geographic, cultural and other factors have decisive role. The historical character of the 

development of the population today is generally accepted and scientifically founded. 

Reproduction mode of population has experienced fundamental changes in the last 

hundred years. Development of the population of Serbia is specific in many of its 

characteristics. The demographic transition occurs later than in Western European and 

North European countries. The process of demographic transition has been completed in 

some areas and in some is still ongoing (Kosovo and Metohija). Here the basic 

characteristics of the demographic transition means: declining mortality particularly infant 

mortality; declining birth rate; the transition from uncontrolled to controlled fertility in 

marriages and changes in the age structure of the population as a result of demographic 

aging. 

mailto:hajradin.radoncic@gmail.com
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Speaking of migration, it was there from time immemorial.  Throughout history, migration 

has been and remained inextricably linked with the history of mankind. The first 

movement of the peoples date back to around 70,000 years ago, when the first group of 

our ancestors left Africa and settled warm Southeast Asia and Australia. Later, history 

records numerous migration, and in modern society migrations are becoming an integral 

part of life, which is characteristic even for today. 

This paper principally indicates the trend of the natural and migration movements of the 

Serbian population in the census period (1921-2011.). 

 

2. POPULATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA 
Under the population of the Republic of Serbia shall mean the set of all people who 

inhabit its territory. It represents a complex historical and natural-social category, which is 

consisted of the family as the primary social groups, through various communities to the 

highest category of society. 

The society has a much broader concept than the population, because in addition to the 

population includes all intellectual, material and moral values which the state has a given 

on certain stage of development.. More recently used the term population, which basically 

means people, population, settlement and the like. Thus, the population is not a simple 

mechanical sum of the people, but a complex and dynamic organism, conditioned by the 

laws of social development that are specific to each historical epoch.   

The complexity of demographic factors in the Republic of Serbia is analyzed through 

consideration of quantitative characteristics of the population, natural movement, 

migration and its structural composition (age structure) from 1921 to 2011. 

 

2.1. The territorial distribution of the population 

The largest concentration of population is represented in the lower areas of Serbia, 

followed by river valleys, ravines, karst areas and industrial centers. The Pannonian part 

with periphery (21% of the territory) has about 49% of the population, while in the 

territory of the mountainous part of Serbia (79% of the territory), 51% of the population 

lives. The eastern half of Serbia is populated and has about 56% of the population, and the 

western half of the country has 46%. In the area of the northern half lives 59.5% of the 

population, a southern 40.5%. Based on these data we can conclude that the territorial 

distribution of the Serbian population is relatively homogeneous and very favorable. 

Geographical distribution of the population by the macro-regional entities is as follows: 

the central part of Serbia, 56.6%, 21.0%, Vojvodina, Kosovo and Metohija 22.4%, 16.2% 

and Belgrade, according to the 2002 census. [1] 

In 2011 in the Republic of Serbia was 9,351,298 inhabitants. From that, in Belgrade was 

1,659,440 inhabitants, of whom 1,344,844 live in urban and 314,596 in other settlements. 

 

2.2. Population movement 
Trend of population number in Serbia in the period from 1921 to 2011 is shown in Table 

1. 

The population increased from 1921 to 1981, and then decreased due to the casualties in 

wars, unfavorable economic conditions, reducing birth rate and other factors.  

During the Second World War, Serbia had great human losses of approximately 1.5 

million. The losses are even greater when one takes into account that after the Second 

World War, ie. in the next ten years, a total population increased only for the number that 

was lost in the war. If we take an average of natural birth rate of 15.3% from 1939 to 1955, 

then the consequences of the war, Serbia has suffered the loss of something less than two 

million people.  [1] 
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Based on the data of census statistics can be concluded that the number of population in 

Serbia after the Second World War was very variable, ie. that the population percentage 

increased until 1981 and then systematically reduced (Table 1).  

Based on these data it can be seen where the characteristic that for the period 1961-1971. 

he was the greatest population growth (804,364, ie. 10.53%). In the period after 1981, 

there was a decline in population. 

The biggest decline in the population of Serbia was a period from 1981 to 2002 and 

amounted to 351,761, or 3.77%. According to the census of 2011, a further downward 

trend in the population was recorded in Serbia. 

 

Table 1: Changes in number of population in Serbia in the period from 1921 to 2011 

Census period Population number 
Increasing the 

number 
Increasing % 

1921. 4 133 478   

1931. 5 795 724 1 662 246 28,68 

1948. 6 527 966 732 242 11,22 

1953. 6 979 154 451 188 6,91 

1961. 7 642 227 663 123 9,50 

1971. 8 446 591 804 364 10,53 

1981. 9 313 676 867 085 10,27 

1991.
 [1]

 9 721 177  407 501 4,38 

2002.
 [1]

 9 665 437 -55 740 -0,58 

2011.
1
 9 351 298 -314 139 -3,25 

Source: Census of Population households and residences 2011 in the Republic of Serbia, 

Ethnicity,  data by municipalities and cities, the Republic Institute for Statistics, Belgrade, 

2012 (treatment of the author) 

 

2.3. Natural movement of population 

Natural growth of population in Serbia is the difference between births (birth rate) and 

mortality (dying) in the same period of time and has a direct impact on the increase or 

decrease in population. 

Looking at census periods the birth rate has tended to decline in all census periods and all 

parts of Serbia. Differences declining birth rates in some census periods reflect the 

complex social, geographical and demographic processes that took place in Serbia after 

the end of World War II. 

Based on the data in the table can be drawn the following conclusions are valid: (1) The 

high birth rate of the population was expressed immediately after the end of World War II 

in all parts of Serbia until 1953, when the last period to revive and biological regeneration 

of the population. (2) Since 1953 there is a visible process of restrictive birth to the 

process of supporting immigration. At the level of Serbia in the period from 1961 to 2011. 

old notes about the decline in the birth rate at a rate of 2 ‰. (3) The decline in the birth 

rate of the population in the period 1948.- 2011. ranged as follows: in Serbia for 21.32 ‰; 

in central Serbia to 21.78 ‰; Vojvodina to 21.61 ‰; and Kosovo and Metohija to 27.42 

‰. The biggest decline in the birth rate in the period of 63 years records Kosovo and 

                                                 
1Тhe data for Kosovo of the UN Committee for Demographic Research (data UNPROFOR) for 2011 

have been added to Census of Population of the Republic Institute for Statistics of the Republic of  

Serbia. 
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Metohija and at least Vojvodina. Still the highest birth rate per 2011 census has Kosovo 

and Metohija (23.18 ‰, the data UNMIK), while all other parts of Serbia have low birth 

rate (less than 10 ‰). (4) The biggest decline in the birth rate of the Serbian population 

censuses in the period 1948 to 1961. years, observed the central part of Serbia and 

Vojvodina 12.70 ‰ to 12.30 ‰ because in this region and the demographic transition 

started early (early 20th century). (5) The difference between the lowest and highest birth 

rate of certain parts of Serbia by census periods ranged as follows: 1948 to 21.10 ‰; In 

1953 to 20.20 ‰; In 1961 to 24.70 ‰; In 1971 to 24.10 ‰; In 1981 to 17.00 ‰; In 1991 

to 15.20 ‰; In 2002 to 10.10 ‰ and 10.98 ‰ 2011. It is evident that the greatest 

difference was in 1961, Vojvodina and Kosovo and Metohija to 24.70 ‰. 

 

Table 2: The birth rate of population in Serbia in the period 1948 to 2011th 

Year of 
census 

In total 
(‰) 

Central Serbia 
(‰) 

Vojvodina 
(‰) 

Kosovo and 
Metohija 

(‰) 
1948. 32,30 29,90 29,50 50,60 
1953. 26,60 25,30 22,40 42,60 
1961. 20,30 17,20 17,20 41,90 
1971. 17,90 14,80 13,40 37,50 
1981. 16,20 13,20 13,70 30,20 

1991. 14,60 11,60 11,40 26,60 

2002. 12,20 10,10 9,50 19,60 

2011. 10,98 9,11 7,89 23,18 

Source: Census data by periods, Federal Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Office of Serbia, 

Belgrade, data were obtained for Kosovo by UNMIK (Author 's) 

 

Second important internal factor of the decline in population growth rate of Serbia is 

mortality.The immediate result of changes in mortality change is population growth. The 

changes caused by the decline or increase in mortality influenced the change of the 

number and structure of the population in some parts of Serbia. 

 

Table 3: Mortality of the population of Serbia in the period 1948 to 2011 

Year of 
census 

In total 
(‰) 

Central Serbia 
(‰) 

Vojvodina 
(‰) 

Kosovo and 
Metohija 

(‰) 

1948. 15,10 13,10 15,10 18,70 

1953. 12,10 10,70 11,80 20,60 

1961. 9,10 8,40 9,40 12,20 

1971. 9,00 8,70 10,20 8,20 

1981. 9,40 9,60 11,50 6,10 

1991. 10,00 10,80 13,20 4,30 

2002. 10,90 12,30 14,40 3,90 

2011. 9,97 12,11 13,47 10,29 

Source: Census data by periods, Federal Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Office of Serbia, 

Belgrade, 1948-2002nd, data for Kosovo were obtained by UNMIK (Author 's) 

The movement of the Serbian population mortality rates showed a number of conclusions, 

the most important being: (1) The mortality rate of the population of Serbia after the end 

of World War II decline do1971. year to 6.10 ‰ and from this census year grows to 2002 

by 1.9 ‰. The increase in mortality indicates that the population in Serbia biological age 
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and thus reduces its reproductive ability. (2) The decline in the mortality rate is not time 

the same for all parts of Serbia. In the central part of Serbia mortality decreases to 1961 to 

4.70 ‰ and from that year to grow until 2002 to 4,10 ‰. In Vojvodina, too, mortality 

decreases to 1961 to 5.70 ‰ and from that year to grow until 2002 to 5,40 ‰. (3) The 

highest mortality rate of the population of Serbia until 1961, had the Kosovo and Metohija 

from 1971 to 2002, Vojvodina. (4) Kosovo and Metohija is the only part where Serbian 

population mortality rate has been steadily declining from 1953 to 2002 to 16.70 ‰. This 

caused continuous maintenance of high population growth in this region. 

Based on the statistical data in Table 4 it can be concluded that the birth rate in steady 

decline since 1981. However, in some parts of the country to the decline was faster or 

slower, while in some parts showing signs of a slight increase. In the natural population 

growth directly affect the birth rate and mortality rate of health care for the population, the 

overall rates of preventive and social care of the elderly, as well as infant mortality. 

According to census periods Serbia had the following population growth: in 1939, 11.2 ‰, 

17.2 ‰ in 1948, 1953, 14.5 ‰ in 1961 to 11.2 ‰ in 1971 to 8.9 ‰ In 1981, the 6.8 ‰, 

4.6 ‰ in 1991 and 2002, 1.4 ‰. 

 

Table 4: Natural population growth of Serbia in the period between 1948 and 2002 

Year of census In total 
(‰) 

Central Serbia 
(‰) 

Vojvodina 
(‰) 

Kosovo and 
Metohija 

(‰) 

1948. 17,20 16,80 14,40 31,90 

1953. 14,50 14,60 10,60 22,00 

1961. 11,20 8,90 7,70 29,80 

1971. 8,90 6,10 3,20 29,30 

1981. 6,80 3,60 2,20 24,10 

1991. 4,60 0,80 -1,80 22,20 

2002. 1,40 -2,10 -4,20 15,70 

2011. 1,01 -3,00 -5,58 12,89 

Source: Data from the census, Statistical Office of Serbia, Belgrade, 1948 - 2011. Data for 

Kosovo were obtained by UNMIK (Author 's) 

 

Natural growth in all parts of the Republic of Serbia, except Kosovo and Metohija, in 

constant decline. On Kosovo's population growth rate is still high at 15.7 ‰. In Vojvodina 

decreased from 10.5 ‰ in 1953 to 1.4 ‰ in 1981, and in 2002 was -4.2 ‰. At the 

beginning of XX century natural increase above the Serbian average (1.4 ‰) has only 

Kosovo and Metohija (15.7 ‰). Those changes are referred to the concept of demographic 

transition, which is the demographic transition period from a state of  high level to a state 

of  low level of birth and death rates. 

 

2.4. Migration of the population 

The change in the population of the Republic of Serbia, in addition to natural growth, 

significantly affects population shifts. Research suggests that declining population in 

mountainous, rural and economically underdeveloped regions of the Republic of Serbia, 

and is increasing in cities and manufacturing centers. 

Accordingly, for the teritory of the Republic of Serbia are characteristic rural-urban 

migration and the city-city migratione.They represent the largest part of the permanent 

migration, and are important and periodical (seasonal) migration.Population of major 

urban areas increased immigration is much more than its own population growth. 
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The exodus of the Serbian citizens to work abroad, according to statistical data was most 

intense from Vojvodina, then from Central Serbia in Table 5.After the 1970s, according to 

statistics constantly increasing number of Serbian citizens working abroad is particularly 

concerned in central Serbia, where the inter-census period 1991-2002. continued 

emigration flow, where about 35 thousand people working or living abroad or (5.9%). 

This trend continues in the inter-census period 2002-2011. with a smaller decline. 

 

Table 5: Serbian citizens working or living abroad from 1971 to 2011.  

Cens

us 

Serbia Central Serbia Vojvodina 

In total 

(homela

nd + 

abroad) 

Abroad 

In total 

(homela

nd + 

abroad) 

Abroad 

In total 

(homela

nd + 

abroad) 

Share in total 

(%) 

Populat

ion 

number. 

Share 

in 

total 

numb

er. 

(%) 

Populat

ion 

number. 

Share 

in 

total 

numb

er. 

(%) 

Populat

ion 

number. 

Share 

in 

total 

numb

er. 

(%) 

1971 720291

5 

203981 2,8 525035

5 

133389 2,5 195256

0 

70592 3,6 

1981 772924

6 

269012 3,5 569446

4 

203421 3,6 203478

2 

65591 3,2 

1991 782279

5 

273817 3,5 580890

6 

226295 3,9 201388

9 

47522 2,4 

2002 789312

5 

414839 5,3 579434

6 

344151 5,9 209877

9 

70688 3,4 

2011 747079

8 

313411 4,2 549636

8 

263083 4,8 197443

0 

50328 2,5 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics. (Author 's) 

 

Table 6: Migration of population in Serbia after World War II 

Migration 
Year 

1948. 1953. 1961. 1971. 1981. 1991. 2002. 2011.2 

immigrant 436 

001 

464 

461 

568 

198 

570 

494 

604 

721 

493 

224 

676 843 572199 

evicted 96 077 123 

128 

187 

956 

244 

693 

258 

956 

283 

781 

318 543 243565 

Source: National Bureau of Statistics. (Author 's) 

 

From Table 6 it can be seen constantly increasing the participation of immigrants in the 

total population of Serbia in the period after the Second World War. 

The sharp rise in the immigrant population between 1991 and 2002 was due to the war in 

the former Yugoslavia, ie. the persecution of Serbian population from the former 

republics, which illustrates the disproportionality of the relations caused by external 

influences. 
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3. CONCLUSION 
Bearing in mind that the natural movement of the population directly affected by the 

change in strength of the population can be concluded that it is a feature of the following 

most unfavorable demographic situation in Serbia. 

Characteristic for the situation of the population of the Republic of Serbia is highly 

variable natural growth, which tends to decline. This causes the 'withering away' of the 

nation and its possible assimilation, which can have long term consequences for the 

defense system of the Republic of Serbia. Causes of reducing natural population growth 

are manifold, and partly have been caused and overall economic situation in the country. 

For a complete analysis of such a situation would require a special study, which would 

detect significant relation to finding the causes and possible consequences for the security 

and defense of the Republic of Serbia, having in mind that human resources are the most 

important resource of the defense system. 

The results of the census of the Republic of Serbia from 2011 confirm these allegations 

demographic development in all elements. The set is a further process of the demographic 

trends of the population in Serbia. Also, the trend of reducing the population in censuses 

from 2002 to 2011 is 2.25% or 314,139 inhabitants. 

The census results also point to a mass exodus of Serbian citizens to work abroad. Also, 

the trend of the citizens of Serbia to work or stay abroad in the inter-census period 1991-

2002. continued, where about 35 thousand people working or living abroad or (5.9%). 

This trend continues in the inter-census period 2002-2011. with a smaller decline. 

For a complete analysis of such a situation would require a special study, which would 

detect significant relation to finding the causes and possible consequences for the defense 

of the Republic of Serbia. 
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Abstract: Crisis management as an instrument of governments for enforcing security in 

transitional democracies has become genuine issue for analysis. Managing crises has 

encounter threats that demand faster and more coordinated response and management 

strategy that surpasses capacities of exclusively military crisis management. In those 

circumstances, as legitimate issue and precondition for successful execution of security, 

crisis management has become a part of the agenda of the post-conflict Macedonia. The 

experience from the crisis from 2001, and even before that, imply on the need of crisis 

management system. Thus, finding appropriate solution where the acquired shortcomings 

will be avoided, and prevention will have its own place, was solved with the establishment 

of the Crisis Management Center. Therefore, the offered concept for structuring the Crisis 

Management Center expresses high applicative value. Modeling is based on the 

predetermined compatibility as initial foundation of the necessary explicit functionality, 

both from intra and inter character.  

Key words:  crisis, management, managing, system, the Republic of Macedonia 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Creating a Crisis Management System, that could timely and efficiently manage the risks 

and threats of the modern world, assumes building a security system, capable at the same 

time to protect the interests of the citizens, to create conditions for sustainable 

development and implementation of the economic, social and other government policies as 

well to boost up the foreign-political credibility of our country. The establishment of this 

mechanism would provide central overview and assessment of threats, risks and data 

analysis, efficient civil control of the security sustem in crises at the highest political level 

as well as coordination of the system institutions and security services activities. The 

structuring of the Crisis Management System at the same time represents one of the key 

steps in the process of coordinating the home legislative in the area of security and the 

security system of the Republic of Macedonia with the standards of the NATO-members. 

Improvement of the interdepartmental coordination is a crucial issue not only for aspirant 

countries for anatoa membership, but also it is a crucial challenge for current members of 

the Alliance. Building of a synchronized security system in Macedonia, integrated in the 

colective security systems is a strategic investment not only for our security and stability 

but also for the security of the Euro-Atlantic region. That is an interest of our partners in 

NATO and the EU, but olso a Macedonian contribution to the Euro-Atlantic collective 

security. [3] 

Namely, today, elyears after the outburst of the armed conflict and signing the Framework 

Agreement, the Republic of Macedonia is in a phase of post-conflict peace building. This 

is one of the reasons why the success of this phase will provide not  only repairing of the 

consequences of the conflict, but also prevention of its repetition Due to these reasons, the  
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ending of  the armed phase of a conflict should and must be perceived as the beginning of 

a new phase in prevention of a new wave of hostility through active social peace building.  

Post-conflict peace building faces a number of challenges and problems, and as such it is a 

subject of many analyses. Certainly, one of them is the analysis of crisis management. In 

that sense, the analysis should provide an answer to the questions: First, whether creating a 

national system for crisis management will help to prevent, timely and efficiently, the risks 

and threats that emerge in the post-conflict peace building in Macedonia. Second, whether 

effective implementation of this system means building a security system that will be able 

to protect the interests of its citizens, and at the same time, to create conditions for   

development and execution of economic, social and other politics that will enable 

stabilization of Macedonia.  

Generally speaking, in the last period, crisis management has been a priority issue on the 

security agendas of international, governmental and non-governmental organizations. In 

addition, this time it is a challenge of the new security environment full of unconventional 

security threats and challenges. [1] Engagement in prevention, management and post-

conflict peace building has opened a sphere of questions and there are very few lessons 

learned. [4] 

Therefore, the Republic of Macedonia in the frames of this difficult and complex process 

of post-conflict peace building, the concept of crisis management can provide a positive 

contribution. Namely, its inauguration can assist in building security and creation of state - 

producer of security. There are serious indicators that point to the challenges and the need 

of serious treatment of the crisis management concept in the frames of the process of post-

conflict peace building and security in Macedonia. That is why one should welcome the 

consensus of all  factors, in addition to the  political, for the organizational establishment 

of the crisis management system, not only as a precondition, that is, a standard for our 

integration in the Euro-Atlantic security structures, but also, above all as our real 

necessity. 

Consequently, one of the priorities for us is the creation of a crisis management system 

that will be able to tackle risks and threats,  which unfortunately do not  circumvent 

Macedonia, in a timely and efficient manner.  It means that we should be able to deal with 

the problems on our own, and in the spirit of democratic time we are living in. Moreover, 

one   should recognize and admit that different needs and security threats cannot be put in 

a universal systemic agreement for crisis management, and as such be introduced in a 

national civilian crisis management. However, the basic principles of democratic control 

of security sector should comprise also the part of crisis management. Thus, the general 

determination is justified. Macedonia needs a crisis management system and of course, a 

law. They will help in permanent monitoring of the condition and in the post-conflict 

period, it will  prove to be a very important stage in the ultimate stabilization of the state. 

It presents a great positive opportunity for Macedonia, which can only stimulate us 

additionally in the process of stabilization and integration in the Euro-Atlantic security 

institutions. The analysis has proven that the necessity of a national system for crisis 

management has emerged as a conceptual response of several dimensions. The first is the 

different social context where crises emerge and influence the unique characteristics and 

dimensions of the crisis itself. In the Republic of Macedonia, the reasons for a future 

crisis, that is whether its structural roots will be in political, economic, social or security 

challenges are due to the condition in the post-conflict period, when peace and the green 

light towards stabilization, development and integration,attach a specific  character to the 

crisis and entail the need for an  appropriate mechanism for its management. Post-conflict 

peace building requires fast diagnosis, that is, anticipation of crises in different social 

contexts. Thus, one should always take into consideration its specifications. They should 

always lead us to the answer when, who and how the crisis is managed. Whether it is 
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better to build on time a crisis management system or a system that will “only cure and not 

prevent.” 

Second, to open the issue of crisis in the context of post-conflict Macedonia, which will be 

dependant on the successful diagnosing and eliminate  of the reasons for crisis. 

Third, for security challenges in post-conflict Macedonia, one of the key issues is how to 

respond to the requirements for security sector reforms.  

Fourth, the new security environment and challenges for security. In the last period, the 

Republic of Macedonia has had a first hand opportunity to perceive the nature of 

asymmetric threats and face the consequences of the lack of coordination of state 

institutions and security services. Experiences show that contemporary risks and threats 

work between sector authorities, surpass resources and capabilities for certain 

governmental institutions and exceed the borders of separate states. These threats do not 

concern only security and defense policy but also the politics of other sectors: foreign, 

economic and social politics, health and   environment policies. Creating security system 

capable to tackle these challenges and give support to the  overall policy of the 

Government, means efficient coordination of these sectors at  the highest level. [3] 

Fifth, abandoning traditional defense and resorting to crisis prevention. Namely, today, 

security in Europe, is mainly characterize  by  increasingly intensified relations of 

cooperation and mutual cooperation, which is one of the  indicators  that slowly but surely, 

the possibilities of a major conventional war have been eliminated. On the other hand, 

however, in certain regions such as South-East Europe, many crises and  crisis situations 

have emerged exactly as a  consequence of crumbling of the bipolar world and big 

socialist states (such as the example with the Republic of Macedonia) . 

Moreover, the  future strategic realities after the terrorist attacks in the USA, Spain and 

Russia  underline the fact that the danger of non-military and  asymmetric threats emerge 

in unexpected shapes and devastating intensity.  

To the current point of civilization development, that is, lately, as a consequence of 

technical-technological development, globalization and climate changes, there have been 

more frequent natural and tehnical-technological disasters,  and otherlarge scale 

emergencies , which very often exceed the total potentials of a state. 

Therefore, states are required to be organized so as to be able to tackle these crises and 

crisis situations. Namely, the states must find solutions for managing the crises starting by  

their prevention and finishing with their resolution.  

In that sense, the latest National Security and Defense Concept of the Republic of 

Macedonia contains a separate part entitled as Crisis Management, where the directions 

and the basis for organization and development of this system have been given. 

Accordingly,  the establishment of  a crisis management system is an imperative for 

Macedonia.. 

Sixth, creating a crisis management system that can tackle the risks and threats of 

contemporary world timely and efficiently, means establishing a security system that will 

be able at the same time to protect the interests of citizens, to create conditions for 

sustainable development and implementation of  economic, social and other  Government 

policies and to reward the foreign-political credibility of our state. Establishing these 

mechanisms will enable central monitoring and assessment of threats, risks and data 

analysis, efficient civil control of the security system in emergencies at the highest 

political level and coordination of activities of institutions of the system and security 

services. [3] 

Seventh, endorsing the Law on Crisis Management will help in  the efficient coordination 

of assessing the crisis. Therefore, in the upcoming  period the following issues will  have 

to be considered: 

 To establish the aims in the  management process; 
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 To plan the basic activities; 

 To determine common principles and the structural frame that is 

expected to affect the crisis. 

In conditions when the main threats are surpassed, they have been replaced by a much 

larger number of less predictable risks that are present and direct, difficult for analysis and 

inconsistent. All this implies that there is a continuous need for controlled response, 

organized crisis management, measures and communications that could be included, 

separately or collectively, in controlling crises and shaping the future directions and 

gratification of political doers and crisis managers.  The categorization of the aims of the 

crisis management system has been of great importance. Namely, to contribute towards 

reduction of tensions and their prevention, which, directly influences state security; 

efficient crisis management, which will prevent their escalation and growth into warfare; 

to ensure civil and military preparations. Complexity of conditions for acting stipulates a 

qualitatively different way in prevention through controlled response and readiness for 

action at all levels of the crisis. In details, this approach reflects utilization of political, 

economic and social instruments as well as military, greater emphasis on conflict 

prevention, peacekeeping and crisis management. [5] 

The necessity of promoting the crisis management system, that is, crisis management in 

the Republic of Macedonia recognizes organization, order and measures aim at putting the 

crises under control and enabling conditions for shaping the future direction of the crisis. 

Furthermore, in the process of coordinating the crisis in the Republic of Macedonia one 

will have to determine the main activities for crisis management, accompanied by every 

state of crisis that suggest a unique matrix through the whole process of crisis 

management. The practice of coordination of crisis assessment is necessary, because the 

activities of managing crises are complex and they encompass monitoring, detection of 

crisis, decrease of intensity of the crisis, negotiations and peace building. 

The formal list of tasks should include implementation of all planning activities 

accompanied by formal decisions, taking into consideration the specific actions that have 

been undertaken with strategic optional elaboration through an obligatory coordination 

across all levels during the crisis.  

The formation of the institution for prevention and tackling crises should enable avoided 

situations such as those before and during the conflict of 2001. At that time, our state 

reacted ad hoc and in the middle of the crisis organized a Coordination Body for 

addressing the crisis,in   which frames was formed a Crisis management Center. This was 

a good solution. However, a priority for us has been creating a crisis management system 

that will be able, timely and efficiently, to deal with crises, which unfortunately, have not 

circumvented Macedonia as well.  

Thus, a number of arguments are required for for realization of the crisis management 

concept, the most important of them being:  

 Development of  an efficient organization of the crisis management 

system, that is a system for managing crises; 

 Ensuring legal and other conditions by the  state so as to establish a 

crisis management system compatible with the world standards; 

 Permanent and obligatory training of the personnel who will work in 

this system. [8] 
One view on our experiences will indicate the following: 

 There is a need for comprehensive preparations, equipment, 

facilitation and planning of all state institutions for acceptance of  the 

challenges caused by the conflict and the crisis, because the escalation 

of crisis is hard to predict; 
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 There is a need for establishing a system for overall transparency  

among all institutions that participate in crisis resolution, putting in 

function the  available infrastructure and national resources; 

 Even at a peace time the status of citizens who, as a   consequence of a 

crisis, out of political, economic, social, demographic, ethnic or 

religious motives, will become a subject of forceful migrations, should 

be fully regulated; 

 Experiences show that regional approach in overcoming the crises, 

regional contingents and regional coordination are key for exiting   

the crisis zones; 

 Coordination of activities and planning of missions of NATO, the EU 

and OSCE have shown as crucial for exiting the crisis zone. [8] 
The endeavors of the Government and the Ministry of Defense are very important in the 

development of the Law on crisis management. The positive side of the Law is that it is 

based on the provisions of the National  Security and Defense Concept, which, inter alia, 

provides directions for   regulating the whole area related to security and defense of 

citizens, their material values and the state. Moreover, in part of the contents of the Law 

have been standardized some solutions from NATO member states  and the European 

Union. The suggested text of the Law will be provide for achievement of several 

objectives, such as: improvement of coordination of intelligence communities, and 

consequently, the quality of information that serve for assessment of security threats of the 

country. The new Law establishes a crisis management system, which should ensure 

timely, fast and efficient prevention and reaction in case of emergency for people, 

theirgoods and lives and the security  threat of the country and the Law also determines  

coordinated, rational and efficient need of resources in case of emergencies in the country. 

Furthermore,two novelties  have been introduced in the Law, namely: the Parliament will 

exercise permanent control on state institutions and the Government in resolution of any 

crisis situation, and  only President of state is entitled to make adecision for engagement of 

part of the Army for overcoming the crisis situations. 

Therefore, due to timely preparation of response to “possible crisis” or “emergency”, that 

would jeopardize  the vital values of the state, the Republic of Macedonia will have to 

organize crisis management, that is, a system for crisis management. This conclusion has 

emerged from the overall analysis that offers an answer to both questions asked in the 

introductory part. Namely, the analysis points out that the Republic of Macedonia needs a 

crisis management system. One should start from an important determinant in creating the 

crisis management system, and that is forming a Coordination body for dealing with crises 

and a Crisis Management Center. Namely, in order to be able to perform the activities 

related to crisis management operationally, efficiently and professionally, the Government 

of the Republic of Macedonia formed these bodies during the crisis in 2001. 

The primary task of the Coordination body for dealing with crisis was to coordinate, direct 

and unite activities of the state institutions in dealing with crises, including the Army and 

police forces and to proposes use of the unit for combating terrorism. 

Moreover, in the interest of efficient crisis management, the Government of the Republic 

of Macedonia formed a Working group for crisis management, that is, a Crisis 

Management Center. 

The Crisis Management Center consists of: 

 Head of the Center; 

 Deputy head of the Center; 

 One representative of the Ministry of Defense; Ministry of the 

Interior; Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Intelligence Agency; Army of 

the Republic of Macedonia and the police. 
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 The Crisis Management Center in terms of dealing with crises has the following tasks: 

 To collect, process, analyze and submit data and information to the 

Coordination body for crisis management and propose measures and 

activities for dealing with crisis situations; 

 To submit information to the Ministry of Defense, Ministry of the 

Interior and the Intelligence Agency. 

In order to deal with the crisis successfully, the state institutions, the Army, the police and 

the Intelligence Agency have a task to submit data related to emergencies to the Crisis 

Management Center. 

Furthermore, subgroups are formed within the Crisis Management Center, as follows: 

 Collecting information; 

 Planning; 

 Analytics; 

 Communications and information; 

 Common and Legal Affairs. 

These are the basis for organizational establishment of the crisis management system. 

Namely, in order to obtain possibility for fast and comprehensive action, that is, for 

proposal of decisions and ensuring constant consultations, coordination, timely reaction, 

efficiency and appropriate utilization of the available resources in case of emergencies, as 

well as ensuring timely, quality and real assessment of security hazards of the country, the 

Law suggests the following organization of the Crisis Management System, namely: 

Steering Committee – according to the Law, it is a Government body for coordination and 

governing the crisis management system. The Steering Committee comprises the Ministers 

for Interior, Health, Transport and Communications, Defense, Foreign Affairs and the 

Head of the Assessment Group.  The control mechanism functions by involving one 

representative of the Parliamentary Committee for Security and Defense of the Republic of 

Macedonia and one representative from the Cabinet of the President of the Republic of 

Macedonia in the work of the Steering Committee.  

Assessment Group - it is a Government body that carries out permanent assessment of 

security risks and threats  of the country and proposes measures and activities for their 

prevention, early warning and dealing with emergencies. The Assessment Group is 

comprised of the  respective Directors of the Public Security Bureau, Directorate for 

Security and Counterintelligence, Intelligence Agency, Directors and Deputies of the 

Crisis Management Center and Directorate for Protection and Rescue, Deputy Chief of 

General Staff of the Army as well as the Head of the Section for Security and Intelligence 

in the Ministry of Defense. 

 Crisis Management Directorate –  it is an independent body of state governance. In 

performing tasks related to crisis management, the Center carries out the following 

activities: ensuring continuity in inter-agency and international cooperation, consultations 

and coordination in crisis management, filing up and updating of the unified assessment of 

security risks and  theats in the country, proposition of measures and activities for 

emergencies resolution.  

An important novelty in the Law on crisis management is the possibility of the crisis 

management system to organize prevention at the  local level. Namely, the Law assumes  

organization and accomplishment of prevention, early warning and dealing with  a crisis 

that poses risk for the goods, health and lives of citizens, emerging from dangers which 

directly jeopardize the Constitutional order and security of the Republic of Macedonia or a 

part of it. Furthermore, the crisis management system also encompasses collection of 

information, assessment, analysis of the situation, establishment of aims and tasks, 

development and execution of necessary acts for prevention, early warning and dealing 

with crises.  
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Thus, the municipalities, in the frames of their authorities have an obligation to assess 

risks and  threats at the  local level, for efficient prevention and early warning  of a 

potential crisis situation.  

For prevention at local level, the crisis management system performs the following duties: 

 Monitors the situations and appearances that can lead to emerging 

crisis on the area of the municipality; 

 Announces assessment of risks and threats for emergency rising on 

the teritory of the municipality; 

 Approves a  programme for revitalization of the municipalities;  

 Executes decisions of the Government regarding the crisis 

management on the territory  of the municipality (which means 

established coordination, necessery for successful prevention); 

 In dealing with the crisis the mayors ensure coordination of 

participants in the crisis management system at the  local level; 

 According to the offered solution, the municipalities have obligation in 

their acts for organization and systematization to establish working 

places for preparation and performance of working tasks related to 

prevention and dealing with crisis situations. 

Therefore, one can conclude that all important aspects of such established organization 

and coordination of the crisis management system can give positive effect in 

accomplishing the security and defense in the Republic of Macedonia, because the crisis in 

Macedonia has opened all vulnerable issues of functioning of the political and security 

institutions in conditions when a coordinated response is required. Furthermore, the crisis 

has shown that the institutions are unsuccessful in their strive to distinguish their 

authorities, which makes the  coordinated of  the joint activities very hard. A coordinated 

response lacked as well, on the part of the security forces – police and the army. The 

problem appeared to be  unclear. That is between the key security institutions, the army 

and the police, and the division of responsibilites between them. These problems have 

created an impression of  a bad simulation of the crisis. 

The post conflict period has opened a new page on the list of future problems, that is, a 

possibility of future post conflict crises. The potential for instability and insecurity or the 

potential for conflict is not and cannot be entirely eliminated. In that sense, not even  

theory recognizes sterile non-conflict societies. However, what it points out is that the 

structural factors are not a sufficient element to break the rule of democratic 

accomplishment of interests and necessities. Two other components are always needed:  

possibilities and political will to utilize the structural problems. In the case of post conflict 

Macedonia, the possibilities/risks are still present: illegal weapons, corruption, foreign 

support for armed violence, illegal armed groups. [9] 

In such conditions, the establishment of civilian  crisis management,  which will  ensure 

civilian and democratic control on the activities and forces, will enable coordination and 

efficiency of the system, which is a general aim, along with the first aim  to prevent and 

the second  to contain and resolve crises. [9] 

Therefore, in this period creating a national  crisis management system  presents one of the 

main and challenging aims of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia. 
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Abstract:  There is a big spectrum of dangers which are threats to the values of modern 

society. The most vulnerable part of society is civil society. Reasons for this are different: 

the government devotes little attention to this segment, there is a lack of information and 

lack of training, educational system does not follow appropriately all areas of society 

needs, etc.  Often, when severe disasters occur, civil society is left alone to cope with the 

consequences, although the state system takes measures of protection through crisis 

management system. There is a question, is it necessary to develop special systems of civil 

defense, which would be devoted to development of the civil society protection system and 

to rescue civil society. Very big number of injured civilians, destroyed buildings, 

demolished infrastructure and endangered environment are arguments which go in favor 

of the development of civil defense system and civil protection in the system of unique 

crisis management system. 

Keywords: civil defense, civil protection, protection and rescue, crisis management 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Crisis has become a social commonplace. Spectrum and intensity of crisis are 

characteristics which show that social communities are under pressure to think about 

potential dangers. Crisis’ consequences, mostly affect civil people, and damages are 

reflecting on all values of society. Civil defense, as one of the options of rescuing citizens 

from harm, is mostly known in the systems of modern states as strategic oriented system 

in the system of national safety. Development of this issue varies from country to country, 

so there are countries that invest lot of resources to deal with this problem, such as 

Switzerland, but there are also countries that do not consider this segment as seriously as 

it should.  The reason for existence such different points of view lie in the set of 

perception of reality in comparison to challenges, risks and threats to social safety. 

Contemporary concept of civil defense was created by Hobson’s idea that a country is 

obligated to provide safety to its citizens. The essence is in need and responsibility that 

every government has to secure their citizens instead of them. Although, many of the 

countries are aware of this, they still watch over this problem very differently. Some of 

the countries, put civil defense in theirs high level priority of national safety, while others 

treat is as a less important. 

The concept of civil defense is definitely state’s function, which has implications and it 

has to delegate responsibilities, on the levels of management, as well as to the individual.  

Events that are occurring nowadays make the local government as an entity on which 

territory the consequences of crisis are happening. Country with its operation and 

organization should create requirements for development and operation of system which 

would carry out protection and rescue of vulnerable values in crisis situations. 
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2. STRATEGIC DIMENSION OF CIVIL DEFENSE 
For a long period of time, civil defense had been considered only as country’s obligation 

and responsibility and it was the only option directed towards rescuing civil citizens. 

However, in twentieth century “national defense” had become, more problematic from the 

aspect of multiplication of safety problems. Since the invention of gunpowder until the 

application of rockets with nuclear war heads, potential means to conduct wars have 

become deadlier at great distances, in terms of civilian suffering. [4] Non-combantant 

participation in war dramatically increased in two ways. First, the wars of the twentieth 

century often emphasized the massive participation in the war economy. Second, with the 

development of the “war at a distance”, which involves the destruction on a large scale, 

without a difference, civilians are often submitted to burden of an ordinance. First World 

War shows us that military losses were higher than civilian, and in relation to twenty-to-

one. In the Second World War those numbers were enormous and closely the same. In 

Korea the number of harmed civilians surpassed the number of death toll soldiers in 

relation to five-to-one; in Vietnam the number of killed civilians was twenty times higher 

than the number of soldiers. In the case of large-scale nuclear war, a ratio between 

civilians and military losses would experience another unthinkable great quant jump; such 

examples are Hiroshima and Nagasaki. [4] 

Although, in the beginning,  the civil defense was  related exclusively to war 

developments, it has shown an importance in the cases like bigger, natural and technical 

and technological disasters. An increasing number of natural and techical and 

technological disasters assert in the first plan the need of development of civil defense. 

Precisely for the reason of generating hazards throughout the entire territory of the entity 

or on multiple subjects, local, national or regional level, it is  necessary to overview civil 

defense through the prism of strategic challenges, risks and threats. 

Civil defense includes wide complex of measures and activities of public authorities and 

institution directed on creating conditions for better functioning of a country in a war and 

other disasters, economy, public services, non-economic activities and protection of a 

population and material goods. According to that mission, civil defense is essentially the 

strategic component of the defence system, regardless of the fact that the protection and 

rescue of protected values priority is implemented at the local govenments. Its focus on a 

local government does not perform a dispersion capacity to perform the tasks of 

protection and rescue, but on a contrary, gives enormous advantages for sizing the system 

in real terms and its own possibilities. 

 

2.1. The role of civil defense in the security of a state 
Civil defense is a part of  defense system of a country. It should represent a set of well-

organized and coordinated functional elements,  whose operation provides a platform for 

succesfully overcoming different types of crisis situations in peacetime and during 

wartime conditions and provides better conditions for a functioning of all state 

institutions, especially those whose part of work refers to the entire population. [2] 

A basic mission of civil defense is to provide the necessary preconditions for 

organization, equipment, planning and stabile functioning of a state civil defense system, 

part of defense, protectiond and rescue of people and material goods and facilitating a 

survival of a population in terms of natural, technological and other disasters of major 

proportions, and to support army units in all operating conditions for its operation. [5] 

In crisis situations, civil defense should fulfill tasks in accordance with a code of 

international humanitarian law, particulary those related to: prevention and opposition to 

all forms of threats to people, material goods and environment, organization and 

functioning of public authorities, organization and functioning of economy, organization 
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and functioning of public serviceces of particular importance, protection and rescue of 

civilians and material goods. 

The process of intensive development of military technology and significantly changed 

physiognomy of contemporary war, and the emergence of new forms of risks and threats 

to security, confirm all the more pronounced tendency of increasinga threat of civil 

society structures. That imposes a need, in addition to basic care for a proper development 

of the army and other elements of defense, also, more attention must be paid to the civil 

defense and improvement of cooperation of all of the defense system. 

 

2.2. The point of the existence of civil defense for the purpose of  crisis 

coordination 
Civil defense is an activity of strategic importance for a system of defense, and it is 

directed on protection and defense of civil population, its material goods and other goods 

and environment, from the ravages of war and from bigger disasters and catastrophies. 

Basic  tasks of civil defense are warning people of danger; evacuation of a population, 

management of shelters for vulnerable population; rescuing people endangered by  war 

and by  other peacetime disasters; detection and marking of danger areas; 

decontamination and other measures to protect; providing emergency accomodation and 

supplies of affected populations; help establishing and maintain the managing  in the 

affected areas; correction necessary utility facilities; cleaning up ; assist in a facilitation of 

facilities for the survival of population and additional activities, finding and removing 

unexploded ordnance (UXO), including planning and organization necessery for the 

completion of these tasks. [6] 

Protection of population and material resources in peace and war provides with 

organizating, training and engagement of civil protection, monitoring and notification 

services, state authority, public service, companies and other legal entities. [9] 

Bearing this in mind, civil defense appears in two forms: technical and political. The 

technical aspect of civil defense is effective implementation of protection measures in 

physical terms, in order to realize functions of civil defense in reduction of disaster, or a 

devastation of war. This kind of aspect is focused on creating a protective conditions, to 

achieve a security of a population, authorities and industrial capacity. The tecnical aspect 

of civil defense, relating to the technical elements, verifiable on a ground. 

The political aspect also has great significance. Holders of the government are essential 

for the development program of civil defense. Political elements are related to: a 

possibility of civil defense planning, financing and implementation of civil defense 

measures and a development of civil protection tasks, equipping and training of forces, 

and so on.  Relation between the political and technical factors of civil defense actually 

defines the country to the path of development and stagnation of safety programs. The 

program of civil defense is very expensive, so, the countries that have lower budgets do 

not opt for the development of this program. The experiences with natural disasters are 

also very important for the development of civil defense commitment. Through internal 

security policy, authorities can solve significant problems and ensure its humanitarian 

commitment. 

 

2.3. Civil defense and civil protection 
The fact is that, in scientific circles, there are different ways of approaching the protection 

and rescue of people, material goods and environment. Help and rescue of the population 

is necessary function in peacetime and in wartime. The different needs, approaches and 

even experience led to the creation of different opinions, regarding the definition of civil 

defense and civil protection. A certain number of authors identified them, and others, 

however, find a basis for defining.  Log in countries in the implementation of specific 
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forms of organization are caused by different perceptions of a need for organizing, 

financial opportunities, challenges, risks and threats, etc. [7] 

Civil defense is a wider aspect of the observation needs and the necessity for preventive 

actions and the assistance to the population in the event of major disasters and 

destructions. Given the tendency of modern states, for higher levels of security through 

collective and other forms of realization of the security, the term civil defense are 

integrated into existing security Syntagma. Transformation approach to a country, a need 

to protect and rescue a population in major accidents, there was the phrase civil 

protection, relatively protection and rescue. 

Civil protection actors on a state’s level have their own responsibilities and duties in a 

case of war, but this area is in recent time is much more focused on actions in peace.  

During peacetime the key focus of the organization and activities of civil protection is 

focused on climate changes, which are often a key reason for catastrophic events such as 

earthquakes, floods, landslides, etc. These phenomena can be very dangerous for people 

and the security of property, and can stop or disrupt the normal functioning of a state, and 

that would implicate social, economic and political problems. Of course, in the field of 

civil protection there can be disasters caused by human action or technical factors 

There is no doubt that the importance of civil protection and assistance, during peacetime, 

as well as during the war, is big.  The main characteristic of civil defense base lies 

precisely, on its commitment to create the conditions for aid to a population and to protect 

material goods, especially through the action of the authorities. Therefore, civil defense 

deals with undertaking concrete measures for the protection and rescue of people, material 

goods and the environment, within the system of protection and rescue. [3] 

 

3. ASSOSIATION OF RISK AND CIVIL DEFENSE 

Despite all advanced and brave steps towards increasing the individual, local, national and 

global security, the war remains a very present form of social relations. War is the 

consequence of certain social trends and uncertainties in a given period of time. In 

addition to the serious consequences of the wars, on a social and national security, they 

are leaving out the natural and technical and technological disasters. The visibility of 

results of wars, refer to a time when the cause of the destruction and its development over 

time can be precisely defined.  On the other side, it is evident that there are different types 

of events which are causing great destruction and victims, but they are not related to war 

destruction. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a growing number of situations 

where we do not have information about upcoming events. There is large number of 

countries in the modern world in which awareness of the hidden dangers is not developed. 

Uncertainties in such societies multiplied on various grounds. Societies, in which 

uncertainties are becoming a dominant feature of a relationship, are the companies that do 

not have a systematic approach to prevention, but act when something happens. Such 

contemporary societies are called society of risk. [1] 
In conditions of uncertainty, in addition to more complex perception of danger, it is 

difficult to plan and develop a system of crisis management. The importance of organized 

approach at the strategic level is of paramount importance. Therefore, the civil defense 

program has a justification for the existence and development, along with the civil 

protection or separately, in the system of protection and rescue. 

 

3.1. Contemporary risks as a justification for the development of civil 

defense 
Very important characteristic of modern risks is its comprehensiveness. . Contemporary 

risks know no borders, social and national specifics. Indifference to such a situation leads 

to  rise in the number, size and intensity of existing and creation of new dangers. Modern 
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companies are market-oriented. Under the auspices of the creation and conquest of new 

markets, cease to apply the rules of respect for the rights of others. Reduces a harmony 

between nations and people, and increase the differences.  This is how the risky societies 

are generated, because generalization of good ideas carries hidden dangers. In most of the 

cases the societies meet with them only when they feel the consequences. [1] 

The unequal distribution of social goods is creating a huge zone of insecurity and 

conditions for the generation of risk. Invasion of social inequality leads to an increase of 

conflicts. The fact is that in any war conflict, more civilians than soldiers are killed. 

Justification is easy to find, if one bears in mind that military formations primarily protect 

themselves, and then, indirectly civilians in the area of their operation. And in a time of 

conflict the civilian population remain in their homes, deal with their own affairs, trade, 

etc. All these activities lead to the effects of exposure to military formations, or even 

those who did not have a military means of destruction. Modern society through the 

development of technology, media, a fall authority of a state, globalization contributes to 

the generation of visible and invisible risks. [10] 

A need for developing comprehensive programs for helping and rescuing people in 

emergency situations lies in the fact that the environment has dangers of which they are 

not aware. The dangers do not always come down to a military component, or war. 

Civilian authorities are the holders of the instruments of social development. Their 

knowledge and interests are the key elements for the development of programs to help 

and rescue civilians. Inserts identification, monitoring and assessment of contemporary 

risks are essential to anticipate and/or react to the dangers of the modern era. 

 

3.2. The future of civil defense and civil protection in the system of crisis 

management 
Unambiguous fact is that the necessary development program has peaked to protect the 

population, material goods and the environment. It is necessary for goals, which set the 

theory of Civil Defense, to implement the objectives of civil protection and thus enable 

the creation of unique and sustainable system of crisis management. The future of civil 

protection is unclear. The United Nations through the International Strategy for Disaster 

Reduction, determine clear guidelines at the global level, about the importance and need 

to develop a program of civil protection. [7] [8] 

The strategy points out that globally the largest responsibility for reducing disaster lies 

with the states and competent organs of the United Nations which has to make more 

serious approach to this global problem. In addition, it was noted that another important 

task, that is related to the reduction of disasters, respectively efficient removing 

consequences of disasters, is the implementation of activities related to sustainable 

development and poverty reduction. The importance of mutual cooperation between the 

countries on the exchange of experiences, practices, technologies, data and information 

represents a completely new approach. It also highlights the importance of cooperation 

between educational institutions and training centers through solid and long-term 

institutional cooperation arrangements. The need is highlighted to invest more effort in 

promoting the participation of communities, as the implementing initial and most 

important step in responding to the emergency. Another important aspect concerns, create 

derivative effective system refers to decentralization. Specifically, it was noted that the 

first level of risk management from disasters should be placed at the community level, so 

it could be on focus direct approach to people's safety. Therefore, insist is on a holistic 

approach to disaster risk management in order to foster greater inclusion of society. This 

would further strengthen the capacity of the protection of livelihood, material goods, 

agricultural goods and animals, and most importantly it would depend, for the most part, 

on the community itself. [8] 
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The effectiveness of the risk management activities during disasters and their reduction to 

a large extent depends on the strategy created at the national, sub-regional, regional and 

international levels. The necessity asserts of creating sustainable strategies at every level 

of managing. The necessity also asserts to further strengthening of regional initiatives and 

their mechanisms of disaster risk reduction. Therefore, accent is placed on linking 

mechanisms and national disaster management plans. 

Access to supranational organizations, the issue of civil defense and/or civil protection, 

indicates the seriousness of this problem. Prevention is the primary goal, to avoid or 

reduce everything that is practically possible. On the other hand, to develop the skills that 

guarantee maximum conducted prevention and minimal losses, respectively that is 

adequate and rapid response to danger. 

 

3.3. The development of crisis management capabilities subjects necessary 

for an efficient response 
Threats to security in the modern world require quick reaction of forces that are able to 

carry out the tasks of protection and rescue in emergency situations. The very idea of 

"protection and rescue" implies high-quality prevention, rapid training of basic functions 

of community and removing damage. Achieving these demands is only possible with 

trained subjects of system and with power system protection and rescue that possess skills 

that meet the set requirements. 

The ability of a subject can be defined as the total capacity of a subject that in the allotted 

time, in a certain area, according to the defined standards and conditions, can achieve the 

desired operational effects of combined engagement of forces, means and manner of 

execution of tasks of protection and rescue. On the ability of a subject, for carrying out 

the tasks of protection and rescue, is influenced by various factors whose size of the 

impact depends on the level of organization of protection and rescue, resource constraints, 

the interoperability of forces in crisis management system, etc. 

Considering that crises develop through several stages: prevention, preparedness, 

response and recovery, and ability of a subject are necessary to develop, according to the 

specifics, conditions arising in given phases. Bearing in mind the experience in different 

crisis situations, ability in principle can be grouped as follows: 

A) In the phase of prevention and preparation, the subject should have the following 

abilities: 

 Ability of monitoring, assessment and prediction of the situation; 

 Ability for effective planning; 

 The ability of early warning and notification; 

 Ability of financial system; 

 Ability of training for  protection and rescue 

B) In the phase of response or responsible for the current situation, the subject 

should have the following skills: 

 The ability to dispose forces for protection and rescue; 

 The ability to manage the situation; 

 Ability  of efficient and timely deployment of forces for protection and rescue; 

 Capability to carry out the tasks of protection and rescue; 

C) In the recovery phase, the subject should possess the following skills: 

 Ability to quickly establish the basic functions; 

 Ability to repair the damage. 

Named skills represent a portfolio of possibilities of all elements of crisis management, 

more exactly the level of achieved interoperability. Support of management capabilities in 

the sense of defining, developing and upgrading is Crisis Staff. Synchronization 
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procedures and the capacity of the Crisis Staff in the period before, during and after crisis 

situations implies efficient and effective use of forces and means of protection and rescue 

in the most general sense. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Crises situations are dangerous events which, from the  people in charged, authorities and 

individuals, require quick reaction. . Not that long ago, safety was associated exclusively 

with military and police affairs. However, various crises that happened in recent decades 

have introduced deferent perspective regarding this issue. In fact, despite the measures 

which are undertaken by military and police, a large number of people are still moving 

from theirs place of residence, also there is a problem of a large number of unemployed 

people, increasing poverty, migration, white plague epidemic, the eruption of organized 

crime, and so on. The most vulnerable point is civilian population, environment, material 

and cultural goods. Exactly these elements suffer the most in a variety of crisis situations, 

and the consequences are long-term and multi-dimensional. Crisis management is a very 

important mechanism in the process of assistance, protection and rescue of protected 

values of society. Regardless of the approach, in theoretical and practical terms, for  the 

organization of civil defense and civil protection it is necessary to develop these systems,  

simultaneously or separately Hearing and interest of the competent decision-makers is a 

key factor for the development of programs to protect the population, material and 

cultural goods and the environment. At the global level there is defined way of solving 

this problem, with precise guidelines and requirements. By completing these 

requirements, they satisfy the minimum needs for the establishment of response in case of 

need. All experiences, collected in crisis situations in the recent past, should imply the 

need and necessity of building a system of crisis management, which is the main focus, 

unequivocally, to protect the most vulnerable values of the community. The success of 

prevention and response depends on the capacity of the community developed, 

materialized through developing the capacity to prevent, respond and recover from the 

effects of crisis situations. The development of skills is the key link, linked horizontally 

and vertically in the system of crisis management. 
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Summary: Fire support in combat operations is provided by combat systems, mostly 

through indirect fires and generally with their own resources. During the execution of 

their combat tasks units are exposed to enemy fire, which makes units vulnerable to 

reconnaissance, obstruction and fire effects. The occurrence of dangerous events directly 

affects the unit and usually has partial or complete destruction of human and material 

resources as a consequence. In order to protect the unit and reduce risk of dangerous 

events and their probable outcomes, combat systems are equipped with modern 

technological equipment, which increases efficiency of indirect fires of mortar units with 

and without application of fire control systems and its influence on risk during the 

execution of fire support tasks of an infantry battalion in offensive operations. 

Keywords: efficiency, risk, fire support, mortar units 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Risk management is an activity based upon improving chances of accomplishing projects 

within the defined time span, allowed expenses and given performance. It is a continuous 

process of decision making which evolves with gradual decrease of uncertainty in 

accordance with the assigned task and achieving desired results [1]. In the military, risk 

management represents primary part of danger identification and risk control of the 

decision making process when conducting operations in accordance with the Serbian 

Military doctrine. 

Mortar units, which are organizationally battle systems of the infantry branch, accomplish 

their combat tasks of fire support through indirect engagement with great risks of 

dangerous events which lead up to unwanted consequences for human and equipment 

resources. Therefore, it is necessary to identify possible hazards in the zone of impact  

while  preparing combat operations  and conduct all necessary activities that would reduce 

their occurrence to an acceptable level. This way, susceptibility of mortar units would be 

reduced and chances of successfully conducting tasks in the impact zone, in accordance 

with realistic combat conditions, assigned time and amount of ammo would be improved.  

Introduction of Fire Control Systems (FCS) in mortar units, simplified the process of 

indirect fire support, reduced preparation and execution time and ammo consumption and 

increased precision and accuracy of engagement. This way, efficiency of mortar units 

when conducting fire support tasks for the battalion is increased which directly lowers 

susceptibility of mortar units to reconnaissance, obstruction and enemy fire effects. 

Application of Fire Control Systems reduces the possibility of partial or complete 

destruction of human and material resources of the battalion, which is the result of 

increased unit protection and reduction of risk of dangerous events occurrence and their 

probable consequences.  

mailto:aca.r.0860.ar@gmail.com
mailto:antras1209@gmail.com
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2. FIRE SUPPORT OF AN INFANTRY BATTALION 

Fire support represents a type of combat support and it is defined as „a gradual, organized 

and planned neutralization and destruction of enemy personnel,  equipment and fortified 

enemy objects, with combined fire of combat support units in order to support units 

performing combat tasks“[2].  

Main force for carrying out fire support in combat operations of an infantry battalion are 

mortar units located with the support elements. A 120 mm  mortar platoon is 

organizationally assigned to a company level unit, whereas, an 82 mm mortar platoon 

consists of two squads assigned to the platoon supporting an infantry company. 

Mortar units conduct their dedicated tasks as an element of combat layout of the unit they 

support by forming firing groups.Their basic task is to support units in front lines 

conducting assigned tasks. This support is achieved through indirect engagement based 

upon the enemy combat layout.  

Through indirect engagement, mortar units conduct assigned combat tasks by firing from 

concealed firing positions and places from which the target cannot be seen, and by using 

the aim point. This way, mortar units, compared to battalion fire systems which engage 

their targets directly, provide greater protection, take better advantage of tactically-

technical characteristics of weapons systems and better route maneuvering. Besides listed 

characteristics, it is necessary to highlight that through indirect engagement,  mortar units 

spend more ammo and spend more time to conduct their tasks which are results of a great 

number of activities during the preparation and execution of combat tasks. This makes the 

process of indirect engagement of mortar units complex (Image 1.), which demands 

competent personnel manning the systems and good equipment. 

 

Image 1. Algorithm of engagement process of mortar units 

 

In the Serbian Military, mortar units conduct the process of indirect engagement with a 

shortened preparation of initial elements and by transitioning to group engagement after 
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fire correction. Accuracy of indirect engagement    applying this procedure is shown in 

Table 1.  

Table 1.: Accuracy of process of indirect engagement of mortar units in the Serbian 

Military  

ENGAGEMENT PROCESS 

MEAN ERROR OF ENGAGEMENT 

PROCESS 
By distance (Exs) By direction (Eys) 

m Vd %Dg m Vp 0-00 

Shortened preaparation of initial elements 54 2,5 1,6 53 3,5 0-16 

Fire correction 43 2,1 1,23 26 1,7 0-07 

Transition to group engagement  by  

elements obtained through shortened 

preparation of initial elements 
62 2,9 1,8 57 4,2 0-09 

ACCURACY 

OF 

ENGAGEMEN

T PROCESS 

SUM 
15

9 
7,5 4,63 136 9,4 0-32 

AVERAGE VALUE 53 2,5 1,55 
45,,3

3 
3,13 0-11 

Introducing Fire Control Systems into Serbian Military mortar units would improve the 

process of indirect engagement. This improvement reflects in total preparation of initial 

elements and transition to group engagement without fire correction as a firing phase, 

which would increase accuracy of indirect engagement (Table 2.). 

Table 2.: Accuracy of indirect engagement process by applying total preparation of initial 

elements  

ENGAGEMENT PROCESS 

MEAN ERROR OF ENGAGEMENT 

PROCESS 
By distance (Exs) By direction (Eys) 

m Vd %Dg m Vp 0-00 

Shortened preaparation of initial elements 37 1,7 1,1 30 2,2 0-09 

Fire correction 49 2,3 1,4 37 2,6 0-06 

Transition to 

group engagement  

by  elements 

obtained through 

shortened 

preparation of 

initial elements 

Transition to group 

engagement  by  

elements obtained 

through shortened 

preparation of initial 

elements 

86 4 2,5 67 4,8 0-15 

SUM 43 2 1,25 
33,

5 
2,4 0-07 

Demonstrated results can be found in PhD Thesis of Aca Randjelovic under the topic of  

„Model of fire control system of mortar units“,  and were obtained through valid 

calculations in Microsoft Excel, by conducting experimental firing operations i 

simulations of group engagement of a mortar platoon. 
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By using numerical analysis of time spent to conduct indirect fire tasks [3]  and 

comparative analysis of time with and without improvements, it can be noted that response 

time of conducting firing tasks is shorter when using Fire Control Systems (Table 3.).   

 

Table 3.: Time response of mortar units in the process of indirect engagement with and 

without improvement of firing procedure 

PHASE OF ENGAGEMENT 

RESPONSE TIME 
With 

improveme

nt 

Without 

improvement 

PREPARATION FOR INDIRECT 

ENGAGEMENT 
72' 10" 114' 

EXECUTION OF INDIRECT ENGAGEMENT 7' 15" 26' 10" 

TOTAL RESPONSE TIME 79' 25" 140' 10" 

RESPONSE TIME DIFFERENCE 61 min 

Response time is greatly affected by the transfer of information during the execution of 

firing tasks between command post and observation post and between observation post 

and firing position and vice versa. It is noticeable that information transfer occurs faster 

via integrated telecommunication and computer networks as FCS elements, compared to 

current equipment (Table 4.).  

Table 4. Response time during the transfer of informaiton   

WAY OF INFORMATION TRANSFER RESPONSE TIME 

WITHOUT FCS 3' 29" 

WITH FCS 1' 49" 

TIME DIFFERENCE 1' 40" 

 

By applying comparative analysis of indirect engagement process with and without 

improvements, it can be concluded that mortar units achieve greater accuracy when 

applying FCS, which positively affects efficiency of indirect engagement of mortar units. 
 

3. EFFICIENCY OF INDIRECT ENGAGEMENT OF MORTAR UNITS     
Efficiency represents a complex pointer of success level of mortar units in combat 

operations and it is directly related with their purpose and functioning. It is carried out by 

group engagement of targets, conditioned by factors from its own and hostile environment 

and  implies  consumption of material resources, losses and involvement of personnel and 

equipment in various weather, spacial and battle conditions [4].    
Determining efficiency of mortar units, as battle systems in armed combat, is the starting 

point for determining combat capabilities of  a mortar platoon, company or battalion in 

which mortar units are located.. 
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Efficiency of mortar units is analyzed from results obtained through calculations in 

accordance with the manual for determining combat capabilities of the Serbian Military 

[5].    
 

Efficiency of mortars (Emb), based on the manual, is equal to the product of firing 

capabilities and geometric mean of efficiency of managing and efficiency of protecting 

mortars, and is calculated with the following mathematical expression: 

Emb Vmef Eu Ez                                           
(1) 

where: 

- Vmef – effective firing capability (expressed as a number of destroyed targets in 

1b/k) and it can be found in the Manual for determining combat 

capabilities of the Serbian Military, Appendix 3; 

- Eu — efficiency of managing, whose values are shown in Table 5.; 

- Ez — efficiency of protection, whose values are shown in Table 6.; 

 Table 5.: Values of coefficients of efficiency of managing  

Level of equipment with FCS and command-

information systems (CIS) 
 Coefficient of efficiency 

of managing  

Crew fully equiped with the latest generation of FCS and 

CIS  0,8 

Crew partially equiped with the latest generation of FCS 

and CIS  
0,5 

Crew not equiped with the latest generation of FCS and 

CIS  
0,2 

 

Table 6. Values of coefficients of efficiency of protection  

Degree of protection 
Coefficient of efficiency 

of protection  

High level of protection from firing effects, 

reconnaissance and electronic impacts 
0,8 

Partial protection from firing effects, reconnaissance 

and electronic impacts 0,5 

Weak protection from firing effects, reconnaissance 

and electronic impacts 
0,2 

Efficiency of a mortar platoon  (Evmb) equals to the product of mathematical expectation of 

the number of hits and mortar efficiency, and it is determined by the mathematical 

expression:   

Evmb MOp Emb                    
                   (2) 

where: 

 -  MOp– Mathematical expectation of the number of hits ; 

- Emb- Mortar efficiency. 

 

Mathematical expectation of the number of hits under the same probability of hitting the 

target is calculated from the following formula: 
MO n p                                                                                                                                                                
(3) 
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where: 

- n – Number of fired projectiles; 

- p – Probability of hitting the target. 

By applying mathematical expressions and table values from the manual,  we calculated 

the efficiency of a 120 mm mortar platoon (Table 7.) with and without the FCS. It was 

calculated for the distance of 4000m with the probability of hitting the target that was 

determined from table values.  

 

 

Table 7.: Efficiency of a 120mm mortar platoon 

EFFICIENCY 

Wih FCS 
Without 

FCS 

Projectile 
n 40 
p 0,3338 0,1817 

MO n p   Number of hits 13,35 7,26 

Vmef 
Targets destroyed 

with 1 battle load 
3,6 

Efficiency 

Eu 
Coefficient 

0,5 0,2 
Ez  0,5 0,2 

Emb Vmef Eu Ez    
Targets destroyed 

1,8 0,72 

Evmb MOp Emb   24,03 5,23 

By applying mathematical expressions and table values from the manual,  we calculated 

the efficiency of  82 mm mortar platoon (Table 8.) with and without the FCS. It was 

calculated for the distance of 2000m with the probability of hitting the target that was 

determined from table values and errors of total and shortened preparation of initial 

elements.  

 

Tabela 8.: Efficiency of  82mm mortar platoon  

EFFICIENCY 

Wih FCS 
Without 

FCS 

Projectile 
n 40 
p 0,2213 0,1015 

MO n p   Number of hits 8,85 4,06 

Vmef  
Targets destroyed 

with 1 battle load 
1,66 

Efficiency 

Eu  Coefficient 
0,5 0,2 

Ez  0,5 0,2 

Emb Vmef Eu Ez    

Targets destroyed 

0,83 0,33 

 

Evmb MOp Emb   
7,35 1,34 

Based on the obtained values, it can be concluded that efficiency of mortar units increases 

with the application of FCS, which affects the quality of task execution as well as the 

degree of risk for personnel, equipment and environment in the zone of impact.  
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4. RISIK OF FIRE SUPPORT OF AN INFANTRY BATTALION IN 

OFFENSIVE OPERATION        
Mortar units execute fire support for the battalion in an offensive operation in accordance 

with the battalion commander's decision and assigned task, by:  

- neutralizing or destroying the enemy and their combat systems in the front lines or 

closer depth of enemy defensive lines, 

- supporting assaults of companies and platoons in the front lines and their penetration 

deeper into the enemy defenses, 

- participating in rejecting counter attacks of enemy infantry units, 

-  blinding enemy observation posts and firing points if necessary and 

- holding the line obtained through offensive operations by providing immobile 

interdicting fires. 
In order to successfully accomplish the tasks, besides good quality of preparation, it is 

necessary to identify the potential hazards, modify activities and implement them in the 

process of indirect engagement in order to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. 
Danger is defined as a  state when on a certain space and in very short period of time,  

huge  damage of  nature, culturaland material goods, environment,  people’s life and 

health occurs, which  consequences are impossible to fix in the desired time with existing 

methods and existing organization [6].  
Risk represents manifestation of dangerous events and their probable consequences on 

people, material goods and environment [6].  This term can involve the possibility of loss 

or injury, potentially negative influence and probability of undesired events [1] .  
In order to avoid danger, and reduce risk to an acceptable level, it is necessary to execute a 

set of activities that define and answer the following questions: What is the problem? 

What information is necessary to solve the problem? What can be done in order to reduce 

the consequences and probability of risk occurrence? What are the most acceptable 

methods to reduce the identified risk? Are the applied solutions working?  

Execution of all activities which lead up to answers to the above questions represents risk 

management [1]. 
Application of the findings in the area of crisis management and improved characteristics 

of mortar units (Table 9.) into a realistic system of fire support it can be concluded that 

when accomplishing firing tasks, mortar units , through the application of FCS and 

improved characteristics, provide following to an infantry battalion: 

- greater resiliency during splitting operations and advancement of up to 50%, with a more 

accurate and precise execution in shorter time, 

- faster pace of the attack of up to 38%, with faster response and resiliency, 

- more successful impact on ambushing elements and enemy security elements of up to 

48%, with faster response and fire shifting, with more accurate and precise engagement, 

higher probability of hitting the target and lower ammo consumption,  

- more successful support  of assaults and in-depth fighting with up to 28%, reduced 

security zone, faster response, higher resiliency and better communication and transfer 

of information, 

- higher efficiency while creating openings in obstacles with up to 50%, reduced border of 

security zone more precise and accurate engagement, faster response time, lower ammo 

consumption and achieving greater effects on target, 

- timed and more successful rejection of counter attacks with up to 28%,  higher 

resiliency, faster response and fire shifting, reduced border of the security zone, better 

communication and transfer of information, 
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- better combined firing effects with fire support of an Army brigade of up to 25%,  with 

direct and better communication and transfer of information, 

- better smoke effects of up to 38%,  with more accurate and precise engagement in 

shorter time, faster response, higher probability of hitting the target and smaller border 

of security zone, 

- more successfully holding the line reached by offensive operations of up to  35%, with 

more accurate and precise engagement in shorter time, faster response and fire shifting, 

smaller border of security zone, lower ammo consumption, and better communication 

and transfer of information and 

- better command of up to 25%,  with better communication and transfer of information . 

Table 9. Improvement of mortar units characteristics expressed in percents  

 
Mortar units characteristics 

Improvement with FCS 

application 
1. Probability of hitting the target 40% 
2. Accuracy and precision 50% 
3. Response time 50% 
4. Projectile consumption 50% 
5. Security zone border 10% 

6. 
Accomplishing desired effects on target 

(number of direct hits) 
90% 

7. Resilliency 25% 
8. Communications and transfer of information 25% 

 

Based on the implemented results into a realistic system of fire support it can be concluded 

that improved characteristics of mortar units, as a result of application of FCS, provide 

more efficient fire support to the battalion during offensive operations and therefore 

reduce risk up to 40%, and with that it provides greater resiliency of units and 

accomplishment of assigned tasks with faster and more efficient execution of offensive 

operations. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  
Risk management is an activity of the decision maker which reduces uncertainty in combat 

operations and increases security of execution of assigned tasks when accomplishing 

assigned tasks, By identifying possible hazards, modifying existing activities and 

implementing them into a realistic system, the decision maker reduces risk to an 

acceptable level and provides greater protection of human and material resources and safer 

execution of tasks in combat environment, in accordance with available time, allowed 

expenses and combat conditions.  
It is possible to define probable hazards when executing fire support operations of an 

infantry battalion, improve indirect fire procedures and implement it into the process of 

solving combat tasks of mortar units. 
Possible hazards in an offensive operation are defined in accordance with the tasks that 

mortar units execute when providing fire support for an infantry battalion and are directly 

connected to the elements of efficiency of indirect fires-the probability of hitting the 

target, time required to execute the task, projectile consumption, accuracy and precision. 
The procedure of indirect engagement is improved by introducing FCS, which improved 

efficiency of mortar units. Increase of efficiency is expressed through greater accuracy and 

precision, reduced time response, reduced ammo consumption and higher probability of 

hitting the target. 
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By implementing improved activities and obtained results into a realistic system we came 

to conclusion that efficiency had increased and that it directly affects risk reduction of up 

to 40%. Reducing risk of dangerous events is the result of higher resiliency of mortar units 

and faster execution of combat tasks.  
Based on the work above, it can be concluded that risk management in combat operations, 

is a mandatory and significant activity of the decision maker which provides successful 

task execution in combat operations, with minimal consequences on personnel and 

equipment. Besides that, it is necessary to highlight that modernizing  weapons systems 

and equipment, improves activities and procedures for executing assigned tasks and that 

their implementation into combat units increases efficiency and reduces risk to an 

acceptable level. 
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Abstract: This paper presents a modification of the Analytic Hierarchy Process method 

based on the application of interval fuzzy numbers. The confidence interval of fuzzy 

numbers is based on the degree of certainty of decision-makers/experts in the comparisons 

in pairs they perform. The confidence interval does not have a fixed, predefined value, but 

it is determined for each comparison in pairs separately. The modification of the method 

has been carried out in order to solve the problem of selection of navigation vehicles 

directions Serbian Army disposes with, when providing assistance to civil authorities in 

flooded areas. 

Keywords: interval fuzzy number, AHP method, floods, navigation vehicles. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Varieties of methods were developed and are still being developed for the purposes of risk 

assessment. Due to the necessity of its quantification, multicriteria decision-making 

methods found its place in the risk assessment. Bearing on  mind one of the most 

important characteristics of the risk - uncertainty, a fuzzy logic is becoming increasingly 

used in the risk assessment, as a very suitable mathematical support for the treatment of 

uncertainty [1]. In this regard, the paper presents a new approach to the fuzzification of the 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method, by applying interval fuzzy numbers and the 

modified method (fuzzy AHP - FAHP) in the risk assessment when selecting navigation 

vehicles directions of the Army of Serbia. The model is developed with the idea of using it 

for selection purposes, primarily in operations of providing assistance to civil authorities 

in case of floods or other disasters that cause flooding of certain areas. 

 

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Army of the Republic of Serbia very often takes a significant share in the assistance to 

civil authorities in cases of flooding. One of the ways of engagement refers to the use of 

navigation resources Serbian Army disposes with (scaffolding, amphibious transporters 

and boats). This assistance primarily relates to the transport of persons, animals, material 

and technical resources from the endangered area to safe places. However, the specificity 

of water surfaces resulting in flood can greatly affect the possibilities of navigation 

vehicles of the Serbain Army. Namely, the primary purpose of scaffolding, amphibious 

transporters and boats Serbian Army disposes with is overcoming water barriers (rivers, 

canals, lakes and the like) in combat operations. Sailing through the  flooded areas has a 

number of specific features which limit possibilities of the vehicles, such as uneven depth 

of water, large number of obstacles i.e. facilities and objects located below the water 

mailto:dbozanic@yahoo.com
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surface which usually can not be seen, or visible objects among which is not possible to 

sail through (due to short distances), and so on. In that sense, the navigation imposes 

certain risks, while on the other hand it is necessary to provide assistance, i.e., to carry out 

a transport from one location to another. 

Although risk forms an integral part of military operations, the risk assessment is still in 

the phase of development [1]. Therefore, the development of the risk assessment models in 

military operations is directed towards the use of knowledge from other fields of human 

activity. Considering that there are many different approaches to the identification and 

evaluation in the risk assessment management, herein is adopted the method shown in [2]. 

This method consists of the following steps: (1)  Hazard Identification, (2)  Hazard 

Assesment (to define risk level), (3) Developing Controls and Making Decision, (4) 

Implementing Controls, and (5) Supervising and Evaluating. The fuzzy AHP model, 

which has been developed in this paper, precedes the development of control measures and 

decision-making, and it is realized after the identification of hazards. 

 
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLIED METHODS  

In the following part of the paper in detail  is described a part of the methods applied. 

Another part of the methods is not described (the AHP and fuzzy logic), because these are 

considered as relatively familiar areas. 

 

3.1. Interval fuzzy numbers 
The membership function to the fuzzy set type-2 occurs when the type-1 membership 

function, Figure 1a, is displayed in the fuzzy form, Figure 1b. Then it is obtained the type-

2 membership function shown in the Figure 2. For certain values of the variable x' the 

membership function type-2 has different values of membership degree, i.e. different 

degree of membership for each of the points (x'). Repeating presented procedure for all of 

the elements, it is obtained a three-dimension membership function (type-2 membership 

function), which describes type-2 fuzzy numbers [5],[6]. 
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Figure 1: Membership function type -1 (a) and fuzzy membership function type -2 (b) 

[12] 

In the membership function of general fuzzy set type-2 (Ã), Figure 2, the value of the 

membership function in every point of the third dimension is described with two-

dimension domain, so called, Footprint Of Uncertainty - FOU. The footprint of certainty 

presents a blur of the membership function type-1. The type-2 membership function is 

described (bordered) with two membership functions type-1, X  i X , which are defined 

as Upper Membership Function - UMF and Lower Membership Function - LMF, 

respectively. Both functions, the UMF and the LMF are presented with the fuzzy set type-
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1. Therefore, it is possible to use arithmetic operations of the fuzzy set type-1 for 

characterization and operation with the fuzzy sets type-2 [12].  
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Figure 2: Triangular membership function of the fuzzy number type-2 

 

3.2. Fuzzification of the Saaty’s scale  
The analytic hierarchy process method was developed by Thomas Saaty [7]. For the 

purposes of this method he developed a special scale, so-called, Saaty’s scale, which 

represents the standard of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This method is well 

known and has been used for long in the practice of operational researches, more about 

which can be seen in [7], [11] and [13] . 

A fuzzification of the Saaty’s scale can be roughly divided in two approaches. The first 

approach is a "strict fuzzification", in which the confidence interval of the fuzzy number is 

predetermined. Therefore, the expert opts in favor of a comparison in pairs, but it does not 

affect the values of the previously defined fuzzy number (Table 1, Column 2). The 

processes of defining fuzzy number and the degree of certainty present two separate 

researches. Another approach is a "soft fuzzification", in which in addition to the 

comparisons in pairs the expert performs, the values of fuzzy number also depend on the 

opinion of the expert (Table 1, Column 3). 

 

Table 1: Presentation of different approaches to the fuzzification of the Saaty’s scale  

Classic Saaty’s scale [7] 
Strict fuzzification 

[3] 
Soft fuzzification [8],[9] 

1 (1,1,1) (1, 1, 1) 

3 (2,3,4)   3 ,3, 2 3 ji ji
 

5 (4,5,6)   5 ,5, 2 5 ji ji
 

7 (6,7,8)   7 ,7, 2 7 ji ji
 

9 (8,9,9)   9 ,9, 2 9 ji ji
 

2, 4, 6, 8  1, , 1 x x x    , , 2 ji jix x x
 

2,4,6,8x  

Based on the other "soft fuzzification" where the confidence interval of the number 

depends on the degree of certainty of the expert in comparison in pairs -  (more detailed 

explanation can be found in [8] and [9]), a new fuzzification has been created by the 

application of interval fuzzy numbers (Table 2). The form of fuzzy numbers presented is 

as follows:  

 , , , , U L L UT l l m u u               (1) 
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Considering that mU=mL in the expression it is presented as m. 

Table 2: Presentation of fuzzyficated values of the Saayt’s scale by the application of 

interval fuzzy numbers 

Value  Fuzzy number 

1 (1,1,1,1,1) 

3     2 23 ,3 ,3, 2 3, 2 3    ji ji ji ji
 

5     2 25 ,5 ,5, 2 5, 2 5    ji ji ji ji
 

7     2 27 ,7 ,7, 2 7, 2 7    ji ji ji ji
 

9     2 29 ,9 ,9, 2 9, 2 9    ji ji ji ji
 

2, 4, 6, 8 
    2 2, , , 2 , 2    ji ji ji jix x x x x

  
2, 4,6,8x  

The fuzzy numberT ,  1,9x  must meet the following conditions also: 

2 2

2

2

,   1

1,       1

 




   
 

 

x x x
x

x

               (2) 

,   1

1,       1

 




  
 

 

x x x
x

x
               (3) 

The value  represents the degree of certainty of the expert in the comparison he performs. 

The value k (Figure 2) is the coefficient of the expert’s competence. About the assessment 

of the expert’s competence more can be read in [10]. Thus, in the case of expert’s 

competence with k = 0.7 and in the comparison "3" - "low dominance," a fuzzy number 

would look like in Figure 3 (with varying degrees of certainty 1, 0.8 and 0.5).  
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Figure 3: Presentation of the interval fuzzy number depending on the degree of certainty 

of the expert  

Expressions for the calculation of the inverse interval fuzzy number 
1

T are shown in the 

Table 3. 
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Table 3: Presentation of the fuzzyficated inverse values of the Saaty’s scale by applying 

interval fuzzy numbers  

Value  Fuzzy number  

1 (1,1,1,1,1) 

1/3  2 21/ (2 )3,1/ (2 )3,1/ 3,1/ 3 ,1/ 3    ji ji ji ji
 

1/5  2 21/ (2 )5,1/ (2 )5,1/ 5,1/ 5 ,1/ 5    ji ji ji ji
 

1/7  2 21/ (2 )7,1/ (2 )7,1/ 7,1/ 7 ,1/ 7    ji ji ji ji
 

1/9  2 21/ (2 )9,1/ (2 )9,1/ 9,1/ 9 ,1/ 9    ji ji ji ji
 

1/2, 1/4, 

1/6, 1/8 

 2 21/ (2 ) ,1/ (2 ) ,1/ ,1/ ,1/    ji ji ji jix x x x x
  

2,4,6,8x  

The inverse fuzzy number
1

T ,  1/ 9,1x  must meet the following conditions also: 

2 2

2

2

1/ ,   x 1
1/

1,       1

 




   
 

 

x x
x

x

              (4) 

1/ ,   x 1
1/

1,       1

 




  
 

 

x x
x

x

              (5) 

 

4. PRESENTATION OF THE FAHP METHOD APPLICATION  
The basic idea of the FAHP method is that it should be applied in group decision-making, 

although its application is also possible in individual decision-making. Basic steps in its 

application (regardless of whether it concerns defining weight coefficients of criteria or 

alternatives) are as follows: 

1) Data collection from the experts (comparisons are made in pairs by using classic 

Saaty’s scale, stating the degree of certainty of every comparison made); 

1 2

1 11 11 12 12 1 1

2 21 21 22 22 2 2

1 1 2 2

              

; ; ;

; ; ;

; ; ;
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n n
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K K K

K a a a

E K a a a

K a a a

              (6) 

2) Application of the AHP with the fuzzyficated Saaty’s scale for each expert separately; 

3) Aggregation of the obtained priority vectors. 

Before starting the application of the method, basic criteria for performing the risk 

assessment should be defined. The criteria for risk assessment in this model are taken from 

[1], and adapted to the specific problem. Basic criteria based on which shall be performed 

the risk assessment are as follows [1]: 

- Criterion 1 (C1) - probability of hazard occurrence. This criterion evaluates to 

what extent it is possible to occur the damage/adverse effect, i.e., the manifestation of the 

hazard. 

- Criterion 2 (C2) - state of the system. Under this criterion is meant the state of 

the system in relation to the potential hazard. In other words, it is considered the 
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vulnerability of the system, as well as the assessment of possibilities for the defense of the 

system in case of emergency. 

- Criterion 3 (C3) - negative consequences. This criterion includes human and 

material losses potential danger can cause. 

- Criterion 4 (C4) - ability to generate other hazards. This criterion is defined 

because it is calculated the risk for each hazard, and there is no connecting component 

between hazards. 

After defining the criteria, conditions are created for the application of the FAHP method. 

The first step is to define the comparison matrix of criteria in pairs and degrees of 

certainty, according to the expression  6. 

1 2 3 4

1

1 2

3

4

1;100 2;100 1/ 2;70 4;100

1/ 2;100 1;100 1/ 3;60 2;80

2;70 3;60 1;100 5;60

1/ 4;100 1/ 2;80 1/ 5;60 1;100

 
 
 
 
 
 



K K K K

K

E K

K

K

 

In the second step it is performed the fuzzification of the previous matrix by applying the 

expressions provided in Tables 2 and 3. 

1 2 3 4

1

'

1 2

3

4

1;1;1;1;1 2;2;2;2;2 0,33;0,38;0,5;0,71;1 4;4;4;4;4

0,5;0,5;0,5;0,5;0,5 1;1;1;1;1 0,2;0,24;0,33;0,56;0,93 1,28;1,6;2;2,4;2,72

1;1,4;2;2,6;3,02 1,08;1,8;3;4,2;4,92 1;1;1;1;1 1,8;3;5;7;8,2

0,25;0



K K K K

K

E K

K

K , 25;0,25;0,25;0,25 0,37;0,42;0,5;0,63;0,78 0,12;0,14;0,2;0,33;0,56 1;1;1;1;1

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In further assessment standard steps of the AHP method are applied i.e., weight vectors W 

are obtained. After obtaining weight vectors, it is performed the defuzzification of the 

obtained weight vectors W using the expression [4]: 

       
3 3

2

      
   

 

U U U U L L L L

U L

u l m l u l m l
l k l

W                (7) 

The obtained weight coefficients of criteria are presented in the Table 4. For comparison 

purposes, the values obtained by classic AHP method are shown as well. 

Table 4: Weight coefficients of criteria obtained by the FAHP and classic AHP method 

Criterion FAHP AHP 

K1 0.30 0.29 

K2 0.16 0.15 

K3 0.45 0.48 

K4 0.09 0.08 

From the Table 4, it can be concluded that there are no changes in the rank of criteria, but 

there are differences in the obtained weight coefficient values. 

The following step is to evaluate alternatives, i.e., to select the most favorable one from 

the set of possible solutions. As well as in obtaining weight coefficients, the initial 

matrices are defined first, comparing each other for each criterion separately, and the 

degrees of certainty are defined for each comparison. Further is performed the 

fuzzification by the application of conventional steps of the AHP method and the 

defuzzification. In the abstract example of six alternatives are obtained the results shown 
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in the Table 5. Also, in the table are shown the results that would be obtained by using 

classic AHP method. 

 

Table 5: Rank of alternatives 

Criterion AHP Rank FAHP Rank 

A1 0,17 4. 0,19 4. 

A2 0,26 6. 0,23 6. 

A3 0,24 5. 0,21 5. 

A4 0,14 3. 0,13 3. 

A5 0,10 2. 0,10 1. 

A6 0,09 1. 0,12 2. 

 

Analyzing the obtained results it is noticed that the rank of alternatives in case of using the 

FAHP and classic AHP is uneven. The alternatives one and two have changed places. It 

can also be noted that in case of the application of the FAHP three alternatives are at the 

top, having very close values, which is not the case in the application of classic AHP 

method. Relying on the FAHP method, the decision-makers would choose the alternative 

number five as the least risky, while by using classic AHP method, the decision-makers 

would chose the alternative six as a solution. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In the paper has successfully been presented the application of the modified AHP method 

on the example of individual decision-making, based on the risk assessment performed. In 

a similar way, the application would be conducted in group decision-making. The 

displayed fuzzification may affect the output values, but also the rank of alternatives. The 

impact on the rank of alternatives is possible in close values, based on what the 

comparison in pairs remains the most important element of the method. The degree of 

certainty is only an additional element that has the capacity to reduce the output result or 

increase it for a relatively small value. 

Practical importance of the paper is reflected in successful decision-making on the basis of 

the risk assessment of possible navigation vehicles directions of the Army of the Republic 

of Serbia in the flooded areas. In this paper it is ignored the decision-making on the basis 

of the length a particular vehicle should cross over in the course of navigation, the fuel 

consumption and so, because differences are small from one to the other alternative. Also, 

the urgency of actions taken during floods affects to ignore a large number of parameters, 

which in other situations would be of great importance. 
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Abstract: Since the end of the Cold War, there is global trend of reduction the number of 

people in defense systems, and thus the capacity that can engage in crisis situations. 

International cooperation imposes as response to widespread and diverse threats to 

national security and where there is  a real possibility of a crisis situation to occur, both 

in theory and in practice. Defence diplomacy is responsible for the planning and 

implementation of international cooperation of Defence System, and in this context it has 

a role  in crisis situations as well. The aim of this paper is to analyze the international 

legal regulations which create conditions for engagement of defence diplomacy in crisis 

management, and legal regulations of this segment of the national law sistem of the 

Republic of Serbia. Therefore, the jurisdiction of the defence diplomacy in crisis situations 

will be analyzeing the legal system of the Republic of Serbia through the functions of 

defence diplomacy, which are codified in international law. 

Keywords: Crisis Situations, Defense System, Defense Diplomacy, Diplomatic Law. 

 

1. INTRODUCTORY CONSIDERATIONS 
The stage of civilization development, globalization and contemporary achievements of 

science and technology provided us, in addition to all the benefits, with a range of 

unwanted negative consequences as well. Among the known types of endangerment, there 

are new and more diverse, which often have a transnational character. Such negative 

impacts disrupt the efficient functioning of the system, from local communities to country 

and whole region, and threaten their core values. The situation when the normal 

functioning of a system is deteriorated is called the crisis. Crises and disasters in the 

modern world are ours everyday reality. In today's world, they have become a global 

threat and a problem. New sophisticated technologies bring with them new possibilities for 

the emergence of catastrophic events.  

The modern world, though most closely related in the history, it is far from harmonious 

community. There are still deep divisions between rich and poor, as well as the division on 

various other grounds. Since the crisis does not recognize any boundaries,  local 

authorities, state or international community, access-organized prevention of crises and 

disasters, response and assistance in the case of these events, and the elimination of their 

consequences. 

Understanding the phenomenon of the crisis as a process that has its own emergent cycle 

required to answer to the crisis is understood as a process in which engage all available 

resources of the state and society on domestic and foreign policy field. Since the risks are 

diversified and often global in character, and the overall resources of state and society to 

self-manage with them, it is clear that there is a need for international cooperation in the 

field of protection and rescue. In this process, the role and place of the diplomatic service 

of any state is inevitable. Since the defense diplomacy is an integral part of the overall 

diplomatic service of each country which address the issues of defense and security, we 

will try to analyze the international legal regulation which creates conditions for the 
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functioning of defense diplomacy in the crisis situations, but also regulation of this 

segment in the legal system of the Republic of Serbia. 

 

2. LEGAL ASPECTS OF DEFENSE DIPLOMACY FUNCTIONS  
Contemporary international public law is being developed in the direction of codification 

of more and more different areas of international relations. Areas of diplomatic, consular 

and contractual law were previously codified, which points to the fact of  their importance 

in international relations. Codification of international law is a set of regional legal 

provisions, collected and arranged by subject matter, so as to provide the regulation of 

general interest in the international community
3
. After a long history of customary 

international law
4
, Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations was  adopted in 1961, 

which is an expression of the modern codification of diplomatic law. 

Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations from 1961  defines, among other things, the 

generally accepted functions of diplomatic representatives, which consist in particular of: 

(a) „Representing the sending State in the receiving State; (b) Protecting in the receiving 

State the interests of the sending State and of its nationals, within the limits permitted by 

international law; (c) Negotiating with the Government of the receiving State; (d) 

Ascertaining by all lawful means conditions and developments in the receiving State, and 

reporting thereon to the Government of the sending State; (e) Promoting friendly relations 

of the sending State and the receiving State, and developing their economic, cultural and 

scientific relations”
 5

. 

Military diplomacy  has to be considered in a historical context and as part of overall 

diplomacy. In ancient times until the end of the Middle Ages, military diplomacy is an 

integral and even a key part of diplomacy in general. There was a practice of military 

leaders of that time to be engaged as peacetime diplomatic agents of monarch [7]. Of 

course that we are talking only about the individual institutes that we know in modern 

diplomatic law, not about  diplomatic service literally. The institutionalization of military 

diplomacy appeares at the beginning of XIX century and most of the authors believe that 

the creator of military diplomacy is Napoleon, who in 1806 sent a captain De Lagrange in 

The French Embassy in Vienna, as a second secretary with clear military tasks. The 

positive experience of engaging officers in diplomatic missions have contributed to France 

to quickly send military representatives in Austro-Hungary. Soon, the military diplomacy 

is institutionalized as a special segment of diplomacy. During the time, it increased its 

importance, particularly through periods between the two world wars and during the Cold 

War period, until the fall of the Berlin Wall.[10]  

End of the Cold War marks the beginning of period of creating conditions for the 

evolution of military diplomacy  to defense diplomacy. Defence diplomacy, therefore, is a 

broader concept of military diplomacy, which primarily means the modern military-

military cooperation, and includes the overall implementation of the defense policy of the 

state at the international level.
 
[2] 

                                                 
3
 Jankovic B. (1970): Medjunarodno javno pravo [International Public Low], Naucna 

knjiga, ISBN 35617292, Beograd, p. 19. 
4
 Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 38, paragraph 6, defines the legal 

usage as „evidence of a general practice accepted as law“. Long before The Vienna 

Convention, our theorets wrote about this: 1898. Gersic G. (1995): Diplomatsko i 

konzularno pravo [Diplomatic and Consular Law], Sluzbeni list SRJ, Beograd, pp. 130-

270, and Kisovec M. (1939): Diplomatski predstavnici [Diplomatic Representatives], 

Beograd, pp. 119-140. 
5
 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations 1961, article 3. Taken from: 

http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_1_1961 .pdf, 26.05. 2016 

http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_1_1961%20.pdf
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Starting from the function of diplomacy and adapting its specifications to the defence 

diplomasy, by using an analogy, , we can define functions of defence diplomacy. Theorists 

has achieved a high level of agreement in the classification function of the defense 

diplomacy: a) the presentation of the defense system in the receiving state, b) protection of 

the interests of the defense system and its members in the receiving state, c ) Negotiations 

with representatives of the defense system of the receiving state, d g) Ascertaining by all 

lawful means, conditions and developments of defense and security of the receiving state, 

and reporting their own government and e ) Promoting friendly relations between the 

sending state and the receiving state defence and security sistems and developing 

cooperation.
 6
   

However, there are authors who consider as a function of defensive diplomacy and advisor 

to chief of diplomatic and consular missions on matters of defense and security
7
. This 

clearly indicates the importance of this function that most of the military-diplomatic 

representatives implement. This function is implemented periodically, usually within the 

collegium chief diplomatic and consular missions, as well as on-demand or as when 

needed. It depends on the particular political and security situation in the receiving country 

and the region, and can be realized at the request of chief diplomatic and consular missions 

or at initiative of Defense Attaché Office. We can certainly take into account natural 

disaster or other crisis situations in the receiving state or the home country, which are 

often the subject of interest of diplomatic service. 

However, the advisory function should not be mixed with the above international legal 

functions of defense diplomacy. The reason for this lies in the fact that the internal 

arrangements and organization of work of diplomatic and consular missions within the 

competence of the national laws of the states. Thus each state may, in accordance with 

their needs and interests, regulate the jurisdiction of their diplomatic and consular 

missions, provided that they are in accordance with the provisions of the Vienna 

Convention on Diplomatic Relations. 

 

3. DEFENCE DIPLOMACY THE FUNCTION OF THE CRISIS 

RESPONSE 
The mission of defence diplomacy  is implementing through an internationally recognized 

functions. By analyzing  these functions, we will observe their possible jurisdiction and 

exert influence on crisis situations and crisis management. 

 

3.1. The Presentation of the Defense and Security System in the Receiving 

State 
Presenting own defense system in the receiving state can be viewed restrictively and in the 

broader context. So, in a formal legal sense Defense Attaché is implementig the function 

of representation to defense system of the receiving state. However, in addition to the 

formal presentation of own defense system to the authority of the defense system of the 

receiving state, means the presentation of the defense system and to other authorities and 

the individuals with whom in the receiving state entering into formal and informal 

                                                 
6
 Za siru analizu uporediti: Ogorec M. (2005): Vojno-diplomatska praksa [Military-

Diplomatic Practice], Golden marketing, Zagreb, pp. 46-52; Zecevic M: Ibid, pp. 127-141; 

Gocevski T. (2005): Osnovi na sistemot na nacionalna odbrana [The Basis of the National 

Defence System], Filozofski fakultet, Skopje, p. 408; Vasic D. (2010): Preventivna 

diplomatija – teorijski koncept, normativni okviri i politicke kontroverze [Preventive 

Diplomacy - Theoretical Concept, Normative Frameworks and Political Controversy], 

Sluzbeni glasnik, ISBN 978-86-519-0595-0, Beograd, p. 87. 
7
 Compare: Ogorec M: Ibid, p. 52 and Vasic D: Ibid, 2010, p. 87. 
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communication, as well as colleagues who are also accredited in the receiving state. The 

function of representation, therefore, includes a formal presentation of the various contacts 

that inevitably occur during functional activities.
 
[2] 

A function is certainly more of a ceremonial role of Defense Attaché as a symbol of the 

armed forces in the receiving state, as it provides access to the defense system of the 

receiving state, respectively  daily getting to know the content development of the armed 

forces of the host country. The function of representation is definitely transferred to a 

much wider range of authorities, institutions and personalities including the presentation 

by entities to which it is addressed, makes one of the most general function of defense 

diplomacy. The Defense Attaché not only attends military ceremonies and receptions, but 

of course all the other activities being undertaken in the diplomatic corps of the receiving 

state. In this context consider, it is not uncommon for defense attaché to be in contact with 

persons who are member of Protection and Rescue Sector in the receiving state. This 

informal acquaintances can be used for the purposes of our system, if there is interest. 

How about that  famous say of American general, which dealt with the theoretical study of 

the intelligence services and military diplomacy, „the first duty of the military attaché is to 

inspire officers from  other countries with which it is in daily contact with the ideas of 

honor and dignity, and if possible with scientific and professional qualities that owns“.[9] 

There are theorists who defense diplomacy function of presentation understood as 

protocolar, or symbolic, obligation.[11] Although this is a very restrictive understanding 

of functions of representation, it is not entirely inaccurate. Namely, the fact that the 

country agreed with each other to exchange Defense Attaché Offices a sort of proof 

developed diplomatic relations and demonstrates their mutual interest in strengthening 

cooperation. Most authors, however, the function of representation is understood in the 

broader context.
 
[2] 

It can be said that the function of presentation provides the conditions for the presence of 

the Defense Attaché in the receiving state and thus provides an opportunity for 

communication between the defense systems, and other state agencies that are interested in 

establishing cooperation. There must be included and the systems of protection and rescue, 

which cannot  deal only with crisis management, but their areas of cooperation could be 

the exchange of experiences in terms of organization, preventive action and normative-

legal organization, equipping with tools and equipment, etc. To establish cooperation 

between relevant authorities, often used diplomatic communication channel that provides 

the function of defense diplomacy presentation, embodied in the person of Defense 

Attaché. 

 

3.2. Protection the Interests of the Defence and Security System in the 

Receiving State 
The function of protecting the interests of the defense system and its members in the 

receiving state may be considered in the narrower and broader context. The defense 

attaché are accredited to Ministries of Defence of the receiving state
8
 and they are protect, 

in official communication, the interests of the defense system and its members in this 

territory. [7] 

However, it is limited to their commitment to international law. In fact, in such cases, a 

member of the defense system, like any citizen, has the right to consular protection under 

the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations.[3] Thus, the competence in dealing with 

authorities of the receiving State, except in cases where an international agreement 

otherwise stipulated, has consular department of the diplomatic and consular missions[1]. 

                                                 
8
 Accreditation in other ministries, in addition to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is 

established by Article 10 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations.  
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Then the defense attaché engage in reporting its own defense system and to coordinate 

appearances consular services to the authorities of the receiving State, in accordance with 

the instructions.  

If the defense attaché of the diplomatic and consular mission where there is no police 

attaché, in accordance with the decision of the Head of Mission, Defense Attaché Office 

engage as a rule to protect the interests of the Protection and Rescue sistem of the sending 

state. It is realized in coorditaion with the representatives of Protection and Rescue System 

of the receiving state and with their consent. 

 

3.3. Ascertaining, by All Lawful Means, Conditions and Developments of 

Defense and Security of the Receiving State, and Reporting their Own 

Government 
The function of informing, by all lawful means,  about the changes of Defense and 

Security System of the receiving state, and reporting to their own government, or the 

Defense System is one of the key commitments of defense attaché. The defense attaché 

will not be able to implement all of  his other functions if he has  not understood the basic 

settings of their internal and external policies, legal system, culture, and especially the 

organization, jurisdiction and functioning of the Defense and Security System of the 

receiving state. In this context , the informing can be considered as a basic function of the 

Defence Attachées [1].  

The question is what does the restriction „by lawful means” and how it is applied in 

practice in such a way that no member of the Defense Attaché Office can be declared as an 

unwelcome person. Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations provides for the rights 

and immunities of members of diplomatic missions in terms of functional performance of 

duties imposed by this act, but also the obligation of a diplomatic agent to "respect the 

laws and regulations of the receiving State and not to interfere in its internal affairs"
9
. 

due to the nature of the scope of work of defense attaché, it is necessary to know the whole 

System of Security, including the Protection and Rescue System of the receiving state, its 

normative regulation, organizational structure, equipment, experience in specific aspects 

of protection and rescue, etc. Although at first glance outside the jurisdiction, the question 

arises as  how will the defense attaché, especially in the case of involvement in an 

advisory chief diplomatic and consular missions for security issues,  be able to advise if 

the arguments are not familiar with the above issues to the necessary extent. Of course, he 

does not have an obligation upon ambassador’s request, but this can be done and if he 

assesses that this is rational on its own initiative. We had an example during the floods in 

Serbia in 2014, that almost all the countries of the region sent their specialized units to 

help. Considering that Serbia  in the region currently has police attachés only in 

Macedonia and Slovenia, in other countries defense attachées, by a rule, implemented 

thoose forms of cooperation, with the necessary cooperation with the Consular 

Departments of diplomatic missions.  

Since monitors and reports on the security situation in the receiving state, defense attaché 

will be certainly able to report on the potential or real crisis in the receiving state. Such 

reports shall likely be used as an early warning of possible danger to the citizens and 

property of the Republic of Serbia, and a starting point for preventative measures. 

It is necessary to point out another segment of the possible involvement of defense 

diplomacy in the case of crisis situations. It is a assessment of rationality of engagement 

and readiness of the receiving state to engage in our country in case of emergency. The 

defense attaché may be required to assess and discreetly inquire about the possibilities and 

                                                 
9
 Becka konvencija o konzularnim odnosima, Sluzbeni list SFRJ – Medjunarodni ugovori i 

drugi sporazumi, br. 5/66, clan 41, stav 1. 
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the political will of the receiving state to engage its forces in crisis situations on the 

territory of Republic of Serbia. It is a so-called probing the terrain, which in the case of 

different diplomatic initiatives has almost routinely character. However, as this is an 

emergency, which is in the nature of each crisis situation, so-called probing the terrain in 

these cases it is necessary to be implemented by a competent and credible interlocutors.
 
[3]  

When engaging in these situations, special attention should be paid to the constraints that 

are defined with accreditation to The Ministry of Defence of the receiving state and should 

not be put in a situation that some of proceedings create conditions for a violation of the 

provisions of the legal order of the receiving State. 

 

3.4.  Negotiations with Representatives of the Defense and Security 

System of the Receiving State 
Negotiation with representatives of the defense system of the receiving State represents 

one function, which still has more forms of manifestation. The first is certainly formal and 

reflected in the authority to negotiate. In fact, only heads of state and government have the 

right to negotiate without specific authorization and sign international documents. The 

Ministers of Foreign Affairs, Defense and other departments are also state authorities that 

are authorized to sign international agreements, but they are required to provide prior 

consent of the government. Minister of Defense of its powers, in certain cases, can be 

transferred to the Secretary of State.
 
[5] The role of the Defense Attaché is, therefore, the 

representation and interpretation of the attitudes of the Minister of Defence in the process 

of harmonization of international agreements with the receiving state, or international 

organization in which the mission is accredited. Defence Attaché has an important role in 

the preparation of the informal negotiation process, which in theory is called the 

diplomatic pre-negotiations process
10

. Then, the defense attaché is engageing in an 

informal and discreet way in research the attitudes of the receiving state or international 

organizations on the following principal matters: consent of the need bargaining, 

negotiated procedure, agenda, etc.
 
[7] 

Defense Attaché can be determined as the contact person for the realization of the 

negotiation process for the signing of various bilateral agreements for the system for 

protection and rescue. For such activity he must be authorized in written form by the 

authorized state authority of the Republic of Serbia, in the specific case of the Minister of 

Internal Affairs or a person authorized by him. Such jurisdiction shall be drawn from the 

fact that the defense attaché in principle responsible for the cooperation with system of 

defense and security, that is particularly evident when we do not have an accredited police 

attaché in receiving country. Then, the jurisdiction of the Defense Attaché are defining 

with attitudes of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, in whose organizational structure is 

situeted Protection and Rescue System. There is other option, which is to be determined 

consular sector to negotiate with the System of Protection and Rescue of the receiving 

state. In both cases, all communications must be implemented through the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, in accordance with the Law on Foreign Affairs. [12] 

 

 

 

                                                 
10

 See: Kovacevic Z. (2004): Medjunarodno pregovaranje [International Negotiation], 

Diplomatska akademija, ISBN 8673633915, Beograd; Beridz Dz: Ibid, pp.59-80; Mitic M: 

Ibid, pp. 267-268; 319-321; Sir Roberts Ivor (ed.) (2009): Satow's Diplomatic Practice, 

Oxford University Press, ISBN 978-0-19-955927-5, Oxford, pp. 77-78.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:BookSources/9780199559275
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3.5. Improvement of  Friendly Relations and Development of Cooperation in 

the Field of Defense and Security 
Function of improvement of friendly relations and development of cooperation in the field 

of defense and security gained importance in the post-Cold War time. At the same time, 

the function of reporting is, of course, retained an important place in the activity of 

defense diplomacy. Developing cooperation and friendly relations, as one of the basic 

functions of defense diplomacy, is a precondition for the realization of other functions, 

especially reporting and protection of interests.  

In nowadays circumstances, ,  the promotion of friendly relations and cooperation mainly 

involves the following activities: promotion of cooperation in the defense field through the 

communication between the defense system at the bilateral level and with the relevant 

international organizations at the multilateral level; preparation and signing of agreements 

on cooperation in the field of defense, international agreements on military cooperation, 

the exchange of classified information and their protection, education and training, etc; 

joint exercises and participation in multinational operations; exchange of experiences; 

assistance in the reform of defense and security sector, and more.
 
[10] 

In addition to these forms of development of friendly relations is important to emphasize 

that there is a high probability of engaging defence attaché in the field of protection and 

rescue, because Republic of Serbia has developed the network of police attachés, who are 

in charge of the Sector for Protection and Rescue. 

 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The  nature of a crisis situation or the diversity of the danger that it  may cause, indicates 

the necessity of engaging all government authorities, both in the country and abroad, 

which can contribute to overcome the crisis. At the same time, many threats are 

transnational and their forms, characteristics and consequences can be foresee in certain 

situations, where the diplomatic service has a special significance, because the media are 

not a reliable source of information on the nature of the crisis for the functioning of 

government authorities on preventive measures.  
Defence diplomacy, as a specialized segment of the overall diplomacy in charge of 

monitoring the issues of defense and security, doesn’t have primary jurisdiction in the 

field of protection and rescue, but it is within the competence of the police attaché. 

However, given that the Republic of Serbia has not developed a network of police 

attachés, defense attachés may be in a position to perform tasks from jurisdiction of 

Protection and Rescue System, according to the decision of the head of the diplomatic and 

consular mission. In addition, defense attachés have an obligation to know and to monitor 

the entire defense and security system, and the security situation in the host country. In 

this context, their involvement in those activities can be considered as rational and in line 

with our interests. For engaging defense attaché in those activities, it is necessary to obtain 

the consent of the receiving state, because it accredits envoy for cooperation with the 

Ministry of Defence, and system for protection and rescue in   the most of the states, 

organizationally, are situated outside the Defense System. 

At the same time, defense attaché’s reports of the security situation in the host country can 

be a reliable base for the engagement of government authorities of the Republic of Serbia 

on crisis prevention. 

It is significant to note that defense attaché also acts as advisor to the Head of diplomatic 

and consular missions on defense and security issues and on the nature of his work he is 

engaged in monitoring of the entire security system of the receiving state. This leads us to 

the conclusion that members of the Serbian Protection and Rescue System can count on a 

defense diplomacy network in the implementation of tasks outside their jurisdiction when 

in the receiving state there is no accredited police attaché. For such engagement there are   
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procedures, provided in the positive legislation of the Republic of Serbia, as well as in 

international law. 
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Abstract: Terrorism is an almost daily occurrence in the modern world. The whole planet 

is facing with increasingly frequent and more brutal terrorist attacks that result in 

numerous victims in spite of all measures being undertaken to fight terrorism, both at the 

national as well on international until the global level. And in the case of terrorism, 

prevention is the first step in building an effective defense system. Creating a plan for 

protection against accident represents an essential element of this prevention. As part of 

the methodology of plan of protection from accident there is a prescribed methodology of 

the development of the plan in terms of protection against terrorist activities. The theme 

of this paper is to introduce the methodology of accident protection plan in terms of 

terrorist activities, given that the design of this plan is not often represented in practice. 

Keywords: terrorism, plan of protection from accident, prevention 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Terrorist attacks in the current year (Paris, Istanbul, Brussels, Nice, Munich, etc.) 

represented that the threat which is represented by terrorism is real and serious. Although 

terroristic attacks are not everyday occurrence, there is bigger possibility of becoming a 

victim by terroristic attacks. This means that one can meet with threats by explosive 

device or suspicious objects. However, terrorism does not only include physical assault, 

but also attacks on most sensitive information and communication systems. 

As one of the measures of protection from terrorist attack it is anticipated production of a 

plan from accident of economy society or other legal entity with aspects of sensitivity 

from terrorist activity. 

 

2. TERRORIST ATTACKS AS A SOURCE OF DANGER 
Terrorist attack could happen at any time, without warning, and every organization could 

be directly or indirectly a victim of terrorist attack. 

Term “terrorism” comes from Latin word Terror – intensive fear, dread; and French 

word Terrere – sowing fear, and it represents a method of figured and systematic use of 

violence in order to develop fear, and in order to achieve personal, politic and other 

ideological  purpose. Modern terrorism manifests with terrorist acts which are often 

implemented as: armed attacks on buildings, persons and murders (the so-called 

assassinations); putting under and activating explosive devices; causing fire; use of 

poison; harmful gases; chemical and other dangerous matters; kidnapping persons, 

vehicles, ships or planes, also taking hostages and kidnapping; sending “letter-bomb”, 

mailto:milica.mladenovic@s4.rs
mailto:jkplapcevic@magnetplus.net
mailto:cacabezbfco@yahoo.com
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usage of “car-bombs”, “alive-bombs”, terrorist attack threats, false alert, shakeup and so 

on. [1] 

Terrorist acts, which could not make any social changes by themselves, can be called 

symbolic acts of transmitting the message to (world) public about causes and bourn of 

affection of terrorist organization. Because of achieving certain goals, terrorist 

organization, as a sender of terrorist “message” to the system of social communicating 

with other participants in a communication network, indicates contents which encourage 

others who think in the same way and supporters, urges and gathers, and intimidates 

opponents, disorganizes and divides. Terrorist action is understood as transmitting 

message, which is important part of comprehensive terrorist strategy. Terrorism 

represents special type of immediate communication, which causes panic and 

intimidation of innocent population. Sensationalism increases attractiveness of a story 

which is intended to public opinion. [9] 

Main targets and goals of terrorist attacks are basic values of legal entity and institutions 

– persons, property and business, considerate on it unavoidably there has to be everyday 

plan of activity to confront terrorism. [10] 

 

3. DANGER PREVENTION FROM TERRORIST ATTACKS 
With increased danger from terrorism, social society and other legal entities are facing 

with a need to understand and manage risk by its employees and all business. Rule book 

about way of making and plan of protection content includes initial and detailed 

assessments and different managing techniques with this risk and it can effectively reduce 

risk from terrorism. [4]. 

Companies cannot remove all threats which might be faced with, but they should own 

plan of protection from terrorist attacks as they would protect their most valuable 

property and prepare answer in a case of big attack consequences. Security planning of 

economic society or another legal entity has to evoluate from arbitrary and ad-hoc solving 

the problem. Thus, it is prescribed Methodology for production of Plan of protection from 

accidents with aspects of terrorist attacks which allows that Plan will be made according 

to every business aspect, both current and future. [6] 

There are at least three strong reasons why should economic society or another legal 

entity plan prevention of those acts or at least reduce their influence: 

1. Preventing the loss of reputation 

2. Business continuity 

3. A legal obligation [2] 

Economics or other legal entity, which is exposed to terrorist attacks, should apply 

appropriate measures of protection. Some institutions have higher level of risk than 

another ones, especially if represent critical infrastructure. 

Plan of protection from accidents, with aspects of sensibility from terrorist activities, is 

made on the basis of Rules on the method of preparation and content of the plan of 

protection from accidents (Sluzbeni Glasnik RS no. 82/2012) and Methodologies for 

production of the plan of protection from accidents. 

The goal of production of the Plan is to create more effective system for protection from 

terrorist attacks. Micro goals from whole antiterrorist functioning are realized with 

implementing preventive measures, suppression, protection measures and repairing the 

damage from terrorist attacks, measure of prosecution and processing persons and 

subjects connected with terrorism. This implies that is, for every participant in 

operational-functional dimension of the Plan, distinctly who is responsible for something, 

what is being done and in which time deadline. In spite of clearly regulations Plan is 

dynamic and it has variable content document. Changes of the Plan are possible from 

several reasons: corrections of a terrorist threat assessment; changed circumstances in 
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terms of intensity and threat and danger content; changes in way of time and space 

determines; changes in way of capacity and ability of economic society or other legal 

entity. [3] 

Structure of the Plan of protection from accidents according to rule is next: 

1) risk assessment; 

2) measures accident response; 

 activating authority and structure for reacting in accidents, 

 measures of protection and rescue, 

 measures of elimination the consequences from accidents; 

3) public information. [5] 

Managing risk from terrorism can be difficult task for companies. Some of the usually 

asking questions are in a relation with it how to begin a managing program of risk from 

terrorism, which property should be protected and which are the most effective solutions 

for easing consequences in a case of terrorist attack. Similar to managing risk from other 

dangers, the Plan of protection from accident should provide logic and systematic 

framework for identification and work with potential threats of terrorism. 

 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTECTION PLAN FROM 

ACCIDENTS FROM ASPECTS OF SENSITIVITY FROM TERRORIST 

ATTACKS ACCORDING TO PRESCRIBED TEHODOLOGY 
Plan of protection from accidents from aspects of sensitivity from terrorist attacks should 

be a working document in which every aspect is constantly at a review and update as an 

answer onto organizational changes. In order to normal updating with changes, it has to 

be responsibility from a person who has appropriate education level who can also oversee 

that update and who has to have authorization to coordinate actions prescribed to the 

Plan. Regardless of the size of an organization, it is crucial that production and 

implementation of the Plan has full support from the highest managing level and that it is 

familiar to everyone, especially there where a manager of the Plan delegates 

responsibilities to another employee. In the case of terrorist attack, an authority from 

whom is responsible for answer coordination has to be clear to all employees.  

Exchanging advices and information is important part of the Plan of protection from 

terrorist attack. Opinions of a higher management and employees across the organization 

can be from crucial importance. 

The Plan also can contain some of the most sensitive approachable information about 

business and it is therefore important to be clear who has complete access to the Plan and 

procedure to inform new persons with it. This refers on both employees and external 

persons who have a need to inform with the Plan.  

Economic society and other legal entity who are threatened with terrorist activities, they 

create the Plan of protection from accidents in shorter shape. 

A structure of the Plan of protection from accidents with aspects of terrorist attack is next: 

1. risk assessment; 

2. measures of prevention; 

3. power and resources for protection and rescue, reduction and elimination of 

consequences from terrorist activities 

4. public informing [7] 

Introductory part of the Plan of protection from accidents with aspects from terrorist 

activities contains information about: 

professional team which is a part in creating the Plan of protection from accidents, 

technical and other documentation (approval and opinions of supervisor and organization 

from areas of protection from fire) and 
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system security management (organization and cadres, identification and assessment of 

danger, operative control, recording of the problems, adoption and use of procedure, 

overview and estimate of application process and application of security measures).[7] 

Methodology elaborates a content of the Plan of protection from accidents, it contains 

process and methods of assessment of danger from accident where are present effects and 

consequences of terrorist activities. [7] 

 

4.1 Assessment of danger contains 
 Assessment of danger from terrorist attacks includes: 

 basic data about economic society and other legal entity; 

 data about local characteristics and environment. 

Assessment of danger includes various information which referring to only economic 

society or other legal entity in order to determine a current condition and therefore to 

predict all that can be undertaken for a resistance of terrorist attacks to a higher level. In 

this part of the Plan a company is classified in a certain category of threatening and 

relative to it which type and purpose an object belongs to. If these are: object authority of 

the state administration of Republic of Serbia, autonomous regions, city and local 

government, sport objects – halls, sport centres, stadiums, objects for manufacturing and 

water treatment, outdoor and indoor shopping centres, clinic centres, objects of transport 

infrastructure, railway and bus stations, airports for transport passengers, institutions, 

Radio television with national frequency (in accordance with the List of an object of 

threatening with aspects of terrorist attacks that is a part of sublegal act which regulate a 

list of dangerous matters and its quantity, as the objects on the basis of which create the 

Plan of protection from accidents) [7] then a production of the Plan represents 

unavoidable step in prevention from terrorist attacks. 

In addition to data about company, the Assessment of danger contains also data about 

location characteristics and environment in order how to look vulnerable objects in 

environment and also an opportunity to transmit consequences of terrorist attack onto 

objects in environment. Primarily vulnerable objects are: schools, medical institutions, 

state institutions, power plants, thermal power plant, hydropower plants, heating plant, 

cultural and sports objects – events, public baths, National Media (radio and TV), 

shopping centres, production and storage of water and food. [7] 

By adequate done assessment of danger, company gets insight about at which level is 

exposed to dangers from terrorist attacks. 

 

4.2 Identification of hazards 
Identification of hazards is very important element of the Plan. It implies clear and 

unequivocally specification of natural danger. It is important to clearly identify danger, so 

that end-users of the Plan clearly understand predicts (or hypothesis) for specified. 

In the case of terrorism, clear identification of danger is of crucial importance, because 

there are many factors which should be taken in concern, thus there are more behavior 

and activities which could represent in trust “terrorism”. Terrorism can cover extortions, 

bombing, activities in a relation with creating bombs, recordings, burnings, and other 

various behavior. Identification of hazards covers identification of objects and critical 

points, regarding spaces in process or lining up which present weakest points or possible 

sources of dangers from aspects of terrorist arracks. In a shape of identification there is 

special analyzing of human factor as possible cause of terrorist activities. By 

identification of hazards elaborates on display of possible event development – scenario, 

vulnerability analysis and level of accidents. [7] 

Within identification of danger performs also a display of possible event development ie. 

scenario in which there is an overview of causes, girth and resulting consequences which 
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are caused as a consequences of terrorist attack. During making the Plan a scenario is 

treated with worst girth of accident from aspect of terrorist attack which has 

consequences on humans, environment, material and cultural goods. 

Considering that terrorist possibility in the selection of instrumentality of attacks is 

almost impossible, it should be predictable a higher number of scenario of the worst case 

in accordance with compatible instrumentality of terrorist attack. 

After a prediction of scenario it passes to analysis of vulnerability of objects where it is 

identification of number of people, in objects and around it, who could be exposed to 

terrorist attack. Also, identify all objects in area for which is characteristic presence of a 

large number of people. All the objects according to the Plan are shown graphically in a 

corresponding map or layout plan. Nonetheless, there is also perform of identification of 

other objects in environment which may suffer consequences of terrorist attack and these 

include: production, following and helping objects in complex and outside from it; 

infrastructure and other objects; agricultural objects; flora and fauna; protected cultural 

goods; protected natural goods; surface and under surface water; objects which are 

important for domino effect (warehouses, manufacturing facilities of dangerous matters in 

and out of the complex) etc. [7] 

Adequate predict scenario and analysis of vulnerability lead to determination of possible 

level of accident which expresses as I, II, II, IV, or V level of accident, where level I 

includes – facility objects, level II – facility objects and complex, level III – level of local 

government, level IV – national level and level V – international level. 

 

4.3. Prevention measures 

There are many measures which can be undertaken for company protection from terrorist 

attacks and which can be undertaken when attack occurs. On the basis of identification 

and assessment of danger and risk analysis, company make a decision which risks is 

ready to accept and based on that determines which prevention measures will implement. 

Prevention measures are being taken to prevent or decrease a possibility of occurrence of 

terrorist attack as well as reducing consequences of the same. Development of the Plan of 

protection from accidents with aspects of terrorist attacks, it represents to itself one of the 

prevention measures. A person, who is responsible for development of the Plan and 

determination which measures will be conducted, is different from company to company, 

somewhere it is a security manager, director or owner of a company. [8] 

Prevention measures according to the Plan of protection with aspects of terrorist attacks 

include: 

 measures which ensure quality and timely maintenance technical and technological 

level of object – facility, knowledge level and working level and technological 

discipline 

 measures which are foreseen for maintenance of communication ways and a passage 

in objects, facilities and sections, 

 measures which are foreseen in the security system: oversight, system security 

managing and protection, detection and identification of danger. [7] 

 

4.4 Power and resources for protection and rescue, reduction and 

elimination consequences from terrorist attacks 
In a part of the Plan in which are defined forces and resources for protection and rescue, 

reduction and elimination consequences from terrorist attacks there is obtained insight 

into possibility to prevent attacks and also to restrict negative consequences and offering 

help after it. The plan with a view of power and resources which contain: 
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 available human resources – there should be considered an existing and defined 

necessary need of people, their training and equipment for implementation of 

protection and rescue, eliminating consequences of terrorist attacks and 

organization of work and recovery; 

 available material resources and equipment for protection and rescue – there 

should be considered existing state of available and needed material resources 

and equipment for protection and rescue (quantity, species and correctness) as 

well as organization of work and recovery; 

 assessment of human resources and material resources in help out function – it 

should defined needed human and material resources which are planned as help 

out for implementation of protection measures and rescue, reduction and 

elimination consequences of terrorist attacks (specify the exact names of 

subjects, organs, public institutions, etc.) [7] 

For reduction and elimination consequences from terrorist attack it should be defined 

exactly procedure which will include activation of organ and structures for responding in 

case of attack, specific measures of protection and rescue as well as measures of 

removing consequences of terrorist attack. After the attack is done it is necessary to 

remove its consequences and prevent recurrence. All these measures and activities should 

allow a return in “normal” state and continuation of business. 

 

4.5 Public information 
Communication and public information in case of terrorist attack represent most 

important element which allows avoiding confusion and spreading disinformation. 

Communication and public information should delegate with relevant employees with 

experience in communication. In a case of attack it should first inform employees about 

what is expected from them to do. A message should be clear and concise. 

As for informing the public, the best solution is to have pre-prepared form of information 

because of effective avoiding of starting and spreading panic. In a pre-prepared pattern of 

informing public there should be exactly defined only necessary details and who is 

responsible for maintaining communication and contacts in order to prevent causing 

panic, first with family and friends of vulnerable, and then spreading disinformation. 

In public information part of the Plan there are defined and elaborated procedures of 

information and public information about dangers, measures taken to prevent terrorist 

attacks, security measures and rescue measures and elimination of consequences of 

terrorist activities [7], which means that a message which informs public it should contain 

only necessary data which will clearify what has happenned, what has been undertaken 

and in which way will public be informed. 

 

5.CONCLUSION 
Terrorism is expression of frustration of weak, it is a weapon of inferior fanatics. There is 

no good terrorism, every terror is bad, it represents violence and it has to be incriminated. 

That is why all legal entities and economic socials are obligated to oppose to terrorist 

actions. 

It can, therefore, be concluded that all modern terrorist activities are more widespread in 

world. To these dangerous acts must confront the entire international community, which 

has to complementary use prevention, represive and fight function of the civil protection. 

However, modern forms of manifestation of terroism give completely new dimension, 

because of a difference, both in forms of manifestation (which are conditioned by the 

development of science and technology) and because of social, economical, political and 

historical root occurence. [8] 
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Purpose of the Plan of protection from accidents with aspects of terrorist attacks is 

creating an effective composition for anti-terrorist operation of economic social or other 

legal entity. Microaims of all anti-terrorist operations realise with implentation by prevent 

measures, suppression, protection  measures and reparation of damage of terrorist attack, 

measures of prosecution and prosecution of persons and entities associated with 

terrorism, strenghtening interdepartmental coordination and international cooperation. 
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Abstract: During the second decade of the 21st century, modern society has been faced 

with constant appearance of modified and isolated and at times all segments of security 

challenges, risks and threats. The defense system's response to the citizens’ needs in crisis 

situations greatly depends on planned and available capacities. In this exposure the 

approach of defense resource planning is reviewed through strategic-doctrinal planning 

of the documents of the defense system, as well as through normative-legal legislations. 

Despite the role of the army being primarily emphasized throughout the system of the 

defense planning concept, this sphere of activity demands the inclusion and harmonization 

of all segments of society. The synergy of the defense subjects requires the plan 

coordination of the mentioned above in satisfying the needs of the endangered population. 

Planning the defense resources significantly contributes to the system's readiness in taking 

necessary measures in the event of sudden and critical occurrences. 

Key words: defense system, defense planning, army, human resources, material resources. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For centuries, whenever mankind has thought of existential matters it focused itself on 

goods that are essential for survival. Responsible social communities did not neglect the 

importance of supplying their members with necessary raw materials in order for them to 

be prepared  the best they could during the harsh periods caused by wars, natural disasters 

or illnesses. In harmony with the human evolution, the perimeter and the diversity of 

material goods widened and adapted to the needs of the normal functioning of the 

population.  

In the circumstances of the present drifts of modifying the secure environment and the 

necessity of swift reactions of all the potentials in a society, a space appears for the 

analysis of normative-legal basis of planning the resources of defense and the actions of all 

the subjects in accordance with the determined rights and duties in the segment of 

planning and meeting direct needs of the population in the conditions of war and 

emergency circumstances, even more often in emergency situations.   

Planning the defense resources contributes to the prevention and alertness in avoiding and 

timely facing the outcomes of natural and artificial accidents. The integrity of all the 

subjects in a society and their optimal planning and access to different kinds of defense 

resources significantly affects the creation of a stable security configuration.  

2. THE CONCEPTS OF PLANNING IN THE DEFENSE SYSTEM 
The planning is introduced as one of the initial stages of every process and as such 

becomes the foundation of all the undertaken activities in the path of achieving certain 

tasks and aims. In this process there is a need for answering the key questions, such as: 

what needs to be done, when it needs to be done, how it should be done and who are the 

executants. This kind of continual beforehand thinking occupies a substantial place in 

managing a certain system.  

mailto:eric.sladja@gmail.com
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Successful planning in the defense system depends on a set of related decisions. In the 

course of accessing the planning process in the defense system besides respecting the basic 

principles of this process, it is necessary to go back to the specifics of the system itself for 

which the process of planning is being made. The defense system represents a unique, 

structurally edited total of forces and subjects of defense, whose main aim is the protection 

of interests of the Republic of Serbia from the external armed threats [13]. As a part of the 

system of national security, the form of organizing the preparations for executing defense 

tasks is unique, and the same can be stated for the implementation of measures and 

activities of the population, state authorities, business entities and other legal entities for 

the use of the Serbian Military and other security forces in the war or emergency situations  

[17]. This way of defining the defense system is assumed in almost every country and 

clearly shows the specifics of planning in this domain, in contrast to other domains of 

social activity.  

Defense planning is one of the main national interests. All other areas of human activity 

intertwine in this domain with the aim of forming the basis for regular functioning of a 

certain social community. Even at the very start of the defense planning activity the tasks 

of all the subjects in defense are intertwined, so the chosen concept of defense regulates 

how the subjects and the forces will be used in accomplishing the aims. The Republic of 

Serbia applies the concept of total defense based on the entire engagement of defense 

subjects and potentials. Some countries, like Switzerland, equalize the concept of total 

defense with full scale national defense, including military and civil instruments for the 

security of the country’s independence, defense of the territory and the population [2]. 

This kind of concept is present in other European countries as well, such as Denmark, 

Austria, Germany, The United Kingdom and Finland.  

The starting point for defense planning of the Republic of Serbia based on the concept of 

total defense, certainly consists of defined strategic and doctrinaire orientation stated in the 

Strategy of Defense of the Republic of Serbia and in the Doctrine of the Military of Serbia. 

In the course of the strategic orientation, defense planning is based on: 

- Real economic abilities of the Republic of Serbia;  

- Aims and tasks of the defense system; 

- Assessment of security; 

- Defined priorities; and 

- Undertaken obligations [14].  

The essence and the framework of further work in the domain of defense are the 

documents of planning amongst which the most crucial are: the long-term plan of 

development of the defense system of the Republic of Serbia, strategic summary of 

defense of the Republic of Serbia and the plan of defense of the Republic of Serbia. The 

first two planned documents primarily emphasize the directions of development of the 

defense system, amongst which the managing and the advancement of defense resources 

through long-term (until 2020.) and medium-term periods is implied. The supreme 

planning document, which determines the tasks of all the subjects of defense in the 

domains of the organization of the forces, means, measures and procedures of the 

functioning of the state authorities and the use of Serbian military in protecting and saving 

people, material goods and the environment in war and emergency circumstances is the 

Defense Plan of the Republic of Serbia. Prior to making the outline of the Defense Plan 

itself, the military and non-military challenges are estimated; the risks and threats to the 

security of our country; the state authorities and legal entities are organized and prepared 

for accomplishing tasks in the situations of emergency and war; and measures and 

activities are undertaken for securing the necessary conditions for the usage of Serbian 

military and other forces of defense. The defense plan of the Republic of Serbia represents 

the synthesis of defense plans of lower levels, including the defense plans for state 
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authorities, local authorities,  business entities, other legal entities and entrepreneurs 

relevant to defense. The system of defense planning of the Republic of Serbia is 

conceptualized with an aim of securing the functioning and development of the defense 

system, constructing the required abilities, rational usage of the available defense 

resources, and all the above through transparent financial means for the needs of defense. 

Planning is a complex process as some  planners are faced with so far unknown dynamics, 

that is, a need for new approaches and sources of information is emerging so as to support 

the process of planning [3]. The system of defense is inevitably subject of  political 

guidelines. Under the conditions which are dictated by the challenges of the contemporary 

world, the reform of the defense system is necessary. However, we must not forget that 

planning in this domain, as a process which has no final point, requires an integral and 

multilateral approach.  

 

3. NORMATIVE-LEGAL LEGISLATIONS FRAMEWORK FOR 

DEFENSE RESOURCE PLANNING  
Resources are the key component of defense planning. This element of defense planning 

must be directed wholesomely to defending all the positions significant to the survival of 

one human community, so that depending on the speed of developing security problems 

specific subjects and communal forces can be engaged in all phases. The basic starting 

points for defense resource planning are the strategic documents, as well as legal and 

legislative regulations which regulate the rights and obligations of the carrier of the 

defense planning. A stable and clear legal framework is essential for the accessibility and 

availability for usage of all the necessary resources of society or the state for the needs of 

defense.  

In the overview of the legislative definitions, the potentials of the state in defense in 

general can be shown through the subjects and forces of defense. The subjects of the 

defense system are the: citizens, state authorities, business entities, other legal entities, 

entrepreneurs and the Serbian army, while the defense forces in a wider sense imply 

human and material potentials of the Republic of Serbia and in a narrower sense they 

represent the organized structures of subjects of the defense system [17]. 

The basic segmentation of the defense resources of every country involves human and 

material resources. Human resources of defense consist of the demographic potential of 

the Republic of Serbia which is subject to obligatory defense and which is able and trained 

for taking part in the defense system [14]. As primary human resources, the citizens have 

the right and the obligation to execute military, labor and material obligations and take 

part in the civil defense in the country’s defense according to the law, decisions of the 

competent authorities and defense plans [17]. To secure direct fulfillment of the needs of 

society, allocating the citizens into units of the Serbian army, military units and military 

institutions of the Ministry of Defense is executed according to the abilities for military 

service; that is, allocation onto duties in the civil service and at posts and to tasks 

according to the defense plan is executed depending on their health abilities, educational 

level, profession, professional abilities and other attributes needed for  successful 

accomplishment of duties. Material resources of defense include all the potentials engaged 

for the needs of defending a certain community, such as natural, industrial, financial, 

informational, technical, technological and other resources.  

According to the normative-legal definition, all the subjects engaged in defense have a 

duty to offer both human and material resources. In that sense, state authorities in relation 

to decisions and demands of the government, are obliged to secure the planned capacities 

and mandatory stocks needed for defense. Also, on the level stipulated by defense plans 

and decisions authorities in charge, legal entities are responsible for securing the volume 

of production and providing services in activities they are registered for [7]. The key 
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carriers of unobstructed functioning of a certain community are also large technical 

systems significant for defense. These public and shareholding companies exist in all 

significant domains, such as telecommunications, traffic, energetic, water supply, forestry, 

broadcasting (electronic)  and publishing media, as well as other domains. They are 

organized as a whole, that is, as a group of mutually organized parts and procedures so as 

to secure technical and technological unity and the independence of the system or its 

functional connection with other technical systems significant for defense [10]. Besides 

the infrastructures precedent for the proper functioning of a society, every country’s 

national interest is to maintain and develop the ability and the potentials of dedicated 

industries, independently as well as in cooperation with other countries. In supplying 

human and material resources the subjects from different domains are important: 

economics, security, diplomacy, education, health, science and information, that is, all the 

subjects whose activity contributes to the functioning of the defense system.  

Besides the regulating through the most significant state acts, the subjects of defense 

responsible for providing products and services to the citizens in circumstances of military 

and non-military challenges, risks and threats, regulatory provisions approach certain 

elements vital for defense in a more detailed fashion. The facilities of significant 

importance for defense are separately defined by regulatory provisions, and are as follows: 

- Facilities which house big technical and technological systems significant for defense; 

- Facilities which produce items significant for defense; 

- Facilities in which items significant for defense are stored or kept; 

- Facilities which provide services for the needs of defense; 

- Certain infrastructural facilities; 

- Facilities where state authorities and organizations formed according to law, are placed; 

- Facilities where the legal entity, specified by the act of the authority in charge as a legal 

entity of significant meaning for defense, is placed; 

- Shelters and other public facilities designed to protect people and material goods, as well 

as the environment [5].  

Also, there are forests specified for special purposes for the need of defending the country, 

that is, forests which are managed by public companies; forests which are managed by the 

Ministry of Defense, based on specially based management; and forests which are used by 

legal entities and which are not, at the moment, in function as primary defense based on 

the grounds and programs of management [9]. 

The products and services of significant meaning for the country’s defense are stipulated 

by the decision of the Government of the Republic of Serbia.     

The adopted legislatures are in the function of planning and managing the resources of 

defense and establishing the abilities for the assigned missions and tasks of subjects 

significant for defense. The Republic of Serbia has defined the human and material 

resources in its legal regulations, and by legislative acts has approached their detailed 

overview. The unpredictable environment and contemporary terms insist on adapting and 

on the ability of swift reacting so that every social domain could undisturbedly function 

and develop. Due to the intensive economic changes, certain subjects of significance to the 

defense are not able to meet to challenges of the contemporary times and as a result lose 

their primary form or disappear from the market altogether. The existing legal regulation 

does not respond to certain questions, which directly affects the planning, organizing, 

coordinating and the control of defense resources, at the same time making it difficult for 

the subjects of defense to execute the preset tasks and activities. 

 

4.  RESOURCES OF DEFENSE 
In order to satisfy the needs of citizens, we must think about supplying resources from 

every segment of production and providing services in a society. Even though the basic 
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division of defense resources is on human and material resources, every category is 

complex from within. While satisfying the needs of the citizens in situations of war and 

emergency, the aim is to secure harmonious functioning of parts of a unique system of 

defense, that is, military and civil defense. Human communities are aware of the 

significance of both dimensions predict the potentials for successful execution of the 

military and civil defense alike.  

The basic carrier of the military segment of defense and the basic subject of the defense 

system is the army. In every country, it primarily represents an organized armed force with 

the key function of defense to protect from the armed threat coming from outside. 

However, the army’s mission is not only to defend a certain country from the armed threat 

from outside and participate in the construction and preservation of peace in the region and 

around the world, but more often there is a requirement for indispensable support of the 

state government for an adequate opposition to threats for security, which are mainly 

threats of non-combatant nature. The President of the Republic or the Minister of Defense, 

with the authorization from the President of the Republic can make a decision for the 

Serbian army to help in saving lives, securing people and property, protecting the 

environment, or for other reasons, in case the authority or organization in charge, the 

authority of autonomous districts and the authority of the local government unit demand it 

[18]. Also, it is predicted that in cases of natural and other disasters of greater dimensions 

in which the lives and the health of people and animals, as well as material goods are 

endangered on a certain territory, the units of the Serbian army, on demand of authorities 

in charge of protection and saving people and material goods, can be engaged in helping 

the citizens [17]. Helping the citizens is presented in the following activities: helping the 

local community during the evacuation of the citizens; helping distribution; helping in 

isolating the endangered zone; taking care of the injured and sick; sanitizing the 

endangered zone; extinguishing fires, transport; building the banks; restoration of 

infrastructure and taking part in other activities with the aim of protecting the people, 

material possessions and the environment [1]. After considering the terms of the 

engagement of the army, every isolated observation of military resources of any country 

would alarm the fact of insufficiency and weakness of the army to independently respond 

to security challenges, risks, threats and needs of establishing normal living conditions for 

the citizens after the war or emergency state, as well as overcoming the consequences of 

emergency situations. Despite the defense being inseparably related to the state and its 

military force, the imperative is to strengthen the civil sector.  

Besides the accentuated interdependence of all the subjects of defense, a question is to be 

asked if they are capable, trained and equipped enough to offer protection to people. 

Commands, units and institutions of the Serbian army are filled with manpower of the 

permanent active and passive reserve structure, and they provide material goods from their 

own stockpiles or listings of needs of the Serbian army, in that case depending on the 

plans of storage from the available resources of the state. Mobile and immobile goods in 

the property of the citizens of the Republic of Serbia, business entities, other legal entities 

and entrepreneurs based on the territory of the Republic of Serbia, are determined as items 

of special purpose for the needs of defense and are consigned for temporary usage to the 

state institutions and the Serbian army in the circumstances of emergency and war 

situations, as well as in peace times for protection and saving lives.  

State institutions, business entities, other legal entities and entrepreneurs satisfy the needs 

of citizens in the emergency situations and war situations on the basis of assessment of 

their human and material abilities directly affecting the process of production and 

performing services. Human resources in state institutions, business entities, other legal 

entities and entrepreneurs are the citizens, whose rights and obligations are to perform 

certain jobs and tasks on their working positions when the emergency or war situations 
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emerge. Public economies and other legal entities for production and performing services 

significant for the country’s defense, especially  large technological systems, consider and 

match the possibilities of securing raw materials, production materials, spare parts, tools 

and energy sources, as well as the capacities of technical and technological equipment, 

with the aim of performing production and services during the evaluation of conditions 

and abilities for executing obligations in different branches and domains, beside 

overviewing the stocking of the working force. The mentioned subjects, in the course of 

unique indicators, show data of requirements and capabilities of performing production, 

services and other activities for the need of defense.  

The success of the military and civil sector in performing concrete tasks is conditioned by 

professional abilities of human resources and material equipment. The executed reforms in 

the Serbian army result in the form of the professionalized army, abolishment of 

mandatory military service and introducing the concept of active substitute, while the 

availability of the human potential for the needs of passive substitute in the long-term 

period threatens to be reduced below the minimum level. It is evident that the Serbian 

army is, on the one side, challenged by future relevant specialization and advanced 

training of the members, as well as reinforcing consciousness and readiness for performing 

missions; but on the other hand, finding models which will more completely fill their 

structures. This issue should certainly be supplemented with the necessity of modernizing 

all the technical and technological components, that is, the material resources, which is in 

direct dependence on the strength and stability of the national economics.  

State institutions and legal entities rely on professional help from the Ministry of Defense 

and its territorial authorities for more successful defense resource planning. Some of the 

subjects of the defense system, while considering personnel and material occupancy, are 

faced with discrepancies of the available capacities in comparison with the planned ones, 

which implicitly affects the implementation of preparations for executing the tasks of 

defense.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Different kinds of danger, induced by natural, human or technical factors, directly or 

indirectly destabilize the state of security inflicting swift and intense changes in the 

perception of the defense mode in most of the countries of the world. On the path of 

achieving security through forming convenient conditions for, firstly, preventively 

contributing to saving human lives, material goods and the environment, resource planning 

in the defense system is of significant importance.  

The basic conception of defense system functioning is the engagement of the state 

institutions, institutions of public administration, the army, the authority of autonomous 

districts, the authority of the local government, business entities, public services and other 

subjects and forces of the defense system as an indivisible and unitary integrity. The 

correlation and mutual compliance of the subjects in the defense system begins with the 

process of defense resource planning.  

The level of responsibility in approaching the defense system planning is best seen in the 

orderliness through legal framework. However, due to the physiognomy of the 

contemporary security problems, determining and categorizing the defense resources is 

insufficient; that is, from the analysis of the existing normative-legal regulations we can 

recognize the necessity for detailed regulating of the defense resource planning.  

In the course of the planning of the human and material defense resources, all the defense 

subjects are faced, or will face, certain problems. The economically tenable defense 

system emphasizes, primarily, the principles of rationality, cost efficiency, effectiveness  

and productivity. However, insufficient financial means for the needs of defense emerge as 

a key problem, over and over again.  
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Abstract: Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) represents a complex state union established by 

The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina that was 

initialed on 21 November 1995 in Dayton (USA) and signed on 14 December 1995 in 

Paris. It is worth mentioning that Bosnia and Herzegovina is the only country in the world 

which has The Constitution written in a foreign language, not in any of the languages of 

the three constitutional nations; it is not produced on the basis of the state agreement, but 

is the product of a “take-it-or-leave-it” pressure. Taking into consideration  

The greatest importance of this Constitution is that it temporarily ended military actions in 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, established one state with two entities and three constitutional 

nations. As a product of this agreement, The Brčko District was also established. 

Undoubtedly, a state divaded in this way, where the entities have wide authorisation when 

it comes to internal politics, can have difficulties responding to emergency situations. The 

disfunctionality is highly present when it comes to responding to emergencies of social 

origin. Taking into consideration the necessity for protection of both citizens and the 

critical infrastructure, crisis management has been developing in a positive way in the 

past couple of years. The effort of the local academic community, political subjects and 

the active international collaboration in this field mainly contribute to this development.  

Key words: crisis management, safety system, safety subjects, law, responsibility 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 
Before introducing crisis management subjects in BiH, we have to acknowledge the 

existing safety system in BiH. Safety system in BiH is so complex that it is not wrong to 

say it is one of the most complex systems in the world. The reason for that is the fact that 

each entity has its own safety system (Republic of Srpska and Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina), and that there is a joint safety system for the whole country (BiH), where 

each of the regional units (cantons) has its own safety system, taking into consideration the 

safety system in the Brčko District. Although there is no official national safety system, 

BiH has certain elements (subject) of that kind of system, and certain legislature in this 

field. Namely, the safety system of BiH, its functioning and its elements are partly 

determined through the Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the constitutions of 

its entities, through Dayton Agreement for Peace and other legal acts in this field.  

The formation and legal origination of security system in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

BiH, the state with international legal subjectivity, was created with the act of Dayton 

Agreement for Peace, 1995. This is one highly complex, specific, incomplete and unique 

country, in both legal and constitutional sense. That kind of state regulation and the whole 

structure of BiH were established as the only possible solution and as an enormous 

compromise.[2] Today’s contemporary political systems are not familiar with the kind of 

socio-political regulations that exist in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In that context, crisis 

management should also be considered, although it is very difficult to compare it to any 

other crisis management in the world. Safety system existing in BiH nowadays is not a 
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product of Dayton Agreement for Peace, but it is a decision made by a High 

Representative [5], without previously consulting the entity authorities. With the 

intervention of the High Representatives in the whole Bosnia and Herzegovina, and partly 

transferring the responsibility to both entities, Republic of Srpska and Federation of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, there were established new institutions and security forces which 

The Constitution of BiH is not familiar with.[1] 

 

2.CRISIS MANAGEMENT 
In this work, neither the problem with defining the crisis management nor the arguments 

which are against or in favor of such defining will be discussed. Here, only those 

arguments which are usually quoted in the field which is concerned with this problem will 

be mentioned. Considering that is applied in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is, as it is 

previously noted, a specific formation, the notion of crisis management itself would most 

certainly be questionable in such a specific area. However, that will be discussed on some 

other occasion. Crisis management can be characterised as a set of functions or processes 

that are aimed to indentify, study and predict all crisis situations possible, and establish a 

specific way which will enable certain organisation to prevent the crisis or to deal with it 

and overcome it with minimal consequences and rapid recovery.[3] Therefore, crisis 

management is a stenographic title for all kinds of activities aimed at dealing with the 

system in a state of disorder: prevention, preparation, minimisation and recovery. It is 

about shaping the procedures, agreements and decisions which impact the crisis flow and 

include organisation, preparation, measures and disposition of resources necessary for 

overcoming the crisis. Crisis management is usually established in the moment of 

organisational chaos, under the pressure of multiple media in stressful circumstances and 

the lack of precise information.[11] Crisis management is not a unique field, i.e. a 

profession, but it is a theoretical concept which, in a research sense, includes a specific 

group of events (crisis) which have certain mutual laws, but also many differences. 

Different professions deal with monetary crisis, military tensions, terrorism, natural 

disasters etc., and they could hardly act in a field that they are not really familiar with. 

However, they can share their experience on a certain abstract level. The notion “crisis 

management”, is not, therefore, a synonym for either protection, rescue or for safety 

disasters and civil defense, or everything together. It covers much wider social reality 

which exists as a theoretical concept in science and research, but not in the real world as a 

system, institution or a centre for dealing with every possible crisis event. [3] 

Responsibility of certain organs and institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 

activities related to crisis management. 

Framework the Law on Protection and Rescue of People and Material Assets in case of 

Natural or Some Other Catastrophes was established in BiH in 2008 and represents the 

basic legal act which defines the responsibilities of certain institutions dealing with the 

activities connected to the crisis management. At the state level in BiH, those are: Council 

of Ministers, Ministry of Security, Coordination Body for Security and Protection of BiH 

and operative-communication centre of BiH- 112. 

Republic of Srpska defined the activities related to crisis management with the Law on 

Protection and Rescue in Emergency Situations.[9] The main subjects of crisis 

management are the Ministry of the Interior and Civil Protection Administration of 

Republic of Srpska. Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina defined the subject 

responsibilities in crisis management with the Law on Protection and Rescue of People 

and Material Assets.[10] The specific entity organisation of Federation of BiH (10 

cantons) makes the system of crisis management even more complex when it comes to 

legal responsibility distribution in crisis situations. The Brčko District does not have any 

specific law which would regulate the crisis management; those actions are assigned to 
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Public Security Division of the Brčko District, which deals with all technical and 

administrative affairs in the field of security and rescue. 

3.CONCLUSION 
When studying the legal framework in BiH, which regulates the action of crisis 

management, it can be noticed that the framework is set up in a “sector-like” way, i.e. it is 

divided between the level of a state, the entities, cantons, many ministries, legal 

organisations and other bodies. Taking into consideration the constitutional framework 

and legal decisions, and then the limited economic power and restricted economic 

development as the limiting factors on the one hand, and the danger of developing certain 

crisis on the other hand, in BiH we are dealing with crisis management which has many 

limiting circumstances. These circumstances per se are some kind of crisis which seems a 

lot more complex than the crisis which is more usual. It is worth mentioning that BiH did 

recognise crisis situations by their origin, and in accordance with them it assigned 

responsibilities to certain subjects to act upon them. Similar thing was done at the level of 

the entities and the Brčko District. International collaboration in this field contributes to 

the fact that crisis management more easily finds its place when planning possible crisis 

situations and acting upon them. Something which will, in longer terms, complicate the 

work of crisis management is the previously mentioned “division” of crisis management 

which makes it considerably slower when it comes to reaction to possible crisis situations. 

Someone to blame is not to be found in crisis management, but in political system of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina and its specific nature.   
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Abstract: The article will analyze prevention as one of the key stages in addressing 

natural disasters through the analysis of the system of prevention in developed and 

economically strong countries and in countries with lagging economy and with low 

economic growth. Countries burdened by economic problems have not been able to 

develop the budget financing prevention system in the process of resolving natural 

disasters adequately, resulting in huge economic losses, enormous material damage and 

slow recovery after disaster. One solution is to improve prevention and regional 

networking and the use of so-called  EU pooling and sharing system, which is reflected in 

the division of responsibilities for addressing natural disasters among the countries of a 

region. This approach requires lower financial allocations, which significantly facilitates  

prevention of  natural disasters in the developing countries. 

Key words: management cycle, prevention, economic damage, natural disasters, climate 

change, EU 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In general, any Emergency management is the continuous process by which all 

individuals, groups, and communities manage hazards in an effort to avoid or ameliorate 

the impact of disasters resulting from the hazards. 

 

 Table 1: Disaster Management cycle
11

 

 

                                                 
11

 https://sites.google.com/site/dimersarred/disaster-management-cycle 
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Natural disasters cannot be prevented, but measures can be taken to eliminate or reduce 

the possibility of trouble.  Emergency Management is cyclic process in which all activities 

happen in different phases (See Table 1).  This usually involves four phases: 

1. Prevention 

2. Preparedness 

3. Response 

4. Recovery 

 

2. PREVENTION AS A IMPORTANT PART OF DISASTER 

MANAGEMENT CYCLE 

Prevention is action which is designed to impede the occurrence of a disaster event and/or 

prevent such an occurrence having harmful effects on communities or key instalations. In 

some definition in use is term prevention/mitigation as a combined heading for action 

within these two segments. 

In the Disaster Management is important to consider prevention in the context of national 

developing planning, national disaster management policy, disaster legislation, counter 

disaster planning and special disaster related circumstances in which particular national 

assets may be at risk. In the traditional view of natural disasters, there may be 

longstanding acceptance of hazards by governments and communities. A large number of 

countries live centuries under the idea that you cannot win the battle with natural disasters, 

and as such, you need to learn to live with them. Therefore, the need for preventive 

measures is not raised even though it is certain that the implementation of preventive 

measures would lower the economic and other losses. It is a fact that the cost of some 

preventive measures can be very high; for example large works of similar engineering 

projects. Thus they tend to be ruled out, without detailed analysis of cost-benefit and other 

factors. Higher priorities given to other major national programs sometimes totally hide 

consideration of preventive measures. For example, nations usually prioritize programs 

such as medical and health, education, economic development etc. Thus, measures of 

natural disaster prevention do not receive adequate and appropriate attention in national 

planning. In fact some national development plans may actually increase disaster risk, 

rather than help to prevent them. Political motives may sometimes have an adverse effect 

on disaster situation. For example, measures of prevention may upset the interests of the 

citizens and public, by encroaching on land, property or other aspects. There is also 

political risk to particular governments or political party because measures may not be 

acceptable. Also, the spread and increase of population may expose people to disaster risk, 

because they may be obliged to live in, say, flood-areas on low-lying islands. However, to 

compel such people to move, as measure of disaster prevention, may not be feasible for 

political and/or practical reasons. 

Normal development may cause problems related to prevention. For example, the safety 

considerations which apply to a dam may be affected by number of issues such as: 

 The surrounding population may increase significantly, putting more people at 

risk in the event of mayor air accident. 

Pressure for preventive measures in these cases may well come from action groups or 

whole communities. However, such preventive measures may not be economically 

feasible and are therefore ruled out or indefinitely postponed. Other aspects of 

development may produce the need for measures of disaster prevention. For example, a 

large scale release of hazardous chemicals may constitute grave risk to large numbers of 

people, livestock and the environment. It must be remembered, however, that high 

standards of training for staff are usually of vital importance; also that public awareness 

and common sense are necessary to support preventive plans and procedures. Thus, may 

be difficult, in any case, to guarantee required standards of disaster prevention. Lack of 

http://webworld.unesco.org/safeguarding/en/txt_sini.htm#1etape
http://webworld.unesco.org/safeguarding/en/txt_sini.htm#2etape
http://webworld.unesco.org/safeguarding/en/txt_sini.htm#3etape
http://webworld.unesco.org/safeguarding/en/txt_sini.htm#4etape
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appropriate preventive measures may often throw heavier loads on other aspects of 

disaster management when disaster occurs. This may especially apply to response 

operations and recovery action. Also in post-disaster review or analysis, high priorities 

tend to be given to restoration of infrastructure and to aspects such as re-housing 

programs. Consideration of future disaster prevention usually comes as lower priority, if, 

indeed, any consideration is given to it at all. There is also the relevant point that over 

many years priorities in international disaster assistance tended to be given to relief and 

recovery measures, rather than preparedness, mitigation and prevention.  Public apathy 

towards and/or awareness of disaster risks may mean that there is no pressure on 

governments to consider disaster management measures, least of all prevention. The 

problem areas in disaster prevention tend to require various forms of counter-measures. 

However, the nature of prevention is such that the measures involved usually need to be 

implemented from senior levels of government. The population of a single community or 

area is unlikely to be able to institute, for example, a mayor flood prevention project 

(though such population can produce pressure through action groups and other means). 

There is need for a clear and comprehensive national disaster policy which addresses the 

total disaster management spectrum, including consideration of all aspects of prevention. 

Within this policy there must be a readiness on the part of government to institute 

preventive measures (especially where these affect the national interest) regardless of their 

unpopularity. If necessary, there should be resort to legislation to implement measures of 

prevention; for example mandatory building code. There should be adequate assessment 

and monitoring of disaster hazards and vulnerabilities, so that the need for prevention is 

accurately identified and defined. This should lead to accurate evaluation of all reasonable 

disaster prevention projects. In this regard, it is especially important to achieve sensible 

cost-benefit comparisons; for example, whether, by instituting  preventive measures, the 

nation of community is going to gain more (bearing in mind project costs), as against the 

losses which may arise if nothing is done. Full and appropriate consideration of all disaster 

aspects should be given within the National Development Plan, including the immediate 

and long-term cost-benefit implications of taking or not taking preventive action. In this 

context, the establishment and maintenance of a permanent disaster management section 

or center can play a vitally important part; because on behalf of government, the 

section/center should keep a constant watch on disaster management. Thus, it is able to 

identify the need for preventive measures, whenever such need may arise. It is then the 

responsibility of the section/center to advice government on needs in the disaster 

prevention field, and the priorities which should apply. Furthermore, there should be 

insistence by the disaster management section/center (on behalf of government) that an 

effective post-disaster review is undertaken after all major disaster events. This review 

must include advice to government on whether, as a result of the particular disaster, further 

preventive measures are warranted. 

Public awareness and education programs should ensure, among other things, that disaster-

prone communities are kept aware of the risks and vulnerabilities which may apply to 

them. In this way, communities are likely to support the need for sensible disaster 

prevention, if this becomes necessary. The maintenance of a continuous dialogue with 

international assistance agencies can also be of use. Such a dialogue helps to ensure that 

any proposals concerning disaster prevention can be evaluated and submitted to 

appropriate assistance agencies. It is important for disaster management authorities to 

recognize that, usually, the consideration, decision making and measures of 

implementation which apply to prevention are far-reaching. Some of the main resources 

which are likely to be involved are therefore given below. Identification and analysis of 

disaster threats can be provided by academic institutions, research establishment, technical 

authorities, scientific programs, government departments and agencies which may have 
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major public safety responsibilities, private sector authorities concerned with programs 

and projects which may generate potential disaster threats, industrial safety organizations 

and international assistance agencies in connection with development of projects of 

various kinds. Resources to assess the potential need for and possibilities of implementing 

programs of disaster prevention are also provided by government departments, 

organizations and agencies, national planning authorities, disaster management authorities 

and co-opted specialist institutions. 

Government departments (especially those possessing technical capability and expertise), 

private sector companies and contractors, NGOs, military forces, international disaster 

assistance agencies and disaster management authorities are the key providers of resources 

to implement disaster prevention programs and measures. Furthermore, assessment of 

potential need for and the possibilities of implementing programs of disaster prevention 

are provided by government departments, organizations and agencies, national planning 

authorities and co-opted specialist institutions, while resources to support disaster 

prevention activity can be provided by NGOs, media outlets (such as television and radio 

stations, including internet portals), general public (citizen initiatives) and educational 

authorities. 

3. NATURAL DISASTERS IMPACT ON ECONOMY 

Statistics can show the annual economic losses caused by natural disasters  worldwide in 

2015., based on type of natural disaster. The global average economic losses for all natural 

disasters between 2000. and 2015. were about 175 billion U.S. dollars. 

Scientists have pointed out that natural disaster occurrences have increased and intensified 

significantly in the last 30 years. Some claim this is an effect of global climate changes. 

Recent disaster records do not refute this claim. Since 1980, eight of the world’s ten most 

deadly natural disasters have occurred post-2000, the deadliest of which was the 2010 

earthquake in Haiti, with 222,570 fatalities. The occurrence of earthquakes has decreased 

since 2000, though that says nothing for the magnitude of those that do occur.  

In recent years, China, the United States, and the Philippines were the three countries to 

experience the most natural disasters. China experienced a wide variety of disasters, with 

particularly high occurrences of deadly floods. The United States dealt with a high 

frequency of extreme weather, including dangerous storms and extreme heat and cold. 

Meanwhile the ill-fated island country of the Philippines, a mere fraction the size of the 

first two countries, suffered through 21 disasters in 2011, the third-most natural disasters 

worldwide. That year, the country experienced an average of 2,385 fatalities per 

disaster. In Europe the total reported economic damage caused by weather and climate-

related extremes in the EEA
12

 member countries over the period 1980-2013 is almost 400 

billion Euro (in 2013 Euro values). The average damage has varied between 7.6 billion 

Euros per year in the 1980s and 13.7 billion Euros in the 2000s. The observed differences 

in reported damage over time are difficult to interpret since a large share of the total 

deflated losses has been caused by a small number of events. Specifically, more than 70 

percent of the damage was caused by only 3 percent of all registered events. Economic 

losses from extreme climate events have increased, but with large spatial and inter-annual 

variability. Reported disaster losses often reflect only structural damages to tangible 

physical assets, neglecting the impacts on health, integrity of ecosystems, and intangible 

cultural heritage. Hence the reported economic losses focus on direct losses and should 

therefore be understood as lower-bound estimates. The changes in recorded losses are to a 

large extent influenced by increased economic wealth.  

                                                 
12 European Environment Agency 

http://www.statista.com/statistics/268029/natural-disasters-by-death-toll-since-1980/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/268029/natural-disasters-by-death-toll-since-1980/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/263105/development-of-the-number-of-earthquakes-worldwide-since-2000/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/269652/countries-with-the-most-natural-disasters/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/273890/countries-with-the-most-fatalities-from-natural-disasters/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/273890/countries-with-the-most-fatalities-from-natural-disasters/
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According to data from Munich Re on natural disasters in the European Environment 

Agency (EEA) member countries, weather and climate-related extremes (also termed 

climate-related extremes) accounted for 90% of total reported disaster events and around 

82% of the total damages. Specifically, weather and climate related damages amounted to 

EUR 393 billion (at 2013 Euro values, on average EUR 11.6 billion per year, EUR 69 000 

per square kilometer, or EUR 710 per capita. The damages are equal to 0.1% of the 

cumulative deflated GDP over the analyzed period, or nearly 3% of the GDP in 2013. 

Around 33% of the total losses were insured. The same (MR) dataset also reports 86 281 

casualties for the same countries and period.
13

  

 

Table 2: Economic damage from Natural Disasters
14

 

 

Between 1980 and 2013, the economic losses of all natural disasters in the EEA member 

countries approached EUR 480 billion in 2013 values. The largest 26 events caused about 

half of the recorded damage. The costliest disaster event was the earthquake in Southern 

Italy in 1980 (EUR 28 billion) followed by the 2002 flood in Central Europe (EUR 20 

billion) and the 1999 earthquake in Turkey (EUR 17 billion). The fourth and fifth 

costliest disasters are the 2003 drought and heatwave (EUR 16 billion) and the 1999 

winter storm, Lothar (EUR 14 billion). 

                                                 
13

 The assessment is based on the Munich Re (MR) dataset, and the Eurostat collection of economic 

indicators, whereas data from earlier years not covered by Eurostat have been completed from the 

Annual Macro-Economic Database of the European Commission (AMECO), the International 

Monetary Fund’s (IMF) World Economic Outlook (WEO), the Total Economy Database (TED) and 

the World Bank’s database. 
14

 http://www.statista.com/ 
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Available studies for damages from river floods and storms in Europe suggest that the 

observed increases in losses are primarily due to increased population, economic wealth, 

and development in hazard-prone areas. There is evidence that improved flood protection 

and prevention contributed to reducing losses over time in some cases. 

Countries which are not members of EEA such as Serbia and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina have suffered their worst flooding since records began, with some 60 people 

killed in the disaster and over a million affected by damage to housing, schools or 

hospitals, arable land or public infrastructure. 

 

Table 3: Recorded loss from climate related extremes in Europe
15

 

PERIOD DAMAGE 

1980s (1980-1989), EUR 7.5 billion per year   

1990s (1990-1999), EUR 13 billion per year   

2000s (2000-2009) EUR 13.7 billion per year   

(2004-2013) EUR 11 billion per year   

While the shocked reaction to the sight of the floodwaters has so far focused on the 

suffering caused by the devastation, it is probably time to start looking at the economic 

damage they will inflict as well. It is likely to be substantial. 

The EU, World Bank and UN are working with the authorities in the affected countries on 

a damage assessment report to be prepared over the next few weeks. However, some very 

rough preliminary estimates from a number of agencies put the damage at around €1.5-2 

billion in Serbia, and about €1.3 billion in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
16

 

For example, the agriculture sector, which accounts for about 10 per cent of GDP in Serbia 

and 6 per cent in Bosnia, has been particularly badly affected. Most of the arable land in 

flooded areas has been destroyed and the damage in both countries could be in the 

hundreds of millions in euros. 

Power generation and mining has been heavily disrupted, especially in Serbia, where the 

damage to the state-owned power company EPS is likely to be extremely costly. 

Serbia’s largest mining complex Kolubara, crucial for the country’s energy system as it 

provides coal to the thermal power plants that produce more than 50 per cent of the energy 

Serbia needs, has been flooded. Roads and railways (as well as water supply and energy 

transmission infrastructure) have been badly hit too, which will cause major problems for 

the free movement of goods and people and affect businesses across the region. 

To make matters worse, the stricken areas in Bosnia are also at risk from mines, a legacy 

of the war in the 1990s, dislodged by the floods and landslides. And public health is under 

threat from the contamination of drinking water supplies and therefore disease. 

The floods could also have a sizeable macro-economic impact on Serbia and Bosnia, 

affecting short-term growth and inflation as well as their policy priorities and the budget 

for this year. Low economic forecasts for this year were predicated on the introduction of 

austerity programmes to tackle high levels of public deficits and debt. This may now be 

delayed, as the countries’ short-term priorities could well change. Current EBRD growth 

forecasts for 2014 are 1.8 per cent for Bosnia and 1.0 per cent for Serbia and they may 

                                                 
15 http://www.eea.europa.eu/ 
16 http://www.ebrd.com/news/2014/the-economic-cost-of-the-floods-in-serbia-and-

bosnia.html#JBG2cl80LqmZMhzk.99 
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well need to be revised further downwards. On the other hand, mitigating factors would 

include the size of bilateral and IFI support for the relief and reconstruction programmes, 

which could give a boost to construction and related industries. Inflation is low in both 

countries but could spike upwards if food shortages occur. Nevertheless, according to 

Serbia's Chamber of Commerce, the supply of agriculture and food products to the 

domestic market will remain stable in the coming period but exports will probably decline. 

Serbia and Bosnia do not have to cope with the aftermath of this disaster on their own. The 

international community sent operational teams together with high capacity water pumps, 

rescue boats and helicopters to support the evacuation of residents and the transportation 

of water and medicines within hours of the rivers breaking their banks. The EU this week 

allocated an extra €65 million to tackle the aftermath of the flood. The international 

community has also made clear its determination to hold a donor conference to help speed 

up the two countries’ recovery. The EBRD has already described responding to the crisis 

as one of its major priorities and aims to reallocate existing funding in the region to help 

finance food relief. 

The EBRD will place a priority on the rehabilitation of damaged roads and water systems 

as well as damaged power stations and transmission and distribution networks. It also aims 

to respond rapidly to the immediate needs of any of the EBRD’s corporate partners in the 

private sector whose activities have been harmed by the flooding. As an EU membership 

candidate country, Serbia can also apply for financing from the EU Solidarity Fund, which 

helps member states in case of severe natural disasters if the estimated damage exceeds 

0.64% of their GDP. As for Bosnia, the EU is looking into how its instruments for pre-

accession could be deployed to help. And the World Bank is lending Bosnia $24m to help 

it cope with the disaster and is discussing an emergency loan of over $50m that would 

finance reconstruction works, procurement of goods and services and the preparation of 

technical studies. The World Bank has also said it could change the purpose of part of the 

already approved but still to be disbursed $625m of support to Serbia, thus channeling the 

funds towards recovery from the floods. The Bank is also ready to provide an Emergency 

Recovery Loan if the Government requests it.
17

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
The list of natural threats has grown in the course of time. Civilization progress and boom 

have even extended this list. Disasters are more comprehensive and rougher in qualitative 

sense and one need to decipher them first of all. Some threats have been neglected for 

years, even centuries, depending on education, culture and one’s own ability to spot them. 

It is, therefore, necessary to list them all and classify what many experts and scientists 

have been doing at the moment. It is essential we undertake a number of measures, means 

and procedures in order to have, as much as possible, safe and bright future, and reduce 

potential threats to the lowest possible level. In addition, it is necessary we become 

accountable for undertaken actions relevant for security of the mankind, which will not be 

able to do in the nearer future. A state is obliged to organize people’s lives, fulfill their 

normal needs, guarantee rights and freedoms to everyone, as well as security of its citizens 

and take care of equal opportunities provision for all future generations. It has to, besides 

meeting legal and social aspects focus on social, natural, ecological and sustainable growth 

dimensions. Security issues should be priority ones for a country, how to preserve and 

improve natural environment and reasonably use natural resources. Prevent new and 

reduce existing disaster risk through the,  implementation of integrated and inclusive 

economic, structural legal, social, health, cultural, educational, environmental, 

                                                 
17 http://www.ebrd.com/news/2014/the-economic-cost-of-the-floods-in-serbia-and-

bosnia.html#JBG2cl80LqmZMhzk.99 
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technological, political and institutional measures that prevent and reduce hazard exposure 

and vulnerability to disaster, increase prevention, preparedness for response and recovery, 

and thus strengthen resilience to natural disasters. Support from developed countries and 

partners to developing countries to be tailored according to needs and priorities as 

identified by them. Escalation of issues related to protection of civilian population, 

material goods and environment in natural disasters has made it evident that many, lest we 

say all related issues, cannot be resolved by isolated actions of individual countries. This is 

particularly the case when it comes to cross-border and global issues. States are forced to 

co-operate in harmonization of disasters management system standards in order to 

facilitate and make protection and rescue activities more efficient, as well as those 

protecting material goods and cultural heritage and environment in natural disasters. States 

also need to co-ordinate adoption supranational policy measures (e.g. sub regional, 

regional and global), development of international regulations and strategies, programmes 

and plans aiming at harmonization of creation and reinforcement of prevention, protection 

and rescue system in natural disasters. Countries with an insufficiently developed 

economical system cannot allocate the total number of necessary funds for the prevention 

of natural disasters, without the help of organizations such as EU or UN. If we look at the 

losses caused by natural disasters, the viable conclusion is that the investment into the 

prevention of natural disasters is much more cost-effective than the removal of the 

provided consequences. The fact is that economically developed countries and countries 

with a stable economic growth can allocate funds from their budgets for the prevention 

and removal of consequences, while developing countries do not have that luxury. 
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Summary: Efficiency of mortar units, as a complex indicator of the level of their 

effectiveness in solving fire support tasks, is real problem of military organizational 

systems in planning and execution of combat tasks, which can be solved using 

multicriterial decision making methods. The evaluation of mortar units efficiency was 

performed by applying the analytical-hierarchical process method (AHP), with and 

without the usage of fire control system. Based on the obtained results, efficiency of 

mortar units was analyzed army-wide and their efficiency was compared to efficiency of 

mortar units of foreign armies. 

Keywords: efficiency, mortar units, analytical-hierarchical process. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Definition of term efficiency [1,2,3] enables us to  define efficiency of mortar units as the 

degree of success of execution of combat tasks expressed as the effectiveness of 

engagement and ammo consumption or probability of hitting the target. Practically, it is 

expressed as efficiency of engagement and capability to execute fire support tasks on 

different weather, spacial and combat conditions.  

Mortar units are organizational battle systems of the infantry branch, intended for fire 

support of infantry and mechanized units and as well as for protection of own forces.  

Determining efficiency of mortar units, as a battle system in armed combat, is the starting 

point for determining combat capabilities of a mortar platoon as well as the company and 

battalion where the mortar unit is located [4]. 

Efficiency of mortar units is analyzed by using results obtained by applying the method of 

analytic hierarchical process (AHP) as one of the methods of multicriterial decision 

making by applying the original software tool from the class of systems for decision 

making support ''Expert Choice'' [5].     

After defining hierarchical model, efficiency of mortar units was analyzed by considering 

the matrix of values of criteria for observed alternatives and more levels of criteria with 

two options for defining criteria importance [6]: 

 introducing numerical values for weight coefficients of criteria on appropriate levels and  

 defining importance of criteria by comparing pairs of criteria on every level of criteria. 

 

2. DEFINING HIERARCHICAL MODEL 

In order to apply listed options of AHP method and obtaining relevant solutions, a 

hierarchical model was set in place in which the goal function was defined as „The 

mailto:milojevic.dusko67@gmail.com
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Evaluation of Efficiency“, and the characterizing criteria (fire, resiliency and fire control) 

were organized in two levels (Image 1): 

 
Image 1: Hierarchical model of the goal function and criteria 

 

Demonstrated criteria, based on which efficiency was evaluated, were obtained from 

calculations of battle capabilities of the Serbian Military [4], from sources in the area of 

theory of firing and ballistics, results of conducted research [7] and competency and 

experience of staff and faculty from the Department of Armament and Military Equipment 

of The Serbian Military Academy. 

After defining hierarchical model, nine alternatives for analyzing and comparisons were 

picked, with qualitative description of the influence of criteria and sub-criteria on each of 

them, from which initial data of multicriterial decision making was derived – MDM. 

Defined criteria, given in qualitative (descriptive) form were transformed based on linear 

scale of transformations (Image 2.), and from which the demonstrated MDM model was 

obtained with two levels of criteria (Table1). 

 
Image 2: Linear scale of qualification and qualitative attributes 

Table 1: Quantification of qualitative attributes of MDM models 
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3. ANALYSIS OF EFFICIENCY AFTER INTRODUCING 

NUMERICAL VALUES  
Solving the assigned task, by using this option of AHP method, is conditioned by 

transferring   defined criteria to the same hierarchical level in two phases: 

- by normalizing weight coefficients of global criteria (Table 2) and 

- by normalizing weight sub-coefficients within the frame of their global criteria (Table 

3). 

 

Table 2:   Normalizing weight coefficients of global criteria 

 

Table 3:  Normalizing weight coefficients of sub-criteria 

 
After executing normalization of weight coefficients of global criteria and sub-criteria, a 

matrix of initial MDM data with transferred  criteria to the same hierarchical level was 

formed (Table 4). 

Table 4:  Matrix of initial MDM data with transferred criteria to the same hierarchical 

level 
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Obtained weights of sub-criteria and criteria, given by the decision maker, were used as 

input data for the software tool ''Expert Choice'', which provided local and global priorities 

of sub-criteria and criteria (Image 3). 

 

Image 3: Problem Model – The tree of criteria, values of weight coefficients of criteria 

and priority of alternatives 

 

After obtaining priorities of sub-criteria and criteria, transformed values were insert in the 

column ''Value'', after which priorities of alternatives were determined via software in the 

column ''Priority''. As a result, relative comparison of alternatives values, as well as of 

theirs priorities, was obtained (Image 4). 

 
Image 4: Comparison of alternatives values 

 

The final  result, which was obtained after executing the procedure of directly introducing 

numerical values for weight coefficients of criteria on appropriate levels, is the derivation 

of the multicriterial ranking list of efficiency, for the criteria levels as well as the goal 

function level (Images 5 and 6). 
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Image 5: Multicriterial ranking list of efficiency on criteria level 

 
Image 6: Multicriterial ranking list of efficiency on goal function level 

Based on obtained results, dynamical sensitivity analysis was conducted on criteria level 

(Image 7) and efficiency evaluation of goal function (Image 8). 

     
Image7: Dynamical sensitivity analysis of solutions obtained on the level of sub-criteria 

of problems-VATRA 

 
Image 8: Dynamical sensitivity analysis of solutions obtained on the level of goal function 

problems – efficiency evaluation 

 

Besides demonstrated analysis, head to head procedure was executed in order to compare 

efficiencies of different alternatives (Image 9). 
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Image 9: Analysis of efficiency of a 120mm mortar platoon with FCS and mortars of 

modern militaries 

 

4. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS BY COMPARING PAIRS  
In order to change these options and obtain relevant solutions, the same hierarchical model 

as in the previous option, in which the goal function was defined as the “Efficiency 

Evaluation”, was used, and criteria that characterize it are sorted into two levels.   

In this option of AHP method, comparison of pairs was conducted on criteria on the same 

level by observing the hierarchical tree of criteria. In order to have appropriate qualitative 

representation of the importance of criteria, the so-called scale of “nine dots” was used 

(Table 5.), which essentially formalizes quantification of qualitative hits by demanding:  
 consideration of appropriate pairs (each criterion with the next criterion on the same 

level of the considered tree branch and for every branch of the hierarchical criteria tree), 

and  

 introduction of descriptive evaluations for nine levels  of importance (the 

“explanation/ranking” column).  

However, instead of descriptive evaluations, the appropriate quantitative evaluations were 

used (Table 5). 
 

Table 5: Scale of nine dots 
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Based on the input evaluations, comparison of sub-criteria was conducted within the 

criteria frame (Image 10) and comparison of criteria within the frame of the goal function 

(Image11). 

 
Image 10: Comparison of sub-criteria 

 
Image 11: Comparison of criteria on the function level 

On this way, the tree of criteria was obtained, as well as the values of weight coefficients 

and priorities of alternatives (problem model), which values differ from the model value 

obtained from the previous type of AHP method (Image 12). 

 
Image 12: Criteria tree, values of weight coefficients of criteria and priorities of 

alternatives 

Results of synthesis of problems of efficiency evaluation of mortar units is calculated 

using the same procedure as in  the previous type and are shown as the ranking lists of 

alternatives that provided exactly the same results.  Dynamical sensitivity analysis 

provides the same result as in the previous type with a certain percentage of difference. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
The AHP method and Expert Choice software enable us to compare pairs of criteria and 

pairs of alternatives in descriptive and numerical way, which essentially is a replacement 
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for defining weight coefficients of criteria for alternatives in another type. The importance 

of criteria is possible to represent graphically, which significantly contributes to 

understanding of problems by the user. Sensitivity analysis of solutions (dynamical 

analysis, gradient analysis, performance analysis) is of crucial importance, as well as the 

possibility of solving the problem for any node in the criteria tree, which contributes to the 

spreading of the usage of the method.  

By applying this method, using the two types, efficiency of different mortars and mortar 

units was analyzed from the fire standpoint, resiliency and management, as well as the 

basic criteria. This led up to the following findings: 

- efficiency of mortar units is affected by: efficiency of fire with  65%, resiliency with 

20% and efficiency of management with 15%, 

- efficiency of fire is mostly affected by the probability of hitting the target (70%) and 

response time (20%), and resiliency is mostly affected by fire effects (60%) and 

resiliency to obstruction (25%), 

- Fire Control System increases efficiency of engagement by 70%, and resiliency and 

management for about 50%, 

- efficiency of mortar units with FCS is greater by 40% and, 

- efficiency of mortar units of foreign militaries is greater by 30% than the Serbian 

Military when using FCS and by 70% when not using FCS. 
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Summary: Although we live in a world of great expansion and technological progress, the 

biggest strength of every system is a man, that is, human resources and capacities. 

Starting from these statements it is obvious that the Military Academy has an important 

role in the defense system, which is reflected in the fact that making, profiling and training 

officers is one of the most important elements of the defense system. Planning training is 

an essential process in achieving objectives of military schools, and at the Military 

Academy in particular because of its implementation across the place, teaching resources 

and execution of the schedule of classes. Risks that can "threaten" the process of training 

planning directly affect the increase in uncertainty, difficulty in coordination and response 

to weight changes. This paper identifies risks and consequences of the process of training 

planning at the Military Academy, through  risks prioritization, "the most dangerous 

risks" were singled out, using a control strategy to give the answers to the risks and listed 

case studies in which the training planning has an important role to play in terms of the 

reduction of the consequences and solving crisis.. 

Keywords: Training planning, risk control, crisis. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Living with risk is a continuous trend nowadays
 [1]

, we can compare it to a good game of 

chess, whose outcome is not certain until the very end of the game. Are we going to win or 

lose depends on our abilities to predict possible risks as well as consequences they can 

cause. Good prediction of possible risks and their consequences enables us to plan the 

procedures in order to avoid them or significantly reduce their consequences. Risks that 

can affect the defense system of a country are always interesting for research and they 

represent an area which is in functional jurisdiction of multiple state institutions. 

Importance of the Military Academy in the defense system of the Republic of Serbia is 

rather obvious and with that being said, risks that can occur at the Military Academy are 

very important, that is, risks that can “threaten” functional jurisdiction of the Military 

Academy – the execution of classes and training. It can be said that the process of 

planning is a part of risk management with the goal to prevent crisis. 

This paper predominantly deals with risks during training planning during undergraduate 

studies. First part of the paper deals with goals and tasks of the Military Academy as well 

as the process of organizing classes and training and it represents an introduction to the 

second and main part of the paper which offers answers to possible crises through the risk 

management process, as well as fixing consequences of risks 
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2. UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT THE MILITARY 

ACADEMY 
Military schools are educational as well as scientific institutions in which professional 

soldiers and other personnel get high school and university level education and are being 

prepared for jobs that deal with commanding and leading military units and institutions, 

jobs that deal with training and education and other jobs that deal with organizing, 

developing and empowering the Serbian Army and organizing and developing military 

research in the area of military sciences. 

Military Academy is an educational institution where cadets obtain university level 

education, it offers graduate school studies as well as specializations, PhD studies to 

professional officers and reserve officers and it provides its students opportunities for 

basic, applied and development research important for increasing the level of quality of 

scientific development, it provides opportunities of growth to the members of faculty and 

introduces cadets to procedures of scientific work. 

The task and purpose of Military Academy education come from task and purpose of the 

defense system, that is, tasks and missions of the Serbian Army. 

The task of education at the Military Academy is to educate cadets for duties of a 

professional officer, prepare them for initial duties of their branches and to develop 

character of future officers in the military as well as moral and psycho-physical aspects in 

order to prepare them for successful command of their units in peacetime and war in 

accordance with the doctrine for defending the country and appropriate strategy.
 

Educational goals: 

1. Preparation for duties of a professional officer with the focus on knowledge and 

skills from the area of tactics, commanding, using and maintaining equipment of 

their branch. 

2. Obtaining fundamental, general and military knowledge necessary for further 

education with the focus on knowledge necessary for using new information and 

battle systems.   

3. Training for platoon leader and company commander duties of their branch at 

peacetime and war.  

4. Training for proper handling and maintenance of weapons systems and 

equipment of their branch.  

5. Familiarization with organization, structure, formation, weapons systems and 

doctrine of foreign armies and training for organizing and conducting measures 

of military intelligence of a platoon and company sized units at peacetime and 

war.  

6. Obtaining necessary knowledge about battle moral, psychological and 

propaganda effects and working with people, about methods and techniques for 

moral and character development necessary for task execution at peacetime and 

war. 

7. Forming personalities with open-minded outlooks and elementary knowledge 

base which will enable competence and initiative when conducting tasks that 

require that knowledge.  

8. Developing motivation for officer duties, professional and responsible 

relationship towards obligations and tasks.  

9. Development of psycho-physical abilities. 

Classes are conducted through regular lessons and special classes, by using modern 

educational technology, taking into account logistical limits and psycho-physical abilities 

of cadets. Special classes represent integration of various, mainly hands-on experiences in 

a single or multiple classes whose execution achieves required level of practical skills, 

knowledge and habits. 
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3. CLASS PLANNING DURING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION 

AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY  
Importance of planning:

 [2]
 

- The direction of execution is defined 

- It reduces uncertainty and risk 

- It minimizes irrationality and side activities – more rational behavior 

- It standardizes control procedures  

- It facilitates coordination  

- It facilitates reaction to changes  

The goal of planning classes is to secure all conditions for class execution and other forms 

of education, that is, to secure conditions for goal accomplishment of the Military 

Academy. 

The task of class planning is to define and coordinate: 

1. Time for class execution 

2. Place for class execution  

3. The person executing the class 

4. Resources for class execution 

Tasks of class planning are made operational through Basic and Temporary documents for 

class planning.  

Task accomplishment is canalized through Basic documents. Temporary documents refer 

to output information with specific data about time, place, personnel and resources. 

Basic documentation consists of:
 [3]

 

1. The document about founding the Military Academy 

2. Military Academy Statute 

3. Organization – formation of the Military Academy 

4. Course plans and programs, syllabi, development programs 

5. Legal documents about military education  

6. Rules of procedure for professional body of the Military Academy 

Temporary documents consist of: 

1. Calendar of educational – scientific work  

2. Gant chart 

3. Special forms of education plan  

4. Plan for teacher assignments  

5. Plan for unit, resources and object utilization  

6. Thematic plans for each class – specialties  

7. Plan for document development 

8. Exams plan 

9. Class schedule 

10. Orders, requests and notifications 

Process of temporary documents development of class planning is shown in the Algorithm 

for class planning (Image 1.). 
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4. RISK MANAGEMENT OF THE CLASS PLANNING PROCESS AT 

THE MILITARY ACADEMY 
Risk is not something that is either good or bad, it is simply the measurement of deviation 

from the expected outcome. Bad consequences exhaust resources, they disturb functions 

and processes and affect readiness for mission execution. Good consequences produce 

better results than expected and/or unexpected possibilities for the organization. Risk 

management consists of two phases: analysis (evaluation) of risk and response to risk. 

Risk management of class planning process at the Military Academy will be presented 

through the two phases listed above, by using the strategy of control of risk in the second 

phase (strategy of response: avoidance, reduction, control, retention, transfer).  

a. Risk evaluation: 
Risk identification will be started off by asking the question, “What am I protecting?” and 

by defining internal and external hazards – risks that affect the protected values.  

Internal risks: Organizational irregularities; personnel selection; unfamiliarity with the 

program, rules, legal regulations; errors and omissions in the planning process; 

destruction, damage, exhaustion of resources; information leakage.   

External risks: Delay or change of orders about the personnel education; change of 

structure of the Ministry of Defense and the Army; change of programs, rules and legal 

regulations.  

The possible effect of internal and external risks on protected values is shown in the 

preliminary matrix of risk (Table 1). 

Probability of risk occurrence will be observed as equal for all risks and in order to 

prioritize risks, we will use an interactional matrix (Table2). 

We will conduct categorization of the interactive relationship from the value of 0 (the 

smallest interaction) to the value of 3 (the bigges00t interaction). 

In the interactive matrix, the values that we get are: 

 Active sum (AS) – horizontal sum – it shows the effect of the observed risk on 

other risks, 
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 Passive sum (PS) – vertical sum – it shows the effect of the observed risk on 

other risks, 

 Active value (AV) – the result of division of AS by PS – it demonstrates the real 

influence of the observed risk on other risks and  

 Critical value (CV) –  the product of AS and PS – it shows which risks 

influences the observed area the most. 

The risks with the greatest critical value are: 

1. The change of program, rules and legal regulations 

2. Organizational irregularities  

3. Destruction, damage and exhaustion of resources 

4. Unfamiliarity with the program, rules, legal regulations 

5. Personnel selection 

b. Risk control 
The possibility of responding to the critical event that can influence the planning process is 

reflected in the control of the defined risks with the focus on prioritized risks. The aim is 

to make the possible crises fast-burning, that is, crises that occur quickly or slowly but are 

quickly “extinguished”.  

In order to solve crises quickly such decisions need to be made. Decisions need to be made 

based on the preventive and contingent plans, by allocating responsibilities and monitoring 

that gives us feedback about possible corrections. 

Action plans are programmed ways of execution of important tasks, whose execution 

requires the most participants that need to be completed in the designated time frame and 

whose execution has a great impact on the organization and its environment.  

Programming (program development) of the task execution can be conducted by applying 

network planning (NP)
[4]

. The network is not just an appropriate resource for showing the 

plan, but it, by itself, represents a model that can be analyzed in detail and accurately and 

which enables us to make the process management adaptive. Network planning can be 

activity oriented or event oriented.  

The procedure for action plan development by applying network planning is conducted 

through following phases:  

1. Analysis of the task structure 

2. Time analysis 

3. Capacity analysis 

4. Expenses analysis 

As an example we will develop an Action plan for crisis prevention of a crisis that could 

occur on one of the Army’s training lanes.  

Accident can happen during training execution or afterwards. Accidents during the 

execution can occur by using expired resources or by misuse of resources, and accidents 

after the training is completed can occur as a result of unexploded ordnance and other 

explosive materials blowing up (further on referred to as EM). 

For possible accidents during training execution, the person conducting training writes 

down in his reminder specific measures and procedures as a way to prevent accidents. 

There are two segments of the action plan for possible accidents after the training has been 

executed – pre-accidental and post-accidental application. 

Pre – accidental application has a task to define activities and provide proper execution of 

training, that is, procedures in case of findings of unexploded EM and readily react and 

participate in determining responsibility in case of occurrence of accidents.  
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Post – accidental application has a task to define activities after an accident has happened 

in order to control the situation and possible crises, whether it is Military Academy’s fault 

or not.  

Table 1: Preliminary matrix of risk influence on protected values  

Risk sources - hazards 

Protected Values 

Military 

Academy 
Resource 

System- 

organization – 

planning process 

Info 

Security 

In
te

rn
al

 r
is

k
s 

Organizational irregularities 

Possible bad influence  
Personnel selection 

Unfamiliarity with the 

program, rules, legal 

regulations 

Errors and omissions in 

planning process 
Possible bad influence 

No 

influence 

Destruction, damage, 

exhaustion of resources 
Possible very bad influence 

Data leakage Possible very bad influence 

E
x

te
rn

al
 r

is
k

s Delay or change in the 

order  
No 

influence 
Possible bad influence 

No 

influence Change of structure 

Change in program, rules 

and legal regulations 

  

Action plan program development of the pre –accident and post – accident application will 

be demonstrated through the first phase of development, other phases are precisely defined 

after weather parameters have been obtained and it is possible to develop them in 

software.  

After defining activities and events (tables 3 and 4) we need to determine the order of 

activity execution, that is, event order, by determining which prior actions/ events have to 

be completed in order to make the following start.  

Inter – dependability of execution of activities and events is determined in a separate 

matrix[5].
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Table 3: Pre – accident application                        Table 4: Post – accident application: 

nu

m 

code. Activity 

1.  
A 

Development of utilization 

plan JSOP 
2.  B Plan acknowledgement 
3.  

C 
Plan of range operations 

for next year  
4.  

D 
Determining response 

team in case of an accident 
5.  E Request development  
6.  

F 
Receiving response to the 

request 
7.  G Notification development 
8.  H Order development 
9.  I Order validity check 
10.  J Order correction 
11.  K Range execution 
12.  

L 
Marking and destroying 

the unexploded ordnance 
13.  LJ Record development 
14.  

M 

Receiving the record and 

writing notification to the 

authorities  
15.  N Archiving the record 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Image 2: Network diagram of the pre – accident application  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Image 3: Network diagram of the post – accident application 

num code. Activity 

1.  A Accident 

2.  B Forming investigation 

3.  C Activating response team 

4.  
D 

Contacting the 

investigation team  

5.  
E 

MA has proper 

documentation 

6.  
F 

MA does not have proper 

documentation 

7.  
G 

Initiating the process to 

determine responsibility 

8.  H Ending the procedure 

9.  

I 

Contacting the military 

and civilian authorities 

where the accident 

occurred 

10.  
J 

Contacting the media - 

internet 

11.  K Ending investigation 

12.  
K1 

MA is not responsible 

for the accident 

13.  
K2 

MA is responsible for the 

accident 

14.  
M 

Responsibility of the MA 

personnel  

15.  
N 

No responsible MA 

personnel 

16.  NJ Analysis of the event 

17.  
O 

Maintaining contact with 

the involved civilians  
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5. CASE STUDY 
Case studies use events in order to give practical examples of successful and unsuccessful 

projects and activities. 

We will explore a set of cases with accidents on military training grounds, that is, we will 

analyze the causes of events, the influence it had on the Military Academy, and we will 

analyze measures and procedures of involved personnel and make conclusions. The sources 

for these cases are newspaper articles and observations of participants.  

A set of cases is comprised of accidents with civilians (children) on training camp 

„Peskovi“  that happened in 2007., accident during cadet training at „Pasuljanske livade“  in 

2012. And accident during training at the 1
st
 training center in Sombor  that happened in 

2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Image 2: News articles about accidents at training „Peskovi“ and „Pasuljanske 

livade“ 

The cause of accident at training camps „Peskovi“ and „Pasuljanske livade“  is the explosion 

of unexploded EM after the training was finished, whereas the accident in Sombor happened 

as a result of using broken training equipment.  

The influence of the events on  the Military Academy was biggest after the accident at the 

training camp „Pasuljanske livade“ which resulted in two life losses as well as multiple 

casualties, the next in order of significance is the accident that happened in Sombor which 

resulted in injuries of the training instructor and a cadet and finally the accident that 

happened at the training camp „Peskovi” which did not have direct influence on the Military 

Academy, but it could have if the investigation had found that it occurred as a result of 

Military Academy using unexploded EM for training execution. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Image 3: Consequences of the accident at the 1

st
 TC in Sombor 

Measures and actions taken by those involved: In all three cases, procedures to determine 

responsibility were initialized, in case of the accident at camp “Peskovi”, the family of the 

injured child vs the Ministry of Defense and the Serbian Army, in case of the accident at 

camp “Pasuljanske livade” against responsible personnel at the Military Academy and in 
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case of the accident in Sombor, against personnel responsible for using broken weapons 

systems in training.  

Procedures for determining responsibility have been completed for accidents that happened 

at camp “Peskovi”and in Sombor, whereas in the case of the accident at camp “Pasuljanske 

livade” the procedure is still active(Crisis “Long shadow” – occurred quickly and 

extinguishing slowly).  

We can conclude that all the accidents that occurred had very serious consequences for those 

involved and that they had very bad influence on the defense system as an organization, that 

they all occurred as a result of explosions of EM, in one case due to technical failure and in 

two cases after the training had been completed. 

The accidents could have been avoided had the training instructors destroyed all the 

unexploded EM or had the space where they could have been found been secured.  

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Planning classes has the task to lower uncertainty and risk when conducting Military 

Academy missions. After the accident has occurred, the first question is “Were classes 

executed according to plan?”  

This question has two dimensions, the first one refers to following plans developed by the 

Military Academy and if instructors acted according to those plans, and the second 

dimension that refers to issues of whether the Academy has developed Temporary 

documents in accordance with the General documents or not.  

It is implied that accidents cause crises by themselves no matter what, however, the lack of 

or inaccuracies of plans can lead to the loss of legitimacy to manage crisis or the 

consequences for the Military Academy as an institution could be in the greatest category of 

consequences. 

Holistically observed, life and work of the members of the Military Academy represent a 

dynamical environment in which plans have to be precise and accurate and at the same time 

elastic and flexible, and we provide this by following and applying areas of risk 

management and crises, theory of organization as well as through adequate information 

technology (mainly software) support.   

It is necessary to establish unique measures of protection for efficient planning and 

execution of tasks of removing unexploded EM in order to reduce the threat  and create 

conditions for safe usage of military facilities with minimal risk and loss of resources.  
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Abstract: To enhance the resilience of (local) communities we use the theory of complex 

adaptive systems as a starting point. A local community is considered as a complex adaptive 

system, composed of closely linked social, economic, physical and institutional components. 

In case of disruption, the interrelationship between the components makes the local 

community vulnerable for cascade effects that can seriously affect its functioning. By 

enhancing the system resilience, local communities might prevent disruptions, are better 

prepared to system disruptions and will be more capable to mitigate their harmful effects. 

This demands a shift (transition) from a reactive to a proactive attitude of local authorities, 

inhabitants, etc., willing to collaborate. This paper will use the complex system approach 

not only to shed light on the components of local resilient communities, but also as a basis 

for enhancing local resilience. This will be demonstrated by a brief description of the 

COBACORE platform tested in an urban environment. 

Keywords: resilience, complexity, communities, collaboration, urban environment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last decades our society is daily facing events and threats caused by often 

intertwined pressures related to climate change, geopolitical tensions, economic crises, 

terrorism, resource scarcity, urban sprawl, etc. The main challenge is to develop policies and 

strategies to cope with and adapt to these pressures in a way that we decrease the 

vulnerability against these events and threats, and to limit the impact of them in case they 

occur.  

Due to the hyper-connectedness that characterizes our present society this is not an easy 

task. As a result of increased interdependencies within and between physical and non-

physical systems, society has become extremely complex. Since one of the main 

characteristics of complexity is uncertainty, the (ever) growing complexity of our society 

has resulted in an intrinsically enlarged vulnerability with respect to disruptions and a larger 

uncertainty about its nature and consequences. One could even argue that instead of 

progressing control over our world through science and technology, our society seems to be 

more and more out of our control (Giddens, 1999). 

This paper focusses on the concept of resilience, which is widely used in disciplines like 

systems engineering, organizational sciences, ecological science, psychology, economics, 

climate change, disaster management, safety and security research, etc., related to 

communities. Therefore there are many different perceptions with regard to the methods to 

operationalize and to enhance community resilience. We will argue that resilience is a 

complex concept, which leads to specific approaches to enhance community resilience and 

we will end with a brief description of a promising novel tool that facilitates the enlargement 

of community resilience. 

2. COMMUNITY RESILIENCE AND COMPLEXITY 
The international literature on community resilience shows that community resilience is a 

complex concept for a number on reasons. Community resilience always touches upon 

mailto:martin.vandelindt@tno.nl
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several often intertwined societal, physical and non-physical domains. Each of these 

domains is showing different actors with different perceptions, views, roles, stakes, interests, 

cultures, routines, daily practices, solutions, etc. Furthermore, resilience is always related to 

different levels: from individuals to households to local communities. These local 

communities in turn are part of larger geographical and institutional entities. For example on 

regional and national level there are all kind of laws and regulations regarding emergency 

situations, building and construction, tasks of the first responders, etc. In fact resilience 

refers to so called ‘nested systems’. In the case of Serbia this is illustrated by the chapter 

‘Institutional and Administrative Framework’ of the report ‘Resilient Cities, Urban Disaster 

Risk Management in Serbia’ which entails a project on Urban Risk Management in 

Obrenovac after the flood disaster in 2014 (Fokdal, Zehner, 2015). Thirdly, resilience 

touches different time scales. All definitions and ways to operationalize resilience are 

distinguishing implicitly or explicitly the four main phases of the disaster management 

cycle: prevention, preparation, response and recovery. Therefore, resilience means a 

continuous tuning of attention for prevention and preparation with a relatively short 

response time, followed by an often long recovery period. An example of this is the firework 

disaster in the city of Enschede in the Netherlands in 2000, where in a split second an entire 

neighborhood was destroyed, 23 people were killed and nearly 1000 injured. The physical 

recovery (rebuilding the neighborhood) took about 8 years and people still are suffering with 

psychological trauma’s. Last but certainly not least the concept of resilience is applied to a 

variety of different contexts: from small remote rural communities to neighborhoods in large 

cities and even to national level. It is clear that within every context the actual situation of 

resilience as well as the perception and the interpretation of it will differ. 

Taking into account the aforementioned complexity of resilience, for a better understanding 

and enhancement of community resilience ‘system thinking’ is a necessary starting point. 

This implies that we consider a local community as a complex adaptive system, which is 

composed of interlinked social, economic, physical, environmental and institutional 

components being subsystems by themselves. Because the definition of a complex adaptive 

system depends on its application, there is no exact definition of  it. However, there is a 

general consensus on a number of main characteristics (Loorbach, Rotmans, 2009). Firstly, 

the interrelationship, interaction and interconnectivity of the elements and subsystems within 

a system and between the system and its environment, which implies that any intervention 

will influence all the related parts. Due to the feedback loops there are reinforcing and 

mitigating effects and consequently the related elements are not influenced uniformly. 

Secondly, as a consequence of the interrelationships, complex adaptive systems are 

characterized by the emergence of novel and coherent structures, patterns, and properties 

during a process of self-organization. This process of self-organization is a third main 

characteristic and refers to the ability to develop a new system structure as a result of the 

system’s internal relationships, which leads to the so called path dependency of the system: 

the dependency of current and future states of previous system states. The interrelationship 

between (the components of) the system and the environment leads to irreversible patterns 

of change and is referred to as coevolution, which is the fourth main feature of a complex 

adaptive system. Coevolution is closely linked to adaptive capacity: the ability of a system 

to adapt to and learn from changes in its environment. The final main feature of a complex 

adaptive system is the absence of a single centralized control mechanism that governs the 

system.  

System resilience can then be defined as the ability of a system, in this case a community, to 

cope with threats and disruptions. In case of a disruption to the functioning of the system, 

the system will in the first place attempt to resist the changes in order to continue 

functioning ‘as normal’. However, in the case of a severe disruption the system will at some 
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point experience (partial) dysfunction. At that point in time, the system will draw on its 

ability to recover and/or adapt to the changes. This will lead to the restoration of the 

essential functions of the system or adapt to a new state of functioning. 

The extent to which a community is able to offer resistance or can recover or adapt to 

changes is determined by the capacities of the system’s components, ranging from social to 

physical and institutional capacities. Their importance and use vary with the phases of the 

disaster management cycle. Capacities can be tangible, like population, schools, physical 

infrastructures such as roads, ICT-networks, dykes, energy supply, food and water, etc. or 

intangible, such as social networks, empowerment of the population, cultural identity, 

communication, trust in authorities, etc. The quality of these capacities,  determine the 

resilience qualities of the system’s components and ultimately the resilience of the system as 

a whole.  

From the complex adaptive system perspective two categories of qualities are essential 

(Longstaff et al., 2010). In the first place robustness. Robustness is determined by the 

performance, diversity and redundancy of a specific component. The second category of 

qualities is related to the adaptive capacity of the system, which is determined by the 

institutional memory, innovative learning and connectivity within the system. Translated to 

community resilience this implies that a community is expected to be more resilient if: (i) 

the community not only depends on the authorities in case of disasters; (ii) there are back up 

systems for, for example, the energy supply, ICT-structures, etc.; (iii) there are strong social 

networks that not only contribute to helping in a response phase, but also play a role in 

taking lessons and learning from experiences. The quality of the components and capacities 

is measured by specific indicators and underlying quantitative and / or qualitative data. 

These data can be retrieved in many ways, like surveys, interviews, focus groups, expert 

groups, group model building, administration data, models, etc. (Cutter, et al., 2010; 

Duijnhoven, et al., 2014). 

Figure 1 presents a model of the systems approach of resilience including the capacities that 

influence resilience. The model acknowledges the system approach and the dynamic 

interaction between periods of incremental changes and moments of unexpected, abrupt 

changes. The relationship between resistance, recovery and adaptive capacity therefore 

contains a dimension of time. Resistance refers to the time during which the system is able 

to maintain its balance; recovery in this instance refers to the time the system needs to 

restore the balance, and adaptive capacity refers to the time the system needs to find a new 

balance. However, this balance is always relative and is therefore called ‘evolutionary 

balance’. 

Figure 1: Resilience model (Davis, et al., 2016) 

The challenge for a community is thus to develop and / or improve specific capacities that 

help to cope with continuous change and sudden interruptions and to enlarge resilience, 

knowing that the level of functioning of the community is always relative, influenced by 

time, place and functioning of actors in and outside the local community. 
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3. STRENGTHENING COMMUNICTY RESILIENCE 
Due to the complexity of the concept and it use in many domains and disciplines, resilience 

is subject to diverging interpretations. Consequently there are many perceptions of how 

resilience has to be measured and can be enhanced. This results in a large number of 

resilience enhancement frameworks and approaches, focusing on a specific aspect in order 

to reduce the aforementioned complexity   

Duijnhoven and Neef (2016) have identified four broad types of approaches. A first category 

is the phase-oriented approach. In this type of approaches, the focus in the preparedness 

phase is enhancing the capability to resist a threat. In the later recovery phases the objective 

is to strengthen the capabilities of a community to absorb and to recover from disasters. 

Secondly, there are the threat-oriented approaches focusing on a specific type of threat, such 

as natural disasters (e.g. floods, landslides, earthquakes, wildfires, droughts), technological 

or man-made disasters (e.g. industrial accidents, terrorist acts, critical infrastructure failure) 

or threats emerging from climate change or economic stresses. These approaches are often 

based on simulation models to gain insight in the vulnerability of the system in case of a 

specific threat. In the third place we distinguish the sector-orientated approaches. The 

objective of these approaches is to develop strategies together with the critical infrastructure 

providers and their partners to safeguard the production of the sector at hand. Examples can 

be found in the energy and information and communication sectors as well as in the road 

infrastructure. The emphasis is on creating enough back-up facilities to withstand various 

disasters. Community-orientated approaches are aiming to enhance the community resilience 

by a self-assessment process in which various stakeholders are brought together. The 

process aims at getting insight in the critical functions and vulnerabilities of a community 

and at setting up specific enhancement activities. These approaches are in fact 

comprehensive approaches in a sense that their scope is overarching disaster phases, specific 

threats and specific sectors. Main feature of this type of approach is their process 

orientation. 

Despite of the different starting points, most of the frameworks and approaches are more or 

less based on (complex adaptive) system thinking in a way that they are aiming to map 

concepts like redundancy, adaptive capacity, flexibility, robustness, functionalities and the 

interlinkages between the social, economic, environmental and institutional domains as well 

as between different geographical and institutional levels. However, from the adaptive 

complex system perspective, building and applying these approaches is not sufficient to 

sustainably enlarge community resilience. Not only because resilience is a normative 

concept influenced by time-, place- and stakeholder perspective, but also because the 

awareness of capabilities and vulnerabilities seems to decrease over time. It should be noted 

that evaluation of these approaches indicates that the awareness decrease is less in rural 

communities than in urban communities. Taking all this in account and to maximize the 

impact, community resilience should be seen as a reflexive resilience governance process. 

Such a process should be based on: (i) characteristics of the local context; (ii) a 

comprehensive perspective doing justice to the complexity of resilience; (iii) a flexible, 

reflective and collaborative attitude of all relevant actors. 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully describe to development and the characteristics 

of such a governance process. Therefore we will focus on one specific element of the 

reflexive resilience governance process: the collaboration between actors in the recovery 

process. 

Our present society is characterized by the widespread use and influence of information and 

communication technologies. Related to disaster management, one of the major 

consequences is that people are almost immediately informed about unexpected events, like 

disasters. Many people turn into first responders when a disaster occurs and all kind of 
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spontaneous help patterns emerge. In a study of ten major incidents in The Netherlands 

about the behavior of citizens it was concluded that citizens provide valuable help. Citizens 

who provided help, also referred to as the ‘responding community’, engaged less often in 

activities that required particular technical knowledge and skills, such as firefighting. More 

frequently, they provided general aid, including sheltering and caring for victims, fencing 

off and protecting particular locations, taking care of primary needs and supporting 

evacuation. The citizens who provided for example direct medical support often had a 

medical background or first-aid skills (Groenewegen-ter Morsche, Oberijé, 2010). It is 

obvious that these emerging help patterns and the ongoing providing of information by 

social media changes the ‘disaster system’ continuously. Professionals have to take the 

capabilities of the responding community into account and have to deal with this continuous 

change. After the first responding phase, when the recovery is started, citizens and 

professionals have to collaborate as well and make use of their mutual capabilities needed. A 

number of studies on the recovery phase after a variety of natural and industrial disasters 

show that there is a serious ‘collaboration gap’ between the affected community, the 

responding community and the responding professionals. The collaboration gap is caused 

by: (i) problematic information exchange between the responding professionals and the 

affected community; (ii) coordination and collaboration problems between the responding 

professionals and the responding community; (iii) non efficient matching of capacities and 

needs between effected and responding communities. Solving these issues and therefore 

closing the collaboration gap between the three communities is the main objective of the 

COBACORE (COmmunity BAsed COmprehensive REcovery) project (Neef, Rijken, 

2016). See figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The three key communities in COBACORE project (Neef, Rijken, 2016) 

In order to close the collaboration gap the COBACORE project has built a platform, being a 

CSCW (computer supported cooperative) environment as a central mediating platform 

between the three communities. The COBACORE platform is based upon smart registration, 

analytical, graphical and GIS technologies. Above this, intense interactive stakeholder 

sessions across Europe have been conducted to validate the assumptions and to gain 

understanding of local collaboration issues as well as relevant local community interactions. 

The platform works around five so called ‘use frames’, each fulfilling a different function 

and focusing on a combination of communities (see figure 3). The first frame, The 

Marketplace, is the backbone of the COBACORE platform. Its aim is to match the needs 

and capacities, which can be tangible (products) and non-tangible (services).  Secondly, 

there is the Information and Insights frame. Based on the registered needs, offers and 
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activities professionals get insight in where their help is needed most and offers the 

possibility to monitor progress over time. In this way it supports professionals to make better 

informed decisions. The third frame is the Community Champion frame and is focusing on 

people that are driving forces behind community building and community action. They may 

have different backgrounds, but their common ground is the intense involvement with the 

local community. Another frame is the Community Liaison Team that concentrates on the 

human factor in connecting communities. The team consists of professionals and volunteers 

that coordinates the information exchange between professionals and the civilian 

communities. Last, but certainly not least there is the frame of the Learning Environment, 

where the COBACORE game (COBAGAME) plays a central role. At this moment the game 

is suitable for developing skills like enhancing collaborative decision making, leadership, 

awareness, community ties, etc. and less for operational training like practicing in set-up real 

life  

scenario’s. 

    

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 3: The five COBACORE project frames and their primary benefitting communities 

(Neef, Rijken, 2016) 

The COBACORE platform has been extensively tested in a number of evaluation workshops 

throughout Europe. The final evaluation took place in at the Akademie für 

Krisenmanagement, Notfallplanung und Zivilschutz (AKNZ), in Ahrweiler, Germany and 

demonstrated the platform in its final state. The two day evaluation with more than 60 

professionals and volunteers was conducted with the COBAGAME using a scenario of the 

aftermath of a serious earthquake in the German town of Brüggen, close to the Dutch city of 

Roermond. For the evaluation a combination of questionnaires, observations and 

performance measurement was used. 

The most important conclusions were that COBACORE is a valuable and effective 

instrument to foster and stimulate the interaction between communities and that the concept 

of the community liaison team easily fits into existing procedures and arrangements. 

Furthermore, the COBAGAME proved to be a good way to experiment with alternative 

disaster recovery approaches and to become familiar with the platform. Last, but certainly 

not least, it was concluded that the use of COBACORE should not be limited to the disaster 

context, but also in the preparedness phase in order to enlarge the familiarity with the 

platform and to create awareness. 

 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS  
This paper showed that resilience is a complex concept and that the use of (complex 

adaptive) system thinking is necessary to get grip on this complexity and on community 

resilience. This is demonstrated by the development of the variety of approaches to enlarge 

community resilience, all implicitly or explicitly making use of system thinking. Despite the 

fact that, based on a system approach, mapping resilience and making use of a large number 

of indicators is valuable, it is not enough to enlarge community resilience. Therefore a 

reflexive resilience governance process is needed.  
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One important aspect of such a process is closing the collaboration gap between the affected 

community, the responding community and the responding professional community. 

COBACORE with the COBAGAME proved to be a very valuable instrument to close this 

gap.  

However, addressing the core qualities of resilience through the use fames creates the 

opportunity for the COBACORE platform to reach beyond merely the closing of the 

collaboration gap and to contribute to the enhancement of community resilience in general. 

This is briefly illustrated by table 1. The linking of demands and needs by the Marketplace 

use frame enlarges not only core resilience capacities like robustness, redundancy and 

diversity, but, like the Community Liaison Team use frame, also strengthens the community 

ties and networks. Due to their very strong ‘attachment to place’ and their position in the 

community some citizens play a vital role in the building and functioning of those networks. 

Using their experience, position and influence through the Community Champion use frame 

enlarges the self-organization capacity of the local community and stimulates the collective 

community memory. This will affect the adaptive capacity of a community positively. The 

adaptive capacity is further enhanced by the Learning Environment and by the Information 

and Insights use frames. The first mentioned use frame creates a space for learning and 

reflecting, while the second one offers professionals the possibility to monitor progress over 

time and take better underpinned decisions about, for example, where interventions are most 

needed. 

In order to stretch its impact beyond closing the collaboration gap towards the enhancement 

of community resilience as a whole, the COBACORE platform has to be embedded in the 

reflexive resilience governance process. Consequently, COBACORE’s structure, use, 

performance and value must be subject to a continuous process of learning from and 

adapting to local circumstances that change over time.  

 

Table 1: Core qualities of community resilience and the enhancing COBACORE use frames 

(illustrative) 

Core qualities of community resilience 

based on complex adaptive systems 

COBACORE use frame 

Robustness Market Place 

Redundancy Market Place 

Diversity Market Place 

Community ties and networks (adaptive 

capacity) 

Market Place, Community Liaison Team 

Collective memory (adaptive capacity) Community Champion, Community 

Liaison Team 

Learning and reflection (adaptive 

capacity) 

Learning Environment (incl. 

COBAGAME), Information and Insights 
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Abstract: The rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT) at the 

beginning of the 21st century caused a radical increase of publicly available databases and 

data sets related to security. A vast number of open-source Internet-based statistical data, 

indicators, indices, reports and information graphics is now covering almost every aspect of 

contemporary security issues. The creators of these databases are relevant national and 

international institutions, universities and think-tanks, private companies, non-governmental 

organizations, and individuals. The main goal of this paper is an overview of the existing 

databases through classification given by various authors, which will have epistemological 

and practical value for academic researchers, both from universities and research institutes, 

as well as for security practitioners seeking the state-of-the-art in security business. 

Key words: Security issues, security research, open-source databases, classification. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of various databases in social science research is not a matter of fashion, but rather a 

true epistemological need for more precise, exhaustive, and objective examination of 

ongoing phenomena in the world that surrounds us. Security Studies are not an exception in 

this matter. Moreover, security issues stand on top of current social science research – they 

represent an everyday topic on global, regional, national, and local level. From international 

terrorism and armed conflicts, through human and drug trafficking and organized crime, to 

petty crime and community-based policing, security issues are more than just a topic of 

focused interest for particular researcher’s interests and passions. Social and societal impact 

of these issues influences the shaping of politics and policies on all of the aforementioned 

levels. 

Thus, this significance employs a vast number of actors, from the ones who are empowered 

to take part in tackling these issues on the highest decision-making levels, to the ones 

informing the first – academia, think-tanks, corporate divisions, and civil society. All the 

actors concerned, the politicians, diplomats, the military, the NGOs, as well as the heads of 

enterprises, need a clearer vision of potential challenges to spheres of interest. The 

development and usage of open-source databases is therefore particularly useful, both for 

pure research and for its applications. 

The 21
st
 century brought to us not only diverse security challenges, risks, vulnerabilities, and 

threats, but also new and appropriately diverse means for combating them. Rapid 

development of information and communication technology (ICT) in the last 15 years 

caused a dramatic increase of quantity and quality of publicly available databases related to 

security. A large number of open-source Internet-based statistical data, indicators, indices, 

reports and information graphics is now covering almost every aspect of contemporary 

security issues. 
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2. OVERVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION OF OPEN-SOURCE DATABASES 
The first databases related to security issues were dealing with armed conflicts. Kristine Eck 

(2005) gives several key historical examples of these databases. The first inquirer of “trends 

and patterns of warfare” [3:5] was Pitirim Sorokin, who collected data on European wars 

and published a book in 1937. This was followed by Quincy Wright’s A Study of War 

(1942), where the author “collected a mass of systematic information on the history of war” 

[3:5] for the purpose of developing a basic theory of war. Among the pioneers in this area, 

Lewis Richardson compiled a catalogue of conflicts in the 1940s, later published by Wright 

and colleagues in 1960 [3:5]. 

The first “seminal conflict data effort” [3:5] was the Correlates of War project (COW) from 

the 1960s, one of the most used databases among scholars for decades. This project was the 

first to include additional data regarding conflicts, which allowed researchers to use the 

statistical analysis when exploring the given correlates of conflict(s). The next large 

database developed was the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP), which included low-

level conflicts from the 1980s, but later extended its scope to conflicts from 1946 in 

cooperation with the International Peace Research Institute in Oslo (PRIO) [3:5]. 

The potential of electronic databases in social research was recognized more than four 

decades ago, within survey research: 

 

“Publications including survey research accelerated in the 1950s to 1960s. For 

example, about 18 percent of articles in sociology journals used the survey 

method in the period 1939–1950; this raised  to 55 percent by 1964–1965. In 

the 1960s, higher education and social science rapidly expanded, also spurring 

survey research. During the 1970s, computers first became available; they 

provided the statistical analysis of large-scale quantitative datasets, and 

hundreds of graduate students learned survey research techniques.” [6:319], 

 

and the 1980s and 1990s were the key period for expansion of conflict data collection 

projects, which culminated with the appearance of personal computers and easier and faster 

data input processes. In this period some new approaches to conflict data appeared, 

thankfully to projects from Center for International Development and Conflict Management 

(University of Maryland) [3:5]. This was followed by new conflict data projects from non-

university actors: civil society organizations, think tanks, policy institutes, etc. 

Gorard recognized the potential of internet-based datasets as a likely source for secondary 

data within quantitative methodology. Although focused on education-related data, he made 

a brief overview of the existing British online datasets available in 2003. This overview 

included the UK Office for National Statistics’ dozen of its topical annual publications 

(Social Focus on Children, Social Trends, and Statistics of Education UK) covering datasets 

from the 1970s. What is interesting in Gorard’s overview is pointing out the scope of 

security-related datasets: 

 

“Other key themes are crime, justice, offenders and terrorism. These are dealt 

with in the British Crime Survey and the Scottish Crime Survey. The NS 

(National Statistics) site … links to existing datasets on crime rates, fear of 

crime, recorded crime, attitudes to crime and crime reduction. These are all 

broken down by area and type of crime, and allow the examination of trends 

over time. The Crime and Justice home page lists crime, police forces, the 

prison and probation services, drugs, the courts, and family and civil justice as 

major themes” [4:21]. 
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In terms of application, Kuperman (2008) recognizes three different uses for collection and 

storage of data and creation of databases: (1) aggregation of information for measuring 

performance over time; (2) exploration of relationship between different measures and 

discovering casual effects; and (3) identifying specific cases for further analysis according to 

criteria set by the creator of the given database [5:vii]. Kuperman also pointed out that one 

of the advantages of the dramatic ICT development is “…that the ability to transfer data has 

become relatively cheap and fast” [5:vii]. 

Modern age is marked by the dramatic rise in forms and scope of usage of computer 

technology and especially the Internet as a global virtual network. The rapid advancements 

in digitization, the amount of data being generated from various resources have reached 

astronomical proportions. In the age of information we have witnessed a remarkable and 

immensely valuable proliferation of datasets. From the point of view of security research, 

the Internet is a rich source of information on the various dimensions of social life and is 

justifiably considered as the most comprehensive archive of written material [2:129-130]. 

With the advent of the World Wide Web (WWW), there has been a proliferation of readily 

accessible and open-source databases of indicators and indices quantifying many aspects of 

security [7]. The sheer abundance and diversity of these information sources form a broad 

spectrum of knowledge that, if used wisely, can facilitate the decision process and allow for 

better informed policy programs, as well high level quantitative security research [8].  

Extraordinary advances in computer power and the development of numerous datasets on 

various security issues, led to increasing number of empirical studies of traditional security 

threats like war, terrorism and crime, but also large proportion of empirical studies about 

migration, poverty, health etc. There have been several attempts to summarize significance 

of existing datasets on conflicts and violence, and to provide their classification. 

Collier and Hoeffler (2001) made a brief overview of conflict datasets, and focused on the 

importance of appropriate and relevant definition of key terms for building the databases, 

but made special focus on measuring the severity of wars. They operationalized the severity 

to “include human cost of conflict, the duration of conflict and their geographic spread” 

[1:3]. 

Aforementioned Kristine Eck (2005) recommends a classification based on the potential 

uses of particular database. She recognizes three ”main uses of conflict data: policy uses, 

qualitative research, and quantitative research” [3:6]. Although she is mainly referring to 

conflict data, this uses provide us with some interesting sub-divisions applicable to other 

databases on security issues. In terms of policy use, Eck points out two potential uses: “The 

first and principal use of conflict data is in constructing lists of ongoing conflicts. The 

second use is to create trendlines in order to better understand general conflict patterns” 

[3:7]. 

Mayeul Kauffmann edited a collection of papers (2008) from various experienced scholars 

and researchers regarding the building and using of datasets on armed conflicts [5]; Nicholas 

Sambanis (2002) made a review of recent advances and development of quantitative 

research on civil war [11]; Taylor Seybolt (2002) gave an introductory directions for 

measuring violence [12]; Singer and Diehl (1990) introduced the measuring of Correlates of 

War datasets [13]; and Surhke and Samset (2007) dealt with the measurement of recurrence 

of civil war [14]. 

Researches on security risks and threats in the 21
st
 century exceed problems of violence and 

crime, and include issues like human rights violations, economic decline, political 

instability, development, environmental degradation and social unrest. With keeping this in 

mind, researchers and practitioners should consider using multiple databases on general 

issues as well, like economy, politics, statistics, etc. 
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Existence and development of numerous databases on different dimensions of security 

issues have given the scientists and practitioners the better understanding of causes of these 

phenomena, different forms of their manifestation, and ways of their interconnection. The 

broadening of security agenda together with the development of information technology in 

the post-Cold War period, opened unsuspected possibilities in empirical research and their 

increased application. Increasing share of on-line datasets allows security researchers and 

practitioner to compare alternative collections of data, which in turn can indicate the 

reliability or validity of data collections [5]. 

The most valuable existing attempts of security databases classification has been given by 

Rodik, Penzar, and Srbljinović (2003), Eck (2005), and Pavlović, Hoshino, Mandel, and 

Dorn (2008). Rodik and colleagues “provided an overview of important projects concerned 

with the development of databases on conflicts, crises, and similar political events and those 

dealing with the structural characteristics of nation-states” [10:9]. Pavlović and colleagues 

made a comprehensive list with detailed descriptions, of datasets regarding conflict and 

security, and classified them into 16 categories with total of 126 databases overviewed [9]: 

 

1. Peace and Conflict; 

2. Political Rights and Human Rights; 

3. Refugees, Displacement, and Migration; 

4. Terrorism; 

5. War/Conflict; 

6. Security; 

7. Crime and Corruption; 

8. Development; 

9. Economics; 

10. Environment; 

11. General Country Statistics; 

12. Health; 

13. Opinion and Worldviews; 

14. Political Affiliations and Alliances; 

15. Political and Government Transition; 

16. Territorial Data. 

 

The users of databases should bear in mind their diversity, because the existing online 

databases cover many aspects of social life. The problems could arise when choosing 

between databases relating to the same phenomenon, because creators of databases choose 

different units, time frame, coding rules, etc [5,9]. This is especially symptomatic in 

contemporary conditions, if we consider the tendency that the number of security related 

databases is increasing. In this manner, scientists, practitioners, political decision-makers, 

and private sector are dealing with the task of the right choice of relevant data, namely 

databases. It should also be mentioned that this fact is not diminishing the significance of 

databases in case of theoretical and applied research, but it demands caution, which is 

general characteristic of contemporary information technology. 

 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
Because the demand for security related datasets is growing, we suggest that some sort of 

example classification of open-source databases could be useful for subjects interested in 

security issues research. Our intention is not to cover the historical development, relative 

empirical performance, or intricate coding procedures of the datasets. Rather, we suggest an 

example classification of existing datasets so they could be easily organized, summarized, 
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and compared and thereby provide what we hope will be a useful gateway to the empirical 

studies of diverse and interrelated security issues. 

Bearing in mind that the amount of available open-source databases on security issues is 

constantly increasing, the classification presented should be considered with caution and 

should not be viewed as an exhaustive classification. The suggested classification (Table 1) 

sums up the existing classification methodologies provided by different researchers 

(conflicts, peace and stability), but also considers the need for making a differentiation 

between issues related to specific security sectors
18

 (armed forces and armament, 

environmental protection), as well as chosen levels of analysis
19

 (national security, human 

security). Also, because this classification is supposed to be used among the student 

population as well, we were considering the existing university curricula programs and their 

specific programs (emergency management, anti-terrorism, crime and corruption). 

 
Table 1. Suggested classification of security-related databases 

Classification Databases (key words) 

Peace and Stability 
Peace operations, peace agreements, peacekeeping, state 

weakness/failure/fragility. 

Conflicts 
Armed conflicts, ethnic wars, intrastate conflicts, international 

crises, regime changes. 

Armed Forces and 

Armament 

Military balance, military expenditure, arms transfers, arms 

embargoes, small arms. 

National Security 
Security trends, foreign policy, material capabilities, strategic 

documents. 

Human Security 
Freedom, human development, political terror, migration, health, 

civil society. 

Environmental 

Protection 
Earth trends, water, food, energy. 

Emergency Situations Global risks, disasters. 

Terrorism Global terrorism, regional terrorism, terrorism incidents. 

Crime and 

Corruption 

Crime trends, crime victims, corruption, human trafficking, and 

prisons. 

 
This brief overview and suggested classification is a part of a research conducted at 

University of Belgrade – Faculty of Security Studies, within the Centre for Applied Security 

Research. The expected result of this research is building the Catalogue of databases related 

to security issues. The aim of the Catalogue is provision of comprehensive and up-to-date 

overview of the existing databases related to security issues, for encouraging academia, 

scientists, and young researchers to improve the quality of their results through research of 

current topics related to security. Data and analyses presented within the Catalogue will help 

the potential researchers to upgrade the existing knowledge about the subject of their 

research, while giving it the academic context. Collected, described, and classified databases 

within the Catalogue cover all systematic aggregations of classified data and information 

(statistic data, indicators, indices, reports, reviews of data), which are created for scientific 

                                                 
18 These are: societal security, political security, environmental security, military security, 

and economic security. Security sectors were developed by the Copenhagen School of 

Security Studies (Barry Buzan, Ole Wæver, and Jaap de Wilde) as an analytical tool for 

different security dynamics. 
19

 Depending on the author, there are usually two to four levels of analysis in international 

relations and security studies: international, regional, national, and individual. 
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research, record or commercial purpose, by various actors (international and/or national 

institutions, scientific and educational institutions, private companies, civil society 

organizations, individuals, etc.). 

The application of these databases should not be viewed as an exclusively academic area, 

but with the same usable potential for interested individuals, state institutions, and private 

companies as well. Today, big data analysis is used in both state and private security sectors, 

where structured
20

 and unstructured
21

 data are used for various analyses of interest for the 

given institution/company. For example, law enforcement and national intelligence agencies 

collect and classify data from their field of work on everyday basis, which is used for 

analyses of different security trends. Open-source databases can then be used as an 

additional source for cross-referencing or comparative analysis (e.g. various survey 

databases could help in analyzing the perception of different security threats in the chosen 

physical area). 
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20 Structured data includes previously set format of the given data (place, date and time of an event, 

personal information, numeric indicators, etc.). 
21 Unstructured data includes textual forms without previously set format, where the meaning is 

extracted (reports, observations, statements, descriptions, chronologies, etc.). 
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Summary: This paper proposes a model for selecting transport routes for hazardous 

materials (hazmat) on a network of city roads, based on the application of an Adaptive 

Neuro Fuzzy Inference System and Dijkstra’s classic algorithm. The model is a new 

approach for minimizing the cost as well as a variety of risk criteria in hazmat routing, and 

it adequately treats a number of uncertainties in the input data and takes into account expert 

knowledge and the preferences of the decision makers. 

Kez words: Hazardous materials routing, Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System, Artificial 

Bee Colony algorithm, Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
When managing transport, the mitigation of its negative consequences is often highlighted, 

particularly those concerning safety and environmental impact. Because of the extent of the 

possible harmful consequences, managing the transport of hazardous materials, particularly 

in city areas, is an issue requiring big   attention. A number of hazardous materials (hazmat) 

can be found in the literature related to transportation studies. A detailed review and 

classification of these studies can be seen in [1,2]. 

One of the main problems in managing the transport of dangerous loads is  choosing the 

route, but the problem of routing dangerous loads manifests itself in many different ways. 

Formulating the problem depends on: whether one route is selected (between two nodes in 

the network) or several routes (in general, between multiple destinations); whether the 

network parameters are of a static or dynamic character; whether they are a stochastic or 

deterministic, whether the route selection is seen from a local or global perspective, and so 

on.  

Multiple actors are involved in solving this problem, and as a result, the solutions require a 

lot of compromises. The essence of the compromises can be seen in a set of criteria for the 

selection of routes that are present in the decision making model. In addition, a big problem 

for decision makers is the availability and reliability of the data needed to make decisions, as 

well as models of risk evaluation for the transport of hazmat. 

This paper presents a new model, called the ANFIS-D model, for solving HVRP in urban 

areas, which is based on the application of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy network and Dijsktra’s 

algorithm. One of the advantages of this model compared to existing models is its complex 

consideration of many parameters that affect risk when transporting dangerous loads in 

urban areas. In this sense, included in the benefit criteria for routes for transporting 

dangerous loads on network of city roads, considered in addition to the carrier’s operating 

costs, are six other parameters which define the level of risk: emergency response; risk 
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associated to the environment; risk of an accident; the consequences of an accident; risk 

associated to infrastructure; and the risk of terror attack/hijack. The cost-risk (CR) value is 

used as a measurement of the benefits of routes for transporting dangerous loads. 

 

2. AN ANFIS-D MODEL FOR ROUTING THE TRANSPORT OF 

DANGEROUS GOODS IN URBAN AREAS 
Routing the transport of dangerous goods in urban areas  can be categorized as scheduling 

(assignment) problem, that is, problem of linear programming. When determining a route, 

the benefits of a route can be described by the objective function, which at the same time 

minimizes both the cost and the risk (including the risk of accidents and their possible 

consequences). The main drawback of the approach based on mathematical programming is 

that it is not easy to formulate the objective function and determine the crisp restrictions. In 

addition, the information available to decision-makers is not precise or it is in a descriptive 

form. Therefore, the problem of selecting routes for vehicles carrying hazardous materials 

(HV – Hazmat Vehicle) in city areas should be formulated as a problem of nonlinear 

optimization. The solution to  this problem is proposed using a neuro fuzzy model.  

In the first phase of the ANFIS-D model a transport network in a city area is formed and the 

input parameters (criteria) are identified, on the basis of which the CR values are determined 

for the branches of the network. An adaptive neural network is constructed for defining the 

CR values of these network branches. The input parameters of the adaptive neural network, 

in this case, are represented by seven criteria that influence the definition of the CR values 

of the branches of the transport network: The Carrier’s Operating Costs, Emergency 

Response, Risk associated with the Environment, Risk of an Accident, the Consequences of 

an Accident, Risk associated with Infrastructure and Risks of Terror attack/hijack.  

In the second phase of the ANFIS-D model an initial fuzzy logic system is constructed and 

the adaptive neural network is trained using the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm. The 

architecture of the ANFIS and its training process using the ABC algorithm are presented in 

the fourth section of the paper. The CR values for each specific link of the transport network 

are obtained as the output of the ANFIS. 

After defining the CR values on the network, in the third phase, the HV routes are defined 

using Dijkstra's algorithm. The criterion function that is minimized using Dijkstra's 

algorithm is the sum of the CR values of the branches of the network which are found on 

HV routes. The model for HV routing in urban areas is implemented using the following 

steps: 

Step 1. Defining the network of roads. Within the framework of the road network, the nodes 

on the network are defined, by selecting the ones with customers and the ones where the 

hazardous load should  be delivered.  

Step 2. Identification of the input parameters of the adaptive neural network that affect how 

the CR values on the branches of the transport network are determined. In the ANFIS-D 

model, seven parameters are singled out which represent the aggregated value of the cost 

and risk when transporting hazardous goods in city areas.  

Step 3. The input parameters (xi, i=1,2,...7) of the adaptive neural network are calculated for 

every branch of the transport network.  

Step 4. The CR values (Yij) are determined for the branches of the transport network. After 

calculating the input parameters, the values obtained are passed through the adaptive neural 

network. The output from the neural network is the CR value for the given branch of the 

network. The process is repeated until the CR values are obtained for all of the branches of 

the transport network. 

Step 5. The HV routes are projected using Dijkstra’s algorithm [3].  
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    3. NEURO-FUZZY MODEL FOR DEFINING THE CR VALUES ON A 

CITY ROAD NETWORK 
The neuro-fuzzy model for defining the CR values on city roads is based on the integration 

of the concepts of fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks. Fuzzy logic, based on fuzzy 

sets, provides the mathematical potential for describing ambiguity related to cognitive 

processes in humans, such as thinking and reasoning [4]. Using fuzzy logic it is possible to 

make conclusions on the basis of incomplete and insufficiently precise information, so-

called approximate reasoning.  

On the other hand, artificial neural networks, with their different architectures built on the 

concept of artificial neurons, were developed to imitate biological nervous systems in 

performing functions such as learning and pattern recognition. While fuzzy logic provides a 

mechanism for reasoning with incomplete and insufficiently precise information, artificial 

neural networks provide opportunities for learning, adaptation and generalization [5]. 

Neural networks can learn from an example – automatically, but it is difficult to describe 

knowledge gained in this way. On the other hand, fuzzy logic makes approximate reasoning 

possible, but it does not have the characteristic of adaptability, Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Comparative characteristics of fuzzy logic and neural networks 

 Advantages Advantages 

Fuzzy logic Approximate reasoning No adaptability 

Neural networks Learning from examples Difficult to describe knowledge 

 

The main idea of neuro-fuzzy adaptive techniques is based on fuzzy modeling methods and 

learning based on a given set of data. Thanks to these advantages, in this paper, the authors 

have chosen to develop a model for determining the CR values on a network of city roads 

when transporting hazardous materials which is based on an adaptive neuro-fuzzy technique. 

As specified in the previous section, seven criteria were identified, on the basis of which the 

CR values are determined on the given transport network. 15 experts from the field of road 

transport safety participated in the selection of the criteria and their indicators. Experts with 

a minimum of ten years’ in managing the transport of dangerous goods in urban areas were 

chosen. 

These criteria are the input parameters for the fuzzy logic system (FLS). The intervals of the 

input parameters of the FLS were determined on the basis of the available literature, the 

parameters in the city area of Belgrade (Serbia), and in cooperation with the experts who 

participated in the study. The defined intervals are variable in character, that is, they can 

change in accordance with the specific conditions in the city area in which the system is 

applied. A change of the input parameters does not change the FLS parameters and does not 

require re-tuning of the system. 

In the initial phase of designing the FLS it is necessary to define a set of linguistic rules, and 

the type and parameters of the membership functions (MF) that are used to describe the 

input/output variables of the FLS. This phase of developing the FLS requires long 

communication with experts with the aim of implementing their knowledge in the database 

of the neuro-fuzzy model. Therefore, the characteristics of the FLS developed depend on the 

number of available experts and their capacity to formulate the decision rules. 

Gaussian MFs were used in the FLS to describe the seven input variables. Gaussian MFs 

were selected because: (1) they describe the input variables well, (2) they ensure sufficient 

sensitivity of the FLS, (3) by tuning them, the lowest error at the output of the ANFIS model 

is ensured (4) they are simple to manipulate when tuning the FLS. 
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 Since this is a zero-order Sugeno model of an FLS the output variable of the CR value (Y) 

was represented by 10 MFs which were represented by constants (Y = ax + by + c, a = b = 

0).  The output variable CR value (Y) was normalized at an interval of [0, 10]. By comparing 

the output parameters of the FLS and the desired set of solutions  it was observed that the 

difference between the expected results and the CR value (Y) that was obtained at the output 

of FLS was not within the tolerance limits. An attempt to achieve satisfactory CR values by 

changing the type and parameters of the MF did not give the expected results. In the next 

step the FLS was mapped in a five-layer adaptive neural network, with the aim of additional 

tuning and obtaining acceptable output data. 

The ANFIS was trained using the ABC algorithm. The ABC algorithm is an optimization 

technique which in a robust way performs a search (tuning) and which has proved its good 

performance in many practical studies [6–8]. Some of the advantages of the ABC algorithm 

are (1) rapid convergence to the global optimum, (2) easily reaching the global optimum and 

(3) easy implementation, due to its simple concept. 

During the training the ABC algorithm showed significantly better results in comparison to 

the standard algorithms (backpropagation and hybrid algorithm) implemented in Matlab 

toolbox. The ANFIS was trained with the backpropagation and hybrid algorithms under the 

same conditions as for the ABC algorithm. Training with the backpropagation and hybrid 

algorithms lasted longer than with the ABC algorithm, and error at the end of training 

amounted to 5.924 (backpropagation algorithm) and 5.153 (hybrid algorithm), compared 

with error of 0.042 for training with the ABC algorithm (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The ABC, backpropagation and hybrid algorithm - training error 

 

An attempt to reduce the error using the backpropagation and hybrid algorithms by 

increasing the number of epochs for training (from 60 to 1500) and changing the type of MF 

did not lead to any significant improvements in the results. The error remained at the level of 

the previous testing. This confirmed the authors’ preference for using the ABC algorithm. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a new approach to the application of adaptive neurofuzzy networks, the 

ABC algorithm and Dijkstra’s algorithm in solving urban HVRP. An adaptive neuro-fuzzy 

network was trained with the ABC algorithm and used for determining the CR values when 

transporting dangerous loads on city roads. The authors are of the opinion that this new 

approach in hazmat routing (a neuro-fuzzy model with the ABC algorithm and Dijkstra’s 

algorithm), is a qualitative step forward in the direction of improving the methodology of 

routing dangerous goods in city areas.  

The proposed ANFIS-D model broadens the theoretical framework of knowledge in the field 

of routing dangerous loads; the problem is considered using new methodology, in this way 

creating a basis for further theoretical and practical developments. In addition, this model 
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highlights multiple aspects of risk evaluation on a network of roads, which in previous 

models have not been considered in a consolidated way, but are of importance to this issue. 

Their introduction and consolidation with the criterion of operating costs points to the need 

for more comprehensive approaches in further analyses of hazmat vehicle routing and 

similar problems. 
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Abstract: Migrant crisis, as a world phenomenon and potential cause of destabilization on 

global and local scale, may have significant influence on the security of the Republic of 

Serbia. Strategic situation, regarding migrant crisis, is based on analysis of available 

information and findings, primarily domestic and foreign eminent experts and scientists 

from this area of expertise, and on official information provided by the state officials and 

data obtained through domestic and foreign media. 

At the beginning, in this paper  will be scrutinized migration and migrant crisis etiology. 

Afterwards, a review of security assessment of migrant crisis will be given, and then will be 

presented response to the crisis. 

The content of the paper, formulated by standpoints, descriptions, assessments and 

predictions, is given exclusively on the basis of available information, and in this regard 

must be treated with certain limitations. 

Key words: security, challenge, risk, threat, migration.    

1.  INTRODUCTION  
The statistics show that today 150 billion people live outside the countries which they were 

born in or the countries of their citizenship. This data contributes the fact that migrations of 

people are almost as old as the first communities of people. Migrations represent physical 

movement of population, its temporary or permanent dislocation (immigration or 

emigration) from one social and cultural environment to another, from one country to 

another. The issue of migrations becomes especially current due to occurrence of migrant 

crisis at the beginning of 2014, which represents the largest population movement since the 

end of the Second World War. The migrations of population bring with them certain risks, 

threats and security challenges for every country, regardless if they are terminal or transit 

destinations. The Republic of Serbia, with its geographical position, represents inevitable 

area of the migrant wave which arrives from Bulgaria and Macedonia. In order to prevent 

jeopardizing the national security of the Republic of Serbia due migration crisis, it is 

necessary to clearly identify all challenges, risks and threats, how would all relevant national 

subjects be capable of prevent reaction and preserving vital national interests.  

2. MIGRATION AND MIGRANT CRISIS ETIOLOGY  
In the past 50 years migration of population represent world phenomenon which has 

significant influence on political, social, economical, safety  and other factors. In countries 

that are, for migrants, traditionally desirable terminal destinations, such as Australia, Canada 

and the USA, range of migration is considerably increased, and as a source, instead of 

European countries, appear states of Latin America, Asia and Africa. Meantime, in Europe, 

the countries that have sent migrants for centuries, suddenly transform in migrant recipient 

countries. “By the 1980s even countries in southern Europe - Italy, Spain and Portugal - 
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which only a decade before had been sending migrants to wealthier countries in the north, 

now have coming-in  workers from Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. At the same time, 

Japan - with its low and still declining birth rate, its aging population, and its high standard 

of living - found itself turning increasingly to migrants from poorer countries in Asia and 

even South America to satisfy its labor needs.” (Massey et al.,1993).All of this has led to the 

fact that the majority of developed countries become diverse, multiethnic societies and those 

countries which had not become that are inevitably moving to that direction.The labor need 

of developed countries on one hand and desire for better life of poor and developing 

countries population on the other, necessarily led to migrations. ”Migration movements are 

very difficult to study and analyze, not only because valid data sources (precise registers) 

about people dislocation are often missing, but also it is hard to fathom the deep motives or 

reasons of individuals and social groups. Namely, it is often very hard to separate 

economical from non-economical factors (political, humanitarian, cultural) in deterministic 

set of factors which caused the decision of changing permanent residence. For instance, even 

when an individual or entire family is forced to flee from some territory due to existential 

vulnerability, they direct themselves towards territory or country which has better life 

conditions, or where are better chances of achieving previous or higher life 

standard.“ (Bobić, 2009).  

The migrant crisis that shakes Europe is a consequence of long-term conflicts in the Middle 

East, Afghanistan and North Africa, which have incurred due to political and economical 

instability of the region states and deep social contradictions of the societies within, and 

these conflicts are followed by physical violence over population, war crimes, flagrant 

violation of human rights, destruction of material and cultural goods. These facts have 

caused mass migration of population from the area affected by the conflict, firstly towards 

neighboring countries, and then to Europe as terminal destination. During 2015 Europe has 

encountered the biggest humanitarian disaster since the end of the Second World War. Mass 

and unrestrained migrant flow meant huge surprise for European Union and other European 

countries as well. ”According to the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR 2015b), more than 

820.000 irregular migrants arrived in the EU by the sea in 2015, mostly to Greece (673.000) 

and Italy (142.000). The majority of these migrants came from Syria (52%), Afghanistan 

(19%), Iraq (6%) and Eritrea (5%), but the wave also included people from Pakistan, 

Somalia, Nigeria, Sudan, Gambia and Mali.” (Bagdonas, 2015). 

The migrant crisis, incurred in the Middle East and North Africa, spread on the Balkan 

which became primarily the transit zone for the migrants heading towards countries in 

Western Europe. The Republic of Serbia has efficiently faced the newly created situation. 

The Serbian government has undertaken appropriate measures of acceptance, health care 

and transport of migrants through Serbia in a very short time. Due to increased number of 

migrants all of the elements of security and defense system have been engaged and each of 

them undertook appropriate measures from their jurisdiction.  

3. SECURITY ASSESSMENT OF THE MIGRANT CRISIS  
The numerous factors affected migrant crisis flow and development so far. For consideration 

of migrant crisis on the Balkan the most significant are political, social - economical and 

security ones.  

The war in Syria has lasted for five years and there have not been any indications that this 

conflict will be ended soon. Confrontation of interests of the great and region powers, USA, 

EU, Turkey and Saudi Arabia on one hand, and Russian Federation and Iran on the other, 

proves the fact that conflicts in this area will be actual in the future. Although there are some 

sporadic efforts to bring conflicted sides to negotiate and to achieve agreement, it is not 

certain that some long-term solution will take place due to the fact that in this conflict the 
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interests of the great powers are confronted. This way, Syria has become some sort of 

confrontation “range” of geo-strategic interests of actual, reactivated and “new” players on 

geo-political scene which have goal to take the best position in the new world order. The key 

interest of coalition gathered around USA is to oust actual Syrian president Basar el Asad 

and to overmaster the Syrian resources. In order to achieve that the many time tried 

methodology is used, which means undermining state order, encouraging extremist forces in 

Syria (so called opposition) and providing financial, political and military support. The 

consequence of this engagement is occurrence of paramilitary formation which calls itself 

“The Islamic State” (ISIS). The conflict between ISIS and regular forces of Syrian 

government has caused vast war destruction and complete devastation of cities and 

settlements. General insecurity and lack of basic conditions for normal life have created 

billions of refugees in the Middle East. Because the conflict is not slowing down and there 

are not any indications that it will be stopped, a part of refugees headed across Turkey and 

other countries of the region towards Europe, their terminal destination.  

A matter of migrant acceptance has been actual since the very beginning of migrant crisis. 

Although all of the EU members have accepted agreements which regulated questions of 

migrants’ movement and staying, the reality is very much different. The countries of Eastern 

Europe, Hungary, Romania, Czech Republic and Slovakia hardly rejected decision of The 

European Commission which implied setting of quotas for acceptance of migrants. Poland is 

strongly disagreeing with EU migrant politics, while The Great Britain decided to accept 

only small number of migrants from special camps: “In September 2015 the president of 

European Commission recommended distributive scheme for 160.000 asylum seekers 

among EU countries based on quotas. This has produced different reactions: Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia met in Prague and decided to deny this 

recommendation; The United Kingdom announced plan for settlement 20.000 refugees, but 

only from the camps in Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey; France said that it will accept 24.000 

within the period of 2 years.” (Tamagno, 2016). Last year`s terrorist attacks on France soil 

when more than 160 people died and the recent ones in Nice when more than 80 died and 

over 200 wounded, even more generate xenophobia on the whole Europe territory. “… But 

western Europe has other worries. France, who is careful for security after Paris attacks, 

began to dissolute migrant camp Calais known as The Jungle. The United Kingdom`s 

government is upset by the possibility that any positive reaction to migrant crisis may affect 

outcome of referendum regarding EU membership. There are fears that, due to lack of 

coherent plan, Schengen agreement which provides traveling through 26 countries without 

visas, be suspended.” (John, 2016). Faced with real terrorist threats many countries decided 

to increase border control and to slow down people`s movement. The construction of 

barbwire fences on the borders of Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary and Croatia proves unilateral 

and short-term solutions of migrant wave issue.  

The possibilities of endangering national security of Republic of Serbia, created by migrant 

crisis, reflect through certain challenges, risks and threats which can be manifested primarily 

on regional and national level: unsolved status and hard situation of  refugees and exiled 

people from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, Eritrea, Pakistan, Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan, Gambia 

and Mali; organized crime, robberies, riots and dissatisfaction with the authorities and 

individual incidents; human trafficking; illegal migrations and border violence; conflicts 

with neighboring countries, impossibility of EU to find long-term solution for migrant crisis 

and unilateral decisions of neighboring countries; terrorism import; illegal trade and arms 

smuggling; increase of extremism; issue of economic development; jeopardizing of energetic 

security; economic threats to national security; jeopardizing of free trade and goods flow 

among region countries and traffic blockade; closing borders towards Serbia, 
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environmental issues; dangers connected with appearance and spreading of infectious 

diseases;
22

 

The complexity and seriousness of challenges, risks and threats to security of Republic of 

Serbia generated with appearance of the migrant crisis demand general reaction of all state 

subjects in order to prevent endangering of the national security system.  

4. RESPONSE TO THE MIGRANT CRISIS  
The main goal of the response would be efficient managing the migrant crisis by setting of 

security, financial, social and humanitarian mechanisms and procedures for comprehensive 

and efficient analysis, monitoring, prediction and managing the migrant crisis, with ensuring 

the stable security on the Republic of Serbia`s territory and respecting and appliance 

international and national legal norms and standards, with cooperation among neighboring 

countries, EU and other relevant international factors and organizations.  

This is possible to achieve through defining and realization specific tasks within military-

security, political, legal and diplomatic, and social - humanitarian activities as well.  

The tasks of the security services would be related to securing of constant data gathering and 

processing about arriving and movement of the migrants, assessment of the crisis 

development tendency, permanent updating of security assessments on which would be 

possible to identify challenges, risks and security threats of the Republic of Serbia. Also, 

through everyday engagement on the temporary locations of migrants, data about possible 

terrorist activities and organized extremist actions and connection with radical extremist 

organizations should be gathered, and simplifying the procedures and securing efficient 

appliance of special procedures and measures regarding data collection about possible 

extremist and terrorist activity should be done.  

In a frame of military-security activities the key role has Serbian Armed Forces. Through 

achieved operational capabilities, using existing capacities and relaying on territory 

capacities the necessary support to civil authorities in countering identified security threats, 

mainly extremism, terrorism and organized crime, and helping in a case of natural disasters 

and technical and other accidents should be provided. Assistance with securing of the state 

border should be given by engaging Military Police units. Serbian government has already 

made decision to form joint teams consist of military and police personnel in order to 

prevent trespassing from Macedonia and Bulgaria and bringing to justice people smugglers. 

Considering this task, permanent cooperation among Serbian security agencies and other 

security and police forces of neighboring countries should be set.  

In a light of political and diplomatic activities, it is crucial to increase political 

communication with EU, USA, Russian Federation and neighbors in order to gain 

warranties that Republic of Serbia will only be the temporary destination for acceptance of 

predefined number of migrants and that there will not be any new conditions within 

negotiation with EU regarding attitude towards the migrant crisis.  

Normative solutions would be related to legal regulation of area which defines procedures 

regarding riots caused by foreign citizens on the territory of Republic of Serbia, and 

amendments to the Law on Criminal Procedure by which it would be possible for the courts 

to urgently act if any crime related to the migrant crisis took place.  

One of the main assumptions for successful annulling of challenges, risks and threats caused 

by the migrant crisis represents cooperation with local authorities. It is necessary to train a 

part of people from authority of local government to monitor, report, and complete tasks 
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 Listed challenges, risks and security threats of Republic of Serbia are identified through conducted analysis in a 

document “Strategic prediction and making crisis development scenario in strategic planning and solving the 

crisis”. The document is done within election field “The strategic planning and designing in defense” for candidates 

on General Staff specialization. 
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regarding migration managing. Furthermore, the units of civil defense should be trained and 

equipped for activities within response to the migrant crisis, and to secure participation of 

local government authorities in conducting information operations and Civil Military 

Cooperation operations. In the end, it is necessary to perform detailed and general analysis 

of existing capacities for migrant acceptance and possible locations for construction of 

missing capacities.  

Concerning social - humanitarian activities upgrading of normative - legal base for 

respecting international humanitarian law, religious and human freedom should be 

recommended and to set organizational structure and to secure human and material 

resources for realization social - humanitarian activities during the migrant crisis. It is also 

necessary to provide basic conditions for social integration of migrants and theirs 

involvement in social life and work, and necessary financial means for social and 

humanitarian aid programs as well. In a frame of these activities the international 

cooperation regarding area of international humanitarian law and efficiency of Red Cross of 

Republic of Serbia and other humanitarian organizations should be upgraded.   

 

5. CONCLUSION  
The migrant crisis marked security state both at Middle East and Europe and almost in a 

whole world, especially from the end of 2014 to the beginning of 2016. Special influence on 

the security state the migrant crisis manifested in European countries, West Balkan and in 

Republic of Serbia. Like it is said, on its occurrence and development many political, social, 

economical and security factor influenced. Republic of Serbia does not have influence on 

these factors, but has possibility and capability to manage the migrant crisis on its own 

territory in order to protect vital interests. Of course, this is not possible without cooperation 

with neighbor countries, EU and other relevant international subjects.  

In order to successfully manage the migrant crisis, it is necessary to permanent monitor, 

analyze and predict possible development scenarios of the migrant crisis, and regarding 

gained information to react on time. The complex picture of today`s international relations 

and confrontation of various subjects` interests make this task quite difficult. In its 

achievement one of key rolls has expert public. Previous scientific researches of this issue 

are very poor and insufficient. Full attention to the migrant crisis and its successful 

managing should be given, and, through expert discussions, conferences and symposiums, 

find possible solutions, so the decisions made by relevant state subjects would be quality and 

on time. Only with clear and coherent plan, based on thorough analysis and confirmed facts, 

it is possible to successfully manage the migrant crisis and to protect national security and 

vital interests of Republic of Serbia.  
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Abstract: One of the most serious challenges of modern society is the lack of awareness of 

the presence of a variety of risks, which is why it is essential that each community take 

measures and activities to assess the degree of their vulnerability. Protection against 

hazards requires a systematic approach to identifying and analyzing risk, particularly 

bearing in mind the need to adapt risk assessment appropriate security and social context. 

Due to the complexity and unpredictability of natural and technical-technological hazards 

that threaten us, different approaches to risk assessment and evaluation of the resistance of 

the system and organization to confront them effectively constitute a growing challenge and 

a necessity in the sphere of management of catastrophic risk management and future 

scenarios. The floods that hit Serbia in May in 2014 require a review of the existing 

protection and rescue system not only at the level of companies and local governments, but 

also at the national level and require an investment of effort and initiative for more serious 

approach to the protection of critical infrastructure, particularly the electricity sector 

during the floods suffered the greatest damage to property was most vulnerable critical 

infrastructure. Critical infrastructure is a priority in the planning of protection and rescue.  

Key words: critical infrastructure, flood, power system 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern social and economic development it is considerably improved the quality of life of 

modern human. Sustainable development is primarily focused on the development of a 

model that would satisfy all the socio-economic needs and interests of society and citizens, 

and in the same time eliminate, or at least significantly reduce the impact of all the negative 

consequences that threaten or damage the environment and natural resources. However, 

emergencies and disasters as an inevitable companion of modern society slow down the 

sustainable development of the individual, the community and society as a whole. Disasters 

are events that know no borders, they threaten the local community, the state, the territory of 

more than one country, region or even the whole continent. Therefore, it is essential that the 

community, local, national or international, with an organize approaches to prevent creating 

crisis and disaster response and assistance in the case of these events, as well as the 

elimination of their consequences. 
One of the most serious challenges of modern society is a lack of awareness of the presence 

of various dangers and opportunities of influence on them, which is why it is necessary for 

each community to take measures and activities to assess the degree of their vulnerability. 

Protection against hazards requires a systematic approach to identifying and analyzing risk, 

particularly bearing in mind the need to adapt risk assessment and other appropriate security 

context. Due to the complexity and unpredictability of natural and technological hazards that 

endanger people, property and an environment, different approaches to risk assessment and 
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evaluation of the resistance of the system and organization to confront them effectively 

constitute a growing challenge and a necessity in the sphere of management of catastrophic 

risk management and future scenarios. A particular challenge will be to combine these 

approaches in order to respond to the unique risks that require integrated assessments and 

responses organized entities in the system of protection and rescue at different 

organizational levels. 

The floods that hit Serbia in May 2014 require a review, in some segments there is an 

evident need of a complete revision, the existing system of protection and rescue, not only at 

the level of companies and local governments, but also at the national level and require an 

investment of effort and initiative for serious approach to protect critical infrastructure, 

particularly the electricity sector, which during the floods suffered the greatest material 

damage and was most vulnerable critical infrastructure. 

This work focuses on the problems and experiences of the floods in May 2014. It is about 

protection and functioning of critical infrastructure. The data that is used in this paper is real 

data collected by a method of content analysis and analysis of existing documents, 

originating in the period of floods and the period of reconstruction. 

In the first part of the paper it is about the analyzing the sensitivity of the objects of the 

power sector in relation to the occurrence of floods. The sensitivity was observed in relation 

to geographic distribution and critical points of the system. The notion of compromising is 

given in relation to both categories. 

The second chapter shows the mechanism of operation and floods. In particular, it is 

observed exposure of critical infrastructure functioning of flood and consequences. 

The third chapter is about the protection system based on risk management. Defining the 

protection measures are based on an estimate of risks and reflects the real situation on the 

ground. 

The fourth part is made of case studies, through which the scenario for developments in the 

TENT as an element of the critical infrastructure EES. 

 
2. SENSITIVITY OF POWER SYSTEM ON OCCURRENCE AND 

GENESIS OF FLOOD 
The importance of the power system for the functioning of the entire community makes this 

critical infrastructure particularly vulnerable to the emergence of different kinds of risk. 

Given the interdependence and correlation of critical infrastructure, disruption of any of 

them may have consequences for the functioning of the other. The May 2014 floods that hit 

the Republic of Serbia, have shown that our power system sector is particularly vulnerable 

to floods, there is no adequate system response and has to make great efforts to establish an 

effective system of protection and rescue personnel who would, organizationally and 

technically be able to confront with the emergence of various risks. 

 

2.1 The cocncept and characteristics of the power system 
Electric power systems are complex, dynamic systems, high dimensionality, whose primary 

role is to safely, reliably and cost-effectively supplies the consumer sufficient quantities of 

high-quality electricity. From the aspect of basic technological features power system is 

divided into the following subsystems: production, transmission, distribution and consumer 

subsystem. Technological process in EPS consists of the following stages: provision of 

sufficient quantities of primary energy; electricity production; transmission and distribution 

(apportionment) of electricity to final consumers, and consumption of electricity. 

In Republic of Serbia a key role in the production and distribution of electricity to final 

consumer public company "Elektroprivreda Srbije" that electricity comes from thermal 

power plants (TE) and hydropower (HPP). Transmission of electricity since 2005 it is under 
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the jurisdiction of a special business enterprise EMS Serbia. Electric Power Industry of 

Serbia (EPS) is a company organized for the production of electricity and coal, electricity 

distribution, distribution system and supply of electricity which are distributed throughout 

the country. 

Five of these legal entities are licensed to produce electricity. Coal production (open pits) 

performs a separate legal entity within the EPS, as well as within the framework of one of 

the companies to produce energy. Since the JP EPS was established to ensure the conditions 

for regular and safe supply of electricity and oriented to ensuring the continuity of business 

in all circumstances, it is necessary to create conditions for realization of business policy in 

the segment related to the safety of operations in emergency situations. 

 

2.2 Critical points of electric power system 
The electricity system of a country is largely connected with all other sectors of the 

economy, that is, there is a high interdependence between energy and other sectors. Without 

electricity there is no number of other activities which are directly dependent on the 

electrical energy. These dependencies are usually not sufficiently well researched and 

disorders in one infrastructure can easily be transferred to others. Because of this feature the 

energy sector is present on all national and international lists of critical infrastructures. 

According to Regulation 114/2008 / EC energy sector is, with the transport sector, the only 

sector identified as an European Critical Infrastructure. 

In the aim of smooth daily functioning of society protection of critical infrastructure it is 

recognized as a basis of maintaining the functionality of the community in emergency 

situations caused by the consequences of natural disasters. [1] Any break in the structure of 

the critical infrastructure represents a serious threat to the proper functioning of the social, 

economic, political and cultural systems and can lead to property damage, casualties and 

significant economic losses. [2] Therefore, the main aim of protecting critical infrastructure 

from the impact of natural disasters is that in such situations the continuity maintain in its 

functioning. [3] 

To a vulnerability of critical infrastructure, in addition to a damage that occurs due to a 

direct negative impact of some risks to its staff, the entire infrastructure and all the material 

goods, the environment, there is an additional problem of vulnerability of other 

organizations that depend on the functioning of critical infrastructure. Many dangers that 

EPS is facing in the process of realization of their regular activities, and even greater 

dangers they faced in the process of achieving security features. Depending on the parts of 

the power system that is vulnerable, the type of hazard to a location where there are some 

buildings of the power system are different and critical points that may be vulnerable. 

Problems in the functioning may arise due to extremely poor weather conditions such as 

flooding, storm winds, a large amount of ice layers, earthquake, terrorist attack, 

technological accidents, fires or other natural disasters. Some of the dangers threatening the 

production of electricity, less transmission and distribution, while at some other hazards a 

case is reversed. 

 

2.3 Endangering the functioning of the power system due to floods 
The electricity system is constantly threatened by numerous and diverse risks. Economic 

operators oppose them, within the limits of their human and technical capabilities. The term 

threat to certain energy system means all social phenomena or behavior caused human 

action (individually or collectively) the nature or technical systems in the long term that are 

of significant volume, whereby arise or may arise, adverse effects on the functioning of the 

power system, then Integrity man, his freedom and property, as well as the integrity and 

personality of the state and its institutions. Vulnerability represents the state of the system, 
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which is characterized by the presence of various risks which is aimed at reducing the level 

of safety of the protected value. Subject compromising power system would be a wide range 

of facilities, activities of the organization itself, whereby each organizational unit of the 

energy system allocate those parts that make up for her vital interests (values). Floods are a 

danger that is caused enormous material damage in 2014 and significantly jeopardize the 

functioning of the power system. It is interrupted the functioning of the Mining Basin 

"Kolubara", it is damaged the railway and interrupted supply of coal TENT, flooded TE 

Kostolac, then a part of TENT A. Production of electricity was directly exposed to the 

negative impact of the floods that hit our country. The biggest problem of vulnerability 

functioning of TENT is the fact that supplies over 50% of Serbian electricity. The 

consequences arising from these menaces require companies and other legal entities, 

particularly critical infrastructure, continuous preparation for prevention and response, 

making risk assessment and operational plans for responding when a danger occurs. 

 

3. FLOODS AS A SOURCE OF ENDANGERING A POWER SYSTEM  
Water has always been one of the most important elements to satisfy human's needs. That's 

why a person built near the river where the most fertile land and abundant moisture is 

provided. However, at the same time, the river brought the inconvenience to people, because 

they related flooding homes and businesses, crops, causing great material damage, so that 

water is often mentioned as the most frequent natural disaster. Floods and storms are one of 

the biggest dangers to humans and to the environment and have a significant impact on the 

socio-economic and technical-technological development and the sustainability of natural 

resources. [4] 

 

3.1 The exposure and the likelihood of floods 
One of the most effective ways of flood defense consists in predicting the occurrence of high 

water and undertaking all measures of protection in accordance with the laws and 

regulations which shall regulate this area. The probability of occurrence of flood, is the 

possibility that this danger together with all the negative consequences occurs in a particular 

area. Area where there is a possibility of flooding is defined as floodplains. The degree of 

vulnerability of the power system largely depends on the undertaken protection measures, 

which reduce the possibility of flooding, flood or negative impact on the electricity system. 

Since JP EPS operates throughout the country likelihood of a flood depends on the area that 

includes the organizational units of the power system. In Serbia potentially threaten of 

floods is 10968 km², what seize 12.4% of the territory, it is also the entire territory in which 

it operates the electricity system. The largest flood areas are located in the valley of the 

Tisza (2800 km²), Save (2,243 km²), Velika Morava (2,240 km²) and the Danube (2070 km). 

Flooding in the valley of the Tisza occur due to small head sinks, geological base and broad 

alluvial plain. In the valleys of the rivers Sava and Danube floods are predisposed rainfall, 

and floods coincidence of their tributaries. Confluence of the Velika Morava is particularly 

threatened by flash floods, which are formed in a short period of time, making them 

unpredictable and devastating. 

 

3.2 Consequences of flooding the electricity system 
Bigger part of the area of our power system is susceptible to floods that can inflict heavy 

damage parts of the power system and their infrastructure facilities, including the loss of 

human lives. Due to the floods is possible interruption of technological process and working 

up to several days. As a result of accidents or damage to the plants in the power distribution 

system can lead to disruption of the supply of electricity to customers in certain parts of the 

territory of the Republic of Serbia. 
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Damage to the power generators, high-voltage substations, the electro cables or other 

devices and equipment of which depends the production and distribution of electricity, may 

cause interruption of power to the substations, as well as the interruption of power supply in 

low voltage network to more populated territory, thereby endangering: power households 

and businesses in electricity, power supply health institutions with electricity, production 

processes in plants for the production, operation of public lighting, unwinding of 

telecommunication traffic, operation of pumps in the central heating or air conditioning 

facilities and the interruption of the functioning of protective systems which for working use 

electricity. 

Energy supply in certain areas may be disrupted for several days, there may also appear 

problems with the supply of technical water. Due to the floods there are also expected 

flooding of infrastructure facilities to the extent of cracked walls and large driftwood waste 

and other materials, it can lead to the destruction of documents. It may cause the discharge 

of hazardous materials in warehouses or oil spills from transformers because of expected 

damage or destruction of green areas and other contaminants in the environment. In case of 

spills of hazardous substances there are also possible interference enterprises that are in 

close proximity. There are possible damage of tanks and spills of hazardous and flammable 

substances that can interflow into ground or burn in case of fire. Spilled materials that went 

into ground after a short or long period of time enter into natural cycles and disrupt the 

natural balance in the environment. Toxic substances come to the underground 

watercourses, which are later used for irrigation and for human consumption. These 

substances have a deleterious effect, primarily as a genotoxic substance, and can be said that 

has a carcinogenic effect. There is the possibility of technical technological accident, as well 

as the increased possibility of fire. In case of fire, with burning flammable substances there 

could be released toxic combustion products that can be transferred by air to the settlements 

and threaten the population. 

The consequences for the functioning of the power system are limited in scope and time, or 

require the engagement of part human and material resources on preventing damage and 

engagement in the event of damage. 

 

4 THE POSSIBILITY OF POWER SYSTEM PROTECTION FROM 

FLOOD 
Protection and rescue system consist preventative and reactive activities, or activities 

undertaken before the risk occurs and actions to be taken when a risk has already occurred. 

The effect depends on the level of taking preventive measures, regarding created capacity 

for reaction on events that occurred. 

 

4.1 Sizing protection system based on the assessment of threat 
An effective system of protection and rescue depends on all the factors of internal and 

external character. Sublimation of these factors, it is possible by applying a methodology for 

assessing vulnerability. 
After prepared the risk assessment, it identifies the possibility of the danger of flooding, 

defined as potentially threatened areas and levels of the organization as well as the entire 

critical infrastructure, scenario analysis, predicted possible effects and consequences 

analyzed existing strengths, resources and the required level of preventive measures to 

address threats caused by natural and other disasters, protecting and saving lives and health 

of people, animals, protection of material, cultural goods and the environment. This is 

followed by defining the required level of protection based on a detailed analysis made of 

the current state of the system. The proposed measures aim to reduce the level of flood risk. 

After taking these proposed measures, the activity is not finished, vulnerability assessment 
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presents a lively, dynamic process, which requires constant review, adoption and proposing 

new measures in case that the proposed do not give effect, then followed by development of 

both human and material capacity to respond to current risks. Throughout this cycle it is 

necessary continuous cooperation with government institutions and other organizational 

units of the power system. 

Communication about the risk of hazard is of crucial importance for the entire period of 

operation of the system of protection and rescue. In preventive and preparatory period in aim 

is to review the situation and propose measures, and in a reactive period in aim to determine 

the level of danger.  

 

4.2. The existing protection measures 
The great importance of critical infrastructure, they have for society, commit to create a 

sufficiently good security measures that will serve to reduce or eliminate the risk of 

downtime. The complexity and system complexity of critical infrastructure, as well as an 

increasing number of dangers they face in exercising their functions, define and determine 

the necessary measures for the protection of an organization. In such circumstances it is 

necessary to ensure and strengthen the resilience of the organization of their negative 

performance. The need to protect the power system as critical infrastructure is vastly 

different from the protection of other organizations because of their complex role they play 

in providing basic services on which depends the greater part of the community. Generally 

speaking, other organizations can take insurance or put into the background interest in risk 

management. If it comes to unforeseen or unexpected threats or danger, other organizations 

may also decide to stop during normal business risk until things get back to normal. 

Dependence of the community from basic services that provide critical infrastructure does 

not permit this approach, the government assistance is needed to improve the critical 

infrastructure's ability to manage unpredictable and unanticipated risks, and adequately 

respond when they occur. 

Floods are natural phenomena that usually cannot be fully prevented. However, some human 

activities (such as the growth of settlements and economic assets in floodplains and the 

reduction of the area for natural water retention as a result of land use) and climate change 

contribute to increasing the probability of occurrence and harmful effects of flooding. In 

order to strengthen and achieve better flood protection requires cooperation and involvement 

of both the state and business entities in accordance with all legal requirements, 

recommendations and guidelines developed countries that largely develop the capacity to 

strengthen the protection of their own critical infrastructure. Flood protection is primarily 

the responsibility of the state and government bodies but also of the critical infrastructure 

operator. 

Area of protection against harmful effects of water is defined and regulated by the Law on 

Waters ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 30/10) according to the provisions of this Act, flood 

protection was granted by star watercourses in the first and second category. Public water 

management companies with defending water of the first order, while the headwaters of the 

second row are in jurisdiction of the municipalities. This law further defines the concept of 

water facilities for protection against floods, erosion and flood control, as well as measures 

related to the protection from the damaging effects of water. Generally, and operational 

plans for flood protection are determined by monitoring the organization and 

implementation of flood control, which are the responsibility of water management bodies, 

companies and other legal entities whose activities are protection from the harmful effects of 

water and water management and water management facilities. 

Risk management from the harmful effects of waters include: drafting the preliminary flood 

risk assessment, development and implementation of plans for flood risk management, 
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general and operational plans of flood control, conducting regular and emergency flood 

protection, implementation of protection from ice on watercourses and protection against 

erosion and torrents. 

Also, Article 52 states the extent of flood protection Flood control: planning, construction, 

maintenance and management of water facilities for flood protection, regulation of 

watercourses and other works and measures, implementation of flood control and 

rehabilitation of flood. 

In accordance with the Law on Emergency Situations ("Official Gazette of RS", No. 111/09 

and 92/11 and 93/12) defines the obligation to take measures to protect by all parties 

protection and rescue system. Making Assessment of threat from natural and other disasters 

is a basic document for drawing up a plan of protection and rescue in emergency situations 

and these are required to be in accordance with the development of all subjects of protection 

and rescue system. 

 

5 CASE OF STUDY IN TENT FLOOD OF 2014 
Outflow of Kolubara during the May floods on 15 and 16 May 2014 has led to a rush of 

water on surface mines, so that the equipment Kolubara mine (Tamnava mines and Veliki 

Crljeni) was completely flooded. There was damage on the parts of the railway line to 

transport the coal from the mine in Kolubara TENT A and TENT B. This had a consequence 

that on 15th of May 2014 put out of operation G3 in TPP Kolubara. It also suspended the 

transport of coal to the Obrenovac. The first object that was destroyed in the floods TE 

Kolubara in Veliki Crljeni, which suffered the greatest damage, on the blocks A1, A2 and 

A3 significant damage to the equipment for control of boiler and turbine plants. It was 

destroyed the operating equipment distribution plant 110kV, 35kV and 6 kV and three 

transformers. In addition to flooding, TE Kolubara on 16th of May was struck and a fire that 

occurred in the transformer T5, T4, and hazy oil transferred to the Transformers who were 

with TE Kolubara, the fire engulfed the building where the drive has been damaged 

substation at a level 3, 5m and switchgear 161 megawatt block at a height of 7m. Fire units 

responded, about 30 people and 11 fire engines put out the fire for 4 hours. During the same 

day there was a penetration of water into the TS Obrenovac, a significant quantity of water 

entered the TENT A through installation, energy and telecommunication channels, so it was 

decided that for security reasons they put out of service for generators in TENT A. 

Approximately 300 employees the next few days were captured in TENT. 

In coordination with the Ministry of Interior - Sector for Emergency Situations, 

representatives of local governments, preventive and in order to protect the lives of citizens, 

excluded the substation, which is why, in most cases, deliberately without electricity 

remained some parts of the cities and municipalities that were most vulnerable by floods, 

which led to the fact of a maximum that without electricity, at one time, there were about 

135,000 users. On request of the Ministry all relevant departments JP EPS, EMS and 

distribution companies were continually on the field, and in less than 48 hours the maximum 

number of users that have been without electricity supply, they quickly got it. 

TENT its safety function realize through the sector for risk management. Within this sector 

there are two departments: the Department of health and safety at work and fire protection 

and security service and defense. During flooding during 2014 these two services have 

played a critical role in the evacuation and protection of TENT A, which during the floods 

was most vulnerable. Thanks to previous experiences, and use primarily MAN 33-360, 

TENT firefighters helped in the evacuation of employees and residents throughout the 

municipality. The most critical period in the defense of TENT A link to the upcoming 

elevations -3, -4 and -7 meters was between 16th and 20th of May. Existing pump out the 

water that existed in the plant soon were drowning. Two pumps are delivered from Slovenia, 
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while other larger capacity, belong to the companies' BEOOPERATIVA "and" Veprik "and 

the Serbian Interior Ministry electricity supply. Water from plants emitted 25 pumps and 6 

ejectors. Slovenian stations were the strongest: their capacity was 16,000 liters per minute 

and they have own vehicle, related equipment and trained people to work on them. Despite 

the fact that they were engaged all employees who were at the time of the flood in TENT, 

functioning of these services during the floods was disorganized, without sufficient 

personnel and technical capacities. The Protection and Rescue used the existing equipment 

of fire protection and safety and health at work. In TENT existed equipment for protection 

and rescue from the ‘80s, that was not in function. The boats that are used for rescue had 

weak engines. Communication during the floods maintained via radio links, which were the 

only functioning. Until the flood area of emergency was not an organizational arrangement, 

the position of professional associate has been introduced in the systematization since 2015. 

It is necessary a formation of the Service that would have a group in all branches of the 

company. This service would consist of selected responsible people who are mentally ready 

for the great efforts and pressures. 

 

5.1.  The consequences of floods in 2014 TENT 
In the period from the 15th of May in 2014 to the 25th of May in 2014 the production 

possibilities of JP EPS were significantly reduced. Missing the production of EPS covered 

imports primarily from the EDF, EPCG and NEK in order to ensure a secure supply of 

consumers in Serbia. According to the data of the responsible persons, property damage 

caused by the floods is 160 million EUR, while damage from lost profits 220 million. The 

mild winter decreased the damage by about 100 million EUR. In addition to EPS enormous 

damage suffered and "Electric Power of Serbia". There are destroyed many of the 

substations, and in the western landslides kill five power lines. 

It is important to note that in spite of so far unforgotten natural disaster that hit Serbia, there 

has been no reduction of exclusion. All citizens of Serbia, except cities and municipalities 

where the houses were flooded during the emergency situation were with completely normal 

electricity supply. There was no failure in the transmission system that endanger the supply. 

JP EMS was prepared to provide in every situation an alternative power supply. 

In parallel with the defense of the most important energy facilities, the Ministry of Mining 

and Energy in coordination with energy companies was performing preparations for the 

prompt return of the function of parts of the system that have caused floods, for various 

reasons stopped working. Thus, there were created in record time conditions to continue 

deliveries of coal from Kolubara and the first train with coal started to Obrenovac on the 

22nd of May in 2014 and Unit 1 TENT A is reactivated and synchronized full power to the 

grid on the 24th and 25th of May in 2014. 

 

5.1.2. Lessons learned and proposed measures for improving the protection system 

TENT of flood hazard 

Measures of protection of the power system are at a very low level. So far has not done 

vulnerability assessment in accordance with the Law on Emergency Situations, which 

significantly increases the risks for performing basic functions in the event of natural 

disasters and other disasters and contributes to increasing the potential negative 

consequences for the company's operations, but also indicates that they are not currently 

fulfill obligations under the Law on emergency situations. So far, the level of the entire 

power system made a study on the assessment of vulnerability to natural disasters and other 

disasters, according to which all companies should do their risk assessment. Conducting of 

emergencies was not organizational regulated, in certain parts of the organizational units 

there are jobs "Associate for emergencies". From local self-government there was not given 
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documents related to vulnerability assessments and plans of protection and rescue. It is 

necessary a reorganization of the entire system, the formation of the service to deal with 

emergency situations, defining responsibilities, development of risk assessment and plans 

for protection and rescue, cooperation with local authorities and defining plans for ensuring 

business continuity in case of emergencies. 

After floods in TENT there were made the following schemes: Scheme of arrangement of 

tanks of drinking water and disinfection barriers; Schematic mounting sacks with sand and 

scheduling of water pumps; Scheme regions collecting employees to evacuate; Scheme 

verification system for alerting employees and two instructions: Instructions for evacuation 

in case of floods and guidance in the conduct of protective measures. It also acquired the 

assets and equipment in accordance with the Regulation on compulsory means and 

equipment for personal, mutual and collective protection against natural and other disasters 

(RS Official Gazette No. 3/2011). 

In accordance with the Article 16, companies and other legal entities plan and provide 

resources for organizing, equipping and training of civil protection units which they educate, 

organize, and prepare personal, mutual and collective protection and implementation of 

measures and tasks of civil protection for their employees, material and other goods. 

Companies and other legal entities in the field of health, educational activities, social 

protection and other activities that are within its scope have protection of the large number 

of people, they are required to plan, organize and implement measures and tasks of civil 

protection and for persons who are beneficiaries of their services in accordance with this law 

and bylaws. Economic companies and other legal entities from st. 1 and 2 of this Article, 

their protection plans and rescue plans adopt in accordance with the plan of protection and 

rescue in emergency situations of local governments on whose territory it is. For the 

preparation of companies and other legal persons for protection and rescue from natural and 

other disasters is responsible head of the company, or the head of another legal entity. [5] 

 

6 CONCLUSION 
Natural disasters are phenomena that occur because of natural forces, mainly without human 

will. A human may be the cause of the occurrence of certain phenomena that at first side it 

may not be considered as elemental, but consequences caused by such phenomena are result 

of natural forces. 

Start, scope and duration of natural disasters cannot be predicted in advance, but a certain 

phenomena on the basis of experience and disordered statistical data with regard to the 

appearance of the city, and time of year, it can assume that they will get there. Natural 

disasters can cover a narrower or wider territory, to be weaker or stronger intensity, which 

can be determined only after the completion of their activities and in the analysis of the 

damage caused by those (the number of victims and extent of material losses). The analysis 

of these phenomena, ie. causation and consequences in relation to man and his material 

goods, we come to the most appropriate organizational measures, both preventive and 

operational, for their elimination. 

The disastrous consequences of the floods in Serbia in May 2014, are caused by the 

interaction of natural and anthropogenic factors. Due to the unprecedented nature of large-

sized amount of rainfall and anthropogenic due to the irresponsibility of our society is to 

uphold the law defined obligations. Lack of responsibility and negligence of the entire state 

and society is significantly worse heady mix. 

Republic Hydrometeorological Service of Serbia was, by using its Observation Network 

(which is modest in comparison with similar in developed countries), as well as regional 

exchange of information and forecast, announced abundant rainfall and the threat of 

flooding. These data had not been taken seriously enough by other relevant state institutions. 
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The low level of preventive measures, the absence of any vision mode, reduced the entire 

system of protection and rescue measures by competent authorities without any defined 

plans and procedures for responding when the floods have already occurred and when it 

could not do much. 

Anthropogenic factors of floods include several aspects. In addition to the aforementioned 

problem of communication between the various entities of flood defense, we should point 

out incomplete system of development of the flood on the Serbian rivers, as well as very 

poor maintenance of certain facilities (regulated river beds and embankments). Flash floods 

and their consequences have shown systemic weaknesses of insufficient investment in 

erosion protection, reforestation, urban (un) planning and disrespect corridor around the city 

of watercourses, up to the improper disposal of waste, which contributes to reducing the 

bandwidth watercourse and drastic pollution of water. 

Next to significant system measures that must be taken by the state and its relevant 

institutions, expected are also reactions of other subjects of protection and rescue, 

particularly of economic companies in building their own capacities to respond. All this with 

only one goal and that is to strengthen the capacity of whole state and society to deal with 

the increasing number of dangers. Critical infrastructure facilities which include TENT 

special attention must be paid to prevention. The entire system of protection and rescue of 

the power system based on the activities and measures serving to guide the affairs of health 

and safety at work, fire protection and physical and technical security. 
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Abstract: Genocide, racial and religious discrimination, and other forms of violations of 

human rights are cause for intervention by the international community, which leads to the 

vulnerability of the sovereignty of a state. Learned by history of humanitarian intervention, 

it came to a conclusion that humanitarian intervention is used as an excuse for an 

achievement of some other interests, military, political, economic, geostrategic. Which 

necessarily leads to the suffering of the civilian population, and environmental degradation. 

Examples of such interventions are numerous, such as those carried out in East Pakistan, 

Somalia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Haiti, and the closest to us in the Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia (for Kosovo and Metohija). The very concept of "humanitarian" military 

intervention in the name of humanitarian reasons, was first used during the NATO attack on 

Yugoslavia in 1999. Humanitarian intevention is characterised by the fact that it cannot be 

justified by existing international law, the legitimacy that it lacks is in try to recover, 

referring to the violation of international humanitarian law and the need to protect it. 

Keywords: humanitarian intervention, international law, the international community 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Practice of humanitarian intervention exists for long, but there are still disagreement about 

its legality. Intervention by itself within work of a country, from humanitarian reasons, 

represents one of a complex questions of modern world. 

International community, from Cold War through humanitarian interventation, has reacted 

on different crisis in the world, a reason for it is prevent violations of international 

humanitarian rights, regarding protection of basic human rights. Humanitarian interventions 

are subject of many years of debate with special accent on state rights on military 

intervention in other country with aim of prevention of human rights. But beside it is 

observed a tension between priority of protection of human rights and norms of sovereignty 

and noninterventionism. 

Support to humanitarian intervention is encoureged by strenghtening the move of human 

rights and withdrawal of public faces, politicians and intelectualists, as well as media 

campagne about victims whose rights are broken. There is a thought in the world that 

humanitarian and military intervention is not an expedient with which will prevent 

violations with human rights, as it is genocide, but it is a geopolitical product of west forces 

(NATO and USA). 

 

2. CONCEPT OF HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION 

There are several definitions of humanitarian intervention, most interesting is the one which 

is said by Danish institute for international relations, „Humanitarian intervention 

reperesents forced action of states which includes military force use in other country without 

agreement of its government, with or without agreement of Security Council OUN, and in 

aim of prevention and stopping of hard and massive violations with human rights or 
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international humanitarian right“. By this definition there is a definition, too, which has 

been given by Centre for security study, according to them „humanitarian intervention is 

armed intervention in other country, without agreement of a country, in order to deal with 

humanitarian catastrophy (or the threatening that will come to it), that is especially caused 

by serious and massive injures of fundamental human rights“. [1] 

On construction of humanitarian intervention as an instrument of international society 

significantly influenced, process of decolonisation (after WWII and until sixties of the 

twentieth century) and parting of complex states in eastern Europe after Cold War. The 

consequence of it is creating the strings of new states, which are weak, not so much in 

military way, but in way of internal order and stability. In this period the number of conflicts 

is lower in classical meaaning, and the number of conflicts increased, so called new species. 

Those are conflicts within states, in most cases in new states, and reason is question of their 

statehood and relation to ethnic groups and religic society. In those conflicts civils are 90% 

from all victims. Since the international community committed itself, with adoption of set of 

documents about protection of human rights, to protect, it is in its obligation to take 

measures to prevent civils’ massive suffering. As a solution there is undertake of measure of 

armed forces, regarding forcible humanitarian intervention. However, according to Charter 

of the United Nations, this kind of intervention is prohibited, except in strictly defined cases 

when it can be taken only with agreement of the Security Council. [2] 

 

2.1 Sovereignty and intervention 

A period after WWII marks a period of forming OUN, and developing of system of 

collective safety, with Charter of the United Nations it is strictly forbidden use of force, 

regarding intervention within border of one state. However, concept of humanitarian 

intervention represents exception from principle of non-intervention and it is directly 

opposed to state's sovereignty. Princip of teritorial sovereignty is a base of national state or 

state-nation. State is one of the subjects of international public right, and sovereignty 

represents one of the basic conditions of existing state. [6] 

Nowadays there is a fact that sovereignty is narrowed with regard to era of classical 

international right, this narrowing is a consequence of partnership of the states in different 

regional or international organizations, which in certain volume, directly or indirectly 

overtake a part of state's sovereignty. [3] 

Nowadays countries in developing are especially sensitive on narrowing sovereignty, 

because they were under colonial rule of some great power, and today the allowance of 

intervention in their inner businesses they understand it as a way of manipulation from some 

great power. [3] 

Recognition that human rights are of international interest does not mean that everyone out 

from a state can involve and determine how there will be arranged human rights. Spreading 

the meaning of human rights does not mean that in case of their break from another state 

everyone gets the right to intervene according to one's discretion. Such understanding is 

wrong and it is opposite with basic rules of international rights – sovereignty state, 

prohibition of the use of force and non-interference to inner businesses of a state. It can be 

concluded that responsibility for protection of human rights is divided between states and 

international community. International community can affect only in those cases when a 

state is not willing or it is not in a condition to fulfill obligations concerning life protection 

of its people and safety. 

 

3.  LEGALITY AND LEGITIMACY OF INTERVENTION 

To the norms of international public right it is determined a question of legality of 

humanitarian intervention, a concept of legality of humanitarian intervention represents 
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clearly a law concept. However, there can be made a difference between legality and 

legitimacy (justifiability) of humanitarian interventions. [1] 

The concept of legitimacy starts mostly with some political and moral basics, but there could 

be introduced also legal arguments. Criteria, which could be taken in consideration in case 

of determination of legitimacy of some action, can start from a case if that action is 

necessary and proportional, does it have a support from a large number of states and 

international organizations. Legitimacy determines in legal discussions of experts, does it 

and with which arguments it can be justified by taking interventions, while legality is 

determined by norms of international law. Legitimacy cannot answer the question about 

some action's legality, the concept of legitimacy is less precise than the concept of legality, 

is often disputed by experts, because of opinion that it is nothing else but moral or political 

view of individual. Legitimacy is a matter of rating, opposite to legality which is explicit, 

legal-illegal. [1] 
As it is said above there can be seen clear line between legitimacy and legality, however, 

there is still a space for exceptions in international law. Legitimacy of humanitarian 

intervention without the agreement of Security Council, it is possible to legally defend in 

extreme cases of violation of human rights, but that cannot be said also for legality of 

humanitarian intervention, and because of it it is a very complex question, which is a theme 

of long discussion between lawyers, politicians, philosophers and military actors. [1]  

The Charter of the United Nations represents one of meaningful international contract which 

must be taken into consideration in a case of determination legality of humanitarian 

intervention. Primarily due to the fact that with the Charter is prohibited threat and using of 

force in international relations, and humanitarian intervention represents one kind of use of 

armed force. Because of it there is a question whether an institution of humanitarian 

intervention could exist and survive parallel with the Charter and the principle of prohibition 

of the use of force. [3]  

Security Council represents a body that can provide legitimacy to humanitarian intervention, 

because does not use military force in self-defense purpose. Intervention in Iraq and in 

Kosovo were derived without the agreement by Security Council and therefore are illegal, 

despite the fact that in the second case the majority of government considered that it was 

justified even though it is illegal. In case of Kosovo there are three reasons: 1) condition of 

refugee, 2) humanitarian intervention caused by war, 3) violation of human rights, which 

threatens security and peace in the world. Limitations of Security Council which were 

manifested during intervention to FRY in 1999, raise question of justification of its current 

composition, as well as the rights of permanent members on veto against its resolutions. 

Some interventions were allowed by Security Council, in northern Iraq (1991), intervention 

of France in Rwanda (1994), Bosnia and Herzegovina (1994-1995), Liberia, Sierra Leone 

and Albania (1997). [1] 

 

4. INTERVENTIONS AFTER WORLD WAR II 

After WWII there were often violations of human rights, and in that period existed several 

humanitarian interventions. Every one of those interventions was undertaken because of 

different motives, and every one of them had certain consequences onto civil population and 

environment in that area, and if they undertake because of protection of human rights, 

regarding protection of specific group of people which suffers from crime, by using armed 

forces it is considered that yet there is a class of victims which does not deserve help. Some 

of interventions which were undertaken during the nineties are: intervention in India in 

Eastern Pakistan (1971), Tanzania in Uganda (1978), coalition forces in Iraq (1991-1992), 

intervention in Somalia (1992-1994) and NATO in FRY (1999). [3] 
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According to international right, none of the states, group or organisation does not have right 

to start humanitarian intervention without an agreement by Security Council. By 

undertaking that kind of an intervention it cannot be justified by rules of international right 

but moral and political reasons. In the literature there are four examples of humanitarian 

intervention characteristics, those are intervention of the USA in Somalia, as well as 

intervention which is approved by Security Council, intervention group of coalition 

countries led by America in Northern Iraq, as an example of intervention that is unclearly 

approved by Security Council, then intervention of France in Rwanda, as an example of 

unilateral intervention, without approve of Security Council, and intervention of NATO in 

FRY, as an example of intervention which was not approved by Security Council, and which 

was justified with humanitarian motives. [2] 

 

4.1 Intervention of India in Eastern Pakistan 

Intervention of India in Eastern Pakistan is the example of first intervention which was 

undertaken after founding of the United Nations, this intervention was short, and it was 

undertaking because of protection of people of Eastern Pakistan during the violation of 

human rights by Pakistan. In addition to it, this intervention is special because it was ended 

with forming of a new country Bangladesh. [3] 

On Indian peninsula there are two countries, India and Pakistan. Pakistan is separated in two 

parts, Eastern and Western Pakistan, which are very different. Western Pakistan is 

economically developed and it is more powerful, this allowed political domination. It 

resulted that the rights of inhabitants in East are oppressed. [3] 

Due to such situation, the government of Pakistan has decided to use force to repress 

separatist operation. Civil population was exposed to atrocity of Pakistan's military, civilians 

were murdered, their homes burned, and women raped, among the victims there were 

massively children and women. In that kind of chaos there had been taken a million of lives, 

and a few million had escaped to India. The situation was not calm, conflicts were more 

frequent, this led India on the fourth of December in 1971 to attack Pakistan. On the sixth of 

December, the same year, India acknowledged Eastern Pakistan as independent country, 

under the name of Bangladesh. The war ended after twelve days of fight, with capitulation 

of Pakistan. [3] 

India informed Security Council about this fact, it considered its intervention legal and 

predominantly justified with aggression by Pakistan. India stated that Pakistan bombed 

villages near borders on the side of India, and beside of it, a large number of refugees has 

endangered their economic and social system. Despite of it as a reason for its intervention, 

India said that that was the way to prevent a massacre of civilians on the teritory of Eastern 

Pakistan. [3] 

Theorists see differently this intervention, some theorists justify it, while others do not. 

According to the first opinion this intervention is justified, and the fact is that it ended with 

creating of new countries. [3] 

According to the second opinion this intervention is not justified, theorists think that India 

was led by another motivs, and not with humanitarian, as it is for solving a problem of influx 

refugees, and compelling ties to response on Pakistan's attack on border villages. [3] 

 

5. AGGRESSION OF NATO ON FRY IN 1999 

This intervention was done without the agreement of Security Council, and it is specific 

because it was firstly done by regional-international community. Due to a growing conflicts 

between Albanians and Serbian forces on Kosovo, and increasing suffering of civilians (it 

estimates that before the start of bombing there were about 2000 civilian casualties) and 

despite on various negotiations which had not been successful, NATO issued an order on the 
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23
th

 of March in 1999 for air attack on FRY which started on the 24
th

 of March in 1999. 

During the bombing NATO shot at the beginning only military objects, but later the targets 

were infrastructure in whole country, the bridges were shot, refinery, government buildings, 

industrial objects, electric power plant, TV stations and repetitors.  Because of it a large 

number of civilians were killed. Thereby, NATO aircraft were flying higher than normal 

because of its security, this made it difficult to recognise military from civilian aims. [3]  

Bombing FRY, in addition to human casualties and material destruction, has caused huge 

damage to environment. In use are concepts ecology damage and ecology catastrophe, and 

intention is to show that it caused huge ecological catastrophe to our country which has 

never been noticed. [7] 

NATO forces violated certain internationa conventions and protocoles during the bombing: 

 Convention about effects on an environment of 1977 

 Convention of protection of World Natural Heritage of 1982 

 Stockholm declaration on the issue of an environment of 1972 

 Additional protocol no. 1 of the Geneva Convention. In area of protection victims 

of international war conflicts of 1949 

 Convention about prohibition of use of certain ordnance 

 The Vienna Convention about protection of ozone layer 

 Montreal protocol about substances which damage the layer (of 1987, with 

changes in 1997) [4]  

Also, there must be a mention that NATO during the bombing has done according to 

unofficial data 3,000 violations which can be very serious according to national and 

international legislations. Only environmental damage is estimated about 3.6 and 10 billions 

of dollars. Against Serbia then were led electromagnetic, dioxide and uranium war. 

Electromagnetic war was predominantly in Vojvodina, with an aim to disable anti-aircraft 

defense MY. Direct health consequences are increasing number of carcinoma of brain. [4] 

Aggression of NATO on FRY was first armed action done on the ground in Europe after 

WWII, first when German soldiers were part of it, and first that had been done without the 

agreement of Security Council. This action is justified by need of protection of violated 

human rights of Albanians in Kosovo, and stopping humanitarian catastrophe, wherein was 

exposed. Aggression was a production of America, European States had only auxiliary role 

in military commitment, and decisions about aims were in America’s hands. [5] 

After the end of aggression humanitarian sufferings on Kosovo and Metohija are not 

significantly reduced. With entering KFOR on Serbian province the victims became 

Serbians and other non-albanian population, it carried out a massive and organized terror on 

them from Albanians. And all that was tolerate from Peacekeeping Missions of the United 

Nations. According to available data less than two months after the conflict has been done 

more than 200,000 Serbs, Montenegrins and other non-albanian population were expelled 

from the province, about 200 were murdered, and more than 400 were injured. About 

400,000 private houses, apartments, and more than 40 Orthodox churches and monasteries 

were destroyed, demolished or burned. This tells us that if aggression on FRY had been 

justified by prevention of humanitarian catastrophe, regarding prevention of humanitarian 

suffering of large-scale, then it would be that kind of moral justification universal and then 

commit NATO to intervene against all who violate international conventions and in this case 

those would be Albanians. Americans confirm with this act non moral character, they 

actually camouflage their political interest and seek to post on this part of territory NATO 

troops and with it ensure continuity of their expansion to east. [5] 

If there was a humanitarian intervention which must be justified it should not contain the 

same things against between which fights, suffering of civil population it should not be 

accompanying characteristic of humanitarian intervention, especially when it can be seen 
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from all named that bombing civilian objects is the aim. War is never easy to justify, but 

there is a difference between bombing and ground war. In ground war there are many 

sufferings on both sides, bombing is, however, something different, and it performs with an 

idea that it will not come to bloodshed. [5] 

Beside of it there is a miss of basic accepted and binding moral theory of humanitarian 

interventions, but that does not mean that international community or state by itself does not 

need and should not morally to react. But, that means that we have to allow some moral 

disagreements which can overcome in the limits of international right and respecting its 

procedures. That means that in international politic the principle of morality can partially 

maintain with respect of law procedures. Thus the application of law becomes principle of 

conservation of minimalistic morality. By setting the borders between moralistic politic and 

international right it is possible to partially control or disenable terror of powerful states over 

the rest of the world. [2] 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In humanitarian intervention concept it notes that there exists opposite between protections 

of human rights as a motive of humanitarian intervention and determined principles in 

international relations (as limit), all these affect to approaching of humanitarian intervention 

and there is no agreement upon legal doctrine. That is why humanitarian intervention today 

represents most difficult point for international community. 

The examples that are listed in this work put in serious doubt the whole concept of 

humanitarian interventions, especially the example of aggression on Former Republic of 

Yugoslavia. Based on all it can be concluded that intervention of NATO against FRY by law 

aspect was aggression, by political aspect the support to separatist movement which aim was 

violation of territorial integrity of sovereign states, and by moral aspect this intervention is 

crime. The aggression was ended by posting NATO troops on Kosovo and Metohija, in 

accordance with Kumanovo agreement and resolution 1244 Security Council, with which 

guarantee territorial integrity of Republic of Serbia. In February in 2008, states that 

participated in humanitarian intervention support unlawful proclamation so called Republic 

of Kosovo and thus reveal true intention and aim of military intervention. 

Humanitarian intervention in the name of humanitarian or some other reasons it has to be 

approved by Security Council, in order to prevent abuse of humanity principles. 

Humanitarian intervention has to be collective action, in order to prevent some states to 

make their own national interests under the name of humanitarianism. 

For now, in international right does not exist a norm which specifically forbids or lets 

humanitarian intervention as both unilateral action or with agreement of the United Nations. 
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Abstract: Terrorism as a complex form of political violence, but also as ,,scourge of 
mankind", is experiencing a boom during the 21st century. The Republic of Serbia, as ,,gates 
of Europe", and as one of the busiest areas on the European continent has a special place in 
the plans of terrorist organizations and groups. The paper deals with the theme of the 
national security of the Republic of Serbia, the way it is  managed, its elements, and its 
subsystems. The terrorism is considered as  social phenomenon, with an explanation of the 
distinction between terrorism and related concepts and phenomena, but also we consider the 
threat of terrorism as the national security of the Republic of Serbia,  through the prism of 
strategic and doctrinal documents. 
Keywords: terrorism, security, strategic and doctrinal documents  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known that in the long history of human society there was a constant tendency of 

powerful states trying to establish the system of control and domination over other countries 

and people that are incapable to confront adequately. After the dissolution of the Warsaw 

Pact and disintegration of the former Soviet Union, there is a period of unipolar world with 

the United States of America (USA) as the sole global superpower. To understand how the 

USA became a global superpower we have to analyze its  rise in the last decade of the last 

century. When George W. Bush Senior became the 41st president of the USA on 

20.01.1989., he was aware of the enormous work that was waiting for him on the 

international scene. However, he could not have envisioned that the creation of the ,,new 

world order" would  come that  quickly. Only two years later, 06.03.1991. in his speech to 

both houses of Congress, he referred to a "new world order" as a result of the collapse of the 

communist bloc and the Gulf War. Since then, despite the efforts of France, Germany and 

other European powers to maintain multipolarity, it can only be said that ,,USA leadership in 

the new global system is becoming increasingly obvious." 

Having reached the unprecedented level of power using asymmetry in all domains, the USA 

lured themselves to dislikes  those who thought that they are excluded from the ,,new world 

order”, and that American society and the values that it promotes” held accountable for their 

anxiety. So, the opposition movements, which  considered themselves as victims of 

globalization and liberal America, proliferated in recent decades. The escalation of terrorism 

as the only possible response to the growing power of the USA and its allies is the 

probability, the evidence of the fact that in the future to count the many innocent victims of 

terrorist violence. Only prediction can be used as a method of deterrence and protection. . 

In this paper we discuss the terrorism as one of the largest ,,social scourge of the 21st 

century", with special attention paid to the analysis of terrorism as a threat to national 
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security of the Republic of Serbia (RS). In fact we are dealing with this theme since 

11.09.2001., after Al Qaeda activists’ attacked the World Trade Center, and the military-

strategic facilities in Washington, and the USA in general, when this event occupied the 

entire world public. After these events, the whole humankind became frightened, and in 

some way obsessed with terrorism, so the measures, activities, actions, processes, strategies 

and doctrines for fighting terrorism became the starting point for action in the foreign policy 

of many countries, especially those most economically developed. The fight against 

terrorism became the immediate cause for the majority of military intervention in the first 

decade of the 21st century. 

This paper is divided into three parts that give a unique picture of terrorism as a threat to 

national security of the RS. The first part is devoted to terrorism as a complex form of 

political violence and the distinction between terrorism and similar phenomena and 

concepts. The system of national security of the RS is explained in the second part of the 

paper, with special reference to the composition (structure) and management systems for 

national security of the RS. The third part considers terrorism as a threat to national security 

of the Republic, or through strategic and doctrinal documents of the RS. 

 

2. TERRORISM’S BASIC THEORETICAL PROVISIONS 
Terrorism is a complex form of political violence. It is actually a social plague of the 

21st century, which is using  all available means to achieve their goals. It is very difficult to 

talk and to discuss with great certainty, about this phenomenon that surrounds us (seismic 

images of crimes of international terrorists and criminals from the Middle East, the USA, the 

Russian Federation and others). Nevertheless, a good part of the world public, however 

agree on some key principles. It is agreed that complete, final, and generally accepted that 

definition of terrorism does not exist. 

All the complexity of the topic, it does not originate here, but in the complexity of the 

phenomenon that is the practical side impossible, right define, and does not omit anything, 

bearing in mind the forms, ways and methods of terrorist organizations, how their attacks 

and its structure. Yet, different types of world organizations, security, military and police 

forces of all countries in the world, mostly in their rulebooks and manuals, recommend 

certain definitions of terrorism, which together are called one name-administrative 

definition. 

In addition to the administrative definition, there are academic definitions of terrorism 

carried out by the numerous domestic and foreign scholars in this field. From contemporary 

domestic theorists we believe it is the most comprehensive definition of terrorism given by 

professor Dragan Simeunović and it reads as follows: ,,As a multidimensional phenomenon 

of modern terrorism policy,  in theory most generally can be defined as: a complex form of 

organized, group and less individual or institutional political violence marked not only 

daunting brachial physical and psychological, but also sophisticated technological methods 

of political struggle which is usually in times of economic and political crisis, rare in terms 

of domestic economic and political stability of a society; systematically trying to achieve 

,,big goals" the morbidly spectacular fashion, and inappropriately given conditions, 

primarily the social situation and historical possibilities of those who practiced as a political 

strategy“. 1 

Socio-threatening terrorism opus includes kidnapping, blackmail, threat of force in the 

context of intense psychological and propaganda activities, mental and physical abuse, 

assassinations, sabotage, sabotage, individual and mass political killings, intention 

manifestation less frequently over the actual and potential opponents, but more often against 

innocent victims.2 
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In order to bring conceptual definition of terrorism, it would be necessary to point out at 

least two basic mistakes which we often encounter in attempting to define terrorism. The 

first error is related to the believe that terrorism does not distinguish from many other forms 

of political violence, and we have a frequent occurrence that all forms of political violence 

are referred to as terrorism, even though it  was just one of the complex forms of political 

violence. The most common mistake is the distinction between terrorism and terror. Terror 

is a form of intensive and terrifying violence carried out by a dominant, which means not 

only the property of government, but also the use of any currently superior position in 

human relations. In the context of the political category of terror is perceived as violence 

and some one's political power. 

The reason that term “terror” in often not separated from the term “terrorism”, lies in the  

fact that these  two related forms of political violence,  threaten large numbers of potential 

victims and involve indiscriminate violence  and can affect anyone, any time. The 

distinction between these two concepts is reflected in the fact that terror is conducted 

because one wants to have authority over someone else, and the terrorism serves one to 

destroy a person's power. Terror implemented by the authorities is still legal violence, but 

terrorism and terrorist is still illegal violence - hence there is much larger number of people 

who are willing to commit terror. 

The second mistake is procuring the liberation movements under the terrorism. It is 

conditioned by ideological reasons, and it is therefore true authors from those countries that 

otherwise attempt to extinguish or at least impede the liberation and other progressive 

movements in developing countries. With precision study, implementation and analysis of 

this type of armed actions was necessary in order to take a very important position in world 

public in the characterization of the political and armed forces in the world with mandatory 

classifying and defining. In practice, by UN liberation movement, is the one movement that 

is recognized regionally and in relation to which the UN most states, a series of resolutions 

opted for thinking that this is an authentic liberation movement. Liberation movement, 

therefore, is the one who resorts to armed struggle, provided that it adheres to the laws of 

war, or the rules on the conduct of armed conflict. There are two important principles of the 

law of war: 

 elimination and destruction of military forces and combat resources, and  

 military action must not be directed against civilians. 

The struggle of the liberation movements is a kind of strategy, while terrorists acting 

army. Terrorism is actually a type of communication strategy. While liberation movements 

tend to win space, terrorists tend to occupy the minds of men. Terrorists do not seek 

personal gain power as a primary objective (Osama bin Laden, Carlos, Ulrike Marie 

Meinhof, Andreas Bader et al.), except for ethno-separatist-minded terrorists. Terrorism is 

different from the liberation movements by the fact that terrorists do not hold territory, do 

not carry weapons in public and do not enjoy public support from the majority part of the 

population. 

Terrorists do not generally improve the living conditions of their fellow citizens with theirs 

direct actions, as do the fighters of the liberation movements. Members of liberation 

movements are required to wear clearly visible indication of belonging to the 

organization. While liberation movements fighters mainly use infantry weapons and light 

artillery, the terrorists seek to use  all kinds of weapons, and including nuclear, but in 

practice it mostly boils down to the use of personal weapons and the use of explosives and 

bombs. 
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3. SYSTEM OF NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE REPUBLIC OF 

SERBIA 
To be able to explain the system of national security of RS, first we must explain  the key 

concept in this phrase, and that is ,,security". In terms of defining the concept of security, we 

have a similar situation as with the notion of terrorism (many definitions and misuse of the 

concept). Additional confusion in terms of terminology relating to safety was formed after 

the aforementioned events in the USA from 11.09.2001., when many of ,,security experts” 

(scientists, theorists, analysts, etc.) began to appear in  masse, and bring their concepts 

defining the domain of security. 

For the purposes of this study we included the definition of one of the most eminent 

scientists in this field in RS. Professor Dragan Simeunović and professor Vladeta Jerotić. 

They defined: ,,Coins of two words without and miserable, that this is a special condition of 

the man. The man who is miserable, mean that he is in a bad psychological state, and thus 

frustrated, and frustrated man is aggressive, and aggressive man again, is prone to violence, 

or threat to the integrity of another person and people." 

Professor Radomir Milašinović in his book ,,Introduction to the theory of conflicts” defines 

security as: ,,Legally established and secure social relationships are  created by, maintained 

and upgraded state in the country that allows efficient protection of  the country and its 

citizens, from  all external and internal activities which can endanger the constitutional 

order, sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of the state and  of state bodies, 

carrying out economic and social activities and the achievement of freedom rights and duties 

of a citizen and a man." 

The same author believes that security should be understood as the value, need and interest, 

and then as a security of a state, and as a function of a system. Security can be defined as a 

condition in which a balanced mental, physical, spiritual, and material survival of the 

individuals and the community in the countryside is provided. Security understood as a 

process is not the same as it was in old, middle and new age. Also as a security process, it 

had its different manifestations, depending on the social and political order in which it was 

created and developed. For example, the French scientist Jean-Jacques Rousseau believed 

that security arose when the first man stake in the ground and considered that as a part of his 

land, that is owed it and thus he had to secure it. At the beginning of the process of 

settlement of the Wild West, there was a rule: ,,you only possess the land around which you 

can put fence” or you can’t possess what you can`t work up for. This should be set up when 

it comes to the security dilemma as well. Security dilemma occurs when we ensure that 

someone’s safety is threatening the safety of another or on behalf of another. The security 

dilemma is actually the backbone of international relations in the last two centuries of 

humanity, that it is inconceivable to understand the bipolar world and the relationships in the 

world, the role of the great powers, the role of the UN and similar organizations.. 

National security is not only fundamental, but also the only form of security and 

organization to be bound for the territory of a nation. The term ,,national security" was first 

used in the work of Walter Lippmann ,,Foreign Policy" in 1943., but the term came into 

wider use after the  World War II. National security is primarily linked to the state, that is, 

the foundation of security does not make an alliance or collective, itself a nation state.  

The very important feature, it is the ability of the national security to adapt to change. These 

changes can come out outside and inside. Also here we must emphasize the notion of 

,,controllability". Here the term ,,controllability" is defined as  the ability to control the 

security system by civilian structures. Controllability relies on the fact that national 

authorities always have full control over the security system and that the system can quickly 

and effectively respond to the demands placed in front of it  by the political 

leadership. Controllability is actually a democratic and civilian control of the national 
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security system which is one of the most important achievements of modern Western 

European democratic social order. The system of national security of the RS represents a 

normative, structural and functional unit of elements whose activities achieved national 

protection of the interests of the RS.3 The structure national security system can be 

considered in two contexts, depending on the carrier state functions, as elements of the 

system or as the power of the national security and, therefore, the national security system 

can be viewed in the narrow and broader sense. The structure of the national security system 

of the RS is shown in Pictures 1. and 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Picture 1: System of national security of the Republic of Serbia in the narrow sense 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

Picture 1: System of national security of the Republic of Serbia in the broader sense 

 

The defense system is a unique, structurally arranged  defense forces and subjects, whose 

main aim is to protect the RS from external armed threats.[5] The Serbian Armed Forces is 

basic, the most massive, the best-trained and most requirement  integral part of the defense 

system of the RS. The forces of the Ministry of Interior Affairs are part of the national 

security system designed to protect national interests in the field of internal security. Police 

have the basic forces of the Ministry of Interior Affairs.  

Security-intelligence system in functional terms into a single unified national security of the 

RS subsystem, consisting of: an Informative Security Agency, Military Security Agency and 

Military Intelligence Agency. The activities of harmonization of security services carries the 

Coordination Bureau of the security services. [3] 

The activities in the field of national security and carry out state administration bodies, 

institutions responsible for justice, education, and scientific activities and environmental 

protection. Ombudsman, bodies of local self-government bodies in the field of private 

security, civil society organizations, the media, legal entities and citizens who contribute to 

the achievement of the objectives of national security.   

The system of national security of the RS managed by State authorities in the capacity of 

holders of legislative and executive authorities, with the aim of achieve favorable security 

situation. Functions of the management system of national security are: planning, 

organizing, ordering, coordination and control. All of these functions are carried out in 

accordance with the Constitution of the RS, laws and other regulations. 

The system of national security of the RS achieves its functioning on the basis of respect for 
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the following principles: unity, reliability, efficiency, flexibility, professionalism, 

constitutionality and legality, continuity, impartiality and political neutrality, openness and 

control in accordance with the law. These principles of functioning of the national security 

system are based on the fundamental constitutional and legal solutions, as well as the 

internationally agreed obligations and standards which the RS signatory or legal 

successor. Specificity of functioning of some parts of the system's national security is 

expressed through specific principles established in the normative and doctrinal 

documents.3 

 

4. TERRORISM IN THE STRATEGIC AND DOCTRINAL 

DOCUMENTS OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA  
The strategic-doctrinal documents of most countries, the challenges, risks and threats are 

usually classified. Military  classified issues are: aggression, armed conflicts global and 

regional character, armed rebellion, terrorism and other disputes involving the use of force, 

non-military means: political pressure, military sanctions, economic sanctions, espionage, 

etc. 

The National Security Strategy of the RS, Defense Strategy of the RS and Doctrine of the 

Serbian Armed Forces are the highest strategic and doctrinal documents of the RS. In 

continuation of the above documents will analyze terrorism as a threat to the security of the 

RS. The National Security Strategy of the RS (adopted in October 2009.), in the second 

chapter ,,Challenges, risks and threats to security", terrorism has been recognizes as one of 

the elements,  on the following way: ,,Terrorism is one of the major risks and threats to 

global, regional and national security. Modern terrorism is global in scope, and is associated 

with violent religious extremism. In terms of global terrorism, the RS can be the target of 

terrorist activity, as well as  territory where terrorists’ acts can  be prepared to attack other 

countries. From the security risks and threats which the RS is faced viewpoint,, it is of 

particularly important the connections between terrorism and all forms of organized, 

transnational and cross-border crime." 3 

The Defense Strategy of the RS (adopted in October 2009.), in the second chapter 

,,Challenges, risks and threats to defend RS", terrorism has been recognized as one of the 

segments , and it is defined as follows: ,,Terrorism poses a significant threat to national, 

regional and global security. Condition security in the immediate environment and supports 

terrorist organizations in the region indicate that the RS can be compromised by terrorist 

acting, directly, as well as through the use of its territory for the preparation and execution 

of terrorist acts in other countries. The association of terrorism with certain forms of 

organized crime poses a special threat to the security of the RS."4 

In the Doctrine of the Serbian Armed Forces (adopted in 2010.), terrorism is a threat to 

security of the RS is recognized in the 1st part ,Strategic assumptions Doctrine of the 

Serbian Armed Forces", Chapter I - ,,Basics Doctrine of the Serbian Armed Forces", in 

the following context: ,,Intensifying the flow of people, information, goods and capital 

between countries and regions have created conditions for the emergence of global 

terrorism, and threats to security at the beginning of 21st century. Terrorism usually 

encourages ethnic, religious and political extremists. In certain circumstances terrorism 

might turn into an armed rebellion. Character, manner and method of manifestation of 

terrorism impose the need for multilateral action and cooperation in the fight against the 

terrorist activities of the holders of the global, regional and national levels. RS is committed 

to actively participate in the fight against all forms of terrorism." 5 

Table 1 shows the number of possible occurrence of the most frequent challenges, risks and 

threats to security of the RS. The table is created by authors, based on the description of 

those challenges, risks and threats in the strategic and doctrinal documents of the RS.  
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Table 1: Challenges, risks and threats to security of the Republic of Serbia 

No. 
CHALLENGES, 

RISK AND 

THREATS 

INTENSITY PROBABILITY DURATION IMPLICATION 

1. 
Separatist 
aspirations 

HIGH/MIDDLE/ 
LOW 

CERTAIN/ 
LIKELY/UNLIKELY 

1 to 5 years GREAT 

2. 

Unlawful 
unilaterally 

proclaimed 

independence of 
Kosovo 

HIGH CERTAIN 

for more 

than 10 

years 

GREAT 

3. TERRORISM MIDDLE LIKELY 
1 to 5 

years 
GREAT 

4. 

National and 

religious 

extremism 

HIGH/MIDDLE  CERTAIN/ LIKELY 1 to 5 years GREAT 

5. 

Intelligence 

activities of 
foreign services 

MIDDLE LIKELY 
for more 

than 10 
years 

SMALL 

6. Organized crime MIDDLE LIKELY 1 to 5 years SMALL 

7. 

Problems of 

economic 

development 

HIGH CERTAIN 1 to 5 years GREAT 

8. 

The 

consequences of 
natural disasters 

and technical and 

technological 
accidents, as well 

as endangering 
the environment 

and citizens' 

health due to 
contamination 

RHB 

MIDDLE LIKELY 
for more 
than 10 

years 

SMALL 

From Table 1 we can see that the potential consequences of terrorism to the security of the 

RS is high, and that the intensity of the security of the RS terrorism secondary level, but also 

to disruption could happen in the next 1 to 5 years and this is very likely.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Methodology for preparation of strategic and doctrinal documents is the last step in  the 

redefinition of documents and points to the fact that the strategic and doctrinal documents 

must follow safety trends, both regional and global. Taking into account the fact that 

terrorism in the 21st century fully established itself as a complex form of political violence, 

especially in the period from 2009. until  today (from 2001. to 2009., there were only three 

terrorist attacks in Europe, and only in the course of 2016., we had more than ten 

attacks). We believe that the strategic and doctrinal documents of the RS must be redefined. 

It is necessary to redefine the chapter ,,Security environment" and ,,Challenges, risks and 

threats to security/defense of the RS". In chapter ,,Security environment“, it is necessary to 

put emphasis on terrorism, both in the part related to the global (especially the part related to 

explain the genesis of religiously motivated terrorism,  the connection between the migrant 

crisis and terrorism), as well as the regional security environment (explain the complex 

situation in Kosovo and in Bosnia and Herzegovina territory recognized as the bases of 

certain terrorist cells). 

In chapter ,,Challenges, risks and threats to security/defense of the RS ,,terrorism would 
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have to be recognized solely as a threat to security/defense RS. In fact, in this chapter to 

further explain terrorism in terms of endangering the security of the RS, and that preventive 

measures should be taken in the future. One of the primary measures are  strengthening, 

modernization and equipping anti-terrorist forces and units in the framework of the national 

security system of the RS. 
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ABSTRACT: We live in a time characterized by rapid development of technology, and the 

emergence of new forms of challenges, risks and threats. Such a development has led to so-

called space-time compression of the world. It represents the increased speed of movement 

of people, goods and information, but also the faster spread of threats. Information 

technologies play a major role in creating this effect, especially network technologies. 

Development of network technologies and Internet has led to a proliferation of activities of 

different actors (terrorist, criminal and other entities) in cyberspace. In order to win the 

battle with contemporary risks and threats, state uses its specialized organizations with their 

specific methods. The aim of this paper is to describe the very notions of cyber intelligence, 

with special attention to cyber intelligence analysis by using the scientific description 

method, and other scientific methods. 

Keywords: cyber security, terrorism, organized crime, cyber intelligence analysis  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We live in an era of constant change and development in many areas. This era is constantly 

influenced by development in the area of technology, especially in information and network 

technology. The rise of speed of data transfer and the development of many Web based 

technologies led to a new, “smaller” world that is dependent on information technologies 

and networks. Many services in contemporary business rely on Internet, even those services 

provided by local or state administration are based on that technology. All that development 

makes life of average citizen much, much easier and improves its quality. Unfortunately, 

every good idea and concept has its down side. This is also the case with Internet and World 

Wide Web. Same services and technologies that make our life easier, and our states more 

cheaper for us (from the tax payers perspective), same services that help us order any 

merchandise over Internet and communicate with our colleagues, friends and loved ones, 

well they provide the same for criminals and other malicious individuals and entities. Every 

entity (from terrorist group, to the criminal organization) uses this same modern commodity 

to make its own operation easier, more effective and efficient. There are even new 

challenges, risks and threats that appear almost every day. Most of those mentioned before 

are direct result of those so-called network technologies. Some of them were developed by 

states. The World Wide Web became a new theatre for many illicit activities, and even the 

new battlefield for states and their armies and similar organizations (specialized for this type 

of warfare). So here are some challenges that we all face today from that virtual place 

conceived by computers and networks called “Cyber Space”: hacking attacks, cyber terrorist 

attacks, other illicit activities by many similar actors, organized crime activities, logistics for 

malicious organizations and individuals, human trafficking, illegal drugs trafficking and 

weapons proliferation, cyber war activities, and many other. Those mentioned before could 
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even have its consequences in a real, material world (for example deaths of many people).  

So these are all the reasons for states and their security systems and organizations to react to 

these threats. The way states deal with these is by interception of data and by preventing or 

stopping illicit activities and bringing those involved to courts to face justice. For all of these 

actions, all states use their specialized organizations/institutions – intelligence services. 

Those services use special methodology called cyber intelligence, in order to intercept and 

to foresee the developments of this challenges, risks and threats. In order to process all the 

information and data, and to make educated predictions, intelligence services use special 

form of intelligence analysis called cyber intelligence analysis. In next chapters of this paper 

we will explain some terms and we will use a scientific description method (along with 

others) to describe and explain the very essence of cyber intelligence analysis and some of 

its methods, its definition, tools and role in fighting contemporary challenges, risks and 

threats. We will also describe current security context related to this subject.    

 

2. EXPLAINING AND DEFINING KEY TERMS AND EXPRESSIONS  
The goal of this chapter is to briefly describe, explain and define some key terms in this 

paper. Terms that will be a focus of this chapter are: cyberspace, dark net, cyber terrorism, 

cyber espionage, cyber warfare, cyber crime, cyber intelligence and cyber intelligence 

analysis. First term cyberspace coins a base for other terms mentioned. This term is very 

interesting because of the way it was conceived. Cyberspace is a term that emerged from 

science fiction, it is very interesting that it is now even in a scientific use. In his SF Novell 

“Neuromancer” from 1984. William Gibson used this term for the first time. Because of the 

importance of this term we need to give some kind of definition, this is the definition by 

author: “Cyberspace is a kind of virtual space that is created by computers that are 

connected on networks, that space is characterized by communications and interactions 

between users (people) “.Aleksandar Krštenić[5] 

 This definition represents the best way for defining this term in the spirit of this paper. Next 

very important term is cyber intelligence. This term is used to name specialized activities of 

intelligence services and other similar entities on Internet. Main goal of before mentioned 

activities is to gather data and intelligence in order to stop illicit activities on Internet or 

those activities  that are part  of broader criminal, terrorism or other malicious activities that 

present a threat and/or  risk to national security. This term has its roots in an older term 

Intelligence that has three main meanings: 1. Intelligence Activity; 2. Intelligence 

Organization; 3. Intelligence as a product. The two meanings that are very important to 

define cyber Intelligence are first and third. First is very important in order to grasp the true 

mining of the term Cyber Intelligence. Cyber Intelligence could be defined as an 

Intelligence Activity that has a Cyber Space as its main focus area/or better to say field of 

interest. This isn’t the best definition according to scientific standards, but it is the best short 

description and explanation of this term. This is a definition given by author of this paper, 

for which he thinks is the best suited one: “Cyber Intelligence represents a cluster of 

activities, methods and tools used by various state and non state entities and actors with a 

sole purpose to collect, analyze and distribute data about illicit and malicious activities on 

Internet and similar networks to interested parties in order to protect their IT 

infrastructure and their other values from those activities.”Aleksandar Krštenić   
 Finally we come to a most important term for this paper that is also its main subject, this is 

the term Cyber Intelligence Analysis. Cyber Intelligence Analysis is a very young term, this 

term has been used to name a new discipline. This new discipline has its two sides that are 

closely connected. One side is scientific, and other is practical, the two can’t be separated. 

Ciber Intelligence Analysis is both a sub discipline of Intelligence Studies and a practical 

discipline that enables intelligence organizations to process and analyze data gathered by 
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Cyber Intelligence Activity.  This is a short definition by author of this paper: “Cyber 

Intelligence Analysis represents a discipline that is both practical and scientific that 

encompasses its own methodology, rules and tools with a purpose to process and analyze 

data gathered from Internet and other network technologies in order to produce a 

relevant Intelligence product (an analysis, elaborate or study) that could help decision 

makers in making good decision on security measures and relevant security policy”.    
There are a few more terms that we need to cover, these terms are used to name some new 

challenges and some threats and risks. First we need to explain a term Dark Internet (Dark 

Net). This term is important because many illicit activities, malicious entities and 

individuals use it to cover their true identity and to secure their unlawful transactions and 

operations in order to evade justice. This area of Internet consists of a number of unindexed 

websites (those are websites that are hidden from major browsers like Google, Yahoo, Bing, 

Krstarica and others). This way only those that have a specific address of this covert sites 

can find them, and use their services, that are mostly illegal. Of course this part of Internet 

(„Black Cyber Space“) isn't easy accessible. In order to access this part of Web one need 

specialized software called Tor Browser. When you access it, one will have a complete 

access to a new digital black market. All that terrorists, insurgents, spies and other similar 

entities, groups and individuals need and organized crime has to offer  can be found there. 

Some websites and portals of this kind even offer killers for hire. This market also 

encourages a use of many virtual currencies (like Bitcoins), so that the whole transaction 

could stay anonymous, and much harder to be traced. Now we come to some risks and 

threats. This paper deals with terrorist and cyber terrorism activity, organized criminal 

activity, cyber crime, espionage, and cyber warfare. We need to explain and define a few of 

these terms: cyber terrorism, cyber crime, cyber espionage, and cyber war.  

First term that needs to be defined is cyber crime because it is often mixed with other similar 

terms. Cyber crime is a term that is used to name illegal activities perpetrated by various 

kinds of groups, organizations and individuals using computers connected to network. There 

are many forms of cyber crime: hacking (perpetrating cyber attacks on other computers and 

IT infrastructure in order to gain some benefits or fame), children pornography, cyber fraud, 

industrial espionage, trading illegal goods over network *from drugs, to weapons and human 

beings and their organs).  All those activities have few common characteristics (they are 

illegal, they are committed through the use of computer connected to Internet, motives for 

this acts are ranging from material to fun). This is the definition of cyber crime given by 

Sarzana C. : „Cybercrime encompasses any act  that is illegal or contrary to the 

legislation, in which the computer was involved, either as an  object of the Act or 

instrument, or as a symbol. “ [7]There are a few things that need to be added to this 

definition to make it relevant and complete. It is very important to say that cybercrime is 

characterized by different motives ranging from material to personal, but its acts can’t have 

a political motivation. That is the main reason why it is different from cyber terrorism and 

cyber war. Now that we have explained and defined cyber crime we can get to defining 

cyber terrorism. Cyber Terrorism is one of the biggest threats to contemporary states and 

their critical infrastructure. Many countries around a world have adopted  strategic 

documents that put cyber terrorism on one of the highest places on their list of risks and 

threats to National Security. This threat is global because many countries (even some third 

world ones) have adopted some forms of e/government services and even controls of their 

critical infrastructure. Now it is a time to define cyber terrorism: “Cyber-terrorism is a 

deliberate, politically motivated, planned and organized attack (which can be executed by 

an individual or terrorist entity), for whose execution computer systems (computers) and 

an internet connection have been used and which are directed against civilian computer 

and telecommunications infrastructure (typically those of strategic importance for life and 
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its normal functioning or the one that controls the operation of industrial facilities whose 

sabotage could cause serious consequences to the life and health of humans and the 

environment)with a goal to cause fear and panic in the civilian population, in order to 

achieve certain political objectives and/or support wider terrorist campaign ".[7] Now it is 

a time to define last term, that is very important, and that gets frequently mistaken for cyber 

crime and/or terrorism. 

Cyber War represents a wide range of activities that are mostly carried out by states and 

their specialized military units for cyber warfare. Main motive behind this type of threat is a 

disruption in function of enemy defense systems and other critical defense infrastructure that 

relies on telecommunication and other network systems for their operation. [3] 

In next chapter we will briefly discus current security context in relation to the subject of 

this paper. 

 

3. BRIEF ANALYSIS OF CURRENT SECURITY CONTEXT FROM A 

CYBER SECURITY PERSPECTIVE 
Last two decades we have witnessed a great technological development. Today many 

countries have large IT communities and a well developed information and 

telecommunications infrastructure. Every day more and more people connect to Internet and 

use new services (social networks, forums and other applications) to share information and 

communicate with others across the globe. Many countries have even adopted distance 

learning systems for their education systems and many forms of electronic government 

systems. This level of development is mostly present in developed countries throughout 

Europe, North America, Asia and even some parts of Africa. This trend is truly global, and it 

improves lives of all the people living in those countries. Of course there are also threats that 

emerged from various challenges that contemporary world faces every day. One of them is 

certainly uneven economic development, and the other is religious extremism.  All this old 

and new challenges and developments lead to emergence of new threats and risks, and to a 

development of new forms of old threats. Every day we can hear in the media that some data 

from some organization has been stolen. Same things we could hear about new frauds over 

Internet and social networks (Facebook, Google+ and many others). One thing that we 

frequently hear through media (especially news) is that terrorist organizations (Islamic State 

and A l- Qaeda more frequently than others) use Internet and Social Networks to plan and 

organize their actions and to raise funds and recruit new operatives and supporters. There are 

also two new trends that should worry any cyber security professional and those are: 1. Rise 

of a number of cyber attacks on critical infrastructure, business sector and civilian 

computers 2. Emergence of a new digital/virtual black markets (Dark Net). There is also one 

trend in organizing riots,  demonstrations and coups that begun in  late 2010 in Tunisia with 

Tunisian Revolution, this trend emerged during a serial of protests and demonstrations in 

Arab world countries  called Arab spring Wave. This new trend that emerged during the 

Arab spring Wave had one new characteristic, it was organized by the use of Internet and 

social networks (dominantly Facebook and Tweeter). All this developments along with 

many other criminal activities on internet (frauds, black markets, children pornography and 

similar threats to security), are all making new security mosaic.  This is just a part, but a 

very important part of a global security mosaic. On the other hand there are states with their 

main function to provide security for their citizens. This job becomes increasingly 

complicated because of the emergence of many new forms of threats and risks both for the 

national security and to the human security. Many countries formed their specialized army 

units and other formations with both offensive and defensive cyber warfare missions. Most 

famous countries by this kind of cyber warfare structures are China, United States of 

America, Russian Federation, India, Israel, Great Britain and South Korea. There are many 
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evidence that The First Cyber War has already begun.[3] Many media and other open source 

intelligence resources report about increasing number of incidents between USA and China. 

Organized crime and terrorist entities are other part of this story. With a rise of popularity of 

social networks organized crime and terrorist entities found a way to use them in their 

operations as a free and relatively safe way of communication and related logistics. With 

new developments in technology and with a development of cyber intelligence many illegal 

activities moved from the known social networks and other indexed Web sites and portals to 

a much deeper part of Internet (Cyber Space) called Dark Net. Now this new virtual place 

serves as a complete electronic logistics infrastructure for terrorist activities, organized 

crime, drugs and weapons trafficking. Dark Net is one of the best ways and places for 

establishing a closer cooperation between terrorism and organized crime. Criminal 

organizations can supply terrorist organizations with everything they need for their 

operations (from weapons to intelligence). Another very important fact about Dark Net is 

that it has many new virtual currencies that enable a totally anonymous transaction between 

parties involved in a transaction. This means that this transactions are very hard to track, so 

only parties involved know about them and some important information about them, every 

party knows only limited quantity of information about its own role that is needed for 

executing that transaction. Parties involved in a transaction know almost nothing about each 

other. This is a fact for  any kind of transaction ( from illicit trafficking of drugs, illegal 

firearms, to many other illegal “services” you can get this way)[2]. Dark Net is a place 

where anybody can hire even its own private army or a professional hit man, to do their dirty 

work. One more thing about Dark Net that complicates its penetration is the way it 

functions. This deep network functions with a help from special servers and architecture that 

shares a portion of resources of all user computers for hosting this deep Internet network. 

Another component that makes surfing this network much more anonymous than standard 

Internet surfing is a unique set of tools (special “Tor Browser”) that is needed for access to 

this network. This unique browser hides your real ip address and changes it with a couple of 

fake ones. All this new dimensions make job of intelligence and security services much 

harder. Now that we briefly explained current security context we can move to a new 

chapter that explains the role of Cyber Intelligence Analysis and some of its methods and 

future developments. 

 

4. CYBER INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS AND ITS ROLE, 

METHODOLOGY AND TRENDS IN A FUTURE 
 Cyber Intelligence Analysis as we have already stated in this paper is a very important 

contemporary discipline with a huge practical importance for states and their security. As 

we’ve seen in our short analysis  given in a chapter above, this era we live in asks for a new 

techniques, approaches and strategies in order to sustain security and stability on any level 

(from local to global-international). Cyber Intelligence Analysis is a very important and an 

integral part of Cyber Intelligence and other Intelligence efforts in countering contemporary 

risks and threats. Cyber Intelligence Analysis uses a wide variety of tools and methods for 

extracting a useful Intelligence from data gathered from Internet. There are many statistical 

and mathematical modeling methods that analysts use to extract meaning from the row data. 

One of the most important methods for every Cyber Intelligence Analyst is Data Mining. 

This method is used both in acquisition and in a analysis phase. Data Mining works by 

scanning through the row data on Word Wide Web (Cyber Space) in order to find places 

(websites, portals, forums, social network accounts and other digital places of interest) 

which hold certain keywords and phrases. This way that object of interest gets flagged as a 

potential target for further analysis. When the object gets its mark as a potential 

communication portal for terrorists, or other criminal entities than all the communication on 
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that portal becomes an object of interest. The activity of all the users’ subjects to analysis, 

where the first step in identification of potential malicious intents and activities is Data 

Mining aided with Artificial Intelligence. This way analysts get all the necessary data they 

need for further analysis and for making an educated predictions of future tendencies and 

developments. Of course there are many other manual methods (some with a certain degree 

of automatization) that analysts use for their final products (Intelligence Reports and 

Studies). Psychology gets its place too, because of the need to analyze and assess the level 

of threat that someone could pose and level of intent to commit some illegal activity. Of 

course this isn’t a whole story, one of the main roles of Cyber Intelligence analysis is 

tracking financial transactions, and very often those transactions (the illegal ones) come 

through Dark Net. That is the only way to prevent criminals and terrorist to cooperate, and 

to protect a state from terrorist attacks.  Final product sometimes goes directly to decision 

makers, and sometimes gets merged with other Intelligence in order to form complete 

picture. This way Cyber Intelligence Analysis helps in making the best and most useful 

Intelligence products.   

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In the world we live, there are many conflicts, challenges and threats that we need to 

overcome. Instability is the main characteristic of current security context. Technological 

development in many fields makes situation even more complex. Cyber threats emerge 

almost on daily basis. It is not a question if some terrorist organization is going to use 

networks and similar technologies for their operations, it is already going on. The Islamic 

State uses both social networks (mostly Facebook, Youtube and Tweeter) for its campaign. 

All those networks serve them as a platform for recruiting young fighters, and to spread 

radical Islam across the globe. There are some indicators that Islamic State even uses Dark 

Net for its operations. In professional circles of Intelligence Community all around the 

world it is a well known fact that Alkaida incorporated a short guide on the use of Dark Net 

by its operatives. We could only guess the future of terrorism on Internet. That is the reason 

why Cyber Intelligence Analysis is needed now, and why it will be of a greatest importance 

in the future. 
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Abstract: The world was always based on contradictions, even though the human factor 

directly contributed to increasing historical differences to its final borders and caused so 

many new, but unnecessary contradictions for our planet. Basic historical contradictions 

are: developed North and undeveloped South, unequal resource distribution and 

availability, technical and technological inequality, unequally populated areas, as well as 

ideological contradictions, competition in arming, protectionism, potential nuclear conflicts, 

etc. Enormous list of existing and lasting problems are complemented with new security 

issues such as terrorism, organized crime and various forms of extremism, thus, before a 

man lays a difficult task of clearly identifying and defining following challenges: the sources 

of conflicts, centers of power, their location and roles, power based politics and its 

implementation, military, economic, political and cultural hegemony, moral issues as 

paradigms in international relations. Perception of the most important old and new 

contradictions troubling the modern world, expressed through security paradigm and 

security issues, is the subject of this paper.  

Key words: Contradictions, Issues, Security, Paradigm 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The contemporary world, among others, is characterized by integration and disintegration 

processes which, each in its own way, are making security issues even more complex. Apart 

from these two processes, there is a far more difficult security challenge and negative 

formation in the form of disintegration processes of creating new states through secessionist 

and other extremist movements. In its search for peace, the world has come as near as 

possible to its goal after World War II, by establishing, for the first time, a so-called 

collective security through formation of United nations and Security Council, created with a 

goal of preserving world peace, that is, preventing war, which is embodied in “Declaration” 

which is binding for all member states, holders of national security, which have joined 

forces for the first time for the greater good. Unfortunately, contemporary situation is much 

more difficult, due to two reasons:  The first reason lays in the fact that there is a much faster 

growth of inequality appearing due to uncontrolled globalization, which represents a natural 

incubator for injustice and instability. The second reason lays in the fact that there isn’t any 

versatile international system of great powers whose relations are setting the rules, 

especially the rule of non-interference in international affairs of others, or a clear difference 

between war and peace. The weakest and smallest role ever appearing in the history of the 

previously mentioned UN, whose basic role is to, in fact, prevent conflicts and act in the 

name of the international community in a preventive manner under the name of mutual 

values, for the well-being of humanity, contributes to this. 

Hence we even come to security paradigm or security dilemma, which states that the state, 

which is enlarging its own security, is at the same time reducing security of another state. It 

is entirely clear that vast and continued investments in strengthening military power might 

lead towards vast inequalities in the case of engagement of such power against another 
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subject, which did not invest into military power. There are many examples, such as wars 

for: Iraq, Afghanistan, and Libya... For us, it is very sad, but for explaining security 

paradigm, great misbalance during the attack of NATO on Yugoslavia, where the relation of 

forces was 650:1 is a great example. 

It is shown through history that dying empires are most vulnerable and most dangerous, and 

hence we are left to hope that still, in the end of this current process, reason will conquer all 

and that the 20th century, will remain the bloodiest century in the human history. Hence, due 

to constant security paradigm, which has for many years been torturing serious security 

theoreticians and forcing them to make new interpretations, and due to so many security 

challenges which have, throughout the history, as well as today, been burdening the 

humanity, we are giving significance to this topic and to its explanation, in order to have a 

better understanding of the complex international relations and needs for integration projects 

setting the basic hypothesis of the study: whether there has been a change in the security 

paradigm due to the increased number and diversity of security chanlenges? 

 

2. MAN AND SECURITY  
A man, as a fearful being, by its mere birth, without basic attributes of defense in 

comparison to other beings (teeth, claws, beak, etc.), arrives to this world entirely 

unprotected, and hence it tends to gain security and personal security, which is, in the 

beginning, expressed as a simple need for protection by its parents (which are stronger and 

bigger than him) and as the time passes by, through the process of individualization, a man 

strives towards even higher security and wishes to successfully protect itself, the things he 

has acquired and the things he sees as his own. However, by forming its own personality, a 

man becomes “an egoistic being, hungry of acquiring infinite riches, power and nobility”,[7] 

regardless the socio-political system he had lived in. This showed to be absolutely true 

because, as Radomir Milašinović states: “During the period of the Cold war, American 

strategists have used psychological propaganda resources in order to encourage previously 

mentioned urges in a man and by this break the enemy’s ideology-communism, which came 

from the fact that a man is, by its own nature, unselfish and altruistic, and that in the name 

of equality and justice, he would denounce its egoistical and programmatic wishes, needs 

and rights”. [7] 

A man, as a deeply conscious being, strives towards constant security and stability, through 

he wishes to remove every fear of uncertainty and unknown. In that way, a care for security 

becomes an inseparable part of a man’s life, from his birth to his death. Security represents 

for every man the lack of all elements that threaten him. The issue of security is the issue of 

endangering every individual and the entire society, including institutions of which that 

society is consisted (as every man has a right to live, be free, work, he also have rights to 

security). 

Until appearance of globalization and unipolar world, throughout the entire history, an 

individual had been gaining his security through the role of state, through state-social, that 

is, national security, which can be defined in an easier way as lack of fear of people living in 

such state, from wars between states, foreign aggression, internal turmoil, illnesses, poverty, 

loss of jobs, economic instability etc. That is, a sovereign national state, even though it, 

above all, relates to the entire society ( and the individual within in), has always succeeded 

in being the highest and most important guarantee of security for every citizen through its 

two basic pillars of security (military and police).  

Today, thanks to globalization, which always stresses individual security and neglects 

sovereignty of states, at the same time neglecting the national security, collective security, 

which exists in the form of multilateral security embodied in the form of cooperation in the 

United Nations, is also being maximally neglected.  However, the mere countries 
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acknowledging the UN and over-national security did not in that way denounce the right of 

leading a war and the right of forming military unions.  Empowering its own military 

doctrines and strategies, leading wars and taking over territories and resources of weaker 

ones, that is, enforcement of political force, seen through the eyes of history, is a process 

that hasn’t much changed until today. Regardless the form of embodiment, „the right of 

leading a war“ is greatly used by NATO, and might be used in the case of need by CSTO as 

a military union, as well as other organizations such as Shanghai cooperation organization 

(SCO), even though, formally, it is not a military union.  

As in the case of unscrupulous interventionism without the permission of United nations, 

and when the form of UN decision suits their interests, the United States of America have 

knowledge of international resolutions, and, even though they are formally binding for all 

member states, they maximally exploit and adjust them to their own interests. One of the 

best, yet already forgotten examples, is the speech of president Bush at the media 

conference, given on March 6, 2003, in the case of the UN debate on the topic of Iraq, when 

Washington insisted on its right to one-sidedly take actions: “There is only one and essential 

question: Is the Iraqi regime completely and unconditionally disarmed, as it was demanded 

by the 1441 Resolution?“, and almost immediately, president Bush additionally explained 

that:”When speaking of our security, we do not need anyone’s permission!” [2] 

Only Malthusian theory
23

 does not suit conflicts and wars, since it treats was as good means 

of regulating overpopulation at the right time, and removing risks due to drying out natural 

resources, the survival of our planet and human community. War is complemented by 

scientific, so-called naturally-lawful theories that are based on Darwin’s theory, that is, the 

explanation of conflicts as natural processes and fight for space, resources, etc. Also, war 

has shown to be a good regulator of economic crisis, since throughout the history, after 

starting (usually after big economic crisis), it was the main cause of renewal, starting of 

industry, development of science and technology. Is there an historical parallel to the 

contemporary state of the planet? 

Many theoreticians
24

 working with security paradigm point out that, today, the security 

dilemma is changing in such context that there is a breakdown and further divisions, 

conditioned by new knots-centers of power represented through unions such as BRICs, or 

SCO. They form states of nuclear power, which have realized that, even though they have 

nuclear potential for deterrence, in the new security conditions, in which their national and 

general collective security is, such nuclear potential is not a good-enough guarantee of 

survival (underlined by J.Š.), and hence they decide to enter different unions. 

  No matter before whom studies of security are laid, whether internal or foreign 

security, security of the classical state, or organizations such as OSCE, SCO, CSTO, BRICs, 

ASEAN, or some other formal, or informal centers of power, including USA, as a global 

phenomenon and its activities embodied in the NATO military union, all of them, when 

entering, must start from security theories and security doctrines. The essence lays in 

presenting the idea concept in a scientific manner, as well as scientific and methodologically 

deducted point of view and prediction of individual, national, regional, collective and every 

other security.  
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 Thomas Robert Malthus –English theoretician from the 18th centuty, well-known for his 

theory that overpopulation of the planet is being regulated in a natural way through wars, 

natural disasters, epidemies and illnesses etc.  
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 Among others, this is also stated by James N. Rosenay, American theoretician.  
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3. THE MOST SIGNIFICANT SECURITY CHALLENGES, RISKS 

AND THREATS     
Since the main goal of this scientific paper is security paradigm and security risks and 

threats the contemporary world is facing today, it is necessary to further define and 

determine the challenges and risks themselves, based on the main specifics that form them, 

that is, with the help of basic questions that are important for the field of security: What is, 

or who is the subject of security?;What is the nature of the threat?; Who takes care of 

security?; In what way, that is, by which means and actions is security maintained, reached 

and promoted? When analyzing most important challenges, it is important to understand the 

objects of security themselves, which are evolving from the individual and the state, 

different ethnic groups and communities, regime and ruling elites, to multinational 

companies, world institutions, military unions, and, in the end, to the global society in total. 

During observation of security challenges, which will be listed further in the text, one should 

always have in mind the relation between state and its sovereign on one hand, and relation 

between an individual and his identity on the other, in comparison to security environment. 

Most famous risks both an individual and the society have been facing throughout the 

history are (1) wars and conflicts, which are civilizational characteristics since the beginning 

of the human kind. Only in the period after the end of World War II up until today, there 

were a few hundreds of wars and conflicts of greater and smaller scale, and what is 

additionally worrisome, apart from such big number of occurrences, is the direct, or indirect 

participation of the USA in most of them. This is information which speaks enough for 

itself. Even though many theoreticians today agree that preventing outbreak of war still 

remains the biggest security challenge, it is usually stated that, unfortunately, even today, 

there aren’t any adequate mechanisms for prevention of new conflicts, including conflicts of 

bigger scale. 

History of military, law and political science, but also philosophy, theology and sociology 

are all studying conflicts. Conflicts are the primary factor of threatening security and they 

can be: classist, racist, religious, national, and interstate, bilateral, multilateral. “ Causes of 

social conflicts appear to be arising not only from differences in interests and social stand of 

social groups, layers, classes, ethnic and religious communities, but also from differences in 

values, goals, personalities, education, culture; fight for money, space, values…” [8] Even 

though the biggest part of population fears the mere thought of war, whether it is external, 

such as  invasive, or inner, such as civil (especially since a good part of the planet felt it on 

their own skin), throughout history, and even today, there were many scientists and educated 

people that were supportive of war. Heraclitus called war, even 500 years b.c. ago, “the 

father of all things”, and Hegel believed that the world would turn into chaos if there were 

no wars, and that they are: “main striving force for creating innovations and overall 

progress!“  

Security challenge, which is in focus today, is a (2) big gap between the rich and the poor, 

especially visible in the countries that have lived through the change in system, state 

ideology, which have overpassed transition, total privatization, or unequal development, 

which is, more or less, a characteristic of many parts of the world, such as Middle East, 

Central and South-Eastern Asia, parts of Africa and South America, the Balkans... Even 

though it is a historical challenge, today more than ever, this disproportion comes to the 

fore, since it is simply unacceptable that there is still one billion of unemployed people, that 

three billion of people live with 1-3$ per day, that 400 richest individuals are “more worth” 

that 50% of countries world-wide, that 800 million of people “lays” on 85% of planet’s 

resources, and that 6,2 billion of people are fighting over the remaining 15%, that all the 

existing power is concentrated in the hands of 20 richest states of the world (G20), that is, 7 
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of them (G7), thus in reality, in the hands of the one which is the most powerful.
25 

Lack of water and food and the fear of uncertainty for providing existence in the future, 

inability to channel vast energy of poor and unhappy population that is not able to fulfill 

their own basic needs and wishes, represent today a very high (3) risk of occurrence of 

uncontrolled riots and anarchy throughout the world. We have witnessed the destructive 

energy of millions of young people during the „Arab spring“in the counties of Maghreb, 

which started in 2011, and which has, from the beginning, overthrown rulers that ruled for 

decades in their own countries, and have caused great instability and division, and further 

development of events and consequences of various „springs“ throughout the Middle East, 

parts of Europe, and the rest of the world is yet to be seen. One should also have in mind, 

because of wars carried out in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria, the problem of channeling 

vast negative energy of the poor and unhappy Muslim world in the countries of Middle East 

and Persian gulf, frustrated by the actions of America, has been carried on to the allies such 

as Pakistan, Turkey, Saudi Arabia. This has increased the problem for the USA and its 

coalition, so the number of about twenty millions of disappointed Muslims before the first 

war in Iraq has now „grown“to more than 200 million of outraged people in this region! It is 

clear that this is one of the risks the world, and especially countries of the region (for 

example Israel9 are facing, to which preventive and mutual activities for avoiding 

overflowing of the crisis wave from the neighborhood is the most important thing. 

Multimillion wave of migrants from the Middle East has been set in motion, directed and 

supported (by the hands of interested centers of power) on their way towards Europe in the 

period of 2015 and 2016, has shown the power of a crowd (mass) and the range of the risk 

of occurrence of riots and anarchy, the risk which still hasn’t been removed, but to the 

contrary.  

On the other hand, mass strikes of unhappy people and movements inspired by the crisis 

which destroyed almost the entire Euro-Atlantic middle class, have found their ”fertile 

ground” in Latin America and Europe, where throughout France, Spain, Portugal, Greece, 

Italy are raging social riots, potentially threatening to grow into a world-wide insurgency 

against bank-financial institutions and “heritage” of globalization. What is mutual for all 

these movements in the era of informational „Twitter and Facebook revolution“is the fact 

that they represent a great security challenge for national and collective security.  

(4) Terrorism, organized crime, corruption and religious challenges are one of the biggest 

security risks the modern world is facing. Even though we cannot state today that there is a 

part of our planet which is completely safe, previously listed risks are most visible in known 

conflicts in the Middle Eastern region and Middle Asia, as well as in the counties of Central 

and South-Eastern Africa, in the rim of Arabian Peninsula, in the metropolises of Europe, 

Turkey and Caspian basin, potentially in the Balkans, etc. Mutual characteristics for all the 

regions (not including rich European metropolises which are consciously targeted by bestial 

terrorist acts, as they are the centers of Western power) in which these challenges are 

especially conspicuous are following: extremely difficult economic situation; the fact that 

there was a conflict or is still existent in a region of the country or in its surrounding; that 

there is a long period of animosity and repression, most often encouraged by great powers 

for their own interests; that there is a continuously present will for change of the ruling elite; 

that there are minorities of different religion, or the same one of a different point of view or 

interpretation present everywhere. Those poor counties are most often rich in energy 
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 Notes from the lecture of professor R. Milašinović given during the course „Security“ at 

master studies Terrorism, organized crime and security, University of Belgrade, Rectorate, 

Auditorium 16, December 19, 2012. 
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resources, or have energy corridors passing through them, that is, they are located on a 

geopolitically very important spot. We can say without a doubt, apart from vast social 

difference and a never bigger inequality and thus impossibility of fulfilling basic needs of 

the citizens, that terrorism, separatist movements and organized crime are the biggest 

security risks the world will be facing for a long time in the future.  

(5) The risk of consequences of the bio-technological revolution is becoming more and more 

present. What was achieved by scientific accomplishments in the field of biology, chemical, 

technological and other sciences has been used and additionally promoted for many years in 

the military industry, with the goal of production of super-secret and super-powerful 

weapons. It is an open secret that there are numerous laboratory-cultivated viruses, with the 

purpose of disabling the enemy and reducing their abilities, and to be a preventive factor of 

deterrence, or the factor of imposition of policy of power over the chosen nations and states. 

The world, instead of investing in finding cures and elimination of many illnesses whose 

„presence“ on Earth is in total dysfunction with achievements and use of science in the 

military field, has been presented with the „gift“ of HIV, „bird flu“, depleted uranium and 

who knows what else more. It is easy to come to the conclusion regarding the size of the 

security challenge and the risk that the threat of “releasing an unknown virus” represents for 

humanity, for which a normal man does not have a cure (which is at least publically known), 

and which are naturally threatening Asian countries, given the fact that they have the biggest 

population. It is shown that Huxley’s and Orwell’s [3] predictions regarding various 

psychological weapons which do not kill, and regarding the future cloning of people, use of 

informational revolution for controlling all individuals via computer by the hand of the “Big 

brother”, were really masterfully.  Even though they were, at that time, far away from the 

truth and seemed morbid, we have come to times when they are indeed one of the security 

challenges which are feared by the world, with a good reason. 

 (6) Globalization, as special and very current security challenge, represents centralization of 

enormous capital and power in the hands of multinational companies and banks, that is, „a 

handful of people“, who, thanks to that, rule the world, transforming it into one market for 

placement of their own goods, that is, into one base of raw materials for smooth 

procurement of favorable resources. By taking over control over resources, cheap production 

of goods and unobstructed exploitation of working force is provided, given the fact that the 

borders are repealed, and in that way, all forms of resistance are also expressed in the form 

of: sovereignty, nation, identity, culture, and tradition. In this way, the creators of 

globalization, applying force, if needed, in order to fulfill their own interest, destroy 

property, states and nations, create big gaps between the rich and the poor. This additionally 

encourages secessionist, extremist, nationalist and any other radical movements, and 

strengthens international organized crime and terrorism. All this, in the end, impacts the 

change in ambiance in the society. With revolt of citizens, resistance to globalization is 

created, leading to changes in the ruling lines and social-political systems. The final result of 

all these activities in the field is bringing of extremist and radical parties in the position of 

legitimate authority.  

 

4. CONCLUSION 
The number of security risks and challenges overwhelming the contemporary world has 

directly increased, not only in number but also in its complexity, thereat gaining new forms 

and ways of manifestations. Majority of historical sources of conflict break-out, as well as 

the motives of its perpetrators, have still remained the same, and new security risks have 

introduced new methodology of using the same sources and motives in order to fulfil their 

own interests, that is, new doctrines for defending themselves from them. In such way, the 

old – new security dilemma as a basis for the arming race has survived in its original form, 
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which states that arming one power endangers the other and encourages it to react. On the 

other hand, not even strongest world powers, equipped with most modern weapons, 

including nuclear weapons, haven’t achieved sufficient condition of full security, not only 

due to new external and internal risks, but also due to methodology of their use, which 

encourages further race in arming, but also development of new defence doctrines. Thus, we 

confirm the previously set hypothesis, which states that the original security dilemma 

remained in effect, and that new security challenges and risks haven’t changed its essence, 

but the ways of manifestation, that is, the models of reaction. We can conclude that security 

paradigm and security challenges will remain in the focus of global politics for a long time 

to come, and that it will continue to strongly polarize world public, depending on whose 

interests it is representing and defending, even though the basis of every scientific approach 

to a problem lays in impartiality and the search of truth. What is certain, as epochs change, 

is the fact that strengthening of some other major powers and creation of multipolar world 

will help calling things by their rightful name, and thus the public will create its attitude 

towards them, making main actors mutually cooperate, which is, to begin with, having in 

mind the former use of „double standards“, a promising first step towards a better mutual 

future.   
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Abstract: The paper presents a comprehensive system of national security of the Republic 

of Slovenia in relation to the system of ensuring occupational safety and health as a key 

element of the response to the current migration flows through the Republic of Slovenia. In 

this respect, it presents a legislative aspect which regulates occupational safety and health 

with the pilot case of implementing this area in the system of national security, as a part of 

policies for ensuring national security since the Resolution on national security does not 

define the policy of safety and health at work. 

The article is intended for the competent state institutions and other social partners in 

Slovenia and elsewhere for further consideration that the policy of occupational safety and 

health must be included and considered as one of policy types – considering all the threats 

and risks in national security systems of individual states, for the area of ensuring safety 

and health at work is in many segments a basic condition for successful implementation 

and assurance of national security of each country. 

Keywords: occupational safety and health, migration, national security, policy, security 

systems 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Illegal migration affects the Republic of Slovenia primarily on account of the migration 

routes running across its territory. 

After the abolition of internal border controls in the European Union, there has been a 

growing number of third-country nationals who cross internal borders illegally in order to 

transit the country, whereas the Republic of Slovenia has been a target country for the illegal 

migrants, particularly those from the area of South Eastern Europe, but only to a smaller 

degree. 

Such a security threat is given further significance on account of its connection to organised 

crime and terrorism. 

A greater scope of illegal migration may, in the future, pose a general threat to the security 

and health of Slovenian nationals. 

 

2. NATIONAL SECURITY 
National security always refers to an independent and sovereign state, which assumes 

responsibility for its own security, as well as responsibility for global security. 

It is therefore the safety of the nation, which includes: security of the national territory, 

protection of human life, protection of personal and other property, protection of human 
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rights and freedoms, preservation and maintenance of national sovereignty, implementation 

of fundamental functions of society and environmental protection 1. 

The provision of national security of the Republic of Slovenia is based on the Constitution 

of the Republic of Slovenia, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, as well as 

on democracy and the principles of the rule of law. Taken into account are the adopted 

national framework documents, legal acts and by-laws, with due regard to the principles of 

international law, as well as the international rights and obligations of the Republic of 

Slovenia adopted on the basis of international treaties. 

The Resolution on the National Security Strategy of the Republic of Slovenia (hereinafter 

referred to as the Resolution) is the basic development and guidance document in the field of 

national security. 

Therefore, the Resolution determines national interests and national security objectives of 

the Republic of Slovenia, analyses the security environment, sources of security threats and 

security risks to the country, defines the baseline of the response policy of the Republic of 

Slovenia to specific security threats and risks, and sets the broadest systemic and 

organisational solutions of the state’s integrated functioning in providing national security. 

 

2.1. Foundations of national security system 
For the provision of national security, the Republic of Slovenia has established a national 

security system, based on the political, legal, economic, social, health, information, 

infrastructure, scientific, technological, educational, as well as foundations and capabilities 

of the state. 

An important national security foundation is also the achieved level of security culture in the 

society. 

Dynamic changes in the modern security environment and complexity of security threats 

and risks in this environment call for the organisational integration of individual sectoral 

policies, important in terms of the provision of national security, into a coherent whole, as 

well as for the organisational flexibility and adaptability of the national security system and 

its subsystems. This is the only way to ensure a consistent and timely response of the 

country to the full range of contemporary sources of threat and risk to national security. 

 

2.2. Organisational structure of national security system 
The provision of national security in the Republic of Slovenia is based on the operation of 

the defence system, the internal security system, and the system of protection against natural 

and other disasters, which are all subsystems of the national security system. It also includes 

foreign policy, economic, information and other activities which have a direct influence on 

national security.  

 

2.3. Sources of threat and risk to national security of the Republic of Slovenia 

Sources of threat and risk to the national security of the Republic of Slovenia, with regard to 

their origin, occur at the global, transnational and national levels. 

 

2.3.1. Transnational Sources of Threat and Risk to National Security 

Transnational sources of threat and risk to national security have a transnational origin and 

cross-border dimension. These sources of threat and risk include terrorism and illicit 

activities in the areas of conventional weapons, weapons of mass destruction and nuclear 

technology, foreign intelligence services, organised crime, illegal migrations, cyber threats 

and the misuse of information technologies and systems and military threats. 
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3. RESPONSE OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIJA TO THREATS AND 

RISKS TO NATIONAL SECURITY 
Security threats by definition include all social or natural phenomena that reduce safety, 

namely its definitional elements. 

In this sense, the threats relate primarily to the denial of physical existence of the population, 

disruption or disabling normal operation of basic social and government structures, disabling 

the implementation of political sovereignty and to prevention of a relatively smooth social 

development 2. 

 

3.1. National Security Policy 
The national security policy of the Republic of Slovenia is a balanced set of visions, 

strategies, programmes, plans and activities for responding to sources of threat and risk to its 

national security, as well as for the implementation of the national security objectives aimed 

at protecting the Slovenian national interests. 

The national security policy of the Republic of Slovenia consists primarily of foreign policy, 

defence policy, internal security policy and the policy of protection against natural and other 

disasters. The security aspect of the state policy in economic, social, environmental, 

medical, demographic, educational, scientific and technological, information and other areas 

is also taken into account in accordance with the modern, multi-dimensional understanding 

of the national security concept. 

 

3.1.1. Response to Illegal Migration 

The Republic of Slovenia will implement its policy on the prevention of illegal migration 

and migration management in general in accordance with the national legislation and the 

documents, standards and guidelines of the European Union and the United Nations.  

With the aim of controlling and preventing illegal migration, the Republic of Slovenia will 

monitor and analyse the situation in this area, conduct surveillance at border crossings and 

take countervailing measures within the country, prevent the illegal residence of immigrants 

in the country, encourage cooperation with the neighbouring countries and, in the context of 

the European Union, participate in the exchange of statistics and results of analyses on the 

risks of illegal migration and cross-border criminality as well as on the implementation of 

joint activities at the Schengen border. 

Special attention will be given to the exchange of operational data with the police forces of 

the neighbouring countries and the European Union member states, particularly with the 

police forces of South Eastern European countries, which are the main source of illegal 

migration. 

 

4. SYSTEM OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
Occupational safety and health is one of the fundamental human rights and should be a 

mandatory component of policies to ensure the national security system, which – however, 

has not been evident from the latest adopted Resolution. 

The Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia in its Chapter II which governs human rights 

and fundamental freedoms does not explicitly provide for the right to working conditions 

that ensure the physical and moral integrity and security, and the right to personal safety. 

However, it is indirectly the constitutional basis for the substantive regulation of safety and 

health at work given in particular in the context of constitutional provisions on the 

inviolability of human life, and in the context of social security rights, including the right to 

social security, i.e. health, pension, disability and other government insurance. 

It should be taken into the account that safe and healthy work is an inseparable part of the 

social security system. 
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Safe and healthy working environment is at the same time an integral part of the living 

environment. Therefore, we can consider as indirect constitutional basis for the regulation of 

health and safety at work also the provision within Chapter III, regulating economic and 

social relations, according to which everyone has, in accordance with the law, the right to a 

healthy living environment, whereby the state shall promote a healthy environment and to 

that end it provides, by law, the modalities for carrying out economic and other activities. 

Security, therefore, does not relate only to operation or a manageable low level of activities 

of the sources of threats in nature and society; it also relates to activity through which the 

implementation of its already basic functions is provided in the society 3. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
As a part of the response of the Republic of Slovenia to the threats and risks to national 

security, occurring on global, transnational and national levels, the Resolution of the 

National Security Strategy of the Republic of Slovenia, should include – as an integral part 

of the national security policy – the occupational safety and health policy, and present an 

equal component of the existing policies (foreign affairs, defence, internal security, 

protection against natural and other disasters) 4. 

The state must begin to realize that the provision of an overall national security system 

(defence system, system of internal security, system of protection against natural and other 

disasters) strongly depends on the appropriate regulations and the provision of safe and 

healthy working conditions. 

Whether and to what extent the adequate health and safety policy is being implemented, is 

felt by all those who are through their work (members of the police, military, civil protection 

etc.) directly involved in migration flows, as well as exposed to all other risks and threats to 

the national security of the Republic of Slovenia, since an adequate policy of ensuring health 

and safety at work is also a clear indicator of the current state of the integral system of the 

country’s national security. 
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Abstract: As the new security risks and threats spring up with all their challenges, a new 

task, the creation of international critical infrastructure protection, is required within the 

regional homeland territory. This paper considers the possible extended national defense 

roles to be included in this task. The new regional partnership treaty among EU member 

and non-member states is suggested as an international multilateral and bilateral 

obligation frame to tackle this issue. The extended approach of interoperability in this 

treaty based on NATO, PfP and EDA security policy initiative.  

Key words: critical infrastructure security, military forces, private/company security, 

interoperable efficiency. 

 

1. A REFLECTION ON THE STATE OF THE ART OF DEFENSE 

ITEMS  
The most powerful international societies have strategic roles inside which they specify 

analytical approaches and decisions for new orientations in global policy. Accordingly, 

small societies have more responsibilities as well as hesitations to determine a future critical 

visualized path and road map of a particular sustainable development.  

The globalization is the general term for societies being joined in the unique world. Over the 

period of almost three decades, this term has been abused by considering it as a sort of 

active political pressure on the democracy in small countries. This affects an entire society 

regardless of that policy makers declare themselves in favour or against the globalization in 

their actual policy. These approaches to the treatment of globalization, being welcome or 

not, at the very beginning appeared as wrong, inaccurate and arbitrary. These attitudes tend 

to divide population in a democracy on those who are welcome or unwelcome henchmen. 

This is rather detrimental to the sustainable development as the most important global social 

aspect but, unfortunately, is successfully used in political games. The feature of 

globalization is not regarded as a policy tool, but represents a social, unavoidable, world 

process. It is evident in all world states - small, medium or large ones, regardless of that they 

are politically fully free or free in a lesser degree. National elites of small countries have to 

distinguish these political ambivalences and explain to their population that the global world 

is unavoidable reality. The consequences of this reality area collective approach of surviving 

to avoid a variety of risk challenges in times to come. Accordingly, global sustainable 

development points to the fact that there are no more or less important states in the process 

of globalization in the world but only more or less responsible states. Multi-linking and 

interactive events in the contemporary world are actual processes and are the consequence of 

overall social evolution and historical background.  
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The most sensitive question in the globalization is how to organize the national defense 

system and the level of its independence and how to take care for its further national and 

state survival in the global world. The main contributor and crucial actor in defense tasks are 

the military forces as an armed power of a state. Defense planners, so fat have not  accepted 

all the requirements to redesign doctrinal issues, related to redefining national protection 

tasks aimed for military forces. The two basic ambivalent attitudes in such approaches are 

designing of military roles referred to as comprehensive or contributing.  

Firstly there are comprehensive national and territorial military roles designed within the 

national territories. These roles are and which is historically referred to as defense concepts 

by the modern world states.  

The concept of contributing roles implies two possibilities that should be balanced in the 

design approach. The first one involves a full international collective defense approach, as 

the actual EU and NATO concept. The second one is based on the homeland constrained 

capacities but supported by international links based on the selective defense contracts. This 

concept presupposes considerations of forces structure, regarding appropriate balance 

between military and other national forces as state constitutional contributors to the national 

defense. The term for a national joint operability could be intra-operability, and is associated 

with the kind of indoor relations and abilities to fulfill joint missions within the homeland 

society. This could be an input for considering some new initiatives for the extended 

military roles and protection requirements. The term intra-operability could cover a new 

actual spectrum of national defense tasks in the manner of the integration of all 

constitutional states and also, non-state defense and security actors.  

International links based on selective defense equipment and items require military 

capabilities to take part in international defense management. In the actual doctrinal 

requirements international defense cooperation is interoperability that means the ability to 

participate in joint military operations beyond the homeland territory. 

In the wider sense of meaning these two capabilities are unique capabilities of the military 

forces. Namely, the capability to make good inter-action within the civil instruments, in the 

lit.[1,2], means the development of  balanced military requirements for their appropriate 

joining with civilian protection forces, gendarmerie, police, special forces or private 

homeland or international security units. 

The orientations of the defense roles to the local homeland territorial tasks become 

insufficient if a general state policy is being faced with a new civil strategy of economic 

planning of sustainable development. Some items, as the participation in planning and 

developing a new bigger infrastructure base, funded by and as the international or multi-

state projects, are the reality of actual world economy. Multinational sharing and 

exploitation of crucial resources and infrastructures, taking place in the homeland area, 

contribute to higher international risks, especially in the form of asymmetric or terrorist 

warfare actions, as well as catastrophic disasters brought about by natural and/or 

implemented infrastructure technology. These new political, economic and environmental 

circumstances, point to the fact that the national populations of the small countries, almost 

on a daily basis, are unable to economically bear quite comprehensive financial burdens and 

expenses of increasing their defense requirements. Consequently, these countries are 

occasionally oriented to reach for political expectations and use international defense shield 

and, also, to accept collective security policy.  

This necessity proves to be one of the most important and simultaneously the most 

outstanding requirement of the Critical Infrastructure Protection (hereafter CIP) introduced 

onto the regional multi-state territories. The defense requirements of defense are constantly 

on the rise bearing in mind the challenges, risks and threats throughout the world. It is a 

continual political message that it is not sustainable to plan and design the national military 
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forces covering the entire spectrum of conventional and unconventional defense risks. The 

implementation of military capacities for prevention operations, and potential asymmetric 

threats occurring on the homeland territory should be considered both in terms of the 

national and international military forces deployment and as a possible answer to the risk 

challenges. 

 

2. INTERNATIONAL DEFENSE FORCES AND ACTUAL MILITARY 

POWERS  
 Roles of the strategic international partners, for small countries, could be the major 

guidance for long term national interests. The estimation and selection of defense partners of 

small states and societies, essentially reflects on actual and future participation in the global 

sustainable development in local, as well as in regional economic processes. Leaders of 

small countries sometimes confuse the local policy makers and direct them to ad-hoc 

defense neutrality, which is for the small states practically impossible to accomplish due to 

their passive political stance. Selection of defense policy as well as the global and regional 

economic partners are politically linked items. The selection of defense partners based on 

the military power is an old-fashioned, and cold war practice. Military forces are not, even 

being nowadays less hostile, the main homeland guaranty for the state and national existence 

or non existence in the future. Nowadays, prevailing questions  are supposed to be a peace 

game as the main world policy topic, so the world powerful military players and states 

promote globalization defense tasks. The problem of rival states confuses the main question 

of military roles. The main question has to be reinforcing military readiness against risk 

challenges of irresponsible political behavior or potential terrorists on the regional and 

global levels. Redefining predictions of collective international approach in national defense 

planning is the consequence of this topic. Internationalization, as the term related to history, 

was full of joint alliances of allies in the last 2000 years. The political vagueness in minds of 

people with regard to these attitudes comes from the inherent fact that the globalization, as 

the world process, could be more or less rough and violent, and consequently have continual 

victims. Now and again public policy plays games with election body about national 

guaranties, by replacing war-game actors with peace game promoters so as to prove or to 

achieve a better position in local powers that be. Frequently, they are misusing actual 

situation, to highlight or to diminish local security threats, and point out the requirements for 

increasing or decreasing national military power. An advanced long-term approach should 

enhance the collective defense simultaneously with requirements of the world overall 

surviving imperatives.  

 
3. SOME PROBLEMS OF DEFENSE AND CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

PROTECTION (CIP) 
The energy sources and lines of supply or other critical objects, which could be exposed 

completely or as part of a risk, require a high level of international care with regard to the 

most sensitive questions such as the security and defense policy. A new defense requirement 

for the homeland as well as for a regional territory protection could be the CIP task. CIP is 

usually perceived as a dual responsibilities task, based on the intra-operable state care and 

infrastructures, as the company security care. Joint interests of a domicile and foreign 

commissioner’s exist but also deal with legislative and law items of national defense policy. 

Small countries could be faced with activities of international private or state company 

forces, which could not respect political territorial sovereignty when doing professional jobs 

of protecting infrastructure facilities. If they are faced with an unacceptable situation they 

should take measures on the appropriate state territory to prevent risks and harmful 

consequences. Then, safety actions could become a kind of political problem having 
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international consequences. This new challenge should be the task of a national state care, as 

well as an internationally considered question. To avoid these scenarios small states should 

suggest creation of some new solutions that may be more acceptable.  

In considering operations of a civil emergency assistance and infrastructure protection where 

risks are supposed to account for the extended or unexpected consequences to the civil 

population, joining of the task forces for the infrastructure risk prevention are unavoidable. 

If a risk exists leading to a possibility of facing the catastrophic international disaster 

challenges, both for the member or non-member EU state territories, defense capacities of 

small countries become insufficient. Usually, overall national defense forces of small 

countries are modestly equipped, with modest capacities and capabilities and are limited so 

as to efectivelly perform rapid counter risk operations. 

Discrepancies in Private or company Security Forces (hereafter PSF, pp 119-131, lit. [3]), 

with planned defense capacities and modest EU decisive roles in these regulations are 

obvious. Privately contracted or PSF companies as civilian trained and skilled safety forces, 

are the obligatory elements of companies’ infrastructure protection and they actually take 

care of CIP tasks. They also have appropriate equipment specialized for the specific features 

of infrastructure technology. Finally, they are responsible in the situation when the high risk 

technology is set up on the national territory. Their roles in national defense strategies are 

not well and clear defined in the homeland and international protection defense programs. 

Exact joint EU regulations for the interoperability in engaging civil or private forces in the 

CIP still do not exist. In the most of national defense strategies and doctrinal documents 

protective company forces are rather superficially mentioned, that is, as a possible national 

defense or national military constituent forces. 

 

4. THE ESSENTIAL CAPABILITY OF THE NEW MILITARY ROLES IN 

THE CIP 
Territorial points and territorial lines of homeland and international infrastructures which are 

exposed to higher asymmetric war risks or catastrophic challenges require specific control 

functions which could be under the joint international regional military control. These roles 

of military have to be limited within state constitutional defense roles and responsibilities. 

They can include a military partnership as the interoperable engagements in the 

consolidations of intra-operability functions. 

Redesigning of military roles in national strategies is the essence of new participation in the 

CIP tasks, but also a comprehensive item based on redefining and reorganization military 

structures within the collective defense concepts. The most important three facts, which deal 

with an idea of military roles in the CIP in small countries are presented hereafter.  

   - The first fact is that of a doctrinal redesigning of military deployment, and comes from 

expectations of the future Joint EU armed forces deployments, (liter.[4]), (liter[7]), 

(liter.[6,8]). 

  -  The second critical fact, which affects redesigning of new doctrinal tasks of forces, 

comes from balancing the principal opposite roles of military. Military roles in combat 

operations, roles of peace keeping, combined with others, non-combat, peace time roles, 

have to be satisfied at the same time, the cooperation with civilian actors, as the kind of 

interoperability and also intra-operability missions, which is of assistance in taking all 

efforts of a unit’s flexibility and adaptability of forces’ employments in different missions. 

The military organization and their technology systems, with high selectivity capabilities, 

can successfully recognize and prevent new emerging risk challenges of different kinds.  

 Extended military roles based on selectivity as the essential capability of military forces is 

an assumption for advancing the approach of military roles designing. This should 

distinguish, among other roles as well, the military CIP deployments as task forces’ 
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engagements on the homeland and, on request, on the foreign countries’ territories. This 

could be an acceptable extension of national military capacities by no lethal task forces, but 

in accordance with the international accepted state obligations regarding international 

balance of military capacities and their control. The key strategic issues list of US army lit. 

[2] published in 2010, in the chapter IV, in considering the national military strategy pointed 

out the attitude no. 4 requiring to evaluate ways to integrate military and nonmilitary 

planning in national strategy more effectively. (citation from lit.[ 2]) Also, they 

stated in the chapter VI which is devoted to the setting up of land forces and their 

sustainment, in the attitudes 1 and 6 is required to, assess the impact of legal constraints 

on military and interagency mobilization (citation from lit. [ 2]), and also to 

evaluate the impact of the expanding roles of contractors and other civilians in 

defense operations  (citation from lit. [ 2]). 

 

5. ESSENTIAL CAPABILITIES IN OVERTAKING NEW MILITARY 

ROLES INSIDE CIP  
CIP employments of military capacities have to be constrained and well balanced with other 

non-military governmental and non-governmental actors in terms of intra-operability of 

constitutional obligations. Also, they can use interoperable linking as an allowable 

management for CIP mission. 

Question to be raised is where the military responsibilities lie, within or without a company 

or private security forces and other civil governmental and international companies and 

services engaged in the CIP tasks. In fact,  this raises a new, more or less, political question: 

how to make a choice about sufficient international or interstate military participation in this  

new kind of homeland defense role with regard to joint EU critical infrastructure protection? 

 If the CIP task is considered as the military contributing role in national non-lethal tasks 

and operations, then their subordinated roles and tasks are determined by national defense 

concepts for the Civil emergency assistance role. If the role of the military in CIP is seen as 

an interoperable military task on the homeland territory, then care is considered about the 

fully subordinated joint staff with their internationally obligations and tasks from the 

regional contract concerning carrying out of missions (lit. [7]). These hesitations are not 

considered in detail in this paper because the type of risk dictates who is supposed to be 

more responsible, that is, entirely responsible. But some general approach is clear by 

constitution, and could be presented in the statement that outside threats and challenges 

calling for full military responsibilities, and inside threats and challenges are within the 

Civil Emergency Help and other civil forces and structures on the basis of their legislative 

responsibilities.  

The above-mentioned elements of designing doctrinal tasks which determine comprehensive 

military roles are opposite from the aspects of organization structure. Thinking about 

doctrinal redesigning becomes really critical, because of rather constrained possibility for 

planning of an overall combat readiness of national military forces for the war roles as well 

as for the new CIP capable of being selective and including civil homeland and international 

protection capacities. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The intra-operability linked with interoperability requires general and particular selection of 

tasks for which the new regional political treaty of ExPT would be new frame for Critical 

Infrastructure Protection (CIP). 

The roles of national military forces could be extended to the assigned Infrastructure 

Protection (CIP) tasks, as a state constitutional obligation. 
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New interstate allies’ program, which is named the Partnership for Protection (PfPr), can be 

launched as a selected regional EU and non-EU interstate treaty for which NATO with 

European Defense Agency (EDA), can take initiatives through its member and non-member 

partnership programs. 

 4-States have to give exclusive rights to the foreign forces to protect the international 

infrastructures or the infrastructures of foreign companies and allow the foreign forces to be 

included in joint national military forces which should be open for this cooperation at the 

lowest tactical levels. 

  The key challenge is to design national forces which are able to be selective and capable to 

be further included, within their own capabilities, into the development and improvement of 

both the civil homeland and international protection capacities, and contribute to the design 

of new forces with flexible organization to support the CIP programs. 

7. ACRONYMS 

 CIP           - Critical Infrastructure Protection 

 CEH          - Civil Emergency Help 

 CCIS         - Compel Control Influence Support 

 CSDP        - Common Security and Defense Policy 

 D3& I        - Dislocating, Destroying, Disintegrating &Isolating 

 EDA          - European Defense Agency  

EUROMIL-European Military Operations  

ExPT         - Exclusive Program Treaty 

  EU             - European Union 

 LOSA      -Land Open Structure Architecture 

  MS             -Member States  

  MOD        -Ministry of Defense   

Non-MS -non Member States 

  NATO        -North Atlantic Treaty Organization  

  OMD          -Operational Modular Detachment   

PfP-Partnership for Peace    

  PfPr          -Partnership for Protection program 

  PSF            -Private Security and company’s forces 

  P&S            -Pooling and sharing initiative 

IPAP             -International partnership action plan  
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Abstract: Emergency Management Organization: Emergency Management in NIS j.s.c. Novi 

Sad, depends on the size and type of event, crisis management (Business Continuity). 

Reaction of employees in emergencies has  three levels (level of location, level of 

organizational unit, the level of the Company). Communication in case of emergency 

situations: contacts with stakeholders (competent national authorities, the public, third 

parties on the location of possible accidents/emergencies, neighboring companies/plants, 

Gazprom neft). Representation of a system whose functionality and performance were 

demonstrated during the floods of 2014. 

Keywords: emergency event, crisis, emergency situations, communication in emergency 

situations, emergency situations management 

 

  1. INTRODUCTION 
NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad represents Business Company engaged in research, production, 

processing, storage, distribution, transportation and marketing of crude oil and oil 

derivatives, as well as in research and production of natural gas. It is one of the largest 

vertically integrated energy companies in Southeast Europe. The Company is organized into 

5 different Blocks (Operational organizational units of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad): Exploration and 

Production Block, Services Block, Refining Block, Energetics Block and Sales and 

Distribution Block. At the corporate level, to support the production of organizational units 

of NIS j.s.c  Novi Sad there are 10 Functions: Function for corporate protection, Function 

for organizational affairs, Function for Legal and Corporate Affairs, Function for public 

relations and communications, Function for external affairs and relations with National 

authorities, Internal Audit Function, Function for procurement and capital construction, HSE 

Function (health, safety, environment) etc. The NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad headquarter is located in 

Novi Sad and production capacities are located all over across the territory of the Republic 

of Serbia. 

NIS j.s.c Novi Sad is company which is equipped for safety defences at the state level. 

Organisation of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad is given in Figure 1. 

 

Picture 1: Organisation of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad 

mailto:miroslava.curcin@nis.eu
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  2. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION 
The system of emergency management in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad is based on the concept of 

barriers. It is implemented as an integrated system, through the larger scope of industrial and 

environmental safety management, OH&S in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, according to NIS j.s.c 

Novi Sad standards. In terms of duties and responsibilities, the organization of emergency 

management in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad is devided in three different levels. 

The very first is the level of the site, the location of the unit that belongs to one of the 

organizational units (hereinafter referred to as OU, technological unit, etc.) NIS j.s.c Novi 

Sad, the second is defined at the level of OU, and the third is at the level of NIS j.s.c Novi 

Sad. 

The duties and responsibilities of employees in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad are given in the job 

descriptions, while specific duties and responsibilities are defined through the Matrices of 

responsibility in emergency situations, applying the basic principle of  giving orders and 

delegating duties and responsibilities via management hierarchy, by the CEO - General 

Director of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad to the lowest levels of hierarchy. 

 

  2.1. The first level of response 
At the level of site of the unit, in accordance with the operating instructions, safe working 

instructions (SWI), instructions for installation and device manipulation, etc., prepared in 

accordance with the Protection and Rescue Plan in emergency situations NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad 

[1], and other following, supporting documents respectively, while during the accident, 

certain activities shall be carried out immediately and automatically, such as:  extinguishing 

initial fire/ignition by employees of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad. In this manner, the most of accidents 

and emergency situations can be put under control, if there are sufficient resources for 

making this kind of actions possible. 

 

  2.2. The second level of response 

In the case of insufficient tecnical and matherial resources carried out at the site of an 

emergency (first level) in order to put accident under control, the forces of 2
nd

 level of 

responsiveness and accountability are engaged. These are employees that provide additional 

resources regarding the Preparedness and Response Plan in emergency events on 

site/OU/Block, in the context of activities of Team members of the Response Unit in 

emergency situations, consisted by the accountable managers and employees with key roles 

at OU/Block level. In this way, even more serious emergency situations can be eliminated. 

Emergency events include events caused by natural disasters or technical-technological 

accidents that could endanger the lives and wellbeing of people, environment and property, 

and whose consequences can be prevented, eliminated and mitigated by responses of trained 

NIS j.s.c Novi Sad employees and by external resources engaded through contracts with NIS 

j.s.c Novi Sad. Examples of emergency situations are: fires, explosions, spills, leakage and 

releases of hazardous substances, floods, earthquakes, civil disturbances and others. 

 

  2.2.1. Team for Preparedness and Response in Emergency Events 
This Team has the following duties and responsibilities: effective receiving, processing, 

analysis and distribution of information, making decisions about specific reactions to put 

accident/emergency situations under control, defining activities related to rescuing of 

endangered resources, remediation and elimination of emergency consequences, defining 

priority actions after the occurrence of an emergency, communication with relevant external 

and internal organizations, maintaining contact with external organizations/services for 

crisis response, disseminating information related to communications, external and internal, 

to the Management of the Company. 
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The Key priorities of Preparedness and Response Team are (in any emergency 

situation/acident): 

- Protecting the health and safety of employees and urgent response, 

- Support-coordinating activities to mitigate the effects of emergencies, 

- Mitigation of harmfull effects to the environment, 

- Protection of property from further damage, 

- Minimization of business interruption, 

- Minimization of financial and other obligations, 

- Protection and enhancement of reputation, 

- Plan for the repair, remediation and elimination of consequences, 

- Implementation of policies and standards of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad, 

- Providing financial resources to engage external services. 

The Team meets before, during or after the occurrence of an emergency by the Managing 

person of the Team, in order to set out activities defined by the Preparedness and Response 

Plan, thus managing the response to emergency event. The locations of meetings are 

equipped with necessary telecommunication and IT resources that are required for Team to 

operate and coordinate activities. Few locations are planned for Team work: basic, backup 

location and terrain location. 

 

  2.3. The third level of response 
Specific roles and responsibilities of individual employee/activities of this level of response 

are given in Disaster- Crisis management Plan in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad at the corporate level. 

In accordance with this Plan, the Disaster-Crisis Management Team is appointed in NIS j.s.c 

Novi Sad, comprised by the top management of NIS Novi Sad, headed by the CEO-General 

Director himself. In case of insufficient or unabled  effects of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 response level to 

restrain the emergency situation (when crisis has occured), then the Disaster-Crisis 

Management Plan is activated in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad and the Disaster-Crisis Management 

Team [2]. 

Disaster-Crisis events include events in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad caused by natural disasters, 

technical-technological accidents and other events that endanger or may endanger the lives 

and wellbeing of people, environment, property and business processes, and the 

consequences of which cannot be prevented, eliminated and mitigated by the regular 

engagement/response of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad employees, then hired contractors, providing 

the prevention or remediation of consequences of emergency situations, or when additional 

measures taken by the Teams to manage emergencies in Blocks of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad are 

simply not enough in terms of resources and materials. The most common causes of the 

crisis in the companies are: 

• Sudden cessation, or announcements of discontinuation of business process in an relatively 

signifficant extent, 

• Fluctuations of prices of goods, derivatives and services on the market that are  provoking 

a crisis in business (extensive process disruption), 

• Sanctions (economic and other) in company or in the country where company is 

contractor, 

• Natural disasters of large scale, 

• Technical-technological accidents, 

• Confrontations (boycotts, strikes, protests, ultimatums, blockades of roads and buildings) 

that lead to difficult working conditions that can interupt or jeopardize normal functionig of 

the company, 

• Criminal acts (murder, kidnapping, terrorism, espionage). 
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• Harmful functioning of employees within the organization (when there are actions taken 

within the company, in order to detriment the Company itself or interested 

parties/stakeholders) 

• Spreading rumors (eg. Company intentionally associated with extremist groups or rumors 

about the harmfulness of the product of a certain brand), 

• State of emergency and warfare in the country or area where the company operates. 

 

  2.3.1. The Crises Management Team in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad 
The Disaster-Crises Management Team in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad is focused to be center for 

receiving information about threats to a crisis event, about the event, and to be the center of 

coordination of activities at the level of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad in the case of crisis events. Team 

has the following duties and responsibilities before, during and after a crisis event: an 

effective reception, processing, analysis and distribution of information, definition of the 

activities related to preparedness and prevention, decision-making on specific responses to 

crisis events, strategic business planning before, during and after the crisis, defining the 

activities related to remediation and/or recovery, defining priority actions, coordination 

activities outdoors, keeping records/colecting reports of activities during emergency, 

communications with interesed parties, maintaining contact with external 

organizations/services or contracors, hired to respond to crisis events, disseminating 

information relating communication, externaly and internaly [3]. 

Team members have an advisory role because they are involved in the decision-making 

process during the crisis and operational, providing operational support and recommending 

the implementation of additional policy measures in its specific field of operation. The team 

has Support Group for Disaster-Crisis Management Team (hereinafter referred to as the 

Group) consisting of employees from different organizational units. The role of the Group is 

to carry out activities delegated by the members of the Team and provide operational 

support to the Team in the process of decision-making and response. While making 

decisions, Team is managed by the key priorities (in any emergency situation  or crisis), 

such as: 

• Protecting the health and safety of employees, 

• Mitigation of consequences and harmfull effects on environment, 

• Protection and enhancement of reputation, 

• Minimize the interruption in business, ASAP resuming of business process and operations, 

• Coordination of Blocks supporting the National Headquarters for Emergency Situations in 

activities to mitigate the effects of the crisis event, 

• Protection of property from further damage, 

• Informing competent state authorities, media, leadership and teams for preparedness and 

response in case of emergencies in Blocks, regarding the responsibilities relevant to the 

current emergency situation, 

• Minimization of financial and other obligations incurred in the event of crisis, 

• Exploiting the business policy, managed during the crisis event for the further progress of 

the Company, 

• Ensuring business continuity in the field of action of each member of the team. 

Team realizes its actions in accordance with the Disaster-Crisis Management Plan in the NIS 

j.s.c Novi Sad and the Protection and Response Plan in emergency events NIS j.s.c Novi 

Sad. In case of declaration/announcing of emergency in the Republic of Serbia and the 

emergency situations in the NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, which can have serious consequences for 

the wider suroundings, the work of the Team can be involved by the representatives of 

relevant state authorities (Ministry of Internal Affairs, Republic Headquarters for 

Emergency Situations, Ministry of Transport, etc.), if requested by given authorities or by 
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General Director -CEO of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad. All team members must be able to respond to 

the call, in case of a disaster-crisis, to arrive on the site where Team is meeting or to be 

involved via telephone/video conference, 24 hours per  day, 7 days  per week, 365 days per  

year, on all calls. The Rooms of the Team are pre-planned and adequately equipped for the 

work of the Team. Multiple locations are planned and ready at all time: primary, backup and 

terrain location, which is precisely indicated in the Disaster-Crisis Management Plan in the 

NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad. 

 

  2.3.2. Activation of theTeam 

Team is activated when there is eminent threat of a crisis event, during and after a crisis 

event in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad when the General Director-CEO of the NIS j.s.c Novi Sad or 

Team Coordinator decides that there is a need to activate the Plan, which is related to: 

• The scope and size of the threats that endanger the NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad as a whole, 

• Declared emergency situation in the Republic of Serbia, 

• Being required by the National Headquarters for Emergency Situations and Emergency 

Situation Headquarters of AP Vojvodina, local authorities, competent National Authorities 

for the Company's participation in the protection and rescue of citizens in the Republic of 

Serbia, 

• A legitimate request for assistance by any OU in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad, where the accident 

has occurred, 

•In case of crisis event outside the borders (territory) of the Republic of Serbia, in areas 

where NIS j.s.c Novi Sad employees live and work or Countries where subsidiary 

companies  are operating (Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina), 

• The need for assistance to NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad by state authorities, GPN (Gazprom Neft) 

and other external companies in the country and abroad. 

 

  2.4. Classifier of events in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad 
The tool that can be used as an aid in deciding whether to activate the Preparedness  and 

Response Plan in emergency events or Disaster-Crisis management Plan NIS j.s.c Novi Sad, 

or not to, is a single Classifier of events in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad. The Classifier is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Classifier of events in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad (e.g.) 
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  3. COMMUNICATION IN A CASE OF EMERGENCY 

  3.1. Reporting on the occurrence of emergency situations in NIS j.s.c. Novi 

Sad and Serbia which could jeopardize the NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad 
Every employee is obliged to inform the line manager or the Call Center agents NIS j.s.c 

Novi Sad, based on every events-emergencies that could endanger operations in NIS j.s.c 

Novi Sad, which occurred in the area where NIS j.s.c Novi Sad is taking place or on site of 

Objects in property of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad (as a participant, or an eyewitness). This activity 

is carried out in accordance with several regulations in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, such as HSE 

Communication NIS j.s.c Novi Sad, Operational Electronic Notifications on HSE events, 

and HSE Classifier of events NIS j.s.c Novi Sad. Based on the obtained information about 

the imminent threat in form of emergency, the Section for Defense and Emergency 

Response (HSE Function) makes the initial report regarding the same, and sends  e-mails to 

cabinets and line managers. In accordance with the received information, line managers 

organize the further activities of organizational units of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad. In case of 

declaration of emergency in the Republic of Serbia or its part, a report regarding the same is 

being made in the same way as mentioned above.  

 

  3.2. Reporting to management 
Reporting to management NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad regarding the situation in NIS j.s.c Novi Sad 

during emergency situations is achieved through Regular and Immediate Emergency reports 

by HSE Function.The Occurrence of emergency introduces the obligation of regular and 

immediate reporting on the situation in the OU of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad (regarding employees, 

equipment, objects), malfunctioning caused by the emergency situation, the requirements of 

relevant national authorities and local governments, and need for aid. Regular and 

immediate reports are made by OU in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad. Regular report is presented by 

Daily report (in every 24 hours), (every day until 10 am for the previous day) and 

Operational Reports, given in every 3 hours. Regular and operational reports provide 

relevant data that have taken place during the previous 3 hours, compared to the previous 

Operational Report.  Immediate report is made in cases where there is an intermediate threat 

to employees, property and belongings of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, disrupted business processes 

in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad and when there is a need for aid of additional funds for the 

elimination of hazards or consequences. All collected information (regular and emergency 

reports) are delivered electronically to the Section for Defense and Emergency Response, 

respectively for the purposes of the HSE Functions, Cabinet of CEO-General Director of 

NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, Disaster-Crisis Management Team in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad. 

 

  3.3. Reporting to Employees 
Reporting to employees in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad during the emergency situation is realized 

through the web portal NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, producing leaflets (flyer) HSE posters, e-mails, 

voice mesagges, SMSs. This activity is implemented by the Directorate for internal 

communications, Function for public affairs and communications. 

 

  3.4. Reporting to the public 
Reporting to the public about the situation in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad is done by the Directorate 

for external communication, Function for public relations and communications in 

cooperation with the Section for Defense and Emergency Response, according to the NIS 

j.s.c. Novi Sad Standard: Instruction for Cooperation with the media. 
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  3.5. Reporting to competent National Authorities 
The competent National Authorities are reported on HSE events (emergency) in NIS j.s.c. 

Novi Sad according to the List of National Authorities of Republic of Serbia, that are being 

informed on HSE events in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad [4]. Appointed persons are responsible for 

comunication with the competent National Authorities in the NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, in certain 

fields. For each employee, who is entitled to contact the competent National Authorities, is 

defined: which of the National Authorities are contacted and which regulation is enforced, 

on which basis the contact is made, what is the obligation and which are the cases in which 

the competent national authorities are being contacted, and for which OU/object of NIS j.s.c. 

Novi Sad is being made. Employees of the Section for Defense and Emergency Response 

are authorized on behalf of NIS j.s.c Novi Sad, directly or through the Call Centre NIS j.s.c. 

Novi Sad, to communicate with the Department of Emergency Situations, Ministry of the 

Republic of Serbia, headquarters for emergency situations of local governments, AP 

Vojvodina and the Republic of Serbia on the situation in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad in case of 

emergency. During the emergency, Function for external affairs and relations with National 

authorities  NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad cooperates and coordinates the requirements and demands of 

relevant national authorities towards NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, in the part which is related to the 

functioning and implementation of the obligations arising from ordinary activities. Function 

for external affairs and relations with National authorities NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, provides 

information the relevant National Authorities on key decisions related to the operational 

business processes of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, especially on the changes in regime of Company 

activities during emergency situations. Function for external affairs and relations with 

National authorities NIS j.s.c Novi Sad informs daily the Cabinet of the  General Director-

CEO of NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad and Disaster-Crisis Management Team NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, if it 

is activated, about its activities. 

 

  3.6. Review of the request for further engagement of resources in NIS j.s.c. 

Novi Sad in oreder to elimiate hazards/consequence of emergency situations in 

the Republic of Serbia 
All requests of the Headquarters for Emergency Situations of local governments, 

administrative district, AP Vojvodina and other organs and legal entities for protection and 

rescue, arriving in NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad during emergencies, are discussed in cooperation with 

the Headquarters for Emergency Situations of the Republic of Serbia (the Sector for 

Emergency Situations) depending on the nature of the request. 

 

  4. CONCLUSION 
In the following period, in  NIS j.s.c. Novi Sad, it is planned for crisis management to be 

related with the management of business continuity. It is recognized that these two processes 

should not be separated in order to make plans regarding certain preparations for possible 

crisis events that could endanger the existence of the company or have long-term 

consequences for its business operation processes. 
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Abstract: Emergency situations in the Republic of Serbia in the past several years, followed 

by human victims and great material damage, indicating the importance of proper directing 

in the event of natural and other disasters. The legal framework define the different levels of 

directing, starting with the municipal headquarters for emergency situations until the 

republican headquarters for emergency situations. However, in reality the functioning of 

headquarters for emergency situations, as well as the competent body for the management 

of emergency situations and their coordination, is not at the required and defined level. 

Certain problems occur in the work of the headquarters for emergency situations, 

regardless of the level. It is necessary to identify these problems and determine a way to 

overcome them. Expectations are such that in the Republic of Serbia in the coming years be 

more different emergency situations, so it is necessary to access the area of directing in 

emergency situations in a more efficient and effective way. 

Keywords: emergency situations, headquarters for emergency situations, directing, 

coordination, problems 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Term directing is used in different areas, much more than before. In the beginning it was 

known in the field of industry and production. Later, it was observed that the directing 

should be found in all areas where is necessary to direct the human resources that use the 

material - technical resources in their work. It should be noted that in this paper we use the 

term directing, not leadership. Big deference appears between those terms. Directing refers 

one process or global phase of management, as well as planning, organization, staffing and 

control. On the other side, leadership refers to higher term than directing. Leadership is new 

and complex term, which consists of directing people in achieving different goals and vision 

of organization. Many authors agree that directing perform every manager, while only 

leaders can perform leadership. Are directing is necessary in the area of emergency 

management? The answer is yes. The directing in this area is routing individuals, who are 

parts of the search and rescue system to achieve the objectives, as executive management 

function [4]. For example, generally term of directing is defined as a relation between 

superiors, who are managers, and subordinates, who are workers, in the common goal of 

efficient performance of duties and tasks [1]. There is similarity between those definitions. 

But, in the area of emergency situations we cannot speak about workers as subordinates. 

When emergency situation is declared all affected people should follow directions which are 

issued by competent institutions. Competent institution can be government at high level, 

municipality, or business entity. It is necessary to have proper coordination between 

different levels of directing in emergency situations.  

mailto:daliborkekic@yahoo.com
mailto:milos10jul@gmail.com
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2. HEADQUARTERS FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS IN THE 

REPUBLIC OF SERBIA 
Term headquarters for emergency situations is a fairly new in the Republic of Serbia. 

Earlier, in the Former Yugoslavia, this body was called the headquarters for civil protection. 

With new organization and legal framework appears the term of headquarters for emergency 

situations. Headquarters for emergency situations in the Republic of Serbia have directly 

connection with executive levels of authority. As a result of this practice in the Republic of 

Serbia we have next levels of headquarters for emergency situations: 

1) For the territory of the Republic of Serbia - Republican headquarters for emergency 

situations, which is established by the Government;  

2) For the territory of the autonomous province - provincial headquarters for the emergency 

situations, which is established by the executive authority of the autonomous province; 

3) For the territory of the administrative district - the district headquarters for emergency 

situations, which are established by the Republican headquarters for emergency situations; 

4) For the territory of the city - the city headquarters for emergency situations, which are 

established by a city assembly; 

5) For the territory of the municipality - the municipal headquarters for emergency 

situations, which are established by the municipal assembly [4].  

As is noted in previous text in the Republic of Serbia occur five different levels of directing 

in emergency situations. They are functioning on the bases of principle that each is 

competent for territory of authority. For example, the municipal headquarters for emergency 

situations is competent for territory of own municipality. The district headquarters for 

emergency situations are competent for territory of own authority and include all 

municipalities which are part of that district. 

In case of emergency situation the first responsibility for directing is on the headquarters at 

which territory this situation occur. In practice, the first answer on emergency situation is in 

hands of the municipal headquarters for emergency situations. The members of this 

headquarters, headed by commander, vice commander and chief, are firstly responsible for 

proper decisions which will minimize people victims and material damages.  

If municipal headquarters for emergency situations cannot answer, the next level of directing 

is city headquarters for emergency situations which will be included automatically.  That 

means that municipality does not have enough resources to make proper answer. According 

to this principle goes directing from current to the next level, respectively. The last level is 

the Republican headquarters for emergency situations. In this case, the emergency situation 

is declared at the whole territory of the Republic of Serbia. An emergency situation in the 

Republic of Serbia or part of it, is declared if there is imminent danger that it would affect, 

or if it has already affected at least two municipalities, or if there are insufficient 

opportunities for municipalities to response in an emergency situation [4]. 

For the purpose of this paper is necessary to define who are members of different 

headquarters for emergency situations. The Republican headquarters of emergency 

situations consist of commander of headquarters, chief and other members. The commander 

of this headquarters is minister of the ministry which is in charge of the emergency 

management. The chief is person who is manager of organization unit of previous ministry 

responsible directly for search and rescue activities. This organization unit is called Sector 

for emergency management and it is part of the Ministry of interior. Members are 

representatives of different ministries that are necessary to be included in the search and 

rescue system. The province and district headquarters for emergency situations have same 

structures as the republican. In the first case, the commander is one of the vice-presidents of 

the executive authority of the autonomous province. The chief of this headquarters is head of 

the regional department of Sector for emergency management, while members are 
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representatives of province authorities for different areas. The commander of district 

headquarters for emergency situations is chief of district, chief of headquarters is head of the 

regional department of Sector for emergency management, while members are 

representatives of district authorities for different areas. On the other side, city and 

municipal headquarters have similar structures and include vice commander of headquarters 

for emergency situations. Commanders are city and municipal mayors, vice commanders are 

vice mayors, while chiefs of headquarters are representatives of regional departments of 

Sector for emergency management. The members of the last two levels of directing in 

emergency situations are representatives of city and municipal authorities [6]. In their 

works, all headquarters bring documents such as orders, conclusions and recommendations. 

 

3. ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF DIRECTING IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS  
The last few emergency situations show many problems in directing. This especially refers 

to floods in mid May of 2014. There was not functioning as it is foreseen in law and bylaws 

documents. Problems in communication and coordination between different levels were 

noticeable.  

The first problem is connected with question when is proper time to include next level of 

directing. Previous experiences have shown that including of higher levels of directing in 

emergency situations is often slow and without adequate procedures. It is absolutely clear 

that municipal headquarters is responsible for the first response on some emergency 

situation. But, when this headquarters does not have enough resources city, district or 

republic headquarters have to take directing. In many cases this help comes very late. This 

has impact on number of people victims and material consequences. Also, absence of 

procedures for involving of next levels in directing in emergency situations is big obstacle. 

District headquarters in the Republic of Serbia is characteristic for previous fact. 

Commander of these headquarters does not know how, when and with which resources to 

help some of municipal or city headquarters. He or she usually takes information about 

emergency situation on his or her territory by phone, without some official channel. This 

should be correct, especially when is need prompt answer. But, on the other side there must 

be some official procedure which will be used in those cases. 

The next problem which appears in area of directing in emergency situations is connected 

with commanders of headquarters. These people are members of political parties. Usually, 

they have very poor knowledge about emergency situations when they become mayor of 

municipalities, cities, districts, or appointed on positions of ministries. For example, just 

before flood in the Republic of Serbia in 2014. new people take authority on all levels. The 

first and very complex tasks for them were “battle” with floods. Every election in the 

Republic of Serbia takes changes of all levels of authority. On the other side, commander of 

headquarters must be person who is at the first position, starting from municipality up to the 

republican level. So, work of headquarters for emergency situations is significantly 

complicate because of frequently personnel changes in the management of the city or 

municipality, managers of city and municipal administration, public and publicly communal 

companies and other legal entities. Also,   frequent absence of commander and deputy 

commander, their insufficient experience and insufficient training of the job in terms of 

emergency situations, represent big obstacles [2]. The last elections in the Republic of 

Serbia were in the first half of 2016. New people are and also will be appointed on 

managerial positions of all levels of authority. Without adequate training they cannot direct 

of headquarters for emergency situations. Period after elections has a high risk for directing 

in emergency situations. Practice shows that in this time period commanders of headquarters 

are not trained or those who have completed in the meantime ceased to perform the duty of 

the mayor, because of new political changes.  
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For normal work of one headquarters, regardless of level, is very important to have risk 

assessment and plans of search and rescue in emergency situations. These documents are 

obligated for all levels of directing in emergency situations. Every headquarters must have 

these documents, well prepared and updated. What is risk assessment and plans of search 

and rescue in emergency situations? Risk assessment identifies sources of potential threat, 

seeing the possible consequences, needs and the possibilities to implement measures and 

tasks of search and rescue from natural and other disasters. By the plan of search and rescue 

in emergency situations are planned preventive and operational measures for the prevention 

and mitigation of consequences of natural disasters, technical-technological accidents - 

accidents and disasters, as well as the power and resources of subjects protection and rescue 

system, their organized and coordinated engagement and functioning in emergency 

situations in order to protect and rescue people, material and cultural goods and providing 

basic living conditions. Plan of search and rescue in emergency situations shall be prepared 

on the basis of risk assessment [4]. Law and bylaw documents in area of emergency 

situations in the Republic of Serbia are very clear and strict about risk assessment and plans 

of search and rescue in emergency situations. But, only small number of headquarters has 

these documents. How to expect from them to have proper directing in emergency situations 

without the most important documents. Firstly, without risk assessment they cannot 

recognize all threats at territory. They are not aware where are critical points in cases of 

floods, earthquakes, forest fires, or other risks. Secondly, without plan they cannot direct 

answer in case of emergency situations. Headquarters should make answer, but it will be 

chaotic with catastrophic consequences.  

Financing is also problem which hit directing in emergency situations. Financing of search 

and rescue system is of great importance due to the fact that the level of equipment and 

speed of response and rescue teams in emergencies has crucial influence on the extent and 

severity of consequences of certain emergency situations, or on the height of the resulting 

material and other damage. Financing of search and rescue system shall be provided from 

the budget of the Republic, province, city or municipality, and additional funds are provided 

from other sources [3].  The budget fund for emergency situations previously functioned, but 

for few years ago his existence is terminated. In 2014. reports clearly show the level of 

funds which local authorities determine for emergency situations. The budgets of six cities 

for 2014. were not provided funds for emergency situations (Vranje, Jagodina, Leskovac, 

Pozarevac, Smederevo and Sabac), and in case of necessity, it was defined that funds will be 

taken from the budget reserve. In some cities funds for disaster management in 2014. stated 

as "minimal" (Zajecar, Novi Pazar, Subotica). Some local governments expressed funds in 

percentages of their budgets. In this case the first is city of Valjevo with 2% of the budget, 

followed by Kraljevo with 1.5%, Loznica - 1.31%, Krusevac - 0.48%, Zrenjanin - 0.22%, 

Sremska Mitrovica - 0.21%, Uzice - 0.15% and 0.003% Cacak. In nominal terms, the largest 

allocations of funds are planned in Novi Sad - 37.2 and Kragujevac with 29.5 million 

dinnars, followed by Nis 12.5, Pancevo - Sombor 3.8 and 1.5 million dinars [2]. Situation in 

2016 does not change too many with financing in area of emergency management. This 

practice has negative impact of purchasing of material resources, clothes and uniforms of 

professional rescuers and members of specialized units of civil protection. It is not possible 

to expect from headquarters for emergency situations to direct normally when emergency 

situation occur. They do not have enough funds and cannot require from different subject to 

solve tasks without proper equipment.  

Work of headquarters in normal and emergency conditions is based on meetings. Each 

member is obligated to attend these meetings and to take active part. Practice shows that 

many headquarters have problems to have all members on meetings. Situation is little better 

when emergency situations occur than in normal conditions of living. It is not possible to 
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take right decisions if members of headquarters do not attend meetings. They do not have 

financial reimbursement for this. So, they are not motivated to “lose their time”, how many 

of them like to explain reasons of absence. This problem should be solved in future. 

Participation in the work of headquarters for emergency situations should be obligated for 

somebody who is part of local government. People from that territory vote for these persons. 

Law about local municipality is very precise: “Local municipality is responsible to organize 

protection from natural and other major disasters and fire and to create conditions for their 

elimination or mitigate their consequences” [5]. 

 

4. RECCOMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING DIRECTING IN 

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 
The problems noted in the previous part of paper must be solved in the forthcoming period.  

Without proper solutions directing in emergency situations will not give right results. 

Expectations are clear that the Republic of Serbia in future would cope with severe natural 

and manmade disasters. Headquarters for emergency situations need adequate support in 

their work which will be based on human and material resources. 

Coordination between different levels of directing in emergency situations should be based 

on standardized procedures. Sector for emergency management is responsible institution for 

this process. It is necessary to improve actual law and bylaw documents and include in them 

facts based on previous experiences with emergency situations. Procedures have to define 

how different levels of directing will cooperate and solve complex tasks. Without 

procedures situation will be same as now. Including of next level of directing will be 

possible only by procedures. 

Next recommendation for better directing in emergency situations is connected with training 

for members of headquarters. It is necessity to precisely define who, how and when will 

attend trainings. Priority will be commanders and their deputies. Accent will be on period 

after elections. Sector for emergency management in the Republic of Serbia through 

National training center for emergency situations make big efforts for this tasks. On the 

other side, funds for training are very poor. Training should take minimum one day. In 

optimal conditions and with program, this training should take one week. National training 

center for emergency situations actually does not have enough capacities for this. Firstly, 

this center does not have accommodation (classrooms, rooms, polygons) where commanders 

and other members of headquarters will stay and go through adequately program. 

Nowadays, without resources, National training center with big efforts and will, organize 

training for new commanders of headquarters which has duration of one day. In most cases 

funds for this provided some international institution, such as OESCE, UN USAID. From 

2011. training center have organized more than ten training for commanders of 

headquarters. But, this training took only one day. It is not possible for one day to teach 

person for his or her tasks of directing in emergency situations, especially when they have 

never before learn about emergency situations. National training center have organized also 

similar trainings, such as top table exercises for district headquarters. At this exercises part 

take members of lower levels of directing, such as cities and municipal headquarters. They, 

with chief of district and members, practice how to coordinate when is needed to include all 

levels of directing in case of some natural or other disasters. However, in past few years 

only few top table exercises for district headquarters were organized. Also, same trainings 

were realized for republican level of directing in emergency situation. It is not enough. This 

practice should take place more often than now. Also, obviously National training center for 

emergency situations should get support which will be reflected in modern complex for 

trainings and additional human and material resources.    
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Problems with risk assessment and plans of search and rescue in emergency situations also 

should be solved. Sector for emergency management must give better support to local 

authorities if expect from them to have these documents. Based on actually law, Sector has a 

role to monitor and control local authorities are they make risk assessment and plan. One 

small municipality in the Republic of Serbia cannot solve these tasks. Many municipalities 

have same problems. They do not have employees who have knowledge about emergency 

situations and who can prepare these documents. However, municipalities can engage in this 

process some licensed agency. It is possible and should be good decision. Many institutions 

in modern time outsource their obligations and find company which will take duties with 

money reimbursement. Why this cannot be possible with risk assessment and plans of search 

and rescue in emergency situations? The answer on previous question is that is very hard to 

implement in situation where many municipalities in the Republic of Serbia work on the 

edge of existence. So, Sector for emergency management should take more attention. 

Representatives of Sector should find way how to improve number of headquarters which 

have these important documents. We recommend starting with more training for realization 

of these documents and higher engagement of employees of Sector in this process. For the 

first realization, representatives of Sector at all levels should be actively engaged in 

preparing of these documents without classic inspection. After that, when is need updating 

of risk assessment and plans, employees of Sector should make inspection and penalties in 

case of non-compliance of duties. 

Lack of money and unstable sources of funding, in the previous part of paper are mentioned 

as very important for the establishment of an efficient system for the directing in emergency 

situations. These problem local authorities should solve with better planning and 

organization of funds. When start preparing of annual budget, one position should be well 

determined for emergency situations. At this position should be precisely defined amount of 

money which will be available for proper directing in emergency situations. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
Many problems exist in directing in emergency situations. Some are connected with money, 

some are consequences of inadequately implementation of Law about emergency situation. 

All problems should be solved. Otherwise, human victims and material damage will be a 

standard phenomenon after natural and other disasters.  Ahead of us is a lot of work, but it 

should be noted and that directing in emergency situations, especially mechanism of making 

decisions and approval of funds, is very important part in response phase of emergency 

management. Despite this phase, emergency management consist of prevention, phase 

immediately before emergency situations and the last one is recovery. All phase are very 

important and have impact of minimization of consequences form natural and other 

disasters.  But, when emergency situation occur, without adequately directing it is not 

possible to have efficient response. 
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Abstract: Remote sensing technologies provide an efficient approach for acquiring 

information about the Earth’s surface. Especially LiDAR technology has proved to be 

capable of fast acquisition and exceptional accuracy of 3D data. Given the importance of 

providing critical information in emergency situations, the advantages of LiDAR scanning 

may prove to be an effective approach for handling crises. This paper presents a brief 

overview of LiDAR technology, its main uses and products and their possible application for 

crisis management.  

Keywords: LiDAR, terrain, path finding, emergency response 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Providing prompt critical information during natural disasters or other incidents is essential 

for efficient crisis management. The decision making process requires knowledge about the 

incident as well as its surroundings. Remote sensing technologies provide fast means of 

acquiring large scale geographic information with various possibilities. While satellite 

imaging may deliver quick overview of the Earth’s surface and possible hazardous events, 

less data can be acquired from forested areas. LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) 

scanning provides very accurate measurements of the terrain and allows for detection of 

objects in the terrain [1]. 

For acquisition of large geographical areas LiDAR scanners are mounted on airborne 

platforms (usually airplanes of helicopters) from where scanning is performed. The surface 

is acquired by measuring the distance from the platform to the terrain. The distance is 

calculated by sending a light pulse toward an object and measuring the time until its 

reflection is detected. Scanning is performed by rapid series of measurements along the 

flight line. The laser is directed downward from the platform while the scanning mechanism 

shifts the angle from the nadir and thus covering a broader area beneath the aircraft.  A 

typical LiDAR system consists of a scanner, GPS antenna, inertial measurement system 

(IMU) and a data processing unit [2]. During scanning the system stores the measurement 

distances, GPS positions and aircraft orientations from the IMU. After the scanning mission 

the acquired data are synchronized and the carrier signal of the GPS recording is aligned 

with a ground GPS reference station. The measured distances, orientation and GPS position 

are used to calculate a very accurate surface position with vertical accuracy under 10 cm and 

horizontal accuracy around a few decimetres [3]. The result is a 3D georeferenced point 

cloud that describes the scanned surface (see Figure 1).  

Modern LiDAR system performs scanning at the frequencies up to 800 kHz and can acquire 

over to 20 points per m
2
. Depending on required detail multiple flight missions can be 

carried out to increase the desired densities. Unlike classical lasers with maximized focus, 

LiDAR systems produce a divergent beam, which spreads along the distance and describing 

a cone shape. The laser footprint on the ground is usually around 20 cm in diameter. 

Because of the beam shape, a single laser pulse can produce several reflections, which is 
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most frequent when scanning vegetation areas. When a part of the laser pulse hits a small 

object, such as a leaf or branch it creates a reflection that is detected by the sensor, while the 

rest of the light pulse continues along its path and forms new reflections, which provide 

detailed acquisition of vegetation areas such as forests. 

 

 
Figure 1: LiDAR scanning – red points represent the recorded LiDAR points 

 

LiDAR systems are active sensors, which mean they provide their own energy source for 

illuminating the scanned objects unlike passive remote sensing technologies like 

photogrammetry, which depend on lighting from surroundings. Therefore, LiDAR scanning 

is often performed during night, when wind conditions are usually more favourable and 

possible interference with sunlight is also prevented [4]. 

Most of LiDAR scanners are based on low infrared light, which may prove difficult to detect 

in certain weather conditions. Fog, rainfall, or dust may disperse the pulse too much for 

proper detection. Another issue presents water bodies, which absorb most of the infrared 

spectrum and do not produce detectable reflections. Such areas can be scanned with 

bathymetric LiDAR systems which use a combination of green and low infrared spectrum.  
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Figure 2: Classified LiDAR point cloud 

 

2. LiDAR DERIVATIVES 
LiDAR scanning creates large amounts of unstructured data that require further processing 

to extract geographic features. Among the most basic applications of LiDAR data is the 

extraction of digital elevation maps (DEM) [5]. DEMs provide 3D representation of the 

elevations that can either include objects (digital surface map - DSM) or represent the bare 

terrain (digital terrain map - DTM). Each of the representations can be used for different 

applications. Digital terrain maps usually require more rigorous processing of LiDAR data 

in order to remove objects. Due to 3D nature of terrain representation spatial analyses can 

provide more information than through topographic maps.  

While DSM can provide an overview of terrain and obstacles on it, more detailed 

information about the scanned area can be acquired through object detection. While some 

areas can be occluded depending on their orientation and position of the aircraft during 

scanning, usually enough points are available to perform object detection [6]. Objects 

detected in the LiDAR point clouds can be used to reconstruct buildings with great 

geographic accuracy. Another application is detection of roads in LiDAR scans. While 

urban areas are usually well covered, LiDAR scan analysis provide means of finding road 

even beneath densely covered vegetation area that may not be distinguishable by 

photogrammetric means. Vegetation is another feature that can be detected from LiDAR 

data. Extracting single trees can provide a base for various spatial and forestry analyses.  

Segmentation of LiDAR points into ground, objects, and vegetation allows for constructing 

detailed 3D models of the environment. Using software tools LiDAR points can be 

classified according to their origin. In this way each scanned point can be attributed to a 

building, tree, terrain, etc. (figure 2). 

 

3. LiDAR DATA APPLICATION IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS 
LiDAR data and its derivatives can provide vital information both before as well as after an 

incident had occurred. Prior to incidents a detailed and very accurate models of environment 

can be acquired. DEMs can be processed in order to obtain terrain slopes at high resolutions.  

Together with detected objects and vegetation, terrains can by analysed for identification of 

passable and impassable areas. This can be used for route finding purposes both prior to 
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incidents, in case of disastrous effects on existing transportation infrastructure, mapping 

damaged areas can allow for finding alternative routes over non-affected terrains.  

For example, by combining hydrological and meteorological models the LiDAR derived 

DEMs can be used to simulate flooding. Performing scanning missions after floods can 

provide a quick estimate of the damage extent, identify critical areas such as endangered 

populated sites. In case of blocked roads, path finding algorithms can be applied on DEMs 

in order to find alternative evacuation routes.  

Analysing the terrain landing zones or drop zones for air support can be identified for a 

more efficient rescue and supply operations. For onsite personnel very accurate maps with 

exact positions of possible obstacles can be created as well as 3D models of the terrain that 

can be viewed either prior to rescue operation in order to get familiar with the expected 

situation or on the filed via mobile devices. 

 

4. CONCLUSION  
The presented paper gives an overview of vital information that can be extracted from 

LiDAR scans. The superior vertical accuracy and high level of detail that can be achieved by 

LiDAR allows for efficient and very precise spatial analyses that can give necessary support 

for both planning as well as personnel responsible for onsite operations. In combination with 

properly developed emergency response protocols LiDAR data and the situation awareness 

that can be delivered by spatial analysis can provide the necessary advantage that can be 

crucial in crisis management. 
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Abstract: Disasters may lead to infectious disease outbreaks when they result in substantial 

population displacement and exacerbate synergic risk factors (change in the environment, in 

human conditions and in the vulnerability to existing pathogens) for disease transmission. 

For the prevention of communicable diseases in emergency situations, it is important to 

know the factors causing them, modes of transmission, management of the infectious 

diseases, and then different preventative interventions to control the spread of 

communicable diseases. The availability of safe water and sanitation facilities, the degree of 

crowding, the underlying health status of the population, and the availability of healthcare 

services all interact within the context of the local disease ecology to influence the risk for 

communicable diseases and death in the affected population. Risk assessment is essential in 

post-disaster situations and the rapid implementation of control measures through re-

establishment and improvement of primary healthcare delivery should be given high 

priority. 

Key words: emergency situations, infectious disease outbreaks, risk assessment, 

preventative interventions, control measures. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the unfounded, yet widespread belief that mankind and modern medicine have won 

the battle against infectious diseases, and that they pose no threat to humanity today, the 

truth is that the number of outbreaks of communicable disease has been increasing in recent 

years. There may be several reasons for this: the increased rapidity of national and 

international travel and the greater distances travelled; extensive deforestation and irrigation 

works; neglect of insect and rodent vector control programmes; explosive urbanization and 

overcrowding associated with poor sanitary conditions; more frequent opportunities for 

collective gatherings resulting, for example, from improvements in public transport; 

frequent movements of populations and refugees; social or recreational events; tourism; and 

large-scale industrial food processing. Some of the increase, however, may be apparent 

rather than real, since better medical and epidemiological coverage in developing countries 

has improved the surveillance of these diseases, and outbreaks are now reported that would 

formerly have gone unnoticed. These reasons may also explain why a disease formerly 

considered as only occurring sporadically is now endemic or epidemic, although the 

possibility of changes in pathogenicity or virulence must not be overlooked.  

An epidemic of an infectious or parasitic disease is the occurrence of a number of cases of a 

disease, known or suspected to be of infectious or parasitic origin, that is unusually large or 

unexpected for the given place and time. An epidemic often evolves rapidly, so that a quick 

response is required. A threatened (or potential) epidemic is said to exist when the 
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circumstances are such that the epidemic occurrence of a specific disease may reasonably be 

anticipated; this requires: a susceptible human population, the presence or impending 

introduction of a disease agent and the presence of a mechanism such that large-scale 

transmission is possible (e.g., a contaminated water supply, or a vector population). The 

characteristic features of an emergency caused by an epidemic or threatened epidemic 

therefore include the following, although not all need to be present and judgment must be 

exercised in assessing their importance:  

(a) there is a risk of introduction and spread of the disease in the population;  

(b) a "large" number of cases may reasonably be expected to occur;  

(c) the disease involved is of such severity as to lead to serious disability or death;  

(d) there is a risk of social and/or economic disruption resulting from the presence of the 

disease;  

(e) the national authorities are unable to cope adequately with the situation because of a lack 

or insufficiency of: technical or professional personnel, organizational experience,  

necessary supplies or equipment (drugs, vaccines, laboratory diagnostic materials, vector 

control materials, etc.)  

(f) there is a danger of international transmission.  

The types of situation that may come within the category of "emergencies" will differ from 

country to country, depending on two local factors: the pre-existing state of endemicity and 

the presence or absence of a means of transmitting the agent. [1] 

Although the deaths after a disaster are mainly caused by the initial traumatic impact of the 

disaster, outbreak of infectious disease can often be seen in the aftermath of the disaster, as 

the result of population displacement and change in environment. The risk for 

communicable disease transmission after disasters is associated primarily with the size and 

characteristics of the population displaced, specifically the proximity of safe water and 

functioning latrines, the nutritional status of the displaced population, the level of immunity 

to vaccine-preventable diseases such as measles, and the access to healthcare services. [2] 

Outbreaks are less frequently reported in disaster-affected populations than in conflict-

affected populations, where two thirds of deaths may be from communicable diseases. 

Malnutrition increases the risk for death from communicable diseases and is more common 

in conflict-affected populations, particularly if their displacement is related to long-term 

conflict. [3] 

Atmospheric, geological, and hydrological changes are the main causes of natural disasters. 

Natural disasters are defined as disruptions of the ecological system that exceed the 

community’s capacity to adjust, thereby necessitating external assistance. 

Flood disasters are the most common (40%) natural disasters worldwide. They occur 

globally and are weather and climate change related events. Immediate injuries and deaths 

that result from flood disasters are caused by drowning and blunt trauma. [4] The public 

health consequences of flooding include disease outbreak resulting from the displacement of 

people into overcrowded camps and cross contamination of water sources with fecal 

material and toxic chemicals. Flooding is also usually followed by the proliferation of 

mosquitoes resulting in an upsurge of mosquito-borne diseases. [5] Earthquake disasters are 

found to be the second most reported natural disaster (after floods) and the first among the 

geophysical disasters. The impact of the earthquake may vary according to the power, 

intensity, geographical localization (high density population) and level of development of 

the affected country. The direct cause of death in the aftermath of an earthquake is primarily 

seen as a result of building collapse and traumatic injuries. Outbreaks of infectious diseases 

may be reported when the earthquake disasters result in substantial population displacement 

into unplanned and overcrowded shelters, with limited access to food and safe water. 

Disease outbreaks may also result from the destruction of water/sanitation systems and the 
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degradation of sanitary conditions directly caused by the earthquake. Geomorphologic 

disaster (e.g., avalanche and landslide) are much more rarely associated with infectious 

disease transmissions. 

Global population growth, poverty, land shortage and the urbanization in many countries 

have increased the number of people living in areas prone to natural disasters and multiplied 

their public health impacts. In recent decades, the incidence and magnitude of natural 

disasters has grown resulting in substantial economic damages, affecting and killing millions 

of people. Developing countries are most affected by the disasters because they don’t have 

the required resources, infrastructure, and disaster preparedness system.  

The prolonged health impact of natural disasters on a community may see the collapse of 

health facilities and healthcare systems, disruption of surveillance and health programs 

(immunization and vector control programs), limitation or destruction of farming activities 

(scarcity of food/food insecurity), interruption of ongoing treatments and use of un-

prescribed medications. Increases in infectious disease transmission and outbreaks following 

natural disasters are associated with prolonged after-effects of the disaster. These 

aftereffects include displaced populations (internally displaced persons and refugees), 

environmental changes, increasing vector breeding sites, high exposure to and proliferation 

of disease vectors (rodents, mosquitoes), unplanned and overcrowded shelters, poor water 

and sanitation conditions, poor nutritional status and poor personal hygiene, low levels of 

immunity to vaccine-preventable diseases or insufficient vaccination coverage, and limited 

access to healthcare services. These changes in human conditions, in the ecosystem of 

pathogens and in the environment facilitate the occurrence and transmission of infectious 

diseases (epidemiologic triad). 

Infectious disease transmission or outbreaks may be seen days, weeks or even months after 

the onset of the disaster. Three clinical phases of disasters summarize the chronological 

public health effects on injured people and survivors: 

 Phase 1, the impact phase (lasting up to 4 days), is usually the period when victims are 

extricated and initial treatment of disaster-related injuries is provided. 

 Phase 2, the post-impact phase (4 days to 4 weeks), is the period when the first waves 

of infectious diseases (air/food/water-borne infections) might emerge. 

 Phase 3, the recovery phase (after 4 weeks), is the period when symptoms of victims 

who have contracted infections with long incubation periods or those with latent-type 

infections may become clinically apparent. During this period, infectious diseases that 

are already endemic in the area, as well as newly imported ones among the affected 

community, may grow into an epidemic. 

It is common to see the international community, NGOs, volunteers, experts and the media 

leaving a disaster-affected zone usually within three months, when in reality basic sanitation 

facilities and access to basic hygiene may still be unavailable or worsen due to the economic 

burden of the disasters. [6] 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

For the prevention of communicable diseases after a disaster, it is important to know the 

factors causing them, modes of transmission, management of the infectious diseases, and 

different preventative interventions to control the spread of communicable diseases. 

Most common causes of communicable diseases in the aftermath of a disaster are 

1. Presence of pathogens                                             
If pathogens are already present in an area hit by a disaster, then the chances of 

disease caused by that pathogen is likely to occur because the conditions become 
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ideal for transmission after the disaster because of the reduced vulnerability of the 

population affected. 

2. Displacement of population 
Disasters may result in massive population displacement from one place to another 

which may lead to increase in transmission of disease. People may move to an area 

where certain pathogens may exist to which people may not have the required 

immunity. Migration of people and high population density in camps provide ideal 

conditions for the passage of communicable diseases. 

3. Change in environment 
The change in environment after disaster causes an increase in infectious diseases 

such as contamination of water after earthquakes or floods because of the cross 

connection between water and sewage lines. 

4. Disruption of basic public utilities 
After a disaster, the public utilities are damaged. These utilities include water 

pipelines, sewage systems, electricity, and gas pipelines. These can cause 

contamination in water sources which then causes diseases such as typhoid fever, 

gastroenteritis, hepatitis A, cholera, etc. 

5. Lack of basic health services 
After a disaster, the health services are disrupted. This causes an increase in the 

transmission of communicable diseases. Because of the lack of health facilities, the 

infections can’t be treated on time, giving opportunity for the disease to spread. The 

longer the disruption, the greater the risk of communicable diseases to spread. 

6. Food Shortage 
Disasters like floods destroy the crops, resulting in food shortages which causes 

malnutrition of the population affected. This increases vulnerability and reduces 

people’s immunity to diseases. Malnutrition also causes high mortality rates. 

Another important factor in the prevention of communicable diseases in states of emergency 

is the mode of transmission of the disease. The most common modes of transmission in such 

situations are: 

 direct person-to-person contact 

 water-borne diseases that are spread by using the contaminated water like 

gastroenteritis, cholera, etc. 

 air-borne large-population density at a particular area helps in transmission of 

infection through droplets 

 vector-borne diseases such as malaria, dengue or West-Nile fever are transmitted by 

different insects and animals like such as mosquitoes and the plague caused by rats 

and rabies by dogs or bats 

Risk of water/food-borne diseases and infections caused by compromised personal 

hygiene  

Diarrheal diseases are a leading cause of death (40%) in disaster and camp settings. [7] 

Epidemics among victims are commonly related to polluted water source (fecal 

contamination), and contamination of water during transportation and storage. Outbreaks 

have also been related to shared water containers and cooking pots, scarcity of soap and 

contaminated food. Such kinds of diseases are most common in the wormer parts of the year 

which are favorable for their development. Natural disasters do not import diseases, 

including diarrheal diseases. It is not possible for diseases that are not endemic or imported 

in the disaster affected areas to occur naturally.  

Major outbreaks of diarrheal disease involving >17,000 cases was recorded after flooding in 

Bangladesh in 2004, where Vibrio cholera and enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli were 
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isolated. Salmonella enterica serotype Paratyphi A (paratyphoid fever) and Cryptosporidium 

parvum have also been isolated in major outbreaks following flooding. 

The risk for diarrheal disease outbreaks following natural disasters is higher in developing 

countries than in industrialized countries. 

Hepatitis A and E are also transmitted by the fecal-oral route, in association with lack of 

access to safe water and sanitation. Hepatitis A is endemic in most developing countries, and 

most children are exposed and develop immunity at an early age. As a result, the risk for 

large outbreaks is usually low in these settings. In hepatitis E–endemic areas, outbreaks 

frequently follow heavy rains and floods; the illness is generally mild and self-limited, but in 

pregnant women case-fatality rates can reach 25%.  

Leptospirosis is an epidemic-prone zoonotic bacterial disease that can be transmitted by 

direct contact with contaminated water. Rodents shed large amounts of leptospires in their 

urine, and transmission occurs through contact of the skin and mucous membranes with 

water, damp soil or vegetation (such as sugar cane), or mud contaminated with rodent urine. 

Flooding facilitates spread of the organism because of the proliferation of rodents and the 

proximity of rodents to humans on shared high ground. 

The aforementioned data helps illustrate the major success with which Serbian teams, 

including the Institute for Biocides and Medical Ecology, have dealt with the major floods 

that have occurred in Serbia in 2014. Despite the collapse of public utilities and the 

displacement of many thousands of people, through planning and implementation of anti-

epidemic measures, no epidemics were recorded relating to this disaster. 

Risk of acute respiratory infections or diseases associated with overcrowding 

Crowding is common in populations displaced by natural disasters and can facilitate the 

transmission of communicable diseases, especially in the winter season, when such diseases 

are common and people tend to spend most of their time indoors. Measles and the risk for 

transmission after a natural disaster are dependent on baseline immunization coverage 

among the affected population, and in particular among children under the age of 15. years 

of age. Crowded living conditions facilitate measles transmission and necessitate even 

higher immunization coverage levels to prevent outbreaks.  

Neisseria meningitidis meningitis is transmitted from person to person, particularly in 

situations of crowding. Cases and deaths from meningitis among those displaced have been 

documented. Prompt response with antimicrobial prophylaxis can interrupt transmission.  

Acute respiratory infections (ARI) are a major cause of illness and death among displaced 

populations, particularly in children under the age of 5.. Lack of access to health services 

and to antimicrobial agents for treatment further increases the risk for death from ARI. Risk 

factors among displaced persons include crowding, exposure to indoor cooking using open 

flame, and poor nutrition. 

TB is a growing concern in refugee settings, especially in post-conflict situation. Factors 

such as population displacement, poor access to healthcare services and interruption of on-

going treatment or control programs may increase the disease burden. 

Risk of vector-borne diseases or diseases related to the change in the environment 

Natural disasters, particularly meteorological events such as cyclones, hurricanes and 

flooding, can affect vector breeding sites and vector-borne disease transmission. While 

initial flooding may wash away existing mosquito breeding sites, standing-water caused by 

heavy rainfall or overflow of rivers can create new breeding sites. This can result (with 

typically some weeks delay) in an increase of the vector population and potential for disease 

transmission, depending on the local mosquito vector species and its preferred habitat. The 

crowding of infected and susceptible hosts, a weakened public health infrastructure and 

interruptions of ongoing control programmes are all risk factors for vector-borne disease 

transmission.  
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Risk of infections resulting from wounds & injuries  

Tetanus can be a serious problem among those with wound infections and unvaccinated 

populations. It is most often associated with crush injuries and contaminated wounds.  

 

2.1 Measures for preventing communicable diseases in emergency 

situations 

The measures for preventing communicable diseases in emergency situations can be divided 

into two stages: pre-disaster phase and post-disaster phase. 

In the pre-disaster phase for the prevention of communicable diseases, we have to 

emphasize making relevant policy to clarify our needs. 

 Identification of important risk factors. For primary prevention, we have to first 

identify the most important risk factors responsible for the outbreak of disease after a 

disaster. The most significant factors are the displacement of a population and their 

movement to some other place, overcrowding of the population in one place, lack of 

food and shelter, lack of safe water for drinking and sanitation, improper waste 

management, disruption of public health organizations which result in lack of medical 

facilities, and more contribute to an increase in the transmission of communicable 

diseases after a disaster. 

 Emphasizing risk factors in policies and preparedness plans. In creating policies 

and disaster preparedness plans, the need is to emphasize these risk factors. In 

disaster preparedness, plan both pre-disaster and post-disaster preventative measures 

so they are clarified at local, national, and global levels. 

 Preparation of pre-disaster emergency response plan. The aim of pre-disaster 

preventative measures is to decrease the vulnerability of the people to communicable 

diseases by reducing their exposure to risk factors that will provide passive protection 

during disaster. Emergency response plans before disaster must include training of the 

health workers in identifying the threatening disease and to effectively manage and 

provide treatment on spot, acquiring the required equipment, supplies, materials, and 

tools needed for the diagnosis and treatment of disease on the field to control the 

spread of communicable diseases. 

 Establishment of health surveillance systems. Health surveillance systems should 

be reinforced, and guidelines should be given on how to manage the information 

about potential diseases. The population should be educated about the potential 

threats of the communicable diseases. 

 Arrangement for emergency supplies and field hospital. One way to increase 

preparedness to deal with communicable diseases after disasters is to keep in-stock 

emergency supplies. Countries which are more prone to disasters should have 

arrangements for fully operative field hospitals to deal with emergency cases 

effectively if a probable disaster was to occur. 

Such strategies, if supported by the government and other private organizations, can offer 

education, training, and other medical facilities can substantially reduce the rate of mortality 

and morbidity of communicable diseases. 

In the post-disaster phase, certain preventative and control measures should be undertaken 

on an immediate basis to avoid the spread of communicable diseases following a disaster. 

1. Water safety. The most important is the supply of clean water for drinking after a 

disaster to prevent any disease. Chlorine is the best protectant against almost all 

water-borne pathogens, is easily available, and it is easy to use. [8] However, 

international guidelines must be followed while establishing settlements in which the 

water is readily available for sanitation. 
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2. Medical services. Prevention accessibility to primary healthcare is very important. It 

allows for early diagnosis of a disease and treatment of that disease. Following certain 

steps can reduce the impact of diseases: 

 early treatment and diagnosis; 

 availability and use of appropriate treatment procedures for possible communicable 

diseases threats; 

 proper training of health workers for appropriate case management; 

 risk assessment of the disease should be carried out within one week to identify 

causes, impacts, and treatment; 

 prompt and adequate supplies should be available for appropriate treatment; 

 dissemination of messages involving health education such as washing hands, 

water purification techniques, use of insecticides, and the use of protective and 

preventive measures according to the nature of the disease; 

 disaster response teams should have updated guidelines for prevention and control 

of communicable diseases after disaster. 

3. Early warning system. Early warning systems should be established quickly to 

monitor the outbreak of infectious diseases, assess the risk, and to take measures to 

rapidly control it on basis of priority. Health workers must be trained to detect the 

diseases and provide on-spot treatment. First-aid kits must be available for early 

response. 

4. Vaccination and immunization. Mass immunization of the population affected after 

disaster can be an efficient and effective way to stop the outbreak of communicable 

diseases, especially in children under  the age of five. [9] 

5. Ways to prevent vector-borne diseases. Indoor spraying of insecticides and 

distribution of insecticide treated nets will stop the growth and development of 

mosquitoes. Communities should be educated about the preventative measures to 

control vectors such as covering all vessels containing water and removing or 

destroying any place or solid debris where water can collect. [10] 

3. CONCLUSION 

Natural disasters are continuously occurring globally, sometimes leading to substantial 

population displacement, and to the exacerbation of factors that enhance infectious disease 

transmission. Therefore it is important for the public, policy makers and health officials to 

understand the concepts that disasters do not transmit infectious diseases; the primary 

cause of death in the aftermath of a disaster is noninfectious; corpses (from disasters) are 

not a source of epidemic; and that infectious diseases outbreaks result secondarily from 

exacerbation of disease risk factors. Rapid implementation of control measures should be a 

priority in communities displaced by disasters. Surveillance in areas affected by disaster, 

in camps, health facilities (hospitals and clinics) and other points where victims are 

treated, is fundamental. In disaster situations, education on hygiene and hand washing, 

provision of adequate quantities of safe water, sanitation facilities and appropriate shelter 

are very important for the prevention of infectious diseases. It is also important to consider 

stepping-up the existing system (e.g., national surveillance of reportable diseases). 

Management protocols should preferably be provided in accordance with the national 

guidelines. Surveillance and early warning systems should include diseases that are 

already endemic as well as unusual events that could occur since new pathogens can be 

imported or can emerge and re-emerge in the disaster affected region. In order to increase 

the ability to control infectious diseases and prevent epidemics following disasters, it is 

vital that preparedness measures be taken before disasters occur. These efforts will 

minimize disease transmission and importation. It is important to consider the clinical 
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phase of natural disasters and local disease (endemic) patterns for better resource 

allocations and an efficient response. Every country should undertake preparedness 

measures by implementing a national preparedness and response plan, by empowering the 

local community in rescue activities, by training the health and outreach health staff in the 

identification and management of particular diseases, and by creating a stockpile of 

supplies and equipment for diagnosis, treatment and sanitation. National surveillance 

systems and the establishment of protocols for health information management have to be 

strengthened.  
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Abstract: The paper explains the basic features and capabilities of unmanned aerial 

systems, the possibilities of their application during emergencies as well as development 

trend of those systems and possibilities for aquirenment. The purpose of this work was to 

consider the use of unmanned aerial systems during emergencies in the civilian security 

sector of Republic of Srpska in the near future which resulted in identification of potential 

applications areas. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Republic of Srpska there are possibilities of emergence of various forms of threats to 

security. The need for early detection, monitoring or opposing various threats with minimum 

endangering of human lives, caused the consideration of the use of various unmanned 

systems in the function of security, particularly aerial vise. Lately, technological progress 

causes the emergence of new opportunities in terms of commercial activity and the growing 

security needs of the society. 
The need for unmanned aerial systems (UAS) arose from their advantages over other 

systems, especially in the field of sophisticated sensors that offer huge advantages in a 

challenging operating environment. The use of these systems in the security sector is 

justified in terms of economics and administration, particularly in the management of 

emergency / crisis situations. The emergence of threats to the security and diversity of the 

portfolio of engaging subjects and forces in crisis management, certainly opens the door to 

widespread use of these devices, which is one of the growing industry worldwide. Due to its 

characteristics and the multiplicity of purposes, unmanned aviation systems certanly have a 

potential applications in the security sector. 

 

2. UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS  

Terminologically, unmanned aerial systems and unmanned aircraft are often used 

interchangeably, even in foreign literature, although it is not correct. Unmanned Aerial 

System (UAS) must always be viewed holistically because it consists of several aircrafts 

(drones) and one ground control station connected to aircrafts, which means that the UAS 

basicly consists of three main components.  

The first component is the ground control station (GCS) through which the unmanned 

aircraft is managed and controlled. It is the control center of the whole system that controls 

the launch, flight, sensors control and an interface between the system and the outside world. 

The ground control station consists of the control and navigation station of the flight, the 

system of visual flight display and communication system for signal transmission of 

commands and system images, as well as the post-processing of performed missions and 

data for analysis. It monitors and stores data on the UAS flight and sends commands for 

navigation. Usually it is a modular system, flexible and able to maintain the sensors and 
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display the results and able to operate in specific circumstances. It could be stationary or 

mobile, which is often the case because it increases the maneuverability and flexibility of a 

system, depending on the size and purpose of the system and the aircraft. 

The communication infrastructure or data link (DL) is the second important component of 

the system and represents the link between the ground control station and the aircraft. It 

provides two-way communication on request or continuously. One channel to ensure control 

of an aircraft and the second for data transfer. The link consists of two subsystems: ADT - 

aviation terminal located on the aircraft and GDT – ground terminal on the GCS. Modern 

aircrafts combine remote control and computerized automation, as well as fully autonomous 

flight. They could be fitted with flight controls with remote control and auxiliary systems of 

automation to perform the low-level duties of human pilots, such as maintaining speed, 

stabilization of the path and some navigation functions for a given trajectory. Management 

of aircrafts is combined, guided from GCS with remote transmission of command signal 

while certain parts of trajectory are executed autonomously, with pre-memorized data.The 

biggest limitation of this component of the system is the capacity of the data link and data 

transfer speed. The communication module contains two modems with wireless cards, but 

the choice of the type of communication device is based on the type of task and purpose. 

Wireless modems are useful for long-range missions because of their superior range (up to 

32 km), although their deficiency is relatively slow data flow (<11,5 Kbps).  A single 

wireless modem is used for transfer of navigation data and the other for reading of 

transmitted data by differential GPS. In normal situations, wireless Ethernet has the 

advantage of relatively high flow (up to 11 Mbps), versatility and low output power and 

reduced potential obstacles in sensitive GPS actions, but today it is used as the backbone of 

the system, which consists of a number of unmanned aircrafts. The modern solutions imply 

the modulation of signals and the use of optical connections which reduce system mass and 

energy consumption. Similarly, the development of faster processors would lead to greater 

independence of UAS that would be able to send more processed data in the processing 

center. 

The third component is an aerial platform or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), which 

represents the aircraft flown by the navigator, the pilot of the remote transmission of signals 

from the ground or flying autonomously remembering the specified data. UAV is made up 

of the modular structure of the composite, carbon fiber, control and navigation electronic 

equipment with a GPS and inertial navigation system, control video communication 

subsystem and day/night optoelectronic systems. UAV could carry a different type and 

quantity sensor or a  "payload", making them capable of executing of various tasks in the 

earth's atmosphere for the duration of their mission. The "payload" is defined as cargo 

capacity measured by the size, weight and power to perform the functions above and below 

basic capabilities during all phases of flight. For civilian purposes toay, the UAS is mainly 

used for monitoring of natural disasters, monitoring of the traffic, monitoring of the fauna, 

monitoring and protection of critical infrastructure or in support to emergency response 

agencies. UAV technology is created by integration of mechanical and electronic 

components. This package performs the functions with the tendency of minimization of the 

remote operator intervention, the man - the pilot. Components could be divided into three 

groups: flight control computer (FCC), navigation sensors, communication module and a 

power supply. Flight control computer is designed with compatible electronic boards for 

industrial level of reliability, compactness and the possibility of expanding capacity. A 

global positioning system (GPS), which is used in the flown structure, has an excellent 

accuracy (2 cm). Based on the obtained navigation data, through transfer of the converted 

messages of the assessment of the situation, FCC calculates the output for four management 

channels. A particularly important element of the system for detecting and preventing 
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collisions is TCAS (Traffic Alert Collision Avoidance System). There are two types of 

system - dependent, which is operated from the ground and independent, which is 

automatic. Development costs of independent system are enormous and it is not expectable 

to see their introduction in the near future.  

Classification of UAS could be done in several ways.Based on the management style, 

systems are divided into: unmanaged, managed automatically and remotely operated by the 

navigator. When speaking of features, there are four major governing characteristics that 

influence categorization of unmanned systems: range, ceiling, autonomy and maximum 

flight weight of the payload (Table 1). 

 
Table 1: UAS categorization [1] 

Category Range (km) Ceiling 

(m) 

Flight authonomy  

(hour) 

Max payload 

(kg) 

Micro/mini < 10 300 < 2 < 30 

MALE  > 500 15.000 24 – 48 1.500 – 7.000 

HALE > 2000 20.000 24 – 48 4.500 – 15.000 

VTOL  ≤ 204 ≤ 6.100 0,18 - 8 0.019 – 1.400 

 

An existing classification, including parameters of aircraft mass, authonomy of the flight, 

range and service ceiling, is as follows: 

 micro – mass up to 10 kg, flight authonomy 1 hour and radius 1 km; 

 mini – mass up to 50 kg, flight authonomy several hour and radius 3-5 km; 

 midi – mass up to 1000 kg, flight authonomy 10-12 hours and ceiling 10 km; 

 heavy – flight authonomy more than 24 hours and ceiling 20 km; 

Basically, the UAS classification is shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1: UAS classification [2]  

 

UAS have different characteristics and depending on the size and function, depends the 

possibility of their application in civil security sector. This implies that unambiguous 

distinction between different categories of UAS is impossible because certain characteristics 
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overlap or are identical. UAS are designed for a wide range of tasks and according to the 

purpose and needs, equipped and are divided into: training, reconnaissance, combat, logistic, 

experimental and civil.  

The area of UAS "autonomy" is a newer concept and it is in constant development and 

largely driven by the need for prestige in efficiency. In relation to the production of UAV 

hardware, the market for "autonomy" technology is quite undeveloped. Because of this 

"autonomy" is still the "bottleneck" of UAS future. Technology for the autonomy of the 

flight includes the following categories: fusion of sensor information, communication, 

determining the trajectory of the flight, generating a pre-trajectory management, standard of 

movement in trajectory and scheduling the tasks and combined tactics. In a general sense, 

"autonomy" is usually defined as the ability of making decisions without human 

intervention. The purpose of "autonomy" is to make UAV to be "smart" and behave as 

similar as when it is managed by a man. This feature could be linked with the development 

of the artificial intelligence, expert systems, neural networks and machine learning. 

However, the path of technological development in the field of "autonomy" mostly have 

followed a bottom-up approach, such as hierarchical management systems so the results of 

later researches are largely based on the management theory (automation), and less on the 

computer expertise. Because of this, development of "autonomy" will continue primarily 

through management theory with the intention of reaching the ultimate goal and that is 

replacment of human pilot by the UAV "autonomy". 

Use of different sensors requires a larger payload or small, highly specialized 

sensors. Sensors through the connection with GCS provide data in real time and thus 

maximize the usefulness of the UAS mission. The need for a continuous supply of 

information could be achieved through a large range of UAV while the importance of the 

transfer of information in real time is achieved by the direct transmission. Unmanned aerial 

system should be the low-cost: unmanned, automated, to allow high-resolution photographs 

(the resolution less than 20 cm) and high precision (less than 10 cm), direct use, short 

replacing time of the system, known and entrusted supplier with public and political 

acceptance and support. Besides this, these systems need to have an operational availability, 

utility and the best ratio cost – benefit. 

 

3. DISADVANTAGES AND ADVANTAGES OF UAS USAGE  

In order to evaluate the possible use of unmanned aerial systems in the security sector, it is 

necessary to look at the advantages and disadvantages of these systems in relation to other 

assets in use, primarily aircraft, helicopters and satellites. 

 

3.1. Disdvantages of UAS use 

The biggest limitation of the UAS use is the absence of legal regulation of their use in the 

air space. The question of the UAS use in the same space with other aircraft is controversial 

for many years among pilots, airlines and experts in air traffic safety. According to current 

legal solutions in some countries, the UAS use is not allowed out of sight of the operator or 

if the weight of the aircraft exceeds 25 kg. [3] In order to further investment in the future, 

the development of UAS depends on their integration into the airspace. This issue is 

important from the standpoint of current research, especially in the field of systems for the 

detection and avoidance, development of guidelines for the UAS certification and their 

integration into the airspace. This efficient system, approved by experts for the safety of air 

traffic, would create a basis that would allow these systems to operate in the same airspace 

with manned aircraft without limitation. There are some on going projects that test 

procedure of landing, radio links, the sensor function, vertical distance and distance in the 

airspace. 
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Another disadvantage of use is political and social acceptability of the UAS use in the 

sphere of civil use, which continuously provokes controversy. On the one hand the problem 

of data protection and privacy rights is emphasized but on the other hand, safety technology 

and the possibility of accidents is viewed with skepticism. If question of privacy is arising 

when using these systems it is necessary to legally regulate the collection of data during the 

UAS use. The advantage of UAS use in the civil sphere must be better communicated to the 

public. It is important to note that approximately two-thirds of aviation incidents and 

accidents are caused by human error. [4]   If this is transferred to UAS, due to their technical 

characteristics, the risk of accidents of UAS could not be greater than that of manned 

aircraft. Social acceptability of UAS depends on trust in technology and information, and 

other unmanned aircraft. By providing more information about UAS it would allow a better 

understanding of this techology, its reliability and its potential for use in the civil sphere. 

The third disadvantage is the UAS high cost of development and procurement. The 

development of new and larger platform and improving of sensor increase the costs. Despite 

this UAS are much cheaper compared to manned aircraft and satellites. The cost per unit for 

the already developed and operational UAS may be significantly less than that of manned 

aircraft. UAS require an extensive logistical support and specially trained personnel for their 

maintance. 

 

3.2. Advantages of UAS use 

The biggest advantage of UAS use is endurance and constant availability for use. Contrary 

to manned aircraft, UAS may be used further in time horizon because it does not depend on 

the carrying human factor - the pilot. This significant advantage over manned systems 

comes to the fore during emergencies requiring the image in “real” time and continuos flow 

of data. 

A further advantage of the UAS use is safety of personnel. The operator is in GCS and and 

not on board during this time so it is not in danger during the flight.This is especially 

important during exetution of dangerous missions, such as emergencies.  

Increased flexibility is also the advantage of UAS. Due to their size and aerodynamic 

characteristics, UAS have large maneuverability than manned aircraft.Compared to satelites, 

UAS could be used in all weather conditions for observation and could almost immediatelly 

provide the required dynamic image of objects while observing satelites are limited in 

provision of that image not before 24 hours in relation to request. [5]  Because of this, 

flexibility is extremely important feature from the point of UAS use, especially in 

emergency situations. Also, UAS can alleviate atmospheric difficulties affecting the image 

quality. 

Using highly developed and sophisticated sensors for reconnaissance is also a benefit from 

the use of unmanned systems. These sensors include high-quality video and digital cameras, 

infrared sensors, gas sensors, radar sensors and synthetic radar to capture reflections and 

current weather and weather conditions. Unlike satellites, UAS sensors could be modified 

and adapted to specific tasks, providing continuous latest equipment. They can be used for 

many different civil missions. 

Based on the above, it could be concluded that the potentially high costs of UAS 

development and procurement could be amortized through the lower operating costs and 

longer operational life cycle. This is further enhanced by the fact that the pilots are in GCS, 

which leads to lower maintenance because pilots do not have to learn to fly, regular medical 

examinations are not required but are reduced and the cost of fuel, as the UAS have less 

weight and less fuel consumption. On the other hand, the sophisticated sensors provide a 

complete analysis of data or so. called "flood of digital information". Consequently, the 

various benefits of UAS use must be viewed holistically as a comprehensive package in 
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deciding whether UAS offers the best cost-benefit ratio when used in the civil sphere. So far 

there are no studies that compare the cost difference between unmanned and manned 

aircraft. Because of this when considering the alternatives and deciding on the use of UA in 

the civil sphere it must take into account cost-benefit analysis. 

 

4. POSSIBILITIES OF UAS USAGE DURING EMERGENCIES 
The range of possible applications of UAS in the civil security sector is extremely wide. T 

hese systems could be applied in different spheres and sectors of security (Table 2). Despite 

a wide range of options, UAS have certain limitations that must be taken into account when 

considering their application. First of all, GCS are limited to the control of multiple UAV 

simultaneously, because data processing time affects the efficiency of the 

system. Centralized system requires a wide frequency spectrum for communications 

between GCS and aircraft. From the standpoint of the Republic of Srpska, it is particularly 

interesting field of application of these systems during emergencies but also in other areas of 

the civil security sector. Given the range of threats and forms of endangering the security of 

the Republic, it has been identified areas of potential UAS applications.  

 

Table 2: Potential areas of UAS aplication in civil scurity sector 

UAS use in 

security sector 

Sector Areas 

Management during 

emergencies 

 Monitoring and prevention of fire  

 Flood monitoring  

 Assessment of damage in an earthquake  

 NBHT survey in accidents  

 Search and rescue  

 Monitoring of the storm 

Internal security 

 Border protection 

 VIP protection 

 Security of the public meetings 

 Police search 

 Counteterrorism 

 Data collection  

 Traffic control 

 Control of proliferation of drugs 

 Detection of mine contaminated areas 

Critical infrastructure 

protection 

 Protection and monitoring of the pipelines 

(oil/gas) 

 Protection and monitoring of electro energetic 

network   

Communication 

 Replacment for the satelites 

 Telecommunication knots  

 Wide area communications (radio and cell) 

Protection of the 

environment 

 Pollution monitoring 

 Protection of water resources  

Scientific research and 

results aplication in the 

security sector 

 Atmospheric surveys 

 Geological surveys 

 Ecological surveys 

 Agricultural surveys 

 Forestry 

 Metheorologicl surveys 

 Topography and aerial shooting  
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In the Republic of Srpska there are data on the hazards of natural and technological 

character [6], although the emergence of new forms of threats and endangerment of the 

security must not be ignored. Often, UAS use has a great importance in the civil security 

sector, particularly during natural disasters as well as search and rescue, information 

gathering and monitoring of NBH incidents and monitoring of fire and flooding.  

First of all, the UAS ability to quickly produce aerial images of areas affected by the disaster 

and measure contamination levels, without risking human crew, makes them most useful in 

the field of emergency management.  Potential of UAS are large and filling defects in the 

sphere of information. Their advantages in the field of safety of use, flexibility, immediate 

availability and durability make their primary use in the sphere of emergency situations 

UAS may have a broad application in the field of internal security. Endurance, flexibility 

and ability of UAS sensors are the key arguments for preferring the use of UAS in internal 

affairs. Although UAS operating costs are currently higher than the manned aircraft, UAS 

capabilities must be taken into account. The same applies to the application in the control of 

disturbancies and riots, which becomes more and more interesting from the security point of 

view. Application of UAS in the field of internal security emphasizes the disadvantages of 

UAS in the field of political and social acceptance, although in this area, their use 

significantly increases the ability of the security forces and raises the level of public safety 

to a higher level.  

Also it could be used for monitoring of fires that cause enormous damage, which increases 

the need for an efficient system for monitoring. These systems could be integrated into the 

system of fire protection and fire services. [7]  Fires cause great economic damage and the 

recovery of affected areas last long. It emphasizes the importance of early warning system, 

as the way of reduction of the damage. It applies particularly to the fires that occur in remote 

areas, and while localized, they cause a great damage. UAS are a milestone in the prevention 

and monitoring of the fire because in addition to providing a better overview of the situation, 

there is no confusion over the information that is sent by observers from the ground or from 

the air near to the fire site. It allowes quick and effective decision making on taking 

measures and commitment of resources. One of the advantages is the ability to transfer data 

to portable communication devices (PDA, Smart Phone, I-pod) of fire-fighting forces on the 

ground and in the air, which then have a real overview of the situation and could better 

organize action. UAS brings a revolution in the fire protection, both in terms of reducing 

costs, increasing system efficiency and relief of pilot and other personnel participating in the 

actions and from the standpoint of environmental imprint of fire, the reduction of 

expenditures for remediation of damage and increasing availability of flight crews for fire 

fighting. 

Another area of UAS application in the domain of civil society and security, includes the 

protection of critical infrastructure. The application in this field in the Republic of Srpska 

has not been institutionalized yet. [8] This area of potential application is often subject to 

fierce criticism and reserves from the standpoint of political and social acceptability. It 

involves the protection of pipelines, electro-energetic infrastructure, traffic communications, 

etc. Large networks require constant monitoring in order to prevent accidents so that the 

energy supply provides a safe way. Pipelines are especially susceptible to the action of 

natural hazards and human activities, and it is therefore necessary to continuously monitor 

and monitoring the situation in their vicinity. [9] These tasks are currently carried out by 

helicopters, small planes or patrols. Often, use of satellites is not an option because of their 

availability and high prices. The advantages of UAS use is reflected in endurance and 

flexibility that are a crucial characteristics that determine their use in these missions as they 

provide the continuity that is neccesary to perform these tasks. [10] The possible use of  

UAS control and monitoring of traffic is great, especially in cases of traffic accidents but 
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also for scientific research in this field. Unmanned systems compared to fixed traffic control 

systems have the advantage of flexibility and possibilities for use without additional 

personnel costs and could be used independently of other systems.  Critical infrastructure 

protection is an important task and scope of UAS, when havung in mind the importance of 

critical infrastructure for the overall functioning of society. 

A significant area of  UAS use is in the field of communications. Communication links are 

especially important for the functioning of the emergency services and during 

emergencies. The advantage of UAS and structures that they build is provicion of the 

connection to the users without building costly infrastructure such as with standard 

communication structure, taking over functions of terrestrial transmitters. Several UAV 

could replace more terrestrial stations thus reducing maintenance costs and cuting prices. 

UAS services could be used by the emergency services because it offers advances in 

communications, provides greater opportunities for the transfer and protection of data from 

possible unauthorized access and wiretapping. Potential use of UAS in communication 

systems includes the use of radio communications and as an alternative to satellite 

systems. UAVs have a significant advantage in the communication systems in relation to the 

land-based system, as it principally could be used in the frequency range of 45 GHz, which 

is very reliable with high accuracy and a small error in the transmission.  

Unmanned aerial systems could also have a great benefit in scientific research in the phase 

of prevention. They are ideal for atmospheric, geological and metheorological researches 

and usable in agriculture and forestry. The possibility of their use in hazardous missions 

without compromising the safety of the crew is a huge advantage but the possibility of using 

different sensors as well, because it significantly contributes to research. These systems 

certainly represent a useful tool in civilian security sector, particularly during emergencies. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Unmanned aerial systems have a wide range of abilities and characteristics that give them 

the ability to be used in a wide range of options. Due to its characteristics and a number of 

advantages, they are particularly useful in the field of civil security because they provide an 

advantage over the alternatives, although the political and social acceptance is emerging as 

an important limiting factor. Technology and anticipated technological advances will 

continue to play a major part in the development of unmanned systems in the future, which 

is why it is necessary to increase investment in the development of these systems in the 

future. This will increase their involvement in the civil security sector in the future and this 

trend needs to be taken into account in Republic of Srpska. 

In Republic of Srpska, unmanned aerial systems have potential for use in the security secto, 

particularly in the field of emergency management, internal security and the activities of the 

emergency services, the protection of critical infrastructure and 

communications. Previously, it is necessary to find a general consensus regarding the degree 

of usefulness of the application of  UAS in the civil sphere of security, the level of ethical 

and legal justification of protection that would clarify the legal basis and regulate the use of 

these systems which would significantly lower the barriers of their aplication. Despite some 

disadvantages, UAS offer a cheaper alternative to the application in relation to more 

expensive services provided by other systems. 

The use and benefits of  UAS could significantly strengthen the various operations in the 

civil security sector, particularly in mentioned areas. However, it is very important that the 

shortcomings and problems are properly identified before the start of use of these 

systems. This applies particularly to issues concerning the use of unmanned systems in civil 

environment, from safety of use to the violation of human rights and freedoms. 
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Apstract: Historical facts are a proof that nations, states, coalitions, and assotiations have 

confronted over spheres of interest and over domination on various fields. Sometime there 

was an imperative to seize certain space/land in order to exploit resources, use labour force 

or to, simply, submit rule of overwhelming force, which was going to impose their own laws. 

Theories, explaining relations in a geopolitical sphere, have stressed out on distinctive 

relations on use of force, as well as determning of rights in terms of „bigger“ capital, 

unavoidably, leads into its expansion, „swollowing“ a „smaller one“. Modern days views, 

processes and opinions on the geopolitical scene gain elements of dynamics, demonstration 

of power, directing global processes, and many discources and unpredictabilities. Treats 

have become more expressive, pandemic, in some sense. In accordance with the stated, the 

question emerges if is possible, entirely, explain a nature of geopolitical relations regarding 

levels of scientific knowledge. 

Keywords: geopolitical relatins, level of scientific knowledge, global threats. 

 

1. PREFACE 

The impact of the instruments for achieving the geopolitical objectives and redistribution of 

sphere of influence has become, in the modern era, almost normal in bilateral and 

multilateral relations. In their essence lies fight for control over the resources and different 

approaches to modeling environment that fits individual countries, professional associations 

and societies. Sometimes this is done under the disguise of fight for human rights, 

sometimes by setting demands for accessing to energy sources or simply, influencing the 

economic situation of international entities, which voluntarily or involuntarily, for a longer 

or shorter period of time, accept or not the newly developed situation. Implications of this 

geopolitical approach are numerous. Risks and threats that we have today were almost 

unrecognizable only twenty years earlier.  

Global structural changes affecting the international community late twentieth and early 

twenty-first century, make world today more complex and relationships in the world harder 

to understand. Bringing judgments and conclusions about some processes or appearances is 

a multiple imperative. 

With regard to the reconceptualization of geopolitics, each of its analysis must be more then 

strategic analysis of national communities and reflections of contemporary theorists and 

doyen of geopolitics. From the geopolitical point of view of major countries, primarily the 

United States, the global image of the world is characterized by certain types, places, people 

and drama. (Tuathail et al., 2007:114).  
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2. ANALYSIS OF THE THEORIES IN LIGHT OF THE MODERN 

GEOPOLITICAL EVENTS  

Threats to international security have become much more unpredictable compared to direct 

war conflicts of the countries in the last century. Mexican cartel is suspected to have killed 

several people in Australia, the Arab Spring, an attempt to develop a state that would be a 

caliphate on the territory of present-day Syria and Iraq, the conflict in Ukraine, 

demonstrations in Hong Kong, the Arab-Israeli conflict in 2014, whit some elements of a 

total conflict, and the mass migration, etc,  indicate that the world is in a very turbulent 

stage. Nothing new, we may say. However, a systematic analysis of the above mentioned 

indicates that under the globalization processes is diagnosed greater fragmentation of the 

countries, complex relationships at all levels in international security, enormous economic 

and industrial development of individual countries, the weakening of international 

government - the United Nations, in a certain sense the weakening of the US, the transfer of 

global  ideas and its implementation in the local environment. The actors, the objectives and 

instruments of international policy will have new dimensions and projections. 
The question is, or at least should be revised, about the previous theoretical basis and 

scientific views on international relations. Essentially considering the liberal approach, the 

realist views, opinions of the constructive theory, neoliberalism and even a combination of 

those (Nye, 2009: 4-9), it is recognized that the state of international relations gained some 

new dimensions. Propagation of one or the other theory is not meaningful because the 

decisions of individual geopolitical players in many ways surprise the whole world with 

inconformity with the theoretical concepts or with avoidance of the established diplomatic 

channels, nowdays, more than ever, are driven by the primary interest of a single country, as 

well as a partner in the geopolitical game. The roots of the theoretical thoughts about social 

conflicts can be found in the theological-theistic interpretations, geopolitical thinking of that 

time as well as in malthusian interpretations of the conflict. Modern conceptions are based 

on a psychological theory of instinctive aggression and theory of frustration. Sociological 

theory has a reflection in Marxist theory and civil conflict, while manifestation can be seen 

through game theory, conflict functionalism and theory of clash of civilizations. Types of 

social conflicts are identified in class, religious, racial, national, political, and specific and 

extreme types of social conflicts.  

Some authors like Dunne, Kurki and Smith discussed from this standpoint about feminist, 

green, post-structuralist and post-colonial theory of international relations. What is 

interesting is a question posed in the fifteenth chapter of their book, which type of scientific 

disciplines are international relations? (Dunne et al., 2007). 

 

3. POSSIBILITIES AND METHODS OF REACHING A CERTAIN 

LEVEL OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE 

From the above mentioned theoretical considerations of conflicts and international relations, 

the threats, which have the character of  different impact on all segments of society, can be 

determined. According to the "Global Strategic Trends-Out to 2040" (Global Strategic 

Trends (GST) - Out to 2040 2010:7) threats that will affect all inhabitants of the planet will 

be reflected in climate change, globalization, global inequalities and innovations. Analyzing 

these four factors, the great possibility of this kind of development with many sub-variants, 

can be foreseen. 

Climate changes have caused great concern to scientists and experts, but not enough to 

awaken the awareness of decision-makers in big business. Ecological migrations, lack of 

food, melting of glaciers, shortage of drinking water, air pollution are some of the segments 

which, indirectly, can cause conflicts. Globalization, with all its factors, affects the highly 
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developed, undeveloped and developing countries. It is "a process that builds the legality 

and interaction of social processes and social relations, the legality of the structure and 

interdependence of social systems based on scientific and technological development, a 

process that had its roots in the socio-historical development of mankind, living in the 

present and creates a new, global, multi-integrated society that is emerging" (Simic, 2010:7). 

Aspects of the global economy as a contemporary phenomenon can be viewed through: the 

development of the global economic ideas, which is reflected through increasing levels of 

world trade with a wide range of goods and services and money transfers via electronic 

means; institutionalization of activities of the global economy, based on the founding of 

world economic institutions (International Monetary Fund, the International Bank, the 

World Trade Organization, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

and others.); integration of economic areas, national economies, capital at all levels via the 

main areas-trade, finance, production and growing network of treaties and institutions at the 

global level; Direct foreign investments in undeveloped economies, the exploitation of 

natural and social resources; creating the conditions for the marketing of products; 

preventing competitors to create economic positions in local markets around the world; 

lowering costs of the transport and power of technology, expressed through the possibility of 

realization of financial transactions at great distances. Problems, at the present time, are 

reflected in the fact that because of the recession, donor funds for poverty reduction, either 

directly or indirectly, donated to various organizations, primarily the United Nations, are 

reduced. 

Global imbalances, considerably challenge direct or indirect jeopardizing of a stable security 

environment. As an example, the distribution of world’s wealth can be used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of the world's wealth 

This pyramid shows how the world's wealth is distributed between the mega-rich, the super-

rich and everyone else. Pyramid made by Credit Suisse shows that 32 million people, or 0.7 

percent of the world's adult population controls 98.7 trillion, or about 41 percent of the 
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world's wealth. At the bottom of the pyramid, we see that 3.2 billion people, or 68.7 percent 

of the world's adult population, controlls only three percent of the world's wealth, or about 

7.3 billion dollars (Credit Suisse, 2013). 

For today's understanding of general security in the world, a region, or local relations and 

poverty is acceptable considering the impact of asymmetric threats and their content, 

supporting forms and manifestations of poverty. Reflecting the contents of asymmetric 

threats to poverty is also multifaceted. It is anticipated that 2045 will be about 65% of the 

population living in cities (or approximately 6 billion) with the needs of food, resources and 

security. Poverty in certain regions of the world will surely increase. 

New ideologies guided by religious, ethical, traditional and other factors
26

, and 

combinations of these, will create emergencies in all parts of the world with a focus on the 

Middle East and Central Asia. 

Grammar of new international relations examines the innovative character bilaterally. 

Positively, in terms of human development in all fields and negatively, because the modern 

technical and technological achievements can be used for the purpose of destruction of 

human beings, plants, animal species and resources for life (food, water, energy, etc.). 

Maybe reasons, motives and even the consequences of compromising a stable security 

environment should be sought in current events and by using a certain degree of 

generalization, reach the required descriptions and classifications (causes, reasons, course 

and consequences of mass migration can not be determined at short notice). Generally, in all 

social sciencies, especially in disciplines such as international relations, geopolitics, 

security, is difficult to establish a scientific discovery and scientific prediction. However, 

according to the contents, it is possible to reach a certain degree of prediction or the 

development of certain segments of the processes and phenomena. 

Returning to the four diagnosed threats, their courses of action can be identified and can be 

determined the centers to counter the same. Climate change considerations came into 

attention in the last years of the previous century because it was noticed that directly and 

indirectly affect the global economy, politics, geo-strategic considerations, military strategy 

and even innovative new weapons that can be used in the new conditions of life on the 

planet. 

Pandemic global impacts on life on Earth each day are multiplied and in the future will be 

even greater. It is particularly expressed in the use of mass media, liberal elimination of 

trade barriers, the use of force in international relations, integration and disintegration, the 

growth of social networks, environmental disasters, increasing poverty, reducing the 

sovereignty of international entities. 

The conflict between Western countries and Russia continues. There is a talk of new Cold 

War, or the new nature of international relations (in the modern world an unthinkable 

annexation of Crimea after the elections on the peninsula or the recognition of Kosovo by 

some countries). Strong compound words such as "no tolerance", "hegemony of big", 

"spheres of influence", "territorial expansion" are re-mentioned (Pearce, 2014). Although 

there are many controversies, some thoughts go in the direction that the key of European and 

even global security lies on the Europe-Asia axis. Maria Makarova believes that no 

organization (NATO, OSCE, Shanghai Cooperation) is not able to cope with modern threats, 

although "there are selective understandings" (Makarova, 2013: 168). Russia is, realizing its 

                                                 
26

 It is visible that, beside of a fact that some of them are retrograde, the same are very 

adaptable (there are clear indications that ISIL has formed or established some segments 

such as: taxi service, banks, use of social networks with a purpose of promoting foreign 

citisens in the Organisation, presentation of written publicacions, magasines, jihhad share in 

social movements, etc.). 
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energy power, began to return on a pedestal as an empire. Investments are recognized in the 

research at the North Pole and the seabed around the world as well as the construction of a 

new project "North Stream 2". China is by some estimates and indicators already become 

the biggest economic power. Its military might is presented by building artificial islands in 

the China Sea to install their military assets. 

Distinct reasons for the need of cooperation can be observed, energy and resources, even 

though they can create negative effects, may have the cooperation factor. Firstly, regardless 

of the current sanctions and increasing of internal needs, the Russian economy is export-

oriented in terms of gas and oil (Europe and China). Secondly, the exploitation of new 

sources is increased (Western Siberia), geographically, sources in Western Siberia are best 

for Europe. Market prices for oil and suitability for individual customers allows great rate of 

sale on non-European markets and, finally, the exploration and exploitation of oil and gas 

sources is done in cooperation with European companies, French "Total", Norwegian 

"Statoil Hydro" (Primakov, 2010: 89-91). 

Scientific and technological changes will significantly stimulate changes in international 

economic and political relations, growing into one of the decisive factors for the 

development of a new concept of global relations, significantly influencing the emergence of 

new subjects and new factors in international relations, to change the nature of their 

interests, and thus to change behavior, thus multiplying the model in their mutual global 

correspondences (Basic, 2013: 12). 

After descriptive segments and elements of typology, the following figure might show a 

certain degree of scientific predictions. The figure has only elements in which could be met 

a realistic assessment of the spread of interest in the real world and give the determinants of 

a scientific work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Global Strategic Trends-assessment (DST, 2010: 7) 
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Although in its original, genetic and structural content, visible results do not come 

immediately, the development of security studies in its institutional form can be one of the 

solutions. You could study the collection of information on developments in the geopolitical 

and security relations with the explanation of their origin and the cause and come up with 

new findings, which are important for the future, applying scientific methodology. 

It is evident that clear unanimity and unification cannot be reached. Methodological quest 

for new knowledge in this field would come from the already available information giving 

the foundation for principles and pathways that may be useful for mankind. Interaction with 

politics, economics, technical and technological solutions, law, religion, culture, tradition 

and others, system would provide an information system that would be arranged, connected 

and adaptable set of scientific facts, theories and practical solutions.
27 

 

Author Momcilo Sakan in his book "Peace Studies-polemology and irinology" (Sakan, 

2008), explained in a complex, multidisciplinary and multi-dimensional way the problem of 

polemology and irinology - problem of war and peace as two opposing, but still cause-effect 

related phenomena. Through the epistemological and methodological base, the book 

presents the importance of peace, and from this and the quantum of the scientific analysis of 

its endangerment by natural or socio-technical causes. 

Some authors, as Miroslav Milutinovic (Milutinovic, 2013: 534) considered that the 

appearances in the security sector, in order to reach a higher level of scientific knowledge, in 

contemporary society should be analyzed more from sociological, social, ethical, and 

psychological aspects. He believes that the relevant and determined sociology of safety with 

its empirical research and theoretical considerations can and should contribute to theoretical 

consideration of the relationship of security and society in general sociology, in its most 

general determination of the legality of the development of society. 

Scientific knowledge and distribution of practical solutions, in its finalized release, 

consideration of new theories (liberal peace theory, the theory of democratic peace, peace 

studies, etc.) would give and contribute to a confidence building in the world, but also 

emphasizing the strengthening of world institutions and organizations in this field. Scientific 

and practical significance of gaining qualitative intensity is increased, when multiversatility 

of sciences has been used and when geopolitical, geostrategic and security problems is 

approached without sublimating and interest. Positive examples are reflected in the 

cooperation of the Baltic countries with NORDCAPS countries in the area of defense
3
, with 

BRICS countries, ASEAN and others. 

Reflections in studies on security and geopolitical field must have in mind that the spheres 

of interest are relevant for the considerations of today's international relations. This, in the 

contextual level, implies a permanent critical review of security practices, controversy, 

paradigm, and sometimes, what seems to be absolutely illogical solutions. Studies of the 

contemporary geopolitical realities and security relationship eventually grew into a 

conceptually and methodologically systematized theoretical research approaches (theories, 

schools). 

 

 

                                                 
2 
Postgraduate study "Science and Security" at King's College in London has in its programs 

as a primary consideration of security and relations with other socio-sociological categories. 

The scientific approach is the basis for the study "Science and Global Security," which 

addresses: reducing the danger of nuclear weapons and nuclear materials, increasing the 

biological safety and security of outer space. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

With scientific basis, to geopolitical and security predictions should be approached 

carefully, due to the fact that the interests in the geopolitical relationships are determining, 

and sometimes virtually ignore the degree of scientific considerations. Access through a 

multivariate analysis, preventive nature of the resolution of conflicts through peaceful means 

but, on the other hand, the possibility of an action by military force, refers to hard reaching 

of certain levels of scientific knowledge-especially scientific predictions. 

The international community as a geopolitical identity undoubtedly can be a source of 

instability because many member states do not recognize the solution of their spheres of 

interest in the
28

 context of meeting the basic rights of international entities. On the one hand, 

it is recognized use of this factor, which is practically manifested in decisions that often give 

solutions in accordance with a vision of individual groups of countries. On the other hand, 

the point of view goes to the limit where it is considered that the international community 

initiates conspiracies against certain people or countries. 

The description of certain events and their classification as causes, motives, and implications 

is questionable on many grounds. Addressing the individual sciences and disciplines to those 

problems in many ways gives relevance in a scientific research, giving a certain degree of 

scientific prediction, but also hides a lot of controversy, paradigm, discourses, illogical and 

even diametrical opposites. Studies of geopolitics and security, primarily, but also other 

sciences and scientific disciplines will be multiple imperative to reach a particular cognitive 

process and the level of scientific knowledge. In particular, questions of terrorism, migrant 

crisis, the impact on public opinion to initiate confrontation, diplomacy as a weapon in the 

hands of the great powers, projecting the development of threat and risk in multivariate 

analysis and others, are asked. 
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